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Preface

This book is based on the Wilde Lectures in Natural and Comparative 
Religion, which I delivered at the University of Oxford in November and 
December 2002 under the tide ‘Indie religions to 1200 AD: a critical and 
anthropological approach’. Those who were present at the lectures will 
realise that this book differs from the lectures in other respects besides the 
ude. Most of the text of the lectures is here, in one form or another, but I 
have taken the opportunity to rethink and extend the argument in many 
places. Unfortunately, the extensive visual material presented in the lectures 
has had for practical reasons mostly to be excluded from the book.

This is a relatively short book, however, on a very large subject, and 
there has been no attempt to be comprehensive. The book focuses on 
the development of the yogic and Tantric tradition in Indie societies, and 
while I have discussed the wider context in which these events happened 
in considerable detail, I have not attempted to provide a comprehensive 
history of Indian religion.

It is difficult to deal with language transcription consistently and system
atically in a book that ranges over several bodies of scholarly literatures with 
different conventions. The omission of diacritics is nevertheless a major irri
tant and often deprives the reader of vital information, quite apart from 
rendering it impossible to know how words might be pronounced. My 
general strategy has been to give only modern place names and words that 
are thoroughly Anglicised without diacritics. I have generally given Sanskrit 
forms in preference to Pali or other Prakrits, though have employed the 
latter in contexts where it would seem clumsy or inappropriate to do oth
erwise (e.g. when I am citing the Pali Canon). I beg the readers indulgence 
for remaining errors and inconsistencies; I am not a Sanskritist.

I wish to express my appreciation to the Electors of the Wilde Lectures 
for allowing me to give the lectures, and in particular to Richard Gombrich, 
who was a most kind and gracious host during my stay in Oxford, as indeed 
during my previous stay in 1999, and who helped me in very many respects

ix



X Preface

in relation to this book. I would also wish to thank those who attended 
the lectures and provided valuable discussion and insight, and to many 
others with whom I have discussed some or all of these issues in recent 
years. The list is a long one, but I wish to mention at least Naman Ahuja, 
Nick Allen, Robert Beer, Jim Benson, Marieke Clarke, Lance Cousins, 
Max Deeg, Gill Farrer-Halls, Gavin Flood, Will Tuladhar-Douglas, David 
Gellner, Sanjukta Gupta, Adam Hardy, James Hegarty, Saunaka Rishi Das, 
Will Johnson, Klemens Karlsson, Kim Chong-Ho, Elizabeth de Michelis, 
Mogg and Kym Morgan, Ruth Rickard, Rob Mayer, Cathy Cantwell, Brian 
Bocking, Kate Crosby, Brenda McGregor, Ted Proferes, Robert Pryde, Julia 
Shaw, Andrew Skilton and Michael Willis. I apologise to others whom I 
have undoubtedly omitted. I particularly thank Thomas J. Hopkins for his 
graciousness in allowing me to read and refer to his unpublished work on 
the early history of Indian religions, Gunnar Haaland for allowing me to 
use a photograph of a thang-ka in his possession for the cover, and Rob 
Linrothe, Theresa McCullough, Mark Nichter, Asko Parpola, Sylvia Sax 
and Anne Vergati for providing photographs and for assistance in obtaining 
permission to use photographs. I also thank the National Museum of India, 
the Department of Archaeology and Museums, Government of Pakistan, 
for permission to use images and Peshawar Museum, Vidisha Museum, and 
the Indian Museum, Calcutta for permission to photograph objects in their 
collections. I thank Kate Brett and Gillian Dadd, of Cambridge University 
Press, for their friendly, helpful and efficient assistance with producing the 
book.

I also thank the University of Newcasde, New South Wales for allowing 
me to undertake two periods of study leave during which much of the 
research for the book was undertaken, the Leverhulme Trust and Brian 
Bocking for a visiting professorship at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies in 2003—4 which gave time for valuable further work on this project, 
and Cardiff University for appointing me to the Professorial Fellowship 
which has allowed its completion. I also wish to acknowledge the partici
pants in the May 2004 workshop at SOAS on the politics of Asian religions, 
among them Saunaka Rishi Das, Madhu Kishwar, Rajiv Malhotra, Hiroko 
Kawanami, Chakraborty Ram Prasad and Ursula King, who helped gready 
in formulating some of the ideas in Chapter 1 and elsewhere in the book. I 
do not think that at this point in time there is any frilly satisfactory answer 
to the questions raised on that occasion, but I hope that this book will be 
in its way a positive contribution to the ends towards which that workshop 
was directed.



C H A P T E R  I

Introduction

The ‘Indie Religions’ of my sub tide are early forms of what we now know 
as Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. Their development, even with an 
arbitrary end-date of 1200 CE,1 is a large topic, and only some aspects are 
covered in this book. I am particularly concerned with the growth of one 
of their central and most characterisdc features, the group of traditions of 
mental and physical cultivation that developed into what we now know as 
yoga’, ‘Tantra’, and ‘meditation’. The indigenous terms vary, and do not 
correspond neady to modern Western uses of these terms, but practices 
involving mental and physical cultivation, mosdy directed towards the 
achievement of some kind of liberating insight,2 are found in all the major 
religions originating in the Indian sub-continent.

The main body of the book consists of five chapters (3 to 7) focusing 
on the early growth of Buddhism, Jainism and the renuncíate traditions 
within Brahmanical religion, roughly from the fourth to second centuries 
BCE, and three chapters (10 to 12) discussing the period from the fifth to 
twelfth centuries. The first of these periods corresponds, as far as we can 
tell, to the initial development of yogic and meditational techniques; the 
second period covers the growth of Tantric practices and the relationship 
between yoga and Tantra. The remaining chapters provide introduction 
and commentary, and sketch developments before, between and after these 
two key periods.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, these practices were scarcely 
known outside of South Asia and the Buddhist societies of Southeast and 
East Asia, a few specialist scholars and esoteric practitioners aside. By the 
beginning of the twenty-first century, millions, if not tens of millions, of

1 I use BCE (before the common or Christian era) and use CE (common or Christian era) in place of  
the specifically Christian terms BC and AD, as is the general convention in religious studies.

2 ‘Liberating insight is a generic term that I use in this book, following Johannes Bronkhorst (1993), 
for the various goals o f  the renuncíate traditions o f India (nirvana, moksa, bodbi, kevala! kaivalya, 
etc.).
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people around the world were practising Hindu yoga, Buddhist meditation 
and related traditions, and ideas, concepts and practices deriving from yogic 
and Tan trie contexts had become a familiar part of global society. Although 
this massive social development is not dealt with in detail in these pages, 
it helps to explain why it is worth understanding these practices and their 
origins. Like many other people, I have lived through aspects of these 
developments in my own life, as a scholar of Tibetan and Indian religions 
and of social and cultural anthropology, as a friend and acquaintance of 
numerous people involved with the global spread of yogic and Tantric 
practices, and as an intermittent practitioner myself of several varieties of 
these traditions.

The impetus behind this book is the desire to understand what these 
developments mean, and what yoga, meditation and Tantra have become 
and might still become within their new global context. Part of the answer 
to that question has to come from a study of contemporary developments in 
their own terms. There have been quite a few studies of Western adoptions 
of Asian spiritual techniques and approaches, including some of my own, 
and there is plenty more to be done along these lines. Another part of the 
answer, though, involves re-examining the history of these practices within 
the Indie religions from which they originated. That is the focus of the 
present work.

Yoga, meditation and Tantra are complex and problematic labels, and 
rather than attempting to define them in detail at this point, I shall leave 
the scope and meaning of our investigation to emerge in the course of the 
book. Perhaps it is enough at this point to say that we are concerned with 
disciplined and systematic techniques for the training and control of the 
human mind-body complex, which are also understood as techniques for 
the reshaping of human consciousness towards some kind of higher goal.3 
In an earlier work, I have made some suggestions about the anthropological 
analysis of mind-body processes in human life (Samuel 1990). This book 
only occasionally ventures into such areas; it is primarily an attempt at the 
historical understanding of the development of a particular set of techniques 
and practices within Indie religions.

The most usual starting point for a history of Indie religions is the 
religion of the Indus Valley cultural tradition in what is now Pakistan and

3 For any readers who are familiar with yoga primarily as a physical exercise, as one often encounters 
it today, it is important to appreciate that the physical aspects o f yoga were historically a secondary 
part o f a set o f techniques that was aimed at training mind and body as a whole, and that (given 
some quibbles about exacdy what is meant by ‘religion’) had a specifically religious orientation. See 
e.g. Alter 2005; de Michelis 2004.
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North-West India, best known from the extensive remains of the early 
urban societies at Mohenjo-Daro, Harappa and elsewhere. These cities 
correspond to what is now known as the ‘Integration Era' of the Indus 
Valley cultural tradition, and dated to around 2600 to 1900 BCE. The 
large body of imagery found on the seals at these urban sites has been 
particularly significant for scholars seeking to understand the religious life 
of the Indus Valley peoples. In particular, ever since Sir John Marshall s 
suggestion in the 1930s that one of the Indus Valley seals represented an early 
version of the god Siva in a specifically yogic posture, it has been common 
to trace the origins of yoga and of various other aspects of Indian religion 
back to the Indus Valley cultural tradition (Marshall 1931: vol. I, 7).

I begin my account of the history of Indie religions by discussing some of 
these interpretations,, but I should make it clear from the start that I do not 
feel that we can learn very much from this early material. Given what we 
now know about cultural continuities in the archaeological record between 
the Indus Valley cultural tradition and succeeding populations in the region, 
it is certainly possible that there was some continuity in the area of religion. 
The difficulty is that the early evidence is far from unambiguous, and that 
it is almost always interpreted by reading later religious forms into it.

Consider the well-known image (Fig. 1.1) that Marshall regarded as 
depicting a three-headed god, seated in a yogic posture, and saw as a 
prototype of Rudra or Siva as Lord of the Beasts (Pasupati). This story 
has been widely accepted and the presence of a proto-Siva’ figure in the 
Indus Valley is perhaps the most frequent assertion made about religion in 
that period. However, on closer examination, the case for a proto-Siva’ 
interpretation of this image is far from conclusive. To begin with, Siva is 
not shown in this posture in later iconography.4 Nor is he ever shown with 
a horned headdress in later times. Nor is it clear that the image has three 
heads. Nor is it self-evident that the animals are to be read in terms of the 
main figure being a ‘Lord of the Beasts’.

In fact, this image has been read in a variety of other ways. Alf Hiltebeitel 
has suggested that the head represents a buffalo (others have preferred a 
bull), and that the four surrounding animals correspond to the Vedic gods 
of the four directions (Hiltebeitel 1978). For Bridget and Raymond Allchin 
the image is ithyphallic (1982: 214). Herbert Sullivan and Shubhangana 
Atre have both argued that it does not depict a god at all, but a female deity 
(Sullivan 1964; Atre 199 8).5 As for the posture of the figure on this and similar

4 For early Siva iconography, see N. Joshi 1984 and Srinivasan 1984.
5 For further interpretations, see Dhyansky 1987: 90-1.
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Figure i .i . 'Proto-Siva’ Seal (M-304)

seals, for Yan Dhyansky (1987: 94-9) and Thomas McEvilley (2002:104), 
it is clearly the yogic posture mulabandhasana, and has to be understood in 
terms of proto-Tan trie techniques aimed at driving ‘the sperm-marrow-soul 
fluid up the spinal channel’ (McEvilley 2002: no; cf. Dhyansky 1987:100). 
Sullivan notes that the posture ‘seems to us a natural enough one and need 
not be a yogic posture at all’ (1964:120), while Asko Parpola suggests that 
this ‘so-called “yoga” posture may simply imitate the Proto-Elamite way 
of representing seated bulls’ (1994: 250, caption to fig. 14.16)! The only 
reasonable conclusion is that we do not actually know how to interpret the 
figure, nor do we know what he or she represents.

Another possibly more explicit piece of imagery is the famous ritual scene 
shown on the Mohenjo-daro seal M-n86.

It seems reasonably safe to interpret this as a ritual scene, since a simpler 
version of the same scene is shown on several other seals, such as Harappa 
H-177 (illustrated in Parpola 1994: no, fig. 7.13) and Mohenjo-Daro M-488 
(illustrated in Farmer, Sproat and Witzel 2004). All three of these seals show 
a divine or human figure standing in a tree-frame of some kind (Parpola
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Figure 1.2. Seal Mohenjo-Daro (M-n86)

reads this as a fig-tree (1994: 256-61), another human figure kneeling or 
sitting before him/her, and an animal with long wavy horns. One might 
read the figure in the tree as a standing version of the ‘proto-Siva’, and 
the kneeling or seated figure as a priest or priestess who is worshipping 
him/her, though it may be noted that in the two Mohenjo Daro seals both 
wear the horned headdresses (if that is what they are), and in the Harappan 
seal neither do.

For Parpola, the worshipper on M-1186 is ‘probably the chief priest of 
the deity who possessed this seal’ and the animal is a human-faced markhor 
goat. In front of the priest is a low table ‘on which is placed a human head, 
identifiable as that of a warrior from its “double-bun” hairstyle which recurs 
elsewhere in fighting scenes and is of Mesopotamian origin’ (Parpola 1999b: 
249). The seven figures at the bottom are apparendy female, since they wear 
their hair in a plait, so the rest of the interpretation is straightforward:

T he tree is probably the banyan fig, and the deity inside it a predecessor of Durga, 
the goddess o f victory and love, to whom a hum an sacrifice o f a brave warrior 
has been made. The decapitated victim is likely to have been the groom in a 
‘sacred marriage’ performed at the new year festival, and to have personified the
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predecessor o f Rudra/Skanda/Rohita/Agni. [ . . . ]  The seven females at the bottom  
probably represent the ‘Seven Mothers’ o f this war-god, the stars o f the Pleiades, 
which became the constellation o f the new year when the naksatra calendar was 

compiled around the 23rd century BC. The markhor goat (sarabha in Sanskrit) is a 
symbol o f Agni in Vedic texts; according to the Kalika-Purana, the Goddess most 
appreciates man as a sacrificial victim, but next to a human victim she likes best 
the sarabha. The human face o f this beast in the seal may indicate that a ritual o f  
head exchange was practised [ . . . ] .  (Parpola 1999b: 249-50; see also 1994: 259-61)

Now, I must admit that all this could be true. What is happening here, 
however, is that Parpola, like other interpreters of these seals, is straining 
to interpret objects that are far from clear, and is reading them in terms of 
his knowledge of a wide range of texts and practices dating from a much 
later period. If we did not have these parallels in mind, it is unlikely that we 
would read the figure in the tree-frame as Durga or Kali, let alone see the 
scene as implying a human sacrifice of a god impersonating Rudra/Skanda 
etc.6 It is hardly obvious that the object on the table is a human head, for 
one thing, though Farmer, Sproat and Witzel are apparendy convinced, 
since they read the equivalent object on Mohenjo Daro M-488 as another 
human head (2004: 46, Fig. 13). It should also be noted that the Kdlika 
Parana is generally dated to the eleventh or twelfth century CE (Urban 
2001), so that Parpola is assuming that the Goddess’s tastes in sacrificial 
meat remained unchanged for around three thousand years.7

However, as with the proto-Siva’ figure, a variety of other interpretations 
are possible. Jayakar, looking at the same seal (M-1186), reads the figure in 
the tree as a yaksl, and the seven figures at the bottom as apsards or virgins 
rather than the Seven Mothers. The kneeling figure is an alchemist-priest, 
and the trunk of the tree is shaped like tht  garbhayantra, the womb vessel, 
wherein the ultimate secrets of alchemy were revealed’ (Jayakar 1989: 73). In 
her interpretation, the object that Parpola reads as the head of a decapitated 
warrior has been transformed into the Sri Cakra, the mark and altar of 
the goddess’ (1989: 73). Shubhangana Atre reads the kneeling figure as a 
‘High Priestess’, noting that this ‘is obvious from her attire which exacdy 
resembles that of the deity’ (Atre 1998:168), and the seven figures, rather as 
in Jayakar’s version, as ‘vestal virgins’; she neglects to mention the alleged 
warrior’s head, but interprets the scene as part of a sequence illustrating the

6 Note chat Parpola needs to conflate Rudra and Skanda, because Rudra (Siva) is the goddess’s consort 
in later Brahmanical mythology, but it is Skanda who is associated with the ‘Seven Mothers’.

7 For a more detailed presentation of Parpola’s overall perspective on the origins o f ‘Sakta Tantrism’, 
see Parpola 2002a.
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retirement of an older High Priestess and the consecration of a replacement 
from among the seven vestal virgins (1998:167-8).

We note that both Parpola and Jayakar read ‘Tantric themes into the 
material (the sacred marriage and human sacrifice for Parpola, the priest- 
alchemist and Sri Cakra for Jayakar), but the Tantric themes are completely 
different from each other and have nothing in common. Atre s interpreta
tion is not ‘Tantric’ at all. Clearly, these seals are not self-explanatory. In all 
three cases, the reading of the seal depends on a whole set of assumptions 
about the nature of Indus Valley religion.8

I find similar difficulties with other readings of the seal-images, such as 
Jayakar s interpretation of what she regards as a series of seals depicting 
a goddess and a tree (Jayakar 1989: 71—3 and pis. 5—8). Here, again, the 
possibility of onward continuity of tree and goddess cults is quite tempting, 
but completely unproven. One has to strain quite hard to find continuities, 
and there is ample scope for fantasy.

In any case, we have litde or no idea what these so-called ‘seals’ were used 
for, which makes it difficult to be sure that the images represent scenes of 
religious significance. They are too fragile for use for labelling consignments 
of goods, which seems to have been the function of apparendy similar seals 
in the Mesopotamian context. Farmer, Sproat and Witzel apparendy assume 
that they have a ritual function, and that the ‘inscriptions’ (which for them 
are non-linguistic) are collections of symbols of deities or celestial forces. 
Again they could be right, but there is litde to inspire any degree of certainty 
in this or any other interpretation (Farmer, Sproat and Witzel 2004: 41—3).

Parpola’s reading of a ‘sacred marriage’ theme into M-1186 (Fig. 1.2) 
is premised on his assumption of a linkage with sacred marriages in 
Mesopotamian religion (1994: 256), a suggestion also made by the late Prof. 
D. D. Kosambi. Kosambi suggested that the Great Bath at Mohenjo Daro 
served as an artificial ‘lotus pond’ constructed for ritual purposes, and was 
surrounded by rooms in which visiting men took part in ritual sexual union 
with ‘female attendant representatives of the mother goddess to whom the 
citadel complex belonged’. ‘This is not far-fetched’, Kosambi continues.

8 One could easily provide further possible interpretations. If the kneeling figure is seen as female and 
a high priestess, for example, as argued by Acre, the standing animal could represent her consort 
and Sacred King, giving another variant o f Parpola s (Frazer-style) sacred marriage. This would link 
with the well-known seal from Chanhujo-daro which may (or may not) represent a ‘bison bull about 
to have intercourse with a priestess lying on the ground’ (Parpola 1994: 256, fig. 14.32), not to say 
with Biardeaus work on goddesses and bufralo-gods in modern South India (Biardeau 1989). One 
could then interpret the numerous representations of individual bulls and other animals on seals as 
representing Sacred Kings o f particular communities. But the real point is that all these interpretations, 
Parpolas, Jayakars, Atres and my own, have to be regarded as speculative and unproven.
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£The temples of Ishtar in Sumer and Babylon had similar practices in which 
girls of the leading families had also to participate’. These priestesses were 
the origin of the later Indie mythology of the apsaras, ‘irresistibly beautiful 
women who would entice men to consort with them and eventually lead 
the heroes to destruction (Kosambi 1965: 68).

Kosambi was often a sensitive and insightful scholar, and such an inter
pretation might, like some of the other interpretations we have been con
sidering here, enable us to take back the origins of sexual yoga in India 
by another 2000 years, but it does, like the work of Parpola, Jayakar and 
others, seem to go rather a long way beyond the evidence.

Other attempts to make positive assertions about Indus Valley religion 
strike me as equally conjectural (e.g. Jairazbhoy 1994). I am in no position 
to say that any of these interpretations are incorrect, but they certainly 
cannot all be right. Since there is no obvious way to choose between them, 
they do not actually take us very far. At the end of the day, we know quite a 
lot about the daily life of the people of the Indus Valley urban civilisation, 
but litde or nothing for certain about their religious practices. In particular, 
it seems to me that the evidence for the yogic or ‘Tantric’ practices is so 
dependent on reading later practices into the material that it is of little 
or no use for constructing any kind of history of practices. I am therefore 
taking a more cautious view in the present work, and assume that we do 
not have conclusive evidence for yogic or ‘Tantric’ practices in the Indus 
Valley cultural tradition.

I find myself equally unpersuaded by attempts to see yogic or ‘Tantric’ 
practices in their developed forms in the Rgveda or Atharvaveda. There 
are certainly indications both of magical ritual for pragmatic purposes, and 
of ecstatic religious practices, shamanic if the reader wishes to use the 
term. I shall discuss some of these in later chapters (7 and 9). There is also 
conceptual material, such as the role o f ‘breath’ (prdna:) within the body, 
which is taken up and reworked by later yogic and ‘Tantric’ theory.

There is nothing, however, to imply yogic practice, in the sense of a 
developed set of techniques for operating with the mind-body complex. 
Our best evidence to date suggests that such practices developed in the 
same ascetic circles as the early sramana movements (Buddhists, Jainas and 
Ajlvikas), probably in around the sixth and fifth centuries BCE.

It is for these reasons that Part One of my book is focused in this period, 
which follows on what has been called the ‘Second Urbanisation’ of South 
Asia (the first being the growth of the Indus Valley cities in the third 
millennium BCE). The growth of cities and early states in the sixth and
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fifth centuries BCE was the context for the early sramana movements, 
and this is where, as far as we can tell, the new techniques of spiritual 
development were first developed and propagated.

As for ‘Tantra5, much depends on what we mean by that much-contested 
term, which has a wide variety of meanings within the Indie traditions 
themselves. The central issue with which I deal in Part Two, however, is 
the development of the relatively coherent set of techniques and practices 
which appears in a more or less complete form in Buddhist and Saiva 
texts in the ninth and tenth centuries CE. This comprises a number of 
elements: elaborate deity visualisations, in which the practitioner identifies 
with a divine figure at the centre of a manddila or geometrical array of 
deities; fierce male and particularly female deities; the use of transgressive 
‘Kápálika’-style practices associated with cremation-grounds and polluting 
substances linked to sex and death, and internal yogic practices, including 
sexual techniques, which are intended to achieve health and long life as 
well as liberating insight.

The various components of this set of spiritual techniques appear to 
come from different sources. I attempt to trace their growth, and to make 
sense of their adoption within relatively mainstream Buddhist, Jaina and 
Brahmanical contexts.

Thus my main narrative runs approximately from about 500 BCE to 
about 1200 CE. These limits are somewhat arbitrary, particularly given 
the uncertainties of dating for the early part of this period. About 500 
BCE’, however, represents a point at which I assume that an early form 
of ‘Brahmanical5 culture using an Indo-Aryan language had been firmly 
established in parts of Northern India (present day Punjab, Haryana and 
Western UP), but had not yet reached dominance over the North-Eastern 
areas (including present-day Bihar, West Bengal and Bangladesh), or over 
the remainder of South Asia. The year 1200 CE represents a point at which 
Muslim rule had been established over most of North and Northeast India, 
and the main remaining centres of Buddhist culture in these regions had 
been destroyed. This was far from the end-point of Indie religious develop
ments, but it forms a convenient point at which to close a narrative that is 
already seeking to encompass a very large range of cultural time and space.

Islam, of course, had an impact on India and other areas of Indie culture 
well before 1200 CE. The story of the early stages of its incorporation 
within Indie societies is an important and significant one, but it goes well 
beyond my personal competence, and I have not attempted to tell it here. 
As for Buddhism, it continued to develop both within and beyond South
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Asia after 1200 CE, but that development entered a new phase, and took 
place in very different conditions. Part of that story, the part that involved 
the people of Tibet, was the subject of one of my earlier books, Civilized 
Shamans (Samuel 1993), and in some ways the present work is a kind of 
prequel to that book.9

The study of Indie religious traditions has to be approached today with 
some sensitivity and care. During the main period discussed in this book, 
Buddhism, Jainism and forms of Brahmanical religion ancestral to modern 
Hinduism were all vital parts of the South Asian religious scene, alongside 
a basic level of folk and village religious practice that still exists today 
in various forms throughout South Asia and is best regarded as neither 
Buddhist, Jaina nor Brahmanical.10 Todays Hindus, Buddhists and Jains 
have their own traditions of scholarship and study, and their own ways 
of understanding themselves and their religions. Much of this may be a 
modern development, a reaction to the unequal dialogue with Christianity 
and other Western forms of knowledge during colonial times (cf. Lopez 
1995; King 1999; Viswanathan 2003). The modernist self-understandings 
that have resulted from this dialogue, however, are a reality in the lives of 
thousands of millions of people in Asia and the Asian diasporas. These 
people have a legitimate concern with how their religions are portrayed. At 
times, however, this can lead to problematic attempts by pressure groups to 
control what is said about Indie religions and eliminate features that do not 
fit neady into a spiritually sanidsed and benign picture. This is unfortunate, 
since attempts at excessive purity in the religious field generally backfire.

At the same time, Western sociedes have developed their own modes 
of understanding Asian religions, both popular and academic, and these 
undoubtedly have their own flaws and limitadons. Cridcs of Western 
academia often fail to appreciate the deep and posidve engagement with 
Indie religions that underlies much ‘Orientalist’ and more recent scholar
ship. This aside, I would hardly want to suggest that all of this work is 
beyond criticism.11

9 Three substantial chapcers (Twenty to Twenty-Two) o f Civilized Shamans discussed the history of 
Buddhism in India up to around 1200 CE. I realised at the time that an adequate treatment o f the 
material in those chapters was a much larger project than I could then undertake. In subsequent 
years, I have become increasingly involved with the early history of Indie religions, particularly of 
Tantric Buddhism. The present book is to some degree an attempt to take stock of my work in this 
area.

10 We can see these, for example, in the women’s rituals of marriage (stn-dcdr) practiced by Hindus, 
Muslims and followers o f other religions in West Bengal and Bangladesh today and in similar rituals 
elsewhere in South Asia (Fruzzetti 1990; Good 1991).

11 Much o f this discussion in its modern form goes back to the late Edward Saids Orientalism (1978). 
Saids argument developed primarily in relation to the Arab context. The Indian and various
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The story of Indie religions is nevertheless an important one, and part of 
the world s heritage. It would be unfortunate if scholars, Asian or Western, 
were to feel that it has become too politically sensitive to give as honest as 
possible an account of that story.

The central concern of this book is to sketch the development of the 
techniques of mental and physical cultivation that came to form a key 
element of the religious traditions of the Indie world. This is, however, part 
of the wider story of the growth of Indie civilisation and of societies in 
South and Southeast Asia, and this story, like that of other civilisations and 
societies, contains its fair share of warfare, destruction, human exploitation 
and suffering. The lotus of spiritual enlightenment, as Indian traditions 
themselves so often remind us, grows out of the mud of everyday life. I 
have tried to include both sides of this picture, the sophisticated spiritual 
culture and the solid ground of ordinary life out of which it grows. A 
prettified and unrealistic picture of a religious tradition is of litde use to 
anyone.

Thus I hope that this book will be found useful by Westerners interested 
in Asian religions (including scholars working in this and related areas) and 
also by Asian members of the religious traditions that I am discussing. I hope 
too that it will be found of value by a third group of people: Westerners and 
other non-Asians who have become personally involved in the pracdce of 
one or another of these religious traditions. It is particularly difficult to get a 
clear view of a religious tradition when one encounters it in a cultural setting 
very different from its own, mediated perhaps through English or another 
Western language, and without the social and cultural context that gives 
sense to many of its practices. Indeed, that context has changed radically in 
the societies where these religions grew up as well. I feel that there are many 
important things that the world can learn from Asian religious traditions, 
but that our ability to integrate their knowledge into the evolving body of 
understandings on which our now global civilisation conducts its affairs 
will be gready aided by knowing more about the origins of these traditions. 
That is one of the principal aims of this book.

It is important in approaching subject-matter as large and complex as 
that considered here to recognise the limits of our knowledge. A striking 
feature of the last few decades of Indological research has been not only 
the growth of new knowledge but also the gradual realisation that much 
of what scholars thought that they already knew was far less secure than

Southeast Asian contexts have both similarities and differences, reflecting in part different schools
of colonial scholarship (British, French, Dutch, German) and different periods. Cf. Inden 1992;
Mackenzie 1995; King 1999; Viswanathan 2003; D. Smith 2003.
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had been assumed. This is perhaps most striking in the area of chronology, 
where a series of conjectural datings adopted as working hypotheses by 
the great nineteenth-century Indologists and Buddhologists had become 
a kind of received doctrine. It is now clear that many of the details were 
wrong and that the scheme as a whole is quite shaky and problematic (see 
Chapter 2). This is hardly a surprise, given the scanty evidence on which 
our chronological understandings were initially constructed, but certainly 
for someone approaching the field from the outside it is striking how unsure 
we are about the dating of many crucial events, people or texts.

Our knowledge of the texts is also less secure than might appear at first 
sight in a world where works like the Vedas, the Upanisads and large parts 
of the Pafi canon have been translated repeatedly into European languages. 
The Vedas were not written down until a fairly late stage, and I do not 
believe myself that they can be taken as a literal and accurate witness for 
any specific stage of early Indie religion. It is far from clear exactly what 
the established text of the Pah Canon amounts to in terms of its relation 
to early Buddhism (see e.g. Collins 1990), or when to date any particular 
Upanisad or section of an Upanisad. Similar problems attend texts such as 
the Rdmayana or xhzMahdbharata, the Pur anas, or the Jaina canon, though 
the precise ways in which our previous certainties have been eroded varies.

As a totality, this uncertainty is part of the corrosive effect of a plu
ralistic intellectual universe on the estabhshed assumptions of a field, a 
phenomenon that can be observed in many parts of todays intellectual 
universe. In the case of Asia, there is also the specific issue of post-colonialist 
critiques, and the complex ways in which Westerners and Asians position 
themselves in relation to the many tense and difficult political issues which 
have affected the study of Asia in the Western academy in recent years.

I will say a little more about what might be called the standard view* 
of Indian religions and their history in Chapter 2, but I do not intend to 
rehearse its problems here at length. This is a job that has been done with 
commendable enthusiasm — some people clearly think a little too much 
enthusiasm — by a variety of scholars in recent years under the impact of 
post-modernist and post-colonialist thought.12

On the whole, I feel that there is a good deal to be said for these cri
tiques. My job in this book, however, is somewhat different: it is to ask 
what we could put in the place of the problematic conceptions which have 
come to dominate this field of study. After all, terms such as ‘Hinduism’,

11 See King 1999 for a good summary; also Viswanathan 2003 and D. Smith 2003 for two contrasting 
recent perspecdves.
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‘Buddhism’, and the like, and definitions of those religions in ways ulti
mately derivative from Christian theology, for all of their questionable 
origins, have now become very real parts of contemporary discourse, and 
central to the self-definition of present-day Asian nations. Is there some way 
in which we can move beyond these damaging and limiting perspectives?

To an anthropologist like myself, at least, it comes fairly naturally to 
argue for a wider and more inclusive understanding of religion, and to see 
Brahmanical Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism as variant developments 
from a shared basis of relationship to the problems of everyday life. That is 
essentially the view from which I work in this book. However, I would not 
want my approach to be read as ‘anthropological’ in a narrow sense, and it 
should be plain to most readers that it is not. As far as I am concerned, no 
point of view — textual, anthropological, internal or external — can be taken 
as absolute or primary. All may have truth-content (using those words in a 
general rather than a technical philosophical sense). We are almost always 
better off integrating as many different perspectives as possible into our 
understanding. Encounters between disciplines can be bruising at times, 
with a sense on each side that the others presuppositions, if accepted, will 
undermine one’s own position. However, there are usually ways of going 
forward which lead us to greater understanding by integrating the key 
points of both perspectives.

In arguing for the fundamental commonality of the Indie religious back
ground (a very different position, it should be added, from seeing Buddhism 
merely as a development from or reaction to ‘Hinduism’, which is a posi
tion that by now has hopefully lost any scholarly respectability it may once 
have had), I am aware of the political dimensions of what I am saying. 
In any case, one can scarcely speak of investigating the history of Indie 
religions today without being aware of the contemporary political implica
tions of any such inquiry. As the conflict over the site of the former mosque 
of Babur at Ayodhya — now claimed as the birth-site of Lord Rama — 
has demonstrated, religion nowadays can be an immensely divisive and 
destructive force within Indian society. The Ayodhya conflict, which led to 
several hundred deaths in Gujarat in 2002, is only one of a number of such 
conflicts of varying degrees of intensity. Elsewhere in India, Hindus and 
Sikhs, and Hindus and Kashmiri Muslims have been embroiled in bitter 
and long-standing conflicts in which religion plays a major role. Nor are 
things much better in other parts of South Asia: Sinhalese religious nation
alism has been a major contributor to the Sri Lankan conflict, while both 
Pakistan and Bangladesh have seen violence against religious minorities in 
recent times.
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Yet this religious nationalism, or ‘communalism’, as it is known in India, 
is in many ways a modern imposition. It has to be understood in terms of 
the colonial and post-colonial social transformations of the sub-continent, 
and the globalising forces to which South Asia, like the rest of the world, is 
now subject. The similarities between the religious nationalisms of South 
Asia and those of West Asia, the Philippines, Indonesia or the Balkans — or 
even Northern Ireland — are scarcely coincidental, though I will not argue 
the point further here (cf. Fox 1996; Castells 1997:1-67). W hat it is more 
important to appreciate is that the societies of South Asia before, say, the 
mid-nineteenth century, while not entirely free from religious conflicts, 
had much more fluid and less categorical conceptualisations of religious 
identity than we now see.

Thus the creation of a Sikh religion and identity distinct from ‘Hinduism’ 
is a fairly recent and still-contested development (e.g. Oberoi 1994). As for 
Hindus and Muslims, in many pans of India they regularly took pan in 
each others festivals and visited each others temples and shrines, while 
some communities were quite difficult to categorise as either ‘Hindu or 
‘Muslim’. There has been pressure from both sides for clearer definition 
and more puristic forms of observance, but even nowadays the boundary 
between ‘Hindu’ and ‘Muslim’ is often hazier and more complex than one 
might think at first sight (see e.g. Salomon 1991; Openshaw 1997; Saheb 
1998; Mayaram 2000; Gottschalk 2000). I do not intend to idealise the 
past here, but the changes have been real, and not for the better, and 
interpretations of the Asian past have gained a new salience as justifications 
for contemporary political positions.

Thus it is that a study of the past, even of the relatively distant period 
discussed in this book, is far from irrelevant to the present. We are, I think, 
at a point in time when stressing the commonalities and the deep mutual 
implications of the religious traditions of South and Southeast Asia, from a 
perspective sympathetic to, but by no means identified with, any of them, 
may be a useful exercise for reasons that go beyond the purely scholarly. 
If this book can, in any way, help to point to ways of going beyond some 
of the entrenched hostilities between Asian communities, then the exercise 
will have been well worthwhile.
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Stories and sources

The standard story of the development of Indie religions was developed 
in the mid to late nineteenth century, in a collaboration between Western 
scholars on the one side, and Hindu and Buddhist scholars and intellectuals 
on the other. This story was essentially that of the development of a number 
of separate religions, principally Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism, with 
Hinduism being seen as the earliest and Buddhism and Jainism as reactions 
against it. The narrative began with the hymns of the Rgveda, thought to 
be the oldest existing texts in an Indian language. The Rgveda was seen as 
representing the earliest stage of Hinduism and subsequent stages as a series 
of developments from it. The Rgveda was treated as, in effect, a founda
tional text with a somewhat similar role to that of the Five Books of the 
Jewish Torah in relation to traditional accounts of Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam.

The story continued through the remaining texts of the Vedic corpus, 
down to such ‘late Vedic’ texts as the Upanisads, Srauta Sütras, Grhya Sütras 
and Dharma Sütras. All these texts were placed in a historical sequence, and 
seen as defining an early Hinduism, composed of sacrificial rituals, legal 
prescriptions and philosophical speculations, against which the sramana 
movements (Jainism and Buddhism) reacted.

The great epics (Mahabharata and Rdmayaná) formed the defining texts 
of the next period on the Hindu side, and the Puranas, along with the 
writings of the Vedanta philosophers and the bhakti poets, of the next, 
with the Tantras as a rather uncomfortable parallel development. Buddhist 
and Jain histories, after the initial break with Hinduism, were presented as 
largely separate stories. The Buddhist story focused on the preservation of 
a rational and philosophical early5 Buddhism by the Theravádins, and the 
development of new philosophical schools by the Maháyánists. Jainism, like 
Theravada Buddhism, was seen primarily in terms of the preservation of 
rational and philosophical early traditions. Tantra again formed a somewhat 
unwelcome parallel development on both sides, though the influence of

15
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Tibetan lamas on Buddhist scholarship in recent years has meant that 
Vajrayana Buddhism has gained a new respectability.

The above story may be something of a parody, and most contemporary 
scholars give a more nuanced and tentative version, but it is still recognisable 
behind modern accounts of the development of Indie religions prior to the 
arrival of Islam in the subcontinent. Yet, as has been repeatedly pointed 
out by numerous scholars, most parts of this story are problematic, and the 
story as a whole is largely untenable.

Many of the problems here derive from the tendency of past Western 
scholars, whether or not themselves Protestant Christians, to see religion 
in terms of Protestant Christianity, a religion that defined itself against 
its rivals in terms of a return to the authentic’ texts of the Bible. The 
Protestant polemic against Catholicism was largely carried out in terms of 
accusations of deviation from the original’ teachings of Jesus as seen in 
the New Testament. These deviations consisted in the growth of magical 
and superstitious practices, unnecessary theological complexities, and a 
subordination of religion to political and economic purposes. Religions in 
this model were founded by an inspired teacher who created a body of 
texts that were then systematically misinterpreted and distorted through 
succeeding generations. There was little point in studying what people 
actually did, since it was only valid if it reflected the texts.1

This Protestant model formed a template that was repeatedly applied 
by Western scholars to Asian religious traditions. At the same time, it 
provided a model in terms of which nineteenth and twentieth century 
Hindu and Buddhist reformers, from the Brahmo and Arya Samaj down to 
the Mahabodhi Society, attempted to reshape their own religious traditions. 
Buddhism, which had its own narrative of teaching and decay, fitted the 
model particularly neatly. The Buddha could be seen as a humane religious 
reformer on the model of Jesus, teaching through parables and other simple 
and straightforward means. In this perspective the Buddha became a kind 
of Christ figure reacting against a legalistic and caste-bound Brahmanical 
priesthood, the Hindu equivalent of the Sadducees and Pharisees of the 
New Testament account.

Theravada Buddhism, with its claims to be a pure, uncorrupted tradi
tion, fitted neatly into this view of religion. The Pali Canon was seen by 
both Sinhalese and many Western scholars as the original version of a body 
of scriptures later expanded and corrupted by later Mahayana or, worse,

1 There was also an interest on the part o f Catholic scholars, especially Jesuit and other missionary 
orders working in Asia, with local traditions o f ritual practice. This led to some important early 
studies of Asian ritual life, though it arguably had litde effect on a dominant view of religion as based 
around ‘belief, at least in the English-speaking world.
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Tan trie clerics. Sinhalese Buddhist reformers in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century emphasised the rational and scientific’ nature of 
Theravada Buddhism, so that seeing the Buddha in this fight also provided 
a useful weapon against the Christian dominance of European society. 
This also had the advantage that the Asian Buddhism actually being prac
tised by most Asian Buddhists (including most Buddhists in Sri Lanka and 
Southeast Asia) could be dismissed as a superstitious and degenerate devel
opment of the real teachings of the Buddha. This left a scholarly elite as 
the true interpreters of the teachings of the Buddha, as well as opening the 
way to racist interpretations of Buddhism as an Aryan teaching corrupted 
by its Asian environment (cf. Deeg 2006). Such interpretations are out of 
fashion, but the idea of a ‘real’ Buddhism that can be found in the Pali 
Canon rather than the practice of historical or contemporary Buddhists 
remains alive and well.

The model worked rather less well on the Hindu side, since the Vedic 
hymns are not much like the Pentateuch either in content or in the way in 
which they were used by later Indian religious traditions. Hindu religious 
reformers did not necessarily use the early Vedic texts as their primary 
scriptural’ basis, since these were poorly adapted to such a function; Ram 
Mohan Roy looked rather to the Upanisads and the Brahma Sutra.

Increasingly, scholars have seen ‘Hinduism’ as a problematic term for 
the pre-modern period, at least before the mid-first millennium CE, when 
a religious tradition with recognisable similarities to modern Brahmanical 
Hinduism took shape under the patronage of the Guptas and subsequent 
dynasties. The terms ‘Buddhism’ and ‘Jainism’ are still widely used for the 
early period, but they too tend to carry questionable Western assumptions 
about the nature of religion along with them.2

In particular, for Christianity, exclusivity has always been a critical issue. 
One cannot be a Christian and a member of another religion at the same 
time.3 Yet virtually all Buddhists in Southeast Asia have also been involved 
in the cult of local gods and spirits, just as most East Asian Buddhists have

- Both ‘Jaina’ and ‘Hindu as terms used to designate religions date from the second millennium CE 
(see Fluegel 2005 for ‘Jaina’), though terms relating to ‘Buddha’ were used as self-designations by- 
Buddhists from relatively early times.

3 In part this is linked to the misleading and confusing 'Western identification of religion with ‘beliefs’ 
(in the sense o f ‘statements held to be true’). ‘Belief and the related word ‘faith’ in religious statements 
(‘I believe in/have faith in Jesus Christ’ etc.) have shifted historically from meaning something like ‘I 
have trust in, I have made a personal commitment to the Christian deity’ to meaning ‘I affirm that the 
Christian deity exists and that some version o f Christian theology is a correct account o f  the nature 
of the universe’. If religion is identified with theology and belief statements, then being involved 
in two religions at the same time implies being committed to two irreconciliable sets o f statements 
about the nature o f the universe. This, however, is a problem for philosophers and theologians, not 
for most ordinary human beings. See e.g. Southwold 1979,1983.
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also been involved in Confucian, Taoist, Shinto or shamanic cults. We will 
see more of this relationship in later chapters. As for Jainism, the question 
of whether it is a part of ‘Hinduism’ or a separate ‘religion’ is far from 
resolved even for many contemporary Jains. The terms ‘Buddhism’ and 
‘Jainism’ also tend to suggest that these ‘religions’ are primarily modes of 
understanding the universe (the first question for a naive Western student 
even today tends to be ‘W hat do they believe in?’) rather than ways of living 
in relation to the universe (including one’s fellow human beings).

The implicit (and occasionally explicit) parallels with the development 
of Western religions in the ‘standard story’ are dated historical baggage, 
but they still have a real presence in and beyond the Western academy. At 
the same time, the kind of muld-dimensional approach that I undertake 
here, where textual, epigraphic, iconographic and archaeological material 
are seen as mutually-illuminating bodies of evidence, is widely accepted 
in theory, if not always in practice, and there are plenty of studies that 
have explored such combined approaches for particular periods or topics 
(cf. Schopen 1997a; Kosambi 2002a).

Yet there are still problems. The histories of the Buddhist and Jain tra
ditions remain far from adequately integrated into the general history of 
Indie religions, and the development of specialist fields of Buddhist, Hindu 
and Jaina studies, dealing with distinct bodies of texts, has meant that this 
division has become increasingly entrenched in academic approaches. Even 
to write a general history of Indie religions is at this point in time an under
taking that is somewhat against the grain of academic work.

A recurrent issue is in effect a derivation from the Protestant model and 
the primarily textual approach to religion that it encourages. This is the 
question of how much of the ongoing development of Indie religions can be 
traced back to the texts of the Vedas, meaning both the hymns of the Rgveda 
and the extensive body of early material that grew around them, down to 
the Brahmanas, Aranyakas, Upanisads and the ritual and legal manuals 
(Srauta Sütras, Grhya Sütras, Dharma Sütras), and how much needs to 
be assigned to ‘external’ influences. Approaches that emphasise continuity 
are sometimes called ‘orthogenetic’ (as opposed to ‘heterogenetic’). Such 
approaches can be found among Buddhist scholars as well as scholars of 
Tantra and of Brahmanical Hinduism.

By necessity, most serious nineteenth-century approaches to Hinduism 
and Buddhism were in effect orthogenetic. Western scholars of this period 
were working primarily with texts and their primary tools were philological. 
A significant part of their task was to arrange the texts in a presumed 
historical sequence of development. The hymns of the Rgveda were clearly
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the most archaic texts around in terms of their linguistic features and were 
therefore assumed to be the oldest, especially in view of their evident affinity 
with the early texts of Iranian religion.

Much of this changed in the course of the twentieth century, and for 
a variety of reasons, both political and academic. On the political side, 
‘racial’ theories of Aryan origins become popular among a variety of groups: 
racially-motivated Western scholars, Indian groups for whom the myth of 
Aryan’ racial identity provided a positive self-image, Tamil nationalists who 
developed the mythic corollary of an indigenous ‘Dravidian’ racial identity. 
The racial foundations of such ideas were largely discredited by the mid
twentieth century. The assumed linkage between culture and genetics is now 
evident nonsense, and in any case recent developments in genetic research 
have made it clear that, as with most or all modern human populations, 
the genetic variety and complexity of the population of South Asia today 
is far too great to be encompassed in such simplistic models.

Other, more academic reasons, included the discovery of the early urban 
cultural tradition of the Indus Valley. This provided evidence for an indige
nous cultural tradition that appeared both distinct from the Vedic material 
and to have some continuities with later Indian religion, as with Sir John 
Marshalls identification of a proto-Siva’ image on an Indus Valley seal 
(Chapter 1). Initially, these discoveries fed into the racially-based models of 
Aryan’ invasions and conquest of ‘Dravidian indigenes and the like, but 
they also raised intellectual issues that could not be dealt with so crudely, 
and are still far from resolved today. More generally, the gradual uncovering 
of the archaeological record, for all of its inadequacies by modern scientific 
standards, made it clear that South Asia had a complex and varied pre
history, and that this involved a number of cultural complexes that could 
not be mapped at all easily onto a simple model of an expansionist Vedic 
civilisation.

The growth of social scientific approaches to culture also began to bring 
about more awareness of the many aspects of culture that are not transmitted 
textually. Social and cultural anthropology in particular mosdy developed in 
the context of studies of non-literate societies and so developed approaches 
that emphasised actual cultural and ritual practices and their variations 
and transformations rather than elite textual models. In the Indian context, 
this meant that a large body of material was progressively revealed with often 
only a remote relationship to the Vedic texts.

Indologists in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century are 
still divided on these issues. In part, this is a methodological question. 
Textual scholars are at home working with texts, and are not necessarily
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at ease dealing with other kinds of material. The revival of ‘orthogenetic’ 
approaches provides a way to bypass the problem. Textual studies are far 
more sophisticated today, if only because we have a far greater body of 
textual material at our disposal and the substantial body of work creates a 
background in relation to which today’s scholars must operate.

It is tempting to comment here, as Olivelle has done, that it is time ‘to 
move beyond this sterile debate and artificial dichotomy and to reject ‘the 
untenable conviction that we can isolate Aryan and non-Aryan strands in 
the Indian culture a millennium or more removed from the original and 
putative Aryan migrations’ (Olivelle 2003: 273). His own suggested focus 
on ‘social, economic, political and geographical factors’ is also very much in 
tune with my own sympathies. Yet the dispute is not so easy to dismiss, in 
part because there is undoubtedly a political edge to many of the arguments 
involved. The texts, some of them at least, are part of the way in which 
modernist versions of Hinduism, Islam and Jainism see themselves, and 
both Asian and Western adherents to these modernist versions of Asian 
religions clearly prefer to present their traditions in ways that emphasise 
‘orthogenetic’ textual elements and downplay both ‘external’ influences and 
folk and popular ‘deviations’.

In practice, the orthogenetic approach, combined with a central emphasis 
on the textual tradition, leaves a number of problems unanswered, particu
larly for the earlier part of the period covered in this book (the second half 
of the first millennium BCE):
• It is clear that large parts of later Indie religions do not derive in any 

simple way from the Rgveda or other early Vedic texts. But how does 
one fit the non-Vedic components of Indie religions into the picture? 
What kind of historical, cultural or social location did they have?

• Given the late date at which much of the textual material was committed 
to writing, and the even later date of most of our surviving texts, how 
representative are the texts we have of religion in any particular area or 
period?

• Our texts undoubtedly reflect urban elite and court religious practices 
much more than those of villages and of non-elite strata of society. What 
kind of relationships do we assume between urban religion and village 
religion, between elite and non-elite religious practices?

0 The geography of early Indie religions is only beginning to be charted. 
When we are talking about early Indie religions, where and when specif
ically are we talking about? At what stage were various parts of South 
and Southeast Asia drawn into the orbit of Brahmanical and Sanskritic 
culture (to the extent that one can talk of such a thing as a unity at all)?
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Similar uncertainties surround the major religious developments of the 
second half of the period. The growth of the cults of Brahmanical, 
Buddhist and Jain deides (including the deified Buddhas, bodhisattvas 
and tirthankaras) is far from fully understood. The same can be said for 
the growth of the cult of fierce deides, male and female, of the origins of 
Tantric religion and its effects on the Indie religious field, issues that will be 
of considerable prominence in our account. Another major development, 
that of the bhakti cults, will be treated in much less detail, but is of equal 
significance.

I do not intend to be over-dismissive of work based on orthogenedc 
assumpdons. Much of the research carried out by scholars working in this 
way has been of very high quality, and all scholars of Indie religions are 
indebted to it. Conceptually and intellectually, however, a stricdy ortho
genedc and textual view of Indie religions seems to me to be fundamentally 
flawed. A religious tradidon is not just a body of texts. It is, above all, some
thing that fives and is maintained through the fives of human beings. A 
text, unless we assume that certain texts are indeed divinely inspired and so 
beyond academic analysis or criucism, can only be the product of one or 
more human beings and has to make sense in terms of their fives and their 
understandings of their situauon (which may of course include concepts of 
divine reveladon through dreams or other visionary processes). The onward 
transmission of a text, often complex in the South Asian context where our 
written versions can be quite recent and can reflect a long textual history, 
similarly has to make sense in the same terms.

In reality, then, even textual scholarship cannot be divorced ff om a recon- 
strucdon of the intellectual, emotional, social and political context of the 
people who produced those texts, however difficult that might be to achieve. 
I would go further and state that it is that intellectual, emotional, social 
and political context which is the real object of study of scholars of Indian 
religion. Ultimately, it is people and their specific fife-worlds that we are 
attempting to understand.

Viewed from within this perspective, it is not surprising that much Indian 
textual material can be represented in orthogenedc form, in terms of the 
continual reworking of intellectual frameworks laid down in the early years 
of the Brahmanical tradition. This material was, after all, almost all written 
by scholars who were trained in the Brahmanical tradition of scholarship 
or in the closely related Buddhist and Jaina variants of that tradition. In the 
case of specifically Brahmanical scholars, demonstrating continuity with 
Vedic texts was, as it were, part of their job description. For the Buddhists 
and Jain as this was less true, but they were still working within the same
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intellectual universe, with common intellectual tools, and shared many of 
the same basic assumptions. In such a world it is to be expected that, for 
example, the Brahmanical and Buddhist scholars who wrote down the early 
Tantras would do so in terms that replicated Vedic models and presented 
the material in terms of familiar intellectual categories.

Yet to assume that this is all that was going on would be to neglect that 
we all live in several intersecting cultural contexts. These same scholars were 
involved in folk and domestic ritual, or its monastic equivalents. If living 
in urban contexts, as most of them were, they had access, if they chose, to 
people and ideas from a wide range of intellectual traditions. They were 
almost certainly deeply involved in Tantric practice at an experiential level. 
They might, as the great Nagarjuna was said to have been, be specialists 
in ritual magic, erotics and medicine as well as in Tantric philosophy and 
practice. Above all, whatever they wrote had to make sense in terms of their 
everyday lives, including the court and elite cultures of which they might 
be a part, as well as in terms of the textual tradition to which they belonged. 
These assumptions underlie much of what I write in this book.

Thus I proceed, where possible, by trying to reconstruct what we can 
about the life-world within which a particular religious development took 
place, including its social, cultural and political aspects, as an essential 
background to what we can see in the surviving texts and other material 
(iconography, archaeology). Such an approach tends to militate against 
orthogenetic explanations, and indeed I try where possible to highlight 
the complex and multidirectional influences that may underlie particular 
development. This often makes for a more conjectural and provisional result 
than some writers on these topics, but perhaps also for a more realistic one. 
After all, our evidence for many of the developments I shall be considering 
in this book is fragmentary and partial, and much of what scholars can say 
is necessarily guesswork and conjecture.

T H E  N A T U R E  OF T H E  E V I D E N C E : A R C H A E O L O G Y , 

N U M I S M A T I C S , IC O N O G R A P H Y

In the following sections, I look at the nature of the evidence on which 
our account is built. I begin with the archaeological evidence. While the 
standard story’ was essentially constructed from texts, and archaeology was 
called on, if at all, to support the texts, scholarship is increasingly moving in 
the direction of taking the archaeology as primary and reading the texts in 
relation to that account. This, it seems to me, is an essential move, though it 
should be noted that it would scarcely have been possible for nineteenth- or
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early twentieth-century scholars, since it is really the development of mod
em scientific approaches to archaeology (e.g. radiocarbon dating) that has 
begun to give us a moderately reliable chronological sequence for the pre
history and history of South and Southeast Asian societies. A large part of 
the surviving textual material cannot be located at all securely in time and 
space through textual criteria alone, and any attempt to derive a historical 
sequence primarily on the basis of texts seems to me to be doomed to failure, 
pardcularly for the pre-Gupta period (up to early fourth century CE).

At the same time, it is worth retaining some caudon in relation to the 
archaeological record. Relatively few sites in the geographically extensive 
territories of South and Southeast Asia have as yet been subjected to modern 
scientific archaeological techniques. Many major sites were excavated before 
the development of such techniques, while many others have not been 
excavated at all.

In addition, there are massive issues of interpretation with the archaeo
logical material, particularly when it is attempted to bring it into relation 
with information from textual and other sources. For example, the recent 
move from seeing a radical break between the Indus Valley urban cultures 
and subsequent developments towards stressing continuities between them 
is undoubtedly significant, but it is far from clear precisely what it may mean 
in relation to cultures on the ground (e.g. Kenoyer 1995). Cultural com
plexes defined in terms of pottery and other artefacts do not necessarily bear 
a simple and straightforward relationship to actual social, cultural or lin
guistic groups. There is thus always a risk of over-interpreting the evidence.

As far as radiocarbon dating is concerned, there are also both general and 
specific problems. Dates can be over-interpreted and taken too literally; 
more specifically, the C14 calibration curve is more or less flat for a sub
stantial and critical part of the first millennium BCE (c. 750-450 BCE; 
cf. Magee 2004: 38), making it impossible to arrive at C14 datings for 
this period with any degree of precision. The archaeological record, how
ever, combined with radiocarbon and other modern dating methods, is the 
nearest we have to solid ground in understanding the social and cultural 
developments of which Indie religions formed part, and it needs to be 
primary in our understanding of the situation.

Epigraphic and numismatic evidence also adds to our basis of informa
tion from the third and second century BCE onwards. Inscriptions are 
important but unfortunately scanty and not always easy to date clearly. 
There are nevertheless some very important bodies of inscriptions (for 
example, land grants to Brahmins in Bengal, Orissa and South India are 
all vital clues to the expansion of Brahmanical culture (e.g. Morrison 1970;
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Singh 1993). Numismatic evidence is also valuable, as with the early reli
gious iconography on Indo-Greek and Kusana coinage (e.g. Srinivasan 1997: 
pis. 16.6,16.7,1(3.9; Cribb 1997).

Iconographical evidence is also important and again provides a fairly 
continuous record from around the third century BCE onwards. There 
have been some impressive recent studies on the basis of iconographical 
material: instances include Doris Meth Srinivasan s Many Heads, Arms and 
Eyes (1997) and Rob Linrothes recent book, Ruthless Compassion (1999), 
both impressive examples of what can be done by combining iconographical 
and textual material, though there are certainly outstanding issues in either 
case (cf. Bakker 1999 on Srinivasan). But iconographical evidence has its 
problems too. The dates for iconographical material are often uncertain, 
since relatively few images are unambiguously dated. Also, many things 
may be missing from the iconographical record, either because they were 
created in perishable materials (images of wood, clay, cowdung, etc., which 
may have been deliberately destroyed after the ritual as is still frequendy 
done) or simply because they have disappeared in the vagaries of history.

T H E  N A T U R E  O F T H E  E V I D E N C E :  T E X T S

In relation to texts, we undoubtedly have a very large body of texts relating 
to the subject-matter of this book, Indie religions up to 1200 CE. In com
parison, however, with European or for that matter Chinese history of the 
same period, there is a great deal of uncertainty attached to the origins and 
chronology of much of this material. The lack of early manuscripts and 
the general fluidity of the textual tradidon means that it is often difficult 
to know exacdy when large parts of many of these texts were written. In 
the following secdon, I examine some of these issues, since they form an 
important background to much of what follows.

Vedic and Brahmanical material

I start by looking at textual sources associated with the Brahmanical tradi
tions (i.e. modern ‘Hinduism’).4 Our oldest substantial texts are undoubt
edly, in some sense, the Vedas, both the hymns of the Rgveda itself, and the 
associated material, including the Atharvaveda, Yajurveda, Brahmanas and 
Aranyakas. The Rgveda Samhita (Samhita =  textual collection) consists

4 For concise introductions, see Olivelle 1998: xxiv-xxxiii; Jamison and Witzel 2002; Kulke and 
Rothermund 1990.
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of a body of 1028 ritual texts or hymns5 in the form of invocation to var
ious deities, attributed to various inspired sages (rsis) who are associated 
with several identified priesdy families. It is generally, no doubt correcdy, 
assumed by modern scholars to have been written over a period of several 
hundred years, although its precise textual history is far from clear. The 
Samaveda Samhita and Yajurveda Samhita are rearrangements of parts of 
the Rgvedic hymns in the context of specific sacrificial rituals, including 
addidonal ritual and explanatory material in the case of the Yajurveda, 
while the Atharvaveda Samhita consists of a largely similar but mosdy sep
arate body of ritual hymns, many of them intended for healing and other 
pragmauc purposes.

A further large body of Vedic material (the Brahman as and Aranyakas) 
indicate how the Vedic hymns were employed in ritual, how they were 
performed, and how they were understood. This material, along with the 
later hymns of the Rgveda itself and the Atharvaveda, is often interpreted 
by modern scholars as deriving from a reconstruction of an original body of 
Vedic religious practices, associated with a primarily pastoral and tribal way 
of life, in the context of a new, settled agricultural, context (e.g. Heesterman 
1985,1993; Witzel 1995a, 1995b, 1997, 2003). It is possible that some of the 
hymns of the Rgveda Samhita itself go back to the earlier period. In the 
view of Witzel and others, these would reflect ritual practices of the Indo- 
Aryan-speaking peoples before and in the earliest stages of their arrival in 
the Indian subcontinent.

The Brahman as and Aranyakas were again clearly written over a long 
period of time, and merge into another body of texts, the Upanisads, which 
include further speculation on the meaning of the sacrificial ritual as well 
as independent philosophical and metaphysical speculation. While some 
of the material in the earliest Upanisads evidendy predates the earliest 
Buddhist texts, works which described themselves as Upanisads were writ
ten over a very long period, perhaps as late as the sixteenth century CE 
(Olivelle 1996: xxxiii).

A further body of Vedic texts are the Srauta Sutras, Grhya Sutras, and 
Dharma Sutras, ritual and legal manuals that were probably written in 
the second half of the first millennium BCE and are attributed to specific 
Brahmanical authors. As we will see, these are often interpreted by modern 
scholars as part of a second reconstruction of Vedic religion, parallel to 
the development of the sramana traditions of the Buddhists, Jainas and

s The term ‘hymn’ in this context is a Christian borrowing and while it has become widely accepted it 
has misleading connotations. These texts were and still are used as ritual invocations, not occasions 
for congregational singing.



Ajivikas. All of this material can be referred to as ‘Vedic’, which leads to 
a certain blurriness as to how the term is used by some modern writers. 
The term is, however, significant, among other reasons because modern 
Hinduism is often defined through its reference back to the Vedic texts 
(e.g. B. Smith 1989:13-20).

The hymns of the Rgveda Samhita have been given a wide variety of 
dates, with a group of mosdy Indian revisionist scholars nowadays arguing 
for an extremely early dating (e.g. 4000 BCE; cf. Rajaram and Frawley 
l995: H 2-3)* The Western scholarly consensus would probably place them 
somewhere between 1200 BCE and 1000 BCE. While the oldest parts of 
this body o f ‘Vedic’ material undoubtedly go back in some form to before 
my notional starting point of 500 BCE (the striking similarities between 
the Rgveda and the parallel body of early textual material from Iran, writ
ten in a closely related language, make this clear), it is important to be 
aware that our actual textual evidence for the Vedas, and for everything 
else, is relatively late. The oldest surviving manuscripts for any of the 
Brahmanical textual corpus, including the epics and the Pur an as, date from 
around the eighth century CE, and many of the texts we are using are much 
later.

The oldest layer of the parallel Iranian material consists of the seventeen 
hymns or gat has attributed to the semi-legendary figure of Zarathustra, 
along with a short liturgy, the Yasna Haptanghditi, from around the same 
period or slighdy later, both in the Old Avestan language. Both this and later 
material in the Avestan language appears to have been written in Eastern 
Iran (Boyce 1997; Skjservo 1995).

Zarathustra s historicity was generally taken for granted in Avestan schol
arship until fairly recendy, but it is by no means certain that he was the 
author of the gathas or the Yasna Haptanghditi, or that he was a historical 
figure at all. The Old Avestan texts, which were not written down until 
the Sasanian period (third to seventh century CE), are nevertheless in a 
language close to Vedic Sanskrit, and the gathas are ritual hymns similar to 
those of the Rgveda (Boyce 1997; Skjaervo 1997).

The state religion of the Achaemenid empire (sixth to fourth century 
BCE), based in western Iran, was evidendy closely related to the early 
Zoroastrian texts, though it is not known to what extent, if at all, they 
would have considered themselves as followers of Zarathustra. This religion 
is represented by a body of inscriptional material from the sixth century 
onwards. This provides evidence for a state ideology based on Zoroastrian 
principles, including the idea of the king as a maintainer of justice and 
divine order (Skjaervo 2005).

2 6  Origins o f yoga and Tantra
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The dating of the Old Avestan texts is as controversial and unsetded 
as that for the Vedas, with figures for the lifetime of Zarathustra (and/or 
the composition of the gdthds) ranging between 1400 BCE and 500 BCE. 
The earlier dates are largely based on parallels with the Vedic material, the 
dating of which as we have seen is also uncertain, but seem more plausible 
than the later figure, based on the ‘traditional’ date for Zarathustra.

The one secure early date for something recognisably ‘Vedic’ comes from 
West Asia, where the Mitanni archives preserve some names of recognisable 
Vedic deities and other terms in a language identifiable as an early form of 
Vedic Sanskrit in texts dating from around 1360-80 BCE (Thieme i960). 
Exacdy what this early proto-Vedic group was doing in the region is a puzzle 
to which a variety of speculative answers has been proposed (Parpola 1994: 
126,145-8,1995,1999a; Witzel 1995a, 2005). In fact the whole question of 
the early history of the Indo-Aryan and Indo-Iranian speaking peoples is 
both heavily contested and, at least at this point in time, largely undecidable 
(see Erdosy 1995a; Bryant and Patton 2005). I discuss the Mitanni evidence 
further in Chapter 5.

Returning to the Vedic material itself, the absence of early textual material 
is worth underlining, since there is still a tendency to assume that the Vedas 
represent early Indian religion in a relatively unproblematic manner.6 Many 
of the texts of European religious history are of course equally based on 
quite late manuscripts, but the European textual tradition does have many 
early texts from Egypt and Mesopotamia, with relatively secure dates, and 
significant pans of the Greek and Latin corpus survive in manuscript sources 
from Roman and Hellenistic times. It also seems that there was considerably 
more textual stability in Europe than in South Asia, so that we are not 
generally in serious doubt, except with very early or primarily legendary 
figures such as Homer, as to how much dates back to the original author 
or compiler. The conditions of textual transmission in India, however, are 
such that we rarely know with cenainty which parts of a text date from 
which period. This is not only true for the Vedic corpus, but also for later 
texts such as the Ramayana, the Mahdbharata or the Pur anas, or the works 
attributed to well-known authors such as Nagarjuna or Sankara.

It is possible to work on internal evidence in such matters, as Max 
Muller and more recently Michael Witzel have for the Vedas, or John 
Brockington for the Ramayana. As Arvind Sharma pointed out some years 
ago, however, we could be completely wrong about some of our basic

6 It would be more correct to say, as Olivelle does, that ‘[t]hese texts [ . . . ]  offer us only a tiny window 
into this period, and that too only throws light on what their priesdy authors thought it important 
to record’ (2003: 273).
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assumptions, including the périodisation of the major components of the 
Vedic corpus, which after all were clearly edited and arranged in their 
present form well after the time when many of the component items were 
first composed (A. Sharma 1995).

In fact, dating is a major issue throughout a project such as this and I 
will say more about it in a little while. An even more critical issue, and it 
is one that I shall attempt to say something about later, is the question of 
who used the Vedas. Our evidence increasingly suggests that the context for 
the hymns of the Rgveda and other presumably early' stages of the Vedic 
corpus was geographically localised in North-West India (roughly present- 
day Punjab, Haryana and Western Uttar Pradesh, as well as adjoining parts 
of modern Pakistan). This raises the obvious question of what was going on 
elsewhere in South (and Southeast) Asia at the time, and how Vedic culture 
related to this wider context. Here it is important, as Parpola and others have 
noted, to separate the question of the specifically Vedic culture associated 
with the Rgveda from that of the usage of Indo-Aryan languages, which 
may have been much more widespread. The worship of Vedic deities may 
also have been present elsewhere in forms other than those of the Rgvedic 
tradition.

Michael Witzel and others have suggested that the highly sophisticated 
techniques used for memorising and transmitting Vedic texts, which have 
a great deal of internal redundancy, have ensured that we have an extremely 
accurate representation of the original — c[w]e can actually regard present- 
day Rgveda-recitation as a tape recording of what was first composed and 
recited some 3000 years ago’ (Witzel 1995a: 91). While I do not have any 
personal expertise with Vedic texts, there seem to me to be some problems 
here.7 The elaborate mnemonic devices used, in which syllables are repeated 
and permutated repetitively in complex formal patterns, doubtless did lead 
to a high degree of textual stability, but since we have no independent 
evidence as to how far back these techniques go, this does not necessarily 
help us in determining the antiquity of any particular part of the textual 
corpus, or for that matter in knowing how representative the surviving 
material is of what might have been around at an earlier period. To me, some 
at least of the Vedic hymns themselves look as if they originated in a society 
considerably earlier than that which produced the mnemonic system; they 
might have been passed on and transformed through many generations of 
oral transmission before the mnemonic techniques were elaborated to their

7 Witzel is undoubtedly right that the Rgveda itself, and the early Vedic material in general, contains 
numerous traces o f its complex history, regional origins, substrate languages and the like. As a non
specialist, I am unsure how precise a reconstruction can be made on the basis o f these traces.
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present degree of complexity. Certainly other authors have taken a much 
less sanguine position than Witzel regarding the antiquity of these texts, 
with a number of authors arguing for the eighth century BCE or later (e.g. 
Wright 1966; Pirart 1998).8 In any case, we need to be aware that the early 
Vedic texts represent at best a narrow and selective window into a restricted 
part of north Indian society in the first millennium BCE.

Apart from the various texts in the Vedic corpus, three texts associated 
with named authors have been used as significant witnesses for early Indian 
religion and religious history: the grammatical texts attributed to Pânini 
and Patanjali, and the Arthasâstra or treatise on statesmanship attributed 
to Kautilya. Unfortunately, yet again, none of these can be dated with 
much reliability. I shall discuss the case of Pânini and Patanjali below, 
as an example of the kinds of uncertainties prevalent within Indological 
scholarship. As for Kautilya, he is traditionally associated with the court 
of Candragupta I (c. 300 BCE) but the linkage is far from certain and 
thç. Arthasâstra as we know it today is almost certainly a compilation from 
somewhere between the mid-second and fourth century CE (Willis 2004: 
25 n. 114).

Other very important sources include the two major Indian Epics 
(Mahâbhârata and Râmâyana, to which may be added the Mahâbhâratds 
appendix, the Harivamsd) and the Pur an as. In all these cases, we again 
have to bear in mind the existence of a complex and uncertain textual his
tory. Current scholarship includes respected authorities arguing that the 
Râmâyana and the Mahâbhârata were each written over a period of three to 
four centuries (e.g. Brockington 1985 for the Râmâyana), and other equally 
respected authorities arguing for authorship by a single person or group 
of people over a few years (e.g. Hiltebeitel 2004). To some degree this is 
a question of exacdy what is meant by the authorship of the text, since in 
either case the existence of prior oral versions is highly probable, but there 
are also genuine disagreements. In any case, there is wide variation between 
the existing manuscripts, particularly in relation to the Mahâbhârata,, sug
gesting that the texts as we know them developed over a long period of time 
and represent material from a variety of periods and places. While there

8 ‘La Rgvedasamhitâ n’est pas aussi ancienne qu’on le die. Les Perses, qui séparait les Mèdes des 
Indiens et qui ont pu causer le déplacement de ces derniers d’Iran vers l’Inde, sont nommés. D ’autre 
part, le contenu des hymnes suppose la renaissance du mouvement urbain en Inde, si bien que la 
date à retenir doit se situer après la première mention des Perses dans les documents assyriens et la 
réapparition des villes en Inde: le V ille siècle?’ (Pirart 1998: 521). Witzel on the contrary regards the 
Rgveda as composed up to c.1200 BCE and redacted in the ‘Brahmana period’, perhaps around 700 
BCE. The redaction involved selecting texts from existing collections; apart from minor details of 
pronunciation, the text remained the same (Witzel 1995a: 91 n.13).
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has been a lot of very interesting and creative scholarship on both epics in 
recent years, we are far from being able to give a precise historical location to 
any individual section of either text (c£ Fitzgerald 2004; Hiltebeitel 2001, 
2004; Brockington 1985,1998, 2003a).

The Puranas raise similar issues, more acute because they have received 
less detailed attention. As far as I know, the oldest Puranic manuscript 
we have is the early Skanda Parana MS on which Hans Bakker, Harunaga 
Isaacson and others have been working. This manuscript dates from around 
the eighth century, and the original text may go back to the sixth. This 
version of the Skanda Parana is quite different in textual content from 
the modern text of that name, although it was later incorporated as a 
component of it under a different name (Adriaensen, Bakker and Isaacson 
1994,1998).

Overall, the dating of Puranic texts seems to be an extremely conjectural 
area, which is hardly surprising since many of the Puranas were being added 
to and revised until quite recent times. Some of these variations can be quite 
striking: does the Devtmahdtmya, a relatively short section of one of the 
Puranas which is the classic early textual basis for the worship of a fierce 
warrior goddess, date from the third or fourth century (M. Joshi 2002: 47) 
or the eighth (Yokochi 1999: 89-90)? W hat are the implications for the 
development of the cult of the fierce warrior goddesses in India if one 
makes one choice or the other?

Other important bodies of texts (e.g. the Saiva Tantric texts) raise similar 
issues, with the dating, localisation and authorship both of surviving texts 
as a whole and of individual parts of texts being still largely conjectural.

By the middle of the first millennium CE, many texts are attributed to 
known authors, but this does not necessarily resolve issues of dating. The 
dates of authors may be far from certain, and the attribution of texts to 
authors is often equally problematic. Even as late and central a figure as 
Sankara raises major problems in this respect: his dates are far from certain 
and many of the texts attributed to him are probably apocryphal.

All in all, we have a lot of material for the Brahmanical and associated 
traditions but it often tends to be heavily rewritten and edited in the forms 
we have, we do not know for certain when it dates from and we are not 
always too sure what it means.

Baddhist and Jaina material

When we turn to Buddhist texts, the situation is in some ways considerably 
better. The earliest Buddhist texts consist mostly of sdtras (Pali suttas),
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which are held to be accounts of the actual words of the historical Buddha 
6aky amuni, inserted in a short narrative describing the place and occasion of 
their first delivery and those present at their delivery These texts were held 
to have been recited immediately after the death of the Buddha, which is 
now dated by the majority of scholars (see below) to around 400 BCE. The 
texts were eventually compiled into a number of collections: lon^sutras (the 
Dirghagama, Pali Dighanikaya), medium-length sutras (Madhyamagama, 
Majjhimanikdya), two collections of shorter sutras, and in some traditions 
a group of miscellaneous texts (Ksudrakagama, Khuddakanikayd). All this 
made up the Sutra Pitaka. Two further groups of texts, the Vinaya Pitaka 
and Abhidharma Pitaka, contained the Vinaya or monastic disciplinary 
code and the Abhidharma texts, presenting an early school of Buddhist 
philosophical analysis.

The Buddhist tradition divided into a variety of schools over the next 
few centuries, and what we actually have are versions of these collections 
of texts as transmitted by particular schools, notably the Theravadins (in 
Pah) and the Sarvastivadin and Dharmaguptaka (in Chinese), along with 
some mosdy fragmentary texts in Sanskrit and Prakrit, again probably from 
either the Dharmaguptaka or the Sarvastivadin school. The collections as 
transmitted by different schools do not correspond precisely to each other, 
with different sutras being included in some cases, and the texts of individual 
sutras also do not correspond precisely to each other, but changes are for 
the most part relatively minor (e.g. Choong 2005).9

The existence of Chinese translations means that we have fairly reliable 
early datable versions of parts of the textual corpus from around this period, 
though this refers mosdy to the Mahayana sutras (eg. Harrison 1987a, 1993); 
the Chinese versions of the agamas date from around the fourth century 
CE onwards.10 In some cases, in fact we have a series of dated translations 
representing different Sanskrit texts from different periods. The Pah textual 
tradition also seems to have been relatively stable from about the first cen
tury CE onwards, and some of the Sanskrit and Prakrit fragments contain 
manuscript material from about the same period. We also have far more in 
the way of historical writing from Sinhalese, Tibetan and Chinese authors 
than from the subcontinent itself. However, as Stephen Collins pointed 
out in his ‘On the Very Idea of the Pali Canon’, there are still unanswered 
questions about exactly how and when the texts came to be written down

9 The recent discovery o f a Sanskrit text o f the Dirghagama is likely to throw considerable light on 
early textual history (Cousins 2005).

10 Max Deeg (personal communication, February 2007). For transladons o f Tantric texts, see 
Matsunaga 1977a.
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and how they came to be assembled into the relatively closed textual canons 
we know today (Collins 1990). The Gandharl material suggests that there 
was a substantial period when there were short anthologies of sutras rather 
than the larger and more systematic collections we know today, which may 
not have taken shape until well into the first millennium CE.

Altogether, even if we accept the new chronologies for the life of the 
historical Buddha, which would reduce the period in which versions of 
the sutras were being transmitted orally to perhaps only two or three cen
turies, we do not know and cannot know what the historical Buddha might 
really have said in more than a very approximate way It also seems likely, 
as Richard Gombrich has pointed out, that people may have lost touch 
quite soon with much of the necessary interpretive background of the texts 
(Gombrich 1990, 1992,1996). If Gombrich is right that we should read a 
fair amount of humour and irony into the voice of the Buddha as repre
sented in the early sutras (the suggestion seems to me both attractive and 
plausible), then this makes it even more difficult to interpret these texts as 
literal accounts of the social and religious life of their times.

Jaina textual material has often received less attention than Brahmanical 
or Buddhist texts, since relatively few scholars have worked on Jaina mate
rial, but it is of considerable importance. Early Jaina scriptural material 
survived only in the Svetambara tradition, and it is not clear when the 
surviving texts were first written down; the existing manuscripts date back 
only to the eleventh century CE. The standard version of the canon today 
contains 45 texts, some of which undoubtedly go back in some form to 
quite early times (Dundas 2002: 73—5). Thus the situation here is more 
like that of the Brahmanical tradition than the Buddhist, in that the texts 
contain quite early material but the surviving texts are all late.

The various issues with the textual material, much of which falls generally 
into the category that we could refer to as scriptural, demonstrate why 
a viable history of Indie religions has to look elsewhere for much of its 
evidence, particularly for the first millennium BCE. The texts are vital, but 
they are not self-explanatory.

C H R O N O L O G I C A L  IS S U E S

It is worth looking briefly at what the textual material provides us with 
on the chronological front. As noted above, our one secure textual date 
for the second millennium BCE is provided by the Mitanni archives, and 
this is essentially an isolated item of information which has not yet been 
brought into any meaningful relationship with South Asian history. For the
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whole of the first millennium BCE there is only one reliable fixed point, 
the invasion of Alexander in 329 to 325 BCE, which coincided with the rise 
to power of Candragupta, the founder of the Mauryan empire. Everything 
else -  the datings for Aioka (including the dates of the Asokan inscriptions), 
the Buddha, Mahavlra, the Upanisads and the guesstimates for the Vedic 
texts — is inference and guesswork on the basis of this one figure.

The earlier Persian presence in Northwest India (Gandhàra) in the sixth 
century BCE left litde that can be linked direcdy to later developments, but 
there is some room here for speculation about the possible impact on state- 
formation and concepts of the state in the sub-continent (see Chapters 3 
and 4). The relationship between earlier Iranian and early Indian (‘Vedic) 
material has received relatively little attention, despite the obvious connec
tions, though there has been some work in this area of late, particularly 
in relation to the vexed question of Vedic soma/Iranian haoma (cf. Parpola 
1995; Houben 2003a, 2003b; Thompson 2003).

The general social and political chronology of South Asia becomes more 
secure after the start of the common era, particularly once we reach the 
Guptas (c. 320 CE onwards).11 The datings of many of the major religious 
texts and figures of the first millennium CE however still remain less than 
certain.

Given this overall situation, it is not entirely surprising that there is some 
circularity to much Indological argument, particularly in relation to dates. 
To quote Patrick Olivelle on the dating of the early Upanisads, cin reality, 
any dating of these documents that attempts a precision closer than that 
of a few centuries is as stable as a house of cards’ (Olivelle 1998: xxxvi). 
This is one of the reasons why radical revisionist authors such as David 
Frawley, N.S. Rajaram, Subhash Kak and others can advance alternative 
chronologies in which, for example, the hymns of the Rgveda date back to 
4000 BCE (e.g. Rajaram and Frawley 1995: 142—3) rather than the 1200— 
1000 BCE suggested by Max Müller and broadly accepted by most modern 
scholars, at least for the older hymns.

I do not find the contentions of the radical revisionists persuasive. The 
astronomical datings that provide their most significant support are uncon
vincing, and such early dates would require a radical and implausible 
rethinking of our understanding of both global history and of human 
cultural processes. However, the fact that it is possible to advance such 
contentions and for them to be taken seriously by many people, at least

11 The chronology of events in the preceding centuries is still somewhat unclear, although the dating 
of the Kusânas has now probably been placed on a reasonably secure basis (see Sims-Williams and 
Cribb 1996).
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outside the academy, stands as something of a warning of the weakness of 
the conceptual edifice that has been built up over the last couple of centuries 
of Indological and Orientalist research.

In any case, while the redating of the Rgveda to 4000 BCE may not be a 
real issue, there have been less dramatic but still quite substantial upheavals 
in other areas. One o f the most significant of these is the recent controversy 
over the date of the historical Buddha. The traditional Theravadin date for 
the Buddhas death orpariniruana of 543 BCE had already been generally 
brought forward by sixty years or so, to c. 486 BCE. In a series of conferences 
and associated publications in the early 1990s, it became clear that the 
scholarly consensus had moved considerably further forward again. Many 
scholars now support a date for the Buddhas death of c. 400 BCE or 
somewhat later (Bechert 1991-1997; Cousins 1996a).

This is a move that has considerable implications not only for our under
standing of the origins of the Buddhist tradition but also for the Jain and 
Brahmanical traditions, since much of their early chronology too was deter
mined in relation to the date of the historical Buddha. W hat has happened 
here, though, as in many parallel cases, is not so much that the scholarly 
community now knows that the Buddha lived 150 years longer than it had 
originally thought. It is more that an accepted date has been replaced by 
a question mark; we now know that what appeared to be solid knowledge 
was in fact conjecture.

A  case study o f the chronological problem: Panini

One has only to look at the uncertainties surrounding the dating of major 
figures such as Pan ini or Nagarjuna, and the indirect nature of much of the 
evidence on which our datings depend, to see that similar rethinkings might 
well be likely in a variety of areas. It is worth giving an illustration of the 
kind of situation we are in. Consider the evidence for the dating of Panini, 
the semi-legendary figure associated with the first surviving grammar, as 
summarised some years ago by George Cardona (Cardona 1976: 260-8).12

To begin with, there is no direct evidence at all for the date of Panini. 
However, Cardona notes, Panini has to be dated substantially before the 
grammarian Katyayana, since Katyayana both commented on Panini s work 
and had predecessors who had also commented on Panini. Cardona suggests 
that a period of one or two centuries would be appropriate.

11 I omit a whole series o f arguments advanced by other scholars that Cardona found irrelevant or 
inconclusive.
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Unfortunately, we have no substantial evidence for the date of Katyayana 
either. Cardona cites a couple of arguments for his being in the mid-third 
century, but clearly regards these as quite weak. However, Katyayana in his 
turn has to be substantially before Patahjali (another one or two centuries) 
for similar reasons. This Patahjali is the grammarian Patahjali, who may or 
may not be the same person as the Patahjali who wrote the Yogasutra.

Consequendy, everything depends on the dating of the grammarian 
Patahjali. Unfortunately, Patahjali is also not easy to date reliably. How
ever, he provides in his grammar, as a grammadcal example illustrating the 
present tense, the sentence iha pusyamitram yajay amah, ‘We are officiating 
here at Pusyamitra s sacrifice’. This may mean that he was writing during 
the reign of Pusyamitra, the first Suhga king (c. 178-c. 142 BCE), though 
it is also possible that he is talking about a different Pusyamitra or that the 
sentence should be seen as merely a grammadcal example. Patahjali also 
gives grammadcal examples suggesdng that a yavana (Indo-Greek) king 
attacked the towns of Saketa and Madhyamika during his lifetime. This 
might be a reference to the Indo-Greek king Menander, between 140 and 
120 BCE, though other dates are possible.

Cardona considers various arguments for later dates for Patahjali, which 
he also finds inconclusive, and concludes ‘The evidence is thus not abso
lutely probadve but sufficient to warrant considering seriously that Patahjali 
lived in the second century B.C.’ (Cardona 1976: 266).

At this point we can return to Panini, but now everything turns on how 
long an interval needs to be assumed between Panini and Katyayana, and 
between Katyayana and Patahjali. Cardona outlines two possibilities:
(1) If Patahjali dates from the mid-second century BCE, and we allow 

two centuries between him and Katyayana and two centuries between 
Katyayana and Panini, then Katyayana would be mid-fourth century 
BCE and Panini would be mid-sixth century BCE.

(2) If we accept the mid-second century BCE dating for Patahjali, but 
allow only one century between Patahjali and Katyayana and between 
Katyayana and Panini, then Katyayana would be mid-third century 
BCE and Panini would be mid-fourth century BCE. This would fit 
with the other (very weak) evidence for Katyayana being mid-third 
century BCE.

Cardonas overall conclusion is:

The evidence for dating Panini, Katyayana, and Patahjali is not absolutely probadve 
and depends on interpretation. However, I think there is one certainty, namely 
that the evidence available hardly allows one to date Panini later than the early to 
mid fourth century B.C. (Cardona 1976: 268)
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But is this really the case? Cardona admits that Patanjali might be using stock 
grammatical examples from an earlier period, so that he might not actu
ally have been a contemporary of either xheyavana attack or Pusyamitras 
sacrifice. Even if he was, the reference might also have been to another 
yavana attack or to another Pusyamitra, since there were several of each. It 
hardly seems beyond question that further evidence might lead to signifi
cant further movement. In addition, the whole of this discussion assumes 
that the present text of Panini (or of Patanjali) was in origin the unified 
work of a single author and was not substantially modified at a later period. 
In reality, we do not have anything like a solid date for Panini or even for 
Patanjali.13

Now, I could have chosen any out of quite a long list of the significant 
dates of South Asian history and gone through a similar exercise. I chose this 
one primarily because Cardona lays out his arguments with such exemplary 
clarity. It is also significant for another reason, however. The dates of Panini 
and Patanjali are themselves one of the most important sources for dating 
many other developments — for example, references in Panini and Patanjali 
are important evidence for the growth of the Bhagavata cult and early 
Vaisnavism. It makes quite a lot of difference to our understanding of 
early Indian religion whether Panini lived in the fourth or the sixth century 
BCE—to stay within the range that Cardona suggests. But a high proportion 
of the dates we deal with, including many of those I give in this book, have 
to be treated as equally uncertain.

It is striking how far Cardonas arguments, and for that matter those 
he cites and dismisses, are textual in nature. In this he is not unusual. 
Indologists have tended to take the texts first -  and often a fairly small 
selection of texts -  often treating what they said rather literally, and have 
tried to fit everything else into the framework this produces.

C O N C L U S I O N

Thus any coherent account of the first millennium BCE has to depend 
heavily also on the archaeological evidence. The archaeological record for 
South Asia has its own problems, with many major sites either excavated at a 
period before the development of modern scientific techniques in archaeol
ogy, or still unexcavated, but with the advent of modern dating techniques

13 Sheldon Pollock recently noted that ‘[arguments placing [Patanjali] as late as the middle of the 
second century CE are entirely credible’ (2007:80). This would allow for a considerably later dating 
for Panini than those suggested by Cardona; Pollock places him in the third or fourth century BCE 
(2007: 45).
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it is at last becoming possible to construct a sensible account of the devel
opment of Indie civilisation on the basis of the archaeological record, and 
to bring the various textual sources into some kind of relationship to it. It 
seems to me that this is the only way in which to place the earlier stages of 
the historical record on a reasonably firm basis, and to get a real sense of 
what we know and what we do not know.

I do not want to be too discouraging here, because in some respects 
this openness of the evidence seems to me to represent an opportunity as 
well as a limitation. We have room now in a way that we did not perhaps 
have fifty years ago to look for models considerably different from those we 
have previously accepted. But I think that the situation requires a certain 
tentativeness about our approach, and a willingness to accept that any one 
kind of evidence is unlikely to be decisive. Instead, we need to work towards 
a mutual coherence of our different kinds of evidence. The aim should be 
to work gradually towards something which fits as well as possible all round 
but which does not privilege any particular material — particularly textual 
material, which is the most tempting, but in some ways the least reliable 
in the South and Southeast Asian context.





P A R T  O N E

Meditation and yoga

In spite of a life devoted to meditation, prayer and books, Brah
magupta was like many other monks I have come to know and admire 
who are perpetually cheerful, who laugh easily and loudly, the laughter 
not springing from a sense o f humour but from an evolved spirit o f  
mischief and playfulness. Sometimes, watching the frequent and obvi
ous merriment o f these monks, I have wondered whether the Buddhas 
message is indeed about the world being full o f pain and sorrow; or 
perhaps, the Enlightened One has left a secret message for his monks, 
a cosmic joke which never palls with any number o f re-tellings, which 
makes them laugh so much.

Sudhir Kakar, The Ascetic o f Desire (Kakar 1998:157)
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The Second Urbanisation o f South Asia

The term ‘Second Urbanisation in the title of this chapter refers to the 
growth of cities in South Asia during the first millennium BCE. The pro
cess is described as a ‘Second Urbanisation because of the existence of a 
‘First Urbanisation, that which was associated with the Indus Valley cultural 
tradition. The major cities of the Indus Valley, including Mohenjo-Daro 
and Harappa, are now generally dated to the period from c. 2500 to c. 1900 
BCE, the so-called ‘Integration Era’ of the Indus Valley cultural tradition, 
which followed on a long period of more localised, small-scale setdement 
in the Indus Valley region (e.g. Shaffer 1992; Shaffer and Lichtenstein 1995; 
Kenoyer 1995). ‘Integration here is used in a cultural sense, since the evi
dence does not at present suggest a high degree of political integration 
for the region (Possehl 1998; Samuel 2000). In around 1900 BCE, the 
major Indus Valley cities ceased to exist, and setdement size became much 
smaller. This may be finked with the drying up of the Ghaggar-Hakra 
river system, generally identified with the River Sarasvatl mentioned in the 
Rgveda, and the gradual desertification of much of the area which this 
river used to irrigate. Around 75 per cent of the Indus Valley setdements 
from the Integration Era are in fact along the banks or close to this river 
system.

Substantial urban setdements did not appear again until about 500 BCE. 
It is clear from the archaeological record however that there was considerable 
cultural continuity after the end of the Integration Era, with localised 
versions of the Indus Valley tradition continuing to exist in the Punjab and 
elsewhere until about 1200 BCE.

It is I think important to establish as detailed a picture as possible of the 
social and cultural aspects of the period of the Second Urbanisation as a 
background to the development of religion in South Asia. An important 
starting point is an understanding of the regional differences in North and 
Northeast India at the period when the Second Urbanisation got under way.

41
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This will then give us a context within which we can place the dramatic 
religious developments of this period.

Here there is evidence from a variety of sources, of three main kinds. 
In the first place, there is the archaeological evidence, which is by now 
quite extensive and detailed, and provides the basis for a reasonably secure 
chronology through carbon-12 datings and other modern techniques. How
ever, many important sites have still not been excavated in detail, and there 
are technical issues with carbon dating, in particular the flat C14 calibration 
curve for the period from c. 750 to c. 450 BCE, that mean that radiocarbon 
dates give only very approximate dates for some critical periods (e.g. Erdosy 
1995c: 100; Magee 2004: 38).

None of our textual material dates from as early as the start of the 
Second Urbanisation, but some of it probably represents traditions that 
go back close to this period, so that there is information here which needs 
to be reconciled with the archaeological evidence. In particular, traditions 
regarding the early Indian states or mahajanapadas, while legendary rather 
than historical for this early period, still convey useful information, and 
I will look at some of this material in Chapter 4. Another kind of textual 
evidence comes from close textual analysis of the early Vedic corpus, as with 
the work of Michael Witzel. Witzels material bears in part on underlying 
language patterns in the surviving texts, including indications of substrate 
languages’, that is traces of languages that were spoken before the adoption 
of Indo-Aryan languages in various parts of north and east India. Language 
in general, both from early textual material and from the modern linguistic 
record, provides a third body of material that needs to be reconciled with 
archaeology and textual sources. Other sources of evidence, for example 
iconography and numismatics, also provide useful clues at later stages in our 
enquiry.

T H E  S E C O N D  U R B A N I S A T I O N  IN  S O U T H  A N D  

S O U T H E A S T  A S IA  AS A W H O L E

First, however, it is useful to look at the whole question of the Second 
Urbanisation in a slighdy wider context than that of North India alone.

At the beginning of this period, both South and Southeast Asia were 
very different from today, with a very much lower population density and 
large areas still covered with forest. There were, however, agricultural com
munities throughout the region, with most of the major crops used today 
already being grown. These were wheat and barley in the northwestern 
areas, rice in the Central Gangetic and Bengal Delta regions, South India
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and Southeast Asia,1 and various millets throughout the region. While iron 
did not form part of the Indus Valley civilisation or, apparendy, of early 
Vedic society, its use was also becoming fairly common by this period.

W hat did not yet exist in either South or Southeast Asia at this time is 
anything that could be called a medium-sized town, or a medium to large- 
scale state organisation. It is unclear in fact how far the First Urbanisation 
in South Asia, the Indus Valley civilization involved a centralised state 
organisation. Kenoyer, Shaifer, Possehl and others have suggested in recent 
years that the Indus Valley societies were not in fact centralised states as we 
know them today (e.g. Possehl 1998). Given the extensive trading networks 
associated with the Indus Valley towns, we might think of them more as 
trading communities with localised governmental structures, such as existed 
in large parts of West Africa in quite recent times. We do not really know 
very much about the social and political structures, though Possehl points 
to the lack of evidence for war or militarism of any kind (Possehl 1998: 
269, see also Samuel 2000). However, there is no doubt that the Indus 
Valley civilisation supported relatively large communities: Mohenjo-Daro 
and Harappa appear to have covered over 200 and around 150 hectares 
respectively (Chakrabarti 1995: 61, 83) with populations of perhaps around 
twenty or thirty thousand.

By comparison, the largest settlement sizes in the post-Harappan period 
are around 10 hectares. It was from this basis that the so-called Second 
Urbanisation began. Chakrabarti places the early growth of substantial for
tified urban settlements, initially at UjjayinI, KausâmbI, Varanasi, Rajagrha 
and Campa, in around 600 BCE, though we need to remember that the 
flatness of the C14 calibration curve for this period makes precise dating 
impossible (Chakrabarti 1995: 247).

Why did it happen at this time? As usual, a complex development 
like this probably had multiple causes, but one component may well 
have been a significant rise in agricultural production resulting from 
the introduction of multi-cropping techniques. This meant that the old 
combination of agriculture and pastoralism typical of the Indus Valley 
cultures and their successor states was shifted decisively in the direction of 
agriculture. This could have provided the surplus in production that could 
support a centralised state. It could also have set off the progressive clear
ing of forests, with consequent further rises in production and in population

1 Pejros and Shnirelman 1998 cite 7500-5450 BCE as the earliest date for Oryza indica in the Central 
Gangecic valley, 4600 BCE for South China, 3250 BCE for Thailand (1998:384, fig. 16.1). They also 
note thac ‘the Dravidians had borrowed rice-growing technology from a Sino-Tibetan group by the 
end o f the third millennium B C  (1998: 385).
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Figure 3.1. Map: Painted Grey Ware and Northern Black Polished Ware
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(cf. e.g. Erdosy 1995c: 119-22). The introduction of iron has been suggested 
as a major factor in the growth of cities, but Chakrabarti argues against 
this, noting that

the village-life and the crop patterns o f the entire subcontinent were laid down in 
the earlier chalcolithic stage and that not a single major crop was added to the list 
after iron was introduced [. . .] Given the firm-rooted agricultural base all over 
the country, especially in the fertile alluvium of the Gangetic valley, the catalytic 
factor in the early historic urban growth in the region is more likely the formation 
of clear and powerful regional kingdoms which confront us right in the first phase 
of our documented political history. (1995:169)

A critical marker for early urbanisation has generally been taken to be 
the advent of a new pottery style, known as Northern Black Polished 
Ware (NBPW) and associated with the early urban settlements, initially 
in the Central Gangetic region (KausambI, Saketa etc.) and later elsewhere 
(see Fig. 3.1). Dates for the beginning of NBPW again run up against the 
flat C14 calibration curve problem: the majority of the radiocarbon dates 
appear to cluster around 400-450 BCE and a plausible starting point for 
this period might be around 550 BCE (e.g. Erdosy 1995c: 102-5; see also 
Possehl and Rissman 1992), but Chakrabarti and others have suggested 
earlier dates (Chakrabarti 1995:169,170; Magee 2004: 43). There are pre
ceding pre-NBPW phases at some of these sites, going back perhaps to 
around 1000 BCE.

These earlier phases are characterised by Painted Gray Ware (PGW), 
which has been associated, in the Indo-Gangetic divide and the Doab, and 
by Black Slipped Ware (BSW) further east. PGW, which appears from 
around 1100 BCE in the Kuru-Pancala Region, has generally been linked 
with the early Vedic-Brahmanical culture of that area. One should per
haps not put too much reliance on pottery styles. Erdosy suggests that the 
emphasis on PGW in relation to the early Vedic material is a result of the 
general poverty of material culture in the archaeological record; there is 
little else to go by. He nevertheless comments

While it may be a mistake to equate the distribution o f this ware [i.e. PGW] with an 
effective social group, the coincidence o f the territory of madhyadesa, representing 
the heardand o f dry a orthodoxy, with it is striking. (Erdosy 1995b: 95, referring to 
Witzel 1989: 243)

Dates for the early use of iron in the subcontinent are again contested, 
though dates of around 700 BCE have been suggested for the north-eastern 
region, with earlier occurrences (around 1000 BCE) in the south of India 
(Chakrabarti 1995:167-9). It has been plausibly argued that iron-smelting 
may have been an indigenous development within the Indian subcontinent 
(cf. Erdosyi995b: 83-4).
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Figure 3.2. Map: Areas of Early Urbanisation
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While the Second Urbanisation attained its first major development in 
the central Ganges plain, it was not confined to this region. Bridget Allchin 
notes that the new cities were located in a ‘a wide range of different regions1 
(B. Allchin 1995: 13). Figure 3.2 shows the principal areas of early urbani
sation in South Asia. Similar developments in Southeast Asia took place 
somewhat later. The use of iron became common in the northern parts of 
Southeast Asia from around 500 BCE onwards, and there is growth in set- 
dement size and some indications of political centralisation in areas such as 
northern Vietnam, which was the centre of the Dong-son culture (Bellwood 
I999: 94), from this period. The first real Southeast Asian polities, however, 
seem to date from around the second to fourth centuries CE.2 These states 
were closely linked to the developing maritime trade with India and China, 
and some of them became early centres of Indie culture.

To return to South Asia, the early political units in the northern part of 
the subcontinent are the so-called mahajanapadas. The term derives from 
an earlier Vedic term janapada for the territory of a Vedic tribe. There are 
classical fists of sixteen mahajanapadas (see below and Fig. 3.3), and they 
are described as having a variety of different political structures.3 Further to 
the south, the river deltas and coastal plains of South India and Sri Lanka 
were also early centres of urbanisation and political centralisation.

It is useful to have this larger picture in mind. While the Ganges plain 
was the location of the majority of the mahajanapadas, and later became the 
centre of the first large Indian state, Magadha, and the first Indian empire, 
that of the Mauryas, India’s Second Urbanisation in India took place over a 
number of different regions during more or less the same period. These were 
not independent of each other or separate from the outside world. Thus, 
for example, the question of Iranian influences on political and religious 
developments in the Gangetic plain, which has been raised on and off over 
the years (Wright 1966; Boyce 1997), is by no means implausible, especially 
given the Achaemenid control over the North-Western region from around 
520 BCE onwards.4

2 McGee 1967: 29-41; Wheadey 1979,1983; Bronson and White 1992; Hall 1999:192; K. Taylor 1999. 
Here again a critical feature seems to be agricultural productivity. (‘The area around Oc-eo is the 
only place near the coast west o f  the Mekong where a particular kind o f topography and soil enabled 
its people to grow significant amounts of rice with the existing pre-canal irrigation wet-rice methods 
of cultivation*, Hall 1999: 192). The capital o f the Oc Eo state, a few miles inland, was known as 
Vyadhapura.

3 As Thapar points out, the original meaning was something like ‘the place where the tribe places its 
foot*. The janapada was normally named for the ruling clan within the tribe (Thapar 2003:121).

4 The suggestion surfaced again in early November 2002 on the INDOLOGY e-list: see contributions 
by Michael Witzel and others (http://liscserv.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?Ai=indo2ii&L=indology).

http://liscserv.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?Ai=indo2ii&L=indology
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The Central Gangetic plain was one of the two most significant regions 
in relation to early religious movements. This was where the early ascetic 
movements, including the Buddhists and Jains, took shape, and it was also 
a very important area for the Upanisads and developments in Brahmanical 
traditions. The other significant region in relation to early religion was the 
area to the immediate west and north-west, including present-day Western 
UP, Haryana and Punjab. This was the region associated with the early 
Vedic texts and was clearly the heardand of the early development of the 
Vedic and Brahmanical tradition in India. By contrast, this region initially 
took a much more marginal role in relation to the Second Urbanisation.

The population (or at least the ruling elite) in this region, which I refer 
to, following Witzel, as the Kuru-Pancala Region, after the names of the two 
classical political units (mahajanapadas) most closely associated with it, saw 
itself as ‘Aryan’ (dryd) by contrast with surrounding peoples and used Vedic 
Sanskrit for ritual purposes. We do not have any meaningful information 
about the ethnic composition of the region at this stage, but ‘Aryan’ here 
is best interpreted as a cultural rather than an ethnic or linguistic label (cf. 
Deshpande 1995). As for language, it seems likely that by 500—400 BCE 
the population of the fertile lowland areas of most of present-day North 
India and Pakistan were already speaking Indo-Aryan languages, so that 
the contrast between the Aryan heardand and the areas to its south and 
east was not primarily language-based (Deshpande 1995; Parpola 1988).

T W O  D I F F E R E N T  W O R L D S : K U R U -P A N C A L A  A N D  T H E  

C E N T R A L  G A N G E T IC  R E G IO N

In a recent unpublished work (Hopkins 1999), the American Indologist 
Thomas Hopkins has emphasised the cultural differences between these 
regions. Rather than seeing Vedic-Brahmanical culture as expanding out
wards into areas which were culturally and technologically at a much lower 
level, he develops a picture in which the Kuru-Pancala region in around 
500—400 BCE was surrounded to the east and south by a group of related 
cultures with a complex and sophisticated cultural adaptation as well as 
probable links to the Iranian world via Gandhara. A detailed presentation 
of Hopkins’ arguments would be inappropriate here, and in any case I hope 
that Hopkins will publish his own work in this area in the near future.5

5 Hopkins was in Oxford in 1999 as director of the Oxford Centre for Vaishnava and Hindu Studies. 
He was kind enough to lend me a copy of his unpublished manuscript at that time, and we have had 
further discussions regarding this material (Hopkins, personal communication, 2006).
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However I will sketch'some of the main features of his model, since it 
brings together much of the archaeological and textual material in a useful 
synthesis. In addidon, as we will see, there is further material in support of 
several parts of his picture.

In agreement with most recent authorities, Hopkins regards the PGW 
pottery, beginning in around hoo BCE, as associated with the Vedic- 
Brahmanical complex in the Kuru-Pancala region, and as overlapping 
in some areas at least with late settlements of the Indus Valley Cultural 
Tradition. He notes however that if the PGW  culture ‘defines the region of 
Aryan control and primary influence, it also marks its limits (1999:14). More 
specifically, it indicates that this culture did not expand past the Ganga- 
Yamuna Doab, stopping before the ‘heavily forested eastern tip where the 
Ganges and Yamuna converge’ (1999: 33).

What then was happening in other parts of north and central India? 
Looking first at the northern and western Deccan areas, to the south of the 
Ganga-Yamuna valleys and the PGW  region, Hopkins stresses the different 
ecological conditions here from that in the western and northern alluvial 
plains’ (1999: 17). A variety of subsistence strategies developed in these 
upland areas during the period of the Indus Valley traditions, coalescing 
into the so-called Malwa and Jorwe Cultures (beginning around 1700 BCE 
and 1400 BCE respectively) in the northern and western Deccan (cf. Figure
3.1, and Possehl and Rissman 1992:1 , 486—7). These peoples grew barley and 
millet, lentils, rice, and a variety of fruits, and the archaeological material 
from these sites shows no traces of influence from the ‘Aryan’ areas to the 
north. The region remained important (as the kingdom of Avanti) in the 
time of the Buddha, and its major cities, including Vidisa and UjjayinI, 
were significant centres during the following centuries.

The Central Gangetic region was characterised by a distinct but related 
cultural complex. This was the area of the earliest known cultivation of 
rice in South Asia and by 1800 BCE was the location of an advanced 
Neolithic population associated with the sites of Chirand and Chechar who 
appear from their subsistence repertoire to be associated with the Malwa 
culture and the Deccan. Hopkins notes that this culture ‘had reached the 
Chalcolithic stage by the time the Aryans came into northwest India [. . .] 
and entered the Iron Age at least as early as any known sites in the Doab — 
i.e. by around 700 BCE’ (Hopkins 1999: 32-33).

Thus, Hopkins argues, we should revise our model from one of an Aryan- 
dominated expansion into the Central Gangetic region, bringing with it 
Iron Age culture and urbanisation, to a model of
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two cultural processes moving more or less concurrently toward the use o f iron 
and urbanization from two separate sources: one in the eastern Punjab, Rajasthan, 
the Doab, and northward to the Himalayas west o f 8i° longitude, identified with 
the Painted Grey Ware culture and the Aryans; the other — based on the Eastern 
Gangetic culture with its apparent initial connection to the Malwa-type cultural 
complex — in the region o f Patna, in the valleys o f the Ghagara and Gandak rivers 
northwest o f Patna, and westward to the region around the lower Doab. (Hopkins 
1999: 3 4 )6

Hopkins goes on to note specifically that the urban sites of Sravastl and 
Saketa (Ayodhya) were outside the PGW region ‘and had only marginal 
contact with PGW culture before their inclusion in the iron-using Northern 
Black Polished Ware culture around 700/600 BCE’ (Hopkins 1999: 36)7 
This later (NBPW) culture was associated with the expanding urban culture 
of the Central Gangetic region and the early states of Kosala and Magadha. 
Hopkins notes the association of this region with the story of the Rdmayana, 
a theme to which I shall return later. He also points to the contacts from 
the early stages between the NBPW culture and the Achaemenid-ruled 
territories in the Northwest (1999: 48-52). These are probably associated 
with the early adoption of coinage in the Central Gangetic region and with 
trade routes between the Central Gangetic region to the Deccan and via 
Mathura to Gandhara and the Northwest.8 Hopkins stresses the difference 
between the new political-economic culture’ being created in these regions, 
a culture within which the Buddhists and Jains played an active role, and 
the Vedic-Brahmanical culture of the Kuru-Pancala region:

To say that there was tension between these two worlds — the non-Aryan/ 
Buddhist/Jain world on the one hand, and the Aryan/Brahmanical/Vedic world on 
the other — is to understate the case. In the sixth century BCE they were really two 
different worlds, at least as perceived by their main representatives, or perhaps — 
as seen especially by the Brahmans — two opposite worlds. (1 9 9 9: 53-4)

If the Kuru-Pancala region was dominated in religious terms by the pro
gressive reworking of Vedic material represented by the Brahmanas, the

6 Hopkins refers to the ‘Eastern Gangetic culture in the following quote and elsewhere; I have preferred 
to speak of the ‘Central Gangetic region’ throughout this book, partly for consistency with other 
authors, and pardy to distinguish it from the Bengal Delta region further to the east. We are however 
referring to the same area.

7 Unfortunately, this is the period for which radiocarbon daring is least precise (see e.g. Magee 2004).
8 Hopkins does not regard the new model o f kingship itself as a borrowing because he is still using the 

‘old’ dating of the life o f the Buddha and consequently dates the growth of Magadha to around 540 
BCE. If we move this forward to 420-400 BCE (cf. Bechert 1991-7; Cousins 1996a) direct influence 
on adminstrarive structures becomes more plausible, though as Kulke and Rothermund note this 
still does not explain the success o f Magadha in relation to its rivals (Kulke and Rothermund 1990: 

57).



Central Gangetic region and the northern Deccan was by contrast a world 
of female powers, natural transformation, sacred earth and sacred places, 
blood sacrifices, and ritualists who accept pollution on behalf of their com
munity’ (Hopkins 1999: 55). Here Hopkins’ evidence derives in part from 
the mythology and legends associated with the Central Gangetic region, 
above all the Râmàyana, and in part perhaps on later ritual patterns that 
would not appear to derive from Vedic sources. We can also point here to 
extensive iconographical evidence for a religion of fertility and auspicious
ness throughout this region (Central Gangetic, Mathura, Gandhâra) from 
the Mauryan period onwards. I shall discuss both this material, and the 
evidence of the Râmàyana and the Mahâbhârata, which developed out of 
the corresponding Kuru-Pancâla legends, in subsequent chapters.

T H E  V E D IC  MATERIAL: T H E  V I E W  FROM K U R U - P A N CÀLA

Working from a very different body of material, the Vedic texts themselves, 
Michael Witzel, Jan Gonda, Jan Heesterman, Harry Falk, Patrick Olivelle 
and others have produced a picture of the growth and expansion of the 
Kuru-Pancâla cultural complex. Some of this will be best considered in 
subsequent chapters, but an introductory sketch will be given here, with 
particular reference to Witzels work.

Witzels argument about the Kuru-Pancâla region and its relationship to 
the ‘Vedic’ element within Indian society has several components. Basic to 
them is a revised périodisation of the so-called Vedic literature, the body 
of literature which includes the hymns of the Rgveda and Atharvaveda and 
a substantial body of ritual commentaries, philosophical texts, and ritual 
and legal manuals and treatises, which are generally regarded as the oldest 
layer of surviving Indian literature.

Witzel divides the language in these texts into five sub-periods, which fall 
within three main periods, Old Vedic, Middle Vedic and Late Vedic (e.g. 
Witzel 1989,1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1997; Jamison and Witzel 2003). The most 
important contrast from our point of view is between Old Vedic, which 
corresponds to the hymns of the Rgveda, and Late Vedic, represented by 
the later Brâhmanas, Aranyakas, early Upanisads and most of the Sütras. So 
far, this may seem relatively conventional, but Witzels intention is to give 
this material a historical placing in the social and political developments of 
the time.

Specifically, Witzel argues that the geographical context of the Old Vedic 
material is Afghanistan, the Punjab and the surrounding areas up to the 
Yamunâ. In other words, this material goes back to the period of and
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immediately before the arrival of the Vedic peoples in North India. The 
society of that time, in Witzels view, consisted of around fifty small tribes in 
constant conflict with each other and with other peoples, whom he refers to 
as aborigines' (Witzel 1995c: 4-5). ‘Aborigines' is a problematic term in this 
context; Witzel uses it as equivalent to servant/slave (<ddsay dasyu, purusaf 
and evidendy assumes a model in which an invading elite has enslaved an 
indigenous population (1995c: 5).9

The leading role in the tribes was taken by chieftains (rajan), belonging 
to an aristocratic group (the rajanya or ksatriya) who dominated the vis or 
mass of the people. In Witzels account, it is under the leadership of one 
of these tribes, the Puru subtribe of the Bharata tribe, that the Kuru tribal 
federation in the Haryana-West UP region was formed. Witzel dates the 
coming of the Kuru to power during the period from c. 1200 to c. 900 BCE. 
In the subsequent period, from c. 900 to c. 500 BCE, leadership in the 
region shifted to their allies, the Pañcála, and expansion continued to the 
south and west.

The period of dominance of the Kuru and then of the Pañcála corre
sponds to Witzels Middle Vedic period and the establishment of the four 
Vedas in more or less the form we know them today. Witzel sees this latter 
process as closely finked to the evolving structure of the Kuru state. It is in 
this period, too, that we would need to place the transformation of the Vedic 
sacrifice from a competitive performance by tribal chieftains to the royal 
ritual of the Kuru kings (cf. Heesterman 1985,1993; Smith 1989: 36-45).

Witzels Late Vedic period corresponds to the somewhat tentative ‘500 
BCE' that forms the starting point for my own narrative. The compass of the 
Late Vedic texts is all of Northern India from Gandhára to Bengal, and south 
to what is now Northeast Maharashtra and Andhra. I think that we need 
to bear in mind however that this region would have been far from evenly 
‘Áryanised' atxhis time. This issue will be explored in later chapters in rela
tion to the role of Brahmins in Kuru-Pañcála and elsewhere in north India.

The Kuru state according to Witzel was actually a dual state made up 
of the Kuru and Pañcála tribes. He regards it as the first large state in 
the post-Indus Valley period (1995c: 9), with its origins going back to the 
immediately post-Rgvedic period.10 The Kuru people regarded Kuruksetra 
as the sacred centre of their realm. As Kuru-Pañcála power increased to

9 ‘Aborigines’ implies a population thac is in some sense indigenous. The local population is likely to 
have included Indo-Aryan-speaking elements, if we assume a two- or multi-wave migration model 
(e.g. Parpóla 1988), and Dravidian speakers may also be relatively recent immigrants (McAlpin 1981). 
For Parpólas later thoughts on the multi-wave model, see Parpóla 2002a.

10 See the Kuntapa rituals, carried out at the winter solstice on the mahavrata day at the end of the 
one-year rite. This occasion was a fertility ritual as well as a ritual to help bring back the sun and 
some of the hymns are also about royal fame and power (1995c: 7).
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absorb Rgvedic tribes in the eastern Punjab, Haryana and Western UP, 
Kuruksetra became the center of the newly emerging Vedic orthopraxy 
and “orthodoxy5” (1995c: 8). The Kuru-Pancala state undertook a well- 
planned process of Sanskritisation11 (1995c: 9), including the creation of the 
new complex Srauta ritual, which allowed various ranks of society to claim 
status through appropriate levels of ritual performance, and which also 
included some major new royal and national5 rituals (1995c: 18). Another 
result of this process was that non-Aryans,12 who had previously been able 
to follow Aryan religion, were now only admitted to Vedic society as Sudras, 
unable to perform ritual (and so unable to enter heaven). ‘The effect was 
the creation of a permanent. . .  artificial boundary between Aryans and 
non-Aryans5 (1995c: 10).

The Kuru-Pancala state was also responsible for the collection of the 
old ritual hymns of the Rgveda, until then still associated with individual 
Brahmin families, and their compilation into a standard anthology that 
forms the basis of the Rgveda as we know it today. They also produced 
the original forms of the other three Vedic collections. All of these were 
edited and compiled, according to Witzel, in forms that suited the new 
Kuru political programme (1995c: 14-15).

The Kuru idealogues developed a new mythology, for the Kuruksetra 
region (1995c: 15—16), in which the Sarasvati river, equated with the goddess 
Sarasvati and the Milky Way, flowed down from heaven in Kuruksetra at 
the time of the winter solstice. Kuruksetra was conceived of as the centre of 
the world. Essentially, the Kuru state created the Aryan sense of ritual and 
cultural superiority to surrounding peoples that was to become a central 
component of later Brahmanical culture.

L I N G U I S T I C S

Apart from the limited information that can be derived from possible 
traces of substrate languages5, the history of the replacement of indigenous 
languages by Indo-Aryan languages in North India has left litde by which

11 It should be noted that Witzel is using the term ‘Sanskritisation’ here in a very different sense from that 
well-established in the anthropological literature, which refers to a voluntary adopuon of high-status 
cultural practices by low-status groups in an attempt to raise their status. This anthropological usage 
goes back to MN Srinivas (Srinivas 1952). Witzel appears to be referring instead to an imposition 
of a cultural pattern from above. Witzel also uses the term to refer to the expansion o f Brahmanical 
culture to other regions; I discuss this usage in Chapter 4.

11 I should stress again that this did not necessarily mean ‘indigenous’ people as opposed to Indo- 
European speaking populations. If we accept something like the Parpola model of several waves of 
Indo-European-speaking migration (Parpola 1988), and assume that this was followed by a gradual 
replacement o f non-IE languages by IE languages, then non-Aryans by this period could be IE or 
non-IE speaking, and o f ‘indigenous’, ‘immigrant’ or (most likely) mixed origins.
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it can be traced (Deshpande 1995).13 What is striking about the Upanisadic, 
Buddhist and Jaina texts is that there is litde or no suggestion of non-Indo- 
Aryan languages being spoken in the Eastern Indian regions where much 
of these narratives are placed.14 Arguments from silence are always risky, 
but one would imagine that if Munda, Dravidian or other non-Indo-Aryan 
languages were still being widely spoken in the major centres of population 
at the time of the Buddha or Mahavlra (say c. 425-400 BCE), they would 
have left more significant traces. Languages do not disappear overnight, 
and it seems likely that the shift to Indo-Aryan languages had got going 
several centuries before the time of these texts.15

There is litde real evidence in support of the suggestions that the Indo- 
Aryan languages originated in India, and strong arguments against the 
idea (see Bryant and Patton 2005 for a presentation of arguments on both 
sides). Thus, if one assumes that the Indo-Aryan languages were brought 
into South Asia from the outside, as linguistic and other evidence strongly 
suggests, then this process was presumably well underway by 1200 BCE, 
and had been largely completed by the time that the Second Urbanisation 
got under way. I would have to agree, however, that we do not have any 
very precise knowledge of how and when the population of large parts of 
the Indian sub-continent became speakers of Indo-Aryan languages. The 
most plausible scenario would have Indo-Aryan-speaking groups moving 
into South Asia from the Iran-Afghanistan region from around 1500 BCE.

13 To the extent that we can trace pre-Indo-Aryan substrate languages in North and North-East India, 
they do not seem to be Dravidian. They either show Austroasiatic features, as do many of the 
surviving tribal languages, or in a few cases relate to no currendy known language group.

14 As opposed to occasional suggestions o f mispronunciation of Indo-Aryan languages.
15 Whether the populadon of the main Indus Valley cities spoke an Indo-Aryan language during the 

Integradon Era has not been decided conclusively and is unlikely to be resolved without a convincing 
decipherment of the Indus Valley seal inscripdons. Probably the most scholarly attempt to decipher 
the inscripdons is that o f Asko Parpola, who assumes a Dravidian basis for the language, but it 
can hardly be regarded as decisive (Parpola 1994). Steve Farmer has produced arguments recendy 
for the seal-inscripdons being non-linguisdc (Farmer, Sproat and Witzel 2004). It is also endrely 
possible that the Indus Valley tradidon encompassed groups speaking a variety o f languages. Given 
the presence o f a Dravidian language (Brahui) in the region, a Dravidian-speaking populadon would 
nevertheless seem plausible. David McAlpins Proto-Elamo-Dravidian hypothesis, which assumes a 
common ancestor for the Elamite languages of Western Iran and the Dravidian languages would 
make this more likely, but this hypothesis is again far from universally accepted (McAlpin 1981; 
Parpola 1994:128). An interesdng aspect o f McAlpins argument is that he argues on lexical grounds 
that Dravidian and Elamite separated from each other at a reladvely late period (perhaps in the 
fifth millennium BCE) and that this took place in West Asia. This would suggest that Dravidian 
speakers were not indigenous to the Indian sub-condnent, and may indeed have arrived there not 
very long before Indo-Aryan speaking popularions. McAlpin suggests that the reason why Sinhalese 
is an Indo-Aryan language rather than a Dravidian one is that Indo-Aryan speakers, moving down 
the east coast, in fact got to Sri Lanka before the Dravidians, moving down the west coast (McAlpin 
1981).
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This would seem to have been a gradual process over several hundred years 
in which various tribal groups progressively trickled in. The starting point 
for the process is less clear, though there are arguments for identifying 
sites in Swat towards the end of the Indus Valley Localisation period with 
Indo-Aryan speaking populations (Stacul 1992; also see Erdosy 1995b).

By the time of the Second Urbanisation, however, the general distribu
tion of Indo-Aryan languages in North India and Pakistan was perhaps not 
all that different from the distribution in modern times. There was also 
considerable differentiation among the Indo-Aryan-speaking population. 
While there may have been some presence of Brahmins and ofVedic deities 
throughout the region, the specific body of ritual hymns and practices 
associated with the Rgveda grew up among a self-consciously distinctive 
group in the Punjab-Himachal Pradesh-Western Gangetic region, in the 
region which was at a later stage the location of the Kuru and Pancala 
peoples. This community saw itself ascarya:* and as distinct from surround
ing peoples, especially those to the east, whom it regarded as outside the 
Aryan* fold. These were areas where Brahmins from the Kuru-Pancala 
region should not venture. If they did, they had to be purified upon return.

There are a number of ways in which one can read this evidence, assuming 
that it is accepted that Indo-Aryan languages did not begin to reach South 
Asia until the end of the Indus Valley urban period and the succeeding 
centuries. The principal alternatives are to assume that a number of already 
distinct waves of immigrants arrived in South Asia, so that the distinction 
between Aryans* and others reflects pre-existing divisions, or to suppose 
a relatively homogenous Indo-Aryan population moving into South Asia 
and subsequently differentiating into Aryan* and non-Aryan* components. 
The former position has been taken by Asko Parpola, who has produced 
a series of studies postulating increasingly complex migratory patterns to 
make sense of the archaeological and textual material (Parpola 1988, 1995, 
1999a; Parpola and Carpelan 2005).16 E R. Allchin has argued for a more 
homogenous population, subsequently differentiating in South Asia, while 
suggesting that the difference between the models is not all that significant 
(E R. Allchin 1995b: 50-1; cf. also Erdosy 1995b).

As far as our present purposes are concerned, we can agree with 
Allchin that the difference between the models is not critical. The dif
ference between the self-consciously Aryan* region and the surrounding 
populations is however of considerable importance. On an Allchin-type 
model, this may reflect differing relationships between Indo-Aryan speaking

16 According to Michael Witzel 1995b, the Inner and Outer Wave idea goes back to Hoernle in 1880.
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immigrants and local populations, with a higher proportion of Indo-Aryan 
speakers in what was to become the Kuru-Pancala region and lower propor
tions elsewhere. It doubdess also reflects specific local and regional histories. 
In the period described by the early Buddhist texts, as we will see, certain 
fundamental assumpdons were shared by the Aryans and the populations 
to the south, east and west. Elite groups in both regions saw themselves 
as ksatriyas and traced their descent to a common body of early mythic 
figures. Brahmins of some kind were present throughout both regions, and 
were providing priesdy services to ruling groups. Indra and Brahma were 
recognised deities throughout the region. Yet there were also notable differ
ences, and the Brahmins had clearly achieved or maintained a much higher 
status in the Kuru-Pahcala region than in surrounding areas.

T H E  M A H A J A N A P A D A S

The political map of this period according to the textual material consists 
of the so-called mahajanapadas. The political situation is described in texts 
of slighdy later periods from Brahmanical, Jain and Buddhist traditions 
(see Fig. 3.3). The mahajanapadas weremedium size political units, mosdy 
consisting of one or two major towns and a rural hinterland. Traditionally 
there were sixteen of them, though somewhat different fists survive in 
various Buddhist, Jain and Brahmanical texts, perhaps reflecting different 
times or the perspectives from various parts of the subcontinent. In the time 
of the historical Buddha, these had been absorbed into a small number 
of expansionist states, which were to be incorporated shordy after into 
the first large-scale empire in Indian history, that of the Mauryas. Thus 
by the time that the Buddhist sutras were committed to writing in the 
second and first centuries BCE, the mahajanapadas had long disappeared 
into history. Much the same is true in regard to Jaina references to this 
period.

The Upanisads say litde direcdy about the mahajanapadas, reflecting 
their historical mise-en-scene in a largely legendary period of early Vedic 
sages, though the earliest texts in this corpus do refer to a couple of kings, 
Jan aka of Mithila and Ajatasatru of Kail. Paninis grammar also contains a 
considerable amount of geographical information, including references to 
many of the mahajanapadas. As I noted in Chapter 2, Panini s dating is very 
uncertain, but his references are generally treated as describing a somewhat 
earlier situation than the Buddhist material.

Erdosy refers to the mahajanapadas as city states’ (Erdosy 1995c), and like 
the Greek city-states they exhibited a variety of political structures, though
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Figure 3.3. Map: T he  Mahdjanapadas
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the analogy with the city states of classical Greece at around the same time 
may be misleading. Certainly they were quite varied in political structure 
and economy. In the Buddhas time, they included four substantial king
doms (Magadha, Kosala, Vatsa and Avanti), though all of these were incor
porated into Magadha during or shordy after his lifetime. So were a variety 
of smaller states that employed a system known as gana-sangha, generally 
referred to in English as oligarchies’ or ‘republics’. These were governed 
by a council of clan heads or members of leading families (J. Sharma 1968; 
Thapar 2002: 146-50). The largest of these, the Vajjian confederacy, was 
actually a league of several such units and its capital, Vaisall, was one of 
the main cides of the Central Gangedc region in the Buddha’s time. The 
Buddha is described as commending the gana-sangha system and it was 
evidendy a significant influence on the early development of the Buddhist 
and Jaina orders.

A brief survey of the individual mahajanapadas may be useful. Kuru and 
Pancala together made up the core region of the self-consciously Aryan’ 
region associated with the compilation of the Rgveda and other early Vedic 
texts (Brahmanas, etc.). For Witzel, the Kuru state was the original focus 
for the creation of the Vedic Aryan model of society, in the early part of the 
first millennium BCE. By 500 BCE, this area seems to have been something 
of a backwater politically and economically, though it may have continued 
to be an important centre of Brahmanical influence.

Kosala and M agadha were the major kingdoms in the Central Gangetic 
region in the time of the Buddha. Kosala’s main towns were Sravasti and 
Saketa (the later Ayodhya), Magadha’s were Rajagrha and later Pataliputra 
(modern Patna). Kosala had recently conquered and absorbed the kingdom 
of KasI, previously an important kingdom with its capital at the city of KasI 
(Varanasi). During the lifetime of the Buddha, the neighbouring state of 
Anga (capital Campa) and Kosala itself were absorbed into Magadha. A 
number of smaller states in the region were ruled by assemblies of local rajas 
or other notables. The largest of these was the Vajjian confederacy, with 
its capital at the large town of Vaisall. This confederacy, which included 
the Buddhas own home territory of the Sakyas and the old kingdom of 
Videha, was absorbed into Magadha shortly after the Buddha’s death, as 
was the nearby Malla territory.

To the south of the Kuru-Paficala region were a number of other early 
states. These included Vatsa (Vamsa), with its main city of KausambI to 
the southwest of KasI, Surasena to its west with its capital at Mathura, 
Maccha (Matsya) and Cetiya (Cedi). Further south, on the daksinapatha 
or southern route, were the important early kingdom of Avanti, with its
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Figure 3.4. Map: Nanda and Maury an srates
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capital at UjjayinI, and Aimaka (Assaka). This whole region, stretching 
down to the northern part of the Deccan plateau, included important early 
centres of commercial activity and of support for the sramana movements 
(the Buddhists, Jain as and Ajlvikas).

Further to the east, in the Ganges Delta, the regions of Pundra, Vanga 
and Radha were not listed among the sixteen mahajanapadas, but included 
significant commercial centres, certainly by Mauryan times (Jahan 2004).

In the northwest, along the uttarapatha or northern route, lay the 
mahajanapadas of Gandhara and Kamboja. The major cities in this area 
were Taksaslla (Taxila) and Puskaravati. Gandhara and Kamboja, along 
with the Indus valley (Sindhu), had been incorporated into the Achaemenid 
empire and provided an important channel through to Iran and the West. 
Taksaslla itself was both the location of the first major academic centre of 
the subcontinent, and an important early centre of Buddhism.

The conquests of Anga, Kosala and the Vajiian confederacy by Maga- 
dha, which took place towards the end of the fifth century BCE,17 made 
Magadha much the largest and strongest state in North India. The dynasty 
of Bimbisara and his son Ajatasatru, the kings of Magadha during the 
Buddhas life, was followed by that of Sisunaga and that of the usurper 
Mahapadma Nanda, founder of the Nanda dynasty. Mahapadma Nanda 
was of sudra background, not ksatriya, as were many subsequent dynasties; 
his dynasty was replaced by that of another usurper, Candragupta Maurya, 
in around 321 BCE, shordy after Alexanders invasion of India (Thapar 
2002: 154-6, 175—6). The Mauryas established the first large-scale Indian 
empire (see map, Fig. 3.4).

The varna status of the Mauryas was contested (Thapar 2002:176), with 
Buddhist writers according them ksatriya status and Brahmanical writers 
describing them as sudra, but in any case they became supporters of the 
sramana traditions. Candragupta is said to have been a convert to Jainism, 
and his grandson Asoka was a strong supporter of Buddhism. The Mauryans 
were also on friendly terms with the Seleucid (Indo-Greek) successor states 
to Alexanders empire in the north-west (Thapar 2002: 177). Thus India 
at this stage was relatively open to outside influences. In this and other 
respects, the Mauryan state was to be a successor to the Central Gangedc 
world much more than to that of Kuru-Pancala.

In Chapter 4, however, we return to the fifth century BCE, and look 
more closely at the two contrasting worlds which Hopkins suggests existed 
at that time.

17 On the basis of the new’ chronology for the Buddhas life.
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Two worlds and their interactions

Chapter 3 introduced the wider context within which early developments 
in Indian religion and society were taking place at around 500 to 400 BCE. 
In it I mentioned Tom Hopkins’ suggestion that Northern India at that 
time contained two contrasting and in some ways opposed worlds, the 
Brahmanical and Vedic-derived world associated with the Kuru and Pañcála 
kingdoms, and the non-Vedic world of the Central Ganges and northern 
Deccan (Fig. 4.1).

While these worlds were in many ways opposed, it is important to 
remember that they also had some important things in common. These 
included a shared Indo-Aryan language. They also shared at least some 
other elements of Indo-Aryan cultural heritage, including the presence of 
Brahmins and of the basic social divisions of Indo-Aryan society, as well 
as the worship of some Indo-Aryan deities such as Indra. This is not an 
Aryan invasion model; I assume that populations in both regions were 
mixtures of earlier Indo-Aryan and non-Indo-Aryan speaking populations. 
The distinctiveness of the Kuru-Pañcála region was cultural, not racial.

In addition, we should be aware that the two worlds were not in any 
way sealed from each other; the early Upanisads describe Kuru-Pañcála 
Brahmins travelling to Kasi and Mithilá, and Buddhism and Jainism rapidly 
made inroads into areas like Sürasena with close links to the Kuru-Pañcála 
region. In fact Mathurá, the capital of Sürasena and an important early 
urban centre with trading connections to the Northwest, Deccan and 
Central Gangetic regions, was a major point of intersection of the two 
worlds, and would become an important location for all of the newly 
developing religious traditions (Srinivasan 1989).

Yet the two worlds were different, and saw themselves as different. In 
this chapter, I look at the bodies of myths and legends through which two 
main regions (Kuru-Pañcála and Kosala-Videha) saw themselves, with a 
view to gaining some insight into the social and political orientations of 
these societies. I will also look more briefly at two other areas of significance
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in the cultural and religious history of this period. These are the Bengal 
Delta region, and the Northwest Region (Gandhára and Kamboja), which 
formed part of the Achaemenid empire through the sixth, fifth and early 
fourth centuries BCE, and then became incorporated into the Indo-Greek 
states that resulted from the conquests of Alexander the Great. Finally, I look 
at South India, an area which probably did not come into direct contact 
with North India until a considerably later period, but which may have 
some important clues about the nature of early Indie society and religion.

L U N A R  A N D  S O L A R  D Y N A S T IE S

An important clue to the self-understanding of the Kuru-Pancala and 
Kosala-Videha regions is provided by the body of legends and myths sur
rounding their origins and the origins of their ruling dynasties. The Kuru 
kings of the Kuru-Pañcála belonged, at least according to later Indian 
sources, to the Lunar Dynasty (Candravamsa), ultimately tracing their 
descent to the Moon (Candra) through a complicated series of mytho
logical events that was set in motion by a sexual relationship between the 
Moon and the goddess Tara, wife of Brhaspati (the planet Jupiter). The 
son of the Moon and Tara was Budha (the planet Mercury). His son, a 
king named Purüravas, formed a liaison with the apsaras (celestial nymph) 
Urvasl.1 Their descendant, King Yayáti, had five sons of whom the youngest 
was Piiru, originator of the Paurava clan in which the great king Bharata 
was born.

Bharata is the eponymous ancestor of the Bharata tribal group and the 
figure from whom the modern name of India (Bharat) derives.2 Witzel 
reads the Rgveda as providing evidence for a struggle between the main 
body of the Purus and the Bharatas, who originally formed part of the 
same tribal federation.3 This is the point of the ‘Batde of the Ten Kings’

1 The scory is che subjecc o f a presumably lace Rgvedic hymn in che form of a dialogue becween 
Purüravas and Urvafi (10.95; see O ’Flaheny 1981: 252-6).

2 While chzMahabharata accounc o f Bharatas birch, as represenced in Figure 4,2, makes Bharaca che son 
of King Duhsanta and Sakuntalá, who was che daughter of che sage Viivámitra and another apsaras, 
Menaká, he was a sufficiendy important figure to be che subject o f competing genealogies. There is 
a particularly interesdng Jaina version, which was later incorporated into the Bhagavata Parana, in 
which Bharaca is the son of che first Jain ñrthañkara (enlightened teacher) o f the present rime cycle, 
Rsabha, by Rsabha’s twin sister Sumahgala (see Jaini 1977). Bharatas struggle for world dominarion 
leads to a fight wich his brother Báhubali. Báhubali wins but chooses to become a renuncíate rather 
than accepc the kingdom.

3 Note that Witzel includes the Yadu-Turvaia and Anu-Druhyu groupings as part of the peoples who 
produced the Rgveda. The descendants o f Ayu (i.e. the Bharatas) are latecomers who defeat them 
and take control.
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in which the Bharata king Sudas defeats all the other groups and gains 
supremacy (Witzel 1995b: 329, 331).

The subject matter of one of the two great Indian epics, the Mahdbhdrata, 
is the war between the Pandavas and the Kauravas, two groups of descen
dants of Bharata, in which the Pandavas, aided by Krsna, were victorious, 
but virtually the entire ksatriya population was destroyed. The central bat- 
de of the war took place at Kuruksetra, at the heart of the Kuru-Pancala 
realm. As we saw in Chapter 3, Kuruksetra, according to Witzel, was the 
central point in the state mythology devised for the Kuru realm in the early 
Vedic period.

The Kuru kings claimed descent from one of the great heroes of the 
Mahdbhdrata, Arjuna, via his son Abhimanyu, whose mother was Krsna s 
sister Subhadra. Abhimanyu was killed at Kuruksetra, but his posthumous 
son Pariksit continued the Pandava lineage; it is Pariksit s son, Janamejaya, 
who held the snake sacrifice that provides an outer frame story for the 
narration of the Mahdbhdrata. It seems likely that the basic text of the 
Mahdbhdrata as we know it today was assembled at a relatively late date, 
probably in response to the Sanskrit Rdmdyana and to a period of Buddhist 
and Jaina dominance over North India (e.g. Hiltebeitel 2001, 2004; 
Fitzgerald 2004) although the period is still open to dispute (whether the 
time of the Guptas or a couple of centuries earlier). However, the core of 
the epic presumably derives in large part from pre-Mauryan stories about 
the Lunar Dynasty and the mythology of the Kuru-Pancala region. 
Figure 4.2 shows the basic Lunar Dynasty genealogy in diagrammatic form.

The legends and mythology of the Central Gangetic region are based 
around a separate series of legends and myths, those of the Solar Dynasty 
(Suryavamsa). The central figure here is Rama, King of Ayodhya, and the 
other major Indian epic, the Rdmdyana, is built around his marriage to 
Slta, adopted daughter of the King of Mithila. The dynasty is represented 
as originating from a figure named Iksvaku, who is a son of Vaivasvata 
Manu, the sun of Vivasvat (Surya, the Sun) and the first human being in 
this world-age. The name Iksvaku is mentioned in the Rgveda (10.60.4) 
the Atharvaveda (19.40.9) but neither reference is particularly informative. 
Michael Witzel has suggested that the Iksvaku may have been a sub-tribe of 
the Puru people, but there is little evidence either way.4 Figure 4.3 presents 
the principal relationships here.

4 See Witzel 1995b: 319, 329, 339. Iksvaku s position in the genealogy is that o f common ancestor, not 
of founder of a Puru sub-tribe. If he were the latter, one would expect to find him presented as a 
descendant o f Puru.
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Figure 4.2. The Candravamsa (Lunar Dynasty): Oudine Diagram

These dynastic lists and traditions are preserved in a variety of sources, 
none of them particularly early, although fragments of the stories on which 
they are based occur in the Rgveda and the Brahman as. The earliest com
plete versions are those in the Mahabhdrata and Rdmayana, while the 
Puranas include a series of later reworkings. All this is much later than 
the period of which we are speaking here (500-400 BCE), but it has gen
erally been assumed that these stories preserve early traditions, and there 
is sufficient consistency between the accounts, allowing for different view
points, to support such an assumption.
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Figure 4.3. The Suryavamsa (Solar Dynasty) and the Kings of Mithila: Oudine Diagram

At the same time, with the exception of some of the most recent figures 
in the Puranic king lists, these accounts are clearly not literal history. There 
have been attempts to interpret them as such, but for the most part they 
need to be read in other ways.

As was classically demonstrated in British social anthropology through 
the work of Sir Edward Evans-Pritchard and his colleagues on the Nuer 
and other lineage-based societies in East and West Africa, such genealog
ical accounts are generally, at one level of meaning at least, narratives of 
the political relationships between the groups that claim descent from the 
figures described (cf. Evans-Pritchard 1940). These myths also have a con
siderable amount to say about the nature of kingship and polity within the 
realms they refer to. W hat is striking is the extent to which these stories, 
particularly the Lunar group as a whole when contrasted with the Solar
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group as a whole, represent several quite distinct mythologies, which have 
been only very loosely fitted together by later tradition, and which encode 
different concepts of kingship and ideas about the nature of the state.

The Lunar Dynasty stories, as I noted, are primarily focused around the 
Kuru-Pancala region, but also involve other groups to their south and west 
that evidendy played an important part in the early period. Most conspic
uous are the Yadavas, who are descended in the genealogy from Yadu, an 
elder half-brother of Puru and so are a Bharata clan closely related to the 
Kauravas and Pandavas. The Yadavas are the people associated with Krsna.

Krsna, as is well known, reveals himself in a key episode of the 
Mahabharata, the Bhagavadgita, to be a divine emanation, but this is 
unlikely to be an early feature of the mythology, and the Bhagavadgita itself 
has often been regarded as a late addition to the Sanskrit Mahabharata. 
Krsna as a heroic rather than divine figure may go back further, as an early 
mythological leader of the Yadava people who were allied to the Kuru- 
Pancala rulers. Thz Mahabharata does not include the well-known legends 
of Krsna s childhood, although a version of these forms part of an early 
appendix’ to the Mahabharata., known as the Harivamsa.

By the time that the Sanskrit text of the Mahabharata was compiled 
there clearly was very little left of these ‘Lunar Dynasty’ ksatriya descent 
groups, and the ruling dynasties in North India were no longer claimants to 
ksatriya descent.5 A dominant role in the story, and presumably also in the 
society in which it was written, had been taken over by a particular group of 
Brahmins, the Bhargava (i.e. descendants of Bhrgu). The stories specifically 
associated with the Bhargavas are centred around warrior-type Brahmins 
such as Rama Jamadagnya (Parasurama) and represent them as rightfully 
taking over dominance from the ksatriya (Sukthankar 1936; Goldman 1977; 
Hein 1986a; Fitzgerald 2002). Thus the ‘Lunar Dynasty’ myths in the 
Sanskrit Mahabharata were no longer functioning as legitimation charters 
for specific dynasties.6 However it is reasonable to assume that the basic 
mythological material from which it is compiled goes back considerably 
earlier, and represents, in effect, the mythological charter of the Kuru- 
Pancala region.

The Solar and Lunar Dynasty stories are connected together somewhat 
arbitrarily through the figure of Ha, wife of Budha (Mercury), who is

y The Surigas were noc ksatriyas and neither were the Guptas, although the Guptas married into the 
Licchavi royalty, who claimed descent from the Solar Dynasty.

6 A number of later dynasties in the first millennium CE claimed Solar Dynasty ancestry, including the 
Iksvaku kings o f Central India and several Rajput clans. Other Rajput clans claimed Lunar Dynasty 
affiliation or descent from Agni.
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described as the daughter of Manu Vaivasvata and so sister of Iksvaku.7 
In some accounts, lias identity shifted between female and male, so s/he 
is also credited with a series of descendants in his/her male identity of 
Sudyumna.8

T H E  S O L A R  D Y N A S T Y  A N D  T H E  R A M A Y A N A

I turn now to look at the Solar Dynasty in more detail. If the Mahabhdrata 
is centred around the mythology of the Lunar Dynasty kings, the Rdmayana 
represents the story of the Solar Dynasty kings. This is the dynasty to which 
Rama, ruler of the city of Ayodhya and king of Kosala, belongs.

These Solar Dynasty kings are also important in Buddhist and Jain 
history. The Sakyas, the family of the historical Buddha, claimed descent 
from the Solar Dynasty founded by Iksvaku (Pah Okkaka9). The Iksvakus 
are also the lineage from which Mahavlra, the twenty-fourth and last Jain 
Urthankara or enlightened teacher of the present age, and all but two of 
his twenty-three predecessors are held to derive. While the Solar Dynasty 
kings are represented as Aryan by descent there are, as we shah see, notable 
and characteristic differences between the two bodies of stories that suggest 
a separate political history and cultural identity.

As I mentioned earlier, the name Iksvaku is mentioned in the Rgveda 
and Atharvaveda, but this does not really establish whether the Central 
Gangetic people associated with Solar Dynasty mythology had or claimed 
a common origin with the Kuru-Paricala group (for example, as a con
tinuation of the Iksvaku sub-tribe which Witzel postulates as part of the 
Puru group who were defeated by the Bharatas at the Batde of the Ten 
Kings). They could equally well be a separate group who found Iksvaku a 
convenient ancestral figure. The genealogy of Iksvaku in the Rdmayana is 
not particularly elaborated, particularly in contrast with the complex Lunar 
Dynasty genealogies in the Mahabhdrata, and this may suggest that it is a 
later invention, though it may also reflect the different style of the two texts 
and the different context of narration (Brockington 1985, 1998). In either 
case, it would seem that the group claiming descent from Iksvaku were 
recognised as Aryan, but were distinct from the Aryans of the Kuru-Paricala 
region.

7 lla is a complex figure who appears in the middle vedic Satapatha Brahmana as the goddess Ida, a 
personification of the domestic fire-offering ritual or ida* one of whose purposes is to bring about 
progeny (e.g. Gonzalez-Reimann 2006: 222; B. Smith 1989:162-6). See also Hartzell 1987: 114-15, 
which discusses the possible relationship between lla/ ida and the Tantric channel ida.

8 In the SIcl Mahabhdrata 1.70 s/he is described as a son of Manu and as both father and mother of 
Pururavas (van Buitenen 1983:174).

9 Dighanikdya 3 (Ambattha Sutta), 1.15-16.
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M I T H IL Á  A N D  T H E  W I S D O M  K IN G  M O D E L

The contrast between the Lunar and Solar Dynasty mythologies emerges 
most clearly when we look at one of the key figures in the Solax Dynasty 
mythology, King Janaka of Videha. Videha is generally placed by modern 
scholars in northern Bihar and its capital city, Mithilá or Janakpur, is identi
fied with the modern city of Janakpur in southern Nepal. This location was 
not identified with the city of king Janaka, however, until the eighteenth 
century, when the town was taken over by the Ramanandi order (Burghart 
1978; cf. Fuller 1992:166-9). k  seems likely that the original Mithilá was a 
legendary location as much as a real one, as indeed was Ramas own city of 
Ayodhyá (see below).

The most familiar item in the mythology of Videha is undoubtedly the 
marriage of Sita, adopted daughter of Janaka, King of Videha, with Rama, 
a central episode in the Rdmayana. Thus the Rdmayana is not just the 
account of the Aryan descendants of Iksvaku; it is also centrally about an 
alliance between these kings and the Kings of Mithilá, which is sealed by 
a marriage — four marriages, in fact, in the Sanskrit Rdmayana of Válmlki, 
since Rámas three brothers are also married to daughters of Janaka and 
Janaka s brother.

The kings of Mithilá are occasionally presented with an Aryan genealogy 
but they seem to contrast strongly with the Aryan kings of the Kuru-Pañcála 
region, and to represent a significandy different pattern of kingship. In brief, 
this is a model of the wisdom king rather than the warrior king; its ideal 
figure is a sage, not a warrior, and he shows strong renuncíate tenden
cies. Válmlki s Rdmayana can in fact also be seen as about the relationship 
between these two kinds of kingship, a theme to which we will return 
in Chapter 9. Rama is a warrior, but it is no accident that he spends an 
extended period of renunciation in the forest. Before considering Válmlki s 
Rdmayana in more detail, however, it is worth looking at some of the other 
contexts in which the kings of Videha appear.

The most striking element of this kingdom is the strong association 
between this dynasty and the idea of the ruler who is a figure of wis
dom and/or renunciation. Wiltshire discusses various wise or just kings of 
Videha in Brahmanical sources, some of them called Narni or Nimi and 
others by other names, including ‘Janaka’, the name of Rámas father-in- 
law and also of the patron of Yájñavalkya in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 
and the Satapatha Brahmana. Wiltshire traces a range of references to these 
renouncer or quasi-renouncer kings of Videha, including a number of 
Jataka stories, and four distinct episodes in the Mahdbhdrata (Wiltshire 
1990).
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Nami or Nimi is the type of the renunciate king in early Indian religious 
literature, and is described as a royal renouncer in Brahmanical, Buddhist 
and Jain sources. In Buddhist and Jain sources he is one, and much the most 
significant, of a set of four renunciate kings who became pratyekabuddhas, 
a type of enlightened being who is regarded by the later Buddhist and 
Jain tradition as somewhat less in stature than that of a fully enlightened 
Buddha or ttrthankara. This set occurs in both Buddhist and Jain sources, 
an indication of its early date. In Wiltshire's book, Ascetic Figures before 
and in Early Buddhism (1990) he analyses and discusses these sources.10 
The names of the kings are essentially the same in both Buddhist and Jain 
versions, although the brief accounts of how they came to renounce their 
kingdoms for the life of a sramana are slighdy different. The four kings are 
King Nimi or Nami of Videha, King Dummukha or Dummuha of Pancala, 
King Karandu (or Kakarandu) of Kalinga and King Naggaji (or Naggai) of 
Gandhara (Wiltshire 1990:120).11

Three of these kings are known essentially only from this list of four kings, 
but King Nimi or Nami of Videha is a more substantial figure who occurs 
in a variety of other sources, Buddhist and Jain. He is in fact included by 
the Jains as one of the twenty-four tirthankaras (No. 21 — not to be confused 
with No. 22, Nemi).

Returning to the central myth of the Rdmayana, this tells the story of 
the marriage between a prince of Kosala, Rama, and a princess of Videha, 
Slta, whose name means ‘furrow', is born of the earth and, Hopkins has 
suggested, can be considered as a personification of the earth goddess. By 
implication at least, Janaka could be regarded as married to the earth, so 
that both Rama and Janaka are kings who are seen to rule as consorts of 
the earth goddess.

When Slta s father Janaka recites his lineage, as Slta s adoptive father, 
in the ‘Balakanda', Book I of Valmlkis Sanskrit Rdmayana, he begins it 
with Nimi, describing Nimi s son Mithi, the founder of the city of Mithila, 
as the first Janaka, and himself as a distant descendant. Janaka describes 
three of his ancestors as royal sages {rdjarsi) and describes how his father 
renounced the kingdom and went to the forest (I, 70, w.1-16 =  Goldman

10 The Buddhist version occurs in the Kiimbhakara Jdtaka, and the Jain version in the Uttaradhyayana 
Sutra. Wiltshire also cites a later Jain commentary on this sutra. Nimi is also mentioned in the 
Majjhimanikdya, Sutta 83 (Makhadeva Sutta =  Nanamoli and Bodhi 1995: 692-7). In this sutra, he 
is described as the last of a long series o f 84,000 kings o f Mithila, all o f whom became renunciates 
when their first grey hairs appeared, passing on their kingdoms to their sons. The first o f the series, 
Makhadeva, is described as a previous rebirth of the Buddha.

11 At 1990:120, Wiltshire makes both Nami and Dummuha into kings o f Pancala in the Jain sources 
but this seems to be an error, see 1990:139 where Nami is king of Videha.
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2005: 360-3). The lineage seems intended to contrast significandy with 
that which had been recited immediately before by Vasistha at the request 
of Rama s father Dasaratha. This contains far more in the way of warlike 
deeds and not a single rajarsi (I, 69, w.19-36 =  Goldman 2005: 358-61).12 
The Balakanda of the Rdmayana is a relatively late source, but it is clear 
that there was still a distinct image of the Videhan kings even at this stage.

W A R R IO R  K IN G S  A N D  W I S D O M  K IN G S  I N  T H E  E P IC S

The Sanskrit Rdmayana and Mahabhdrata as we know them today are com
plex texts from a considerably later period, and each has clearly undergone 
a considerable amount of internal evolution and reworking. The original 
locations of the story are perhaps mythical rather than actual places. As 
Hans Bakker has pointed out, the city now known as Ayodhya, originally 
known as Saketa, only became gradually identified as Rama’s capital, proba
bly not until well into the Gupta period (Bakker 1986:11-12). Bakker noted 
in 1986, some time before the site of Rama’s birthplace became a major issue 
in modern Indian politics, that Ayodhya, like Lanka was most probably a 
creation of the poets imagination (Bakker 1986:10). Lanka, too, is almost 
certainly an imaginative creation, which only much later became identified 
with the island of Sri Lanka (Bakker 1986: 10; Brockington 1985:109—20), 
while the small town of Janakpur in Southern Nepal that is now regarded as 
the capital of King Janaka was, as we have seen, not identified as such until 
the eighteenth century. The capital of Kosala in the Buddhist and Jain texts, 
and in Panini, was not in fact at Ayodhya-Saketa but at Sravasti. However, 
there seems no reason not to accept that the epic belongs to the Central 
Gangetic region, or that its basic core derives from oral legends of that 
region.

The Sanskrit Mahabhdrata is a longer and more complex text than the 
Valmlki Rdmayana, but again the body of myths that underlie it presumably 
derives from oral legends of the Kuru-Pancala region and centres around 
the history of the Lunar Dynasty. The original story may well be modelled, 
as Witzel suggests, on early battles between chieftains of which we can still 
see traces in the Rgveda. However, while the epic eventually expanded to 
incorporate peoples from virtually the entire subcontinent on one side or the 
other of the war, its central events are for the most part clearly located in the 
old Aryan heartland around Kuruksetra, with finks to Witzel s postulated 
Kuruksetra-centred state ideology (Witzel 1995b, 1995c).

12 Except perhaps for Dasaratha himself, who has explicitly been described as a rajarsi in I, 6, v.4.
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I have already referred to V. S. Sukthankar’s study of the so-called 
Bhargava element in the Mahabhdrata, displayed in characters such as Rama 
Jamadagnya (Parasurama) or Drona. The emphasis here is on Brahmins 
who are aggressive, often warriors, and on the necessary destruction of 
ksatriya rule. Sukthankar attributed this to a period in which Bhargava 
Brahmins had taken over custodianship and performance of the epic from 
the siitas, the bards who were its original performers. At the same time, 
the Mahdbharata shows signs, most visibly in the figure of Yudhisthira, 
of a different emphasis, and one that introduces elements of the Central 
Gangetic wisdom-king pattern. In an article from 1986, Norvin Hein identi
fied an ‘irenic’ or peaceful element in the Mahdbharata (Hein 1986a). This, 
Hein argued, is associated with a distinct group of editors or compilers 
from the ‘Bhargava editors’ responsible for the warrior Brahman emphases. 
These people are associated particularly with the recurring phrase sarva- 
bhiitahite ratah (‘delighting in the welfare of all beings’). This phrase occurs 
in some sections of the Mahdbharata, but is on the whole absent from the 
major episodes. It is used frequendy throughout the Rdmayana. In both 
epics, it occurs particularly as a description of how a king should feel and 
behave.

James Fitzgerald has suggested that Yudhisthira was designed as a refu
tation, or at least a rebuttal, of the emperor Asoka’ (2001: 64). He argues

that the figure o f Yudhisthira at the beginning o f the Santi Parvany in his attempt 
to renounce the kingship and go to the forest, was deliberately scripted by the 
authors o f the epic to represent what they saw to be wrong with the Mauryan 
emperor Asoka, to purge and refute whose rule was, I believe, the principle [sic] 
purpose for the creation o f the first generation o f our written Sanskrit Mahdbharata. 
Yudhisthira s attempted renunciation o f the Bharata kingship was made to allow 
the epic poets to show him being corrected and refuted by his family, by the 
Brahmins led by Vyasa, and ultimately by Krsna Vasudeva. (Fitzgerald 2001: 64-5)

It may be noted that Yudhisthira himself is a son of the god Dharma, and 
acts as the exemplar of righteous conduct within the epic.13

Thus the Sanskrit texts of the Rdmayana and the Mahdbharata are both 
evidendy advancing a compromise of some kind between the irenic and 
warrior models of kingship. I return to this theme in Chapter 9. For the 
present, it is enough to note that we already seem to have two different 
models of kingship in the sources from which the Sanskrit Rdmayana and

13 Thus Fitzgerald reads this episode as a rejection of the idea of the renunciate king. On Yayati, the
most conspicuous example in the Mahdbharata of a king who actually succeeds in renouncing his
kingship, see Chapter 9 n. 14.
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the Mahdbharata are drawn. The Rdmayana myth also suggests that the 
king is expected to be in harmony with the local powers, as represented 
by Rama s marriage (and Janakas implicit marriage) to an earth-goddess 
figure (Hopkins 1999). I shall speak of these in general as the wisdom king 
and warrior king models; in Indie terms we might speak of them as the 
dharmaraja and cakravartin models.

Despite the relatively late date of the epics, the stories on which they are 
based probably go back to earlier sources, and they seem to be part of a 
wider body of narratives about kings and their subjects. As I have elsewhere 
suggested in relation to the Tibetan Epic of Gesar, and as in fact seems the 
case for many epic stories in different cultures, these stories were doubdess 
from the beginning, to a significant degree, stories about power and how 
it should be properly used (Samuel 1992, 2002a).

I think all this is enough to make it very likely that there was a widespread 
stereotype of the wisdom king or pToto-dharmaraja model of kingship in 
India in the period from 500 BCE onwards, and that it was particularly 
associated with the kings of Videha, a principal power in the region before 
the rise to dominance ofMagadha. A variety of stories describe these kings as 
having tendencies towards the sramana or renunciare lifestyle, or as actually 
becoming sramanas or renunciates. It also seems likely that this model of 
kingship was seen at the time to contrast markedly with the warrior king 
or cakravartin model of kingship associated with the Brahmanical reforms 
in the Kum-Pancada Region.

The warrior king model was based on the concept of the king as an 
exponent of military prowess who had the military force to ensure compli
ance from the surrounding chiefs or kings. In ritual terms, this is expressed 
by the famous asvamedha or horse-sacrifice. Before the horse-sacrifice can 
be performed, a horse is allowed to roam at will for a year and the kings 
warriors have to defend and guard it in whichever territory it may wander 
(P. Dumont 1927; Bhawe 1939). Part of what is happening in the Bálakánda 
of the Rdmayana,, and in the final book (Uttarakanda), is perhaps about 
an attempt to combine or reconcile these two models, with Rama seen as 
a synthesis between the two. The first involves an asvamedha performed 
for his father, the rajarsi Dasaratha, while the last involves an asvamedha 
performed for Rama himself.

It is tempting to go a step further, and ask whether the Kuru-Pañcála 
(Vedic) warrior king variant can be more closely associated with an Indo- 
Aryan or Indo-European structure, and the Videha (Central Gangetic) 
wisdom king model with something more indigenous. I am not sure that 
we have enough information to justify such a step. By 500 BCE, the Central
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Gangetic region would have had several centuries of history during which 
a mixed population of Indo-Aryan immigrants and hypothetical indigenes 
had arrived at a common cultural tradition. The warrior king model does, 
though, look like the kind of model of kingship associated with a mobile and 
originally horse-riding pastoralist population. The horse-sacrifice model 
seems much more about the control over grazing territory appropriate for 
a low-density pastoralist society than about the relationship between a king 
and a setded population of agricultural communities. The wisdom king 
model, particularly if we accept the marriage to the land’ idea as one of its 
components, seems more the kind of model one might expect in a setded 
agricultural society.14

However, we could also perhaps identify different models of kingship 
within the ‘Indo-Aryan' material itself. Vanina, although viewed in an 
increasingly negative way in later Brahmanical material, retains some of 
this sense of a just king (Sutherland 1991: 76-83); originally, Stanley Insler 
has suggested, Varuna corresponded to the role of the tribal ruler or chieftain 
in time of peace and Indra, prototype of the warrior king, to the war-leader 
elected to take over in time of conflict (Insler 2004). If this is so, then one 
could comment further that the Iranian and Indian branches of the Indo- 
Aryan peoples took different choices in relation to this dichotomy. In Iran, 
the asura Varuna seems to have been the basis of Zarathustras new supreme 
deity of Ahura Mazda, and Indra was in effect demonised in Iran as one of 
the rejected daevas (see Chapter 5). In India, especially in the Kuru-Pancala 
region where the ‘Vedic model was developed, Indra took over dominance, 
and Varuna faded into the background as a yaksa deity (Sutherland 1991: 
77-83). Thus the prime identity of the king in this region was that of war- 
leader. The Achaemenid kingship, by contrast, picked up on the ‘Varumc’

14 As J. Clifford Wright has pointed out, stories o f marriages becween rulers and yaksinls, chthonic 
female deiries, are astaple o f the early literature o f the period, whether Buddhist, Jain, or Brahmanical. 
He instances a Jain text, the Miydvutta Sutta; a Buddhist jdtaka  story, the KinnariJdtaka (in fact 
chere seem to be a number of jdtaka  stories involving marriages or relationships between kings or 
princes 2nd.yaksinls). and, doubdess the best known, Kalidasas stage play about such an encounter, 
the Vikramorvast (Wright 1966: 20). The VikramorvasTis based on the story of the marriage between 
the Lunar Dynasty ancestor Pururavas and the apsaras UrvasI, a legend which occurs in embryonic 
form in the Rgveda and the Satapatha Brdhmana. These stories have widespread parallels in other 
cultures; one might think o f the European story of Melusine (also the foundation legend of a dynasty 
through marriage becween a ruler and a chthonic goddess), or the Javanese myth o f the marriage 
becween the Sultans o f Jogjakarta (Jogja =  Ayodhya) and the Goddess o f the South Seas, RatuKidul. 
It has been suggested that Kalidasas Vikramorvasi may itself have been written on the occasion of 
the installation o f the son o f one of the Gupta kings as crown prince ozyuvardja (Michael Willis, 
personal communication, April 2004). The critical point about the Rdmdyana variant, if  one wishes 
to accept this argument, is that Slta was born out o f the earth; in the case o f the Lunar Dynasty 
story of Pururavas, the relationship is with a celestial spirit.
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theme of divine righteousness and cosmic order as refigured in the shape 
of Ahura Mazda.15

For my purposes, I think it is best to leave the issue of Indo-Aryan 
versus indigenous origins as undecided and probably undecidable. What 
is important is that we have a contrast in political style and mythology 
between the two regions that helps considerably to explain the religious 
and political developments that took place.

The Buddhist texts describe the mahajanapadas in the Central Gangetic 
region as mosdy operating in the Buddha s lifetime according to the gana- 
sangha system of rule by a council of community leaders (Thapar 1984; 
J. Sharma 1968). The term sangha was of course to become the term for 
the Buddhas own community, and the practices of these gana-sangha are 
clearly regarded in the early Buddhist texts as an important model for the 
Buddhist sangha. According to the Buddhist texts, however, these city- 
states were being absorbed during the lifetime of the historical Buddha 
into new, larger kingdoms, with the two expansionist kingdoms of Kosala 
and Magadha gradually absorbing the others. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
the traditionally-accepted dates for the historical Buddha are now generally 
regarded as too late and these events might now be best placed in around 
450—400 BCE, a dating which fits reasonably well with the growth of 
sizeable, elaborately fortified towns in the region.

W hat all these accounts make clear is the systematic differences between 
the Central Gangetic Region and the Kuru-Pancala Region (Fig. 4.1). The 
region centring around Kuruksetra in what is now Northern UP and 
Haryana was as mentioned earlier regarded in the Vedic texts as the original 
aryavarta or homeland of the people who identified their culture as dry a 
(Aryan5). It too was divided into mahdjanapadas, with the twin kingdoms 
of Kuru-Pancala at its centre. The gana-sangha system was not found in 
the Kuru-Pancala Region or neighbouring areas, and urbanisation seems 
to have lagged significandy behind the north-east. While the north-east 
was the area of the growth of the ascetic orders, among both non-Brahmins 
(Jains, Buddhists, Ajlvikas) and Brahmins, the Kuru-Pancala Region is asso
ciated with conservative forms of Brahmanical culture, though here as at 
other points in Indian history conservative5 should perhaps be read more 
in terms of self-image than in terms of actual continuity with the past. As 
we shall see, it is arguable that Kuru-Pancala was the location where a major

15 There is a possibility that Achaemenid kingship was icself a significant influence on the new Central
Gangetic kingdoms (see below). As iar as I know, however, the theme o f renunciation o f  kingship
does not form part o f the ‘Varunic or Achaemenid pattern.
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reconstruction of Vedic-Brahmanical culture took place, one which in fact 
led to the Vedic texts in the form we know them today.

B R A H M A N IC  E X P A N S I O N  A N D  I N T E R A C T I O N  B E T W E E N  

T H E  T W O  R E G IO N S

As I noted above, the Central Gangetic region and the Kuru-Pancala region 
shared a considerable amount of cultural material in the time of the Buddha. 
I have suggested above that some of this derived from a shared Indo-Aryan 
background. There was also an ongoing interaction. Thus, for example, 
we already find in the early Buddhist texts that dynasties are presented as 
having Vedic ancestry, elite groups are defining themselves as ksatriya,, and 
Brahmins are common figures within the society. These texts were not as 
far as we know written down until the first century BCE, and their picture 
of social realities may in some respects reflect this period rather than the 
time to which they refer, which is now best dated to the second half of the 
fifth century and late fourth centuries BCE, but it would nevertheless seem 
likely that these aspects date back close to the lifetime of the Buddha. Early 
Jain texts also appear to reflect a similar ambience.

It is worth looking at the modes by which Vedic and Brahmanical influ
ences might have spread to these regions.

Certainly, there is substantial textual evidence for the outward expan
sion of Vedic-Brahmanical culture. Early texts describe the areas to the east 
as impure and as unsuitable for Brahmins to five in. The boundary grad
ually shifts. In a well-known passage, the Satapatha Brahmana 1.4,1,14-16 
describes the conquest of the Kosala-Videha region through an early prince, 
accompanied by Agni, the god of fire (Kulke and Rothermund 1990: 50). 
By the Satapatha Brahmands time, perhaps the sixth or seventh century 
BCE, this region is regarded as having been acceptable for Brahmin resi
dence. Areas further to the east, such as Magadha and present-day Bengal, 
remained problematic. However, this referred specifically to where it was 
acceptable for Brahmins to settle. It did not imply that Brahmanical reli
gion had become the dominant or universal religion in these regions. Here 
we have to be wary of reading the present into the past.

Certainly this process would seem to have been only to a limited degree 
a question of the extension of political control. According to Witzel, the 
Kuru-Pancala realm expanded towards the South and to the East, incor
porating the kingdom of Kasl.16 It was eventually overcome by the Salvas,

16 Witzel speaks o f the ‘materially litde progressed, chalcolithic cultures of the east’ (1995c: 21).
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a probably non-Vedic group who subsequently coalesced with the Kurus. 
Following this, the Pancala tribe took over as the centre of Vedic culture 
and influence.

There is litde or nothing to suggest the existence of a large-scale state 
including all of these regions for any length of time. It would seem that the 
Kuru-Pancala region at this stage did not have the economic resources to 
support a large-scale state structure. It is possible that temporary military 
conquest was followed by the expanded area thus controlled breaking up 
into a number of separate territories controlled by brothers or sons (a 
common enough theme in Sanskrit literature). However, the states with 
rulers belonging to or affiliated with the Lunar Dynasty rulers would seem 
to mark the limits for this mechanism.

Instead or in addition, we should consider a range of other mechanisms:
(1) the setdement of isolated families or clans of cultivators in areas which 

were previously uncleared. Such setdement may have involved obtain
ing permission from a local ruler, where there was one. In some areas it 
may have led to the creation of a new local political entity that might 
be ‘Aryan* in style.

(2) Brahmin families might also setde on an isolated basis, as part o f‘Aryan* 
setdements of the above kind, or in non-Aryanised regions, in agricul
tural setdements or in nearby forest areas, relying in whole or part 
on their ability to provide ritual services to the local population for 
support.

(3) Brahmin families may also have been granted land on the basis of their 
providing priesdy services to non-Aryan rulers. There is no evidence for 
substantial land grants in the early period and in fact it is unclear how 
far Kuru-Pancala kings would have been seen as entided to alienate and 
redistribute land (see Thapar 1984). The first evidence for land grants 
refers to the Magadhan period (see Thapar 1984: no). For this time, the 
Buddhist sutras describe what was in later periods a standard mecha
nism for the expansion of Vedic-Brahmanical culture: the setdement of 
Brahmins on land granted by local rulers (Tsuchida 1991).17 Generally, 
these would have been to Brahmins who were serving as court ritualists 
or performing other functions for the kings.

17 A typical account is given in the Kiitadanta Sutta o f the Dighanikaya: ‘Once the Lord was traveling 
through Magadha with a large company o f some five hundred monks, and he arrived at a Brahmin 
village called Khanumata. [ . . .]  Now at that time the Brahmin Kutadanta was living at Khanumata, 
a populous place, full o f grass, timber, water and com, which had been given to him by King Seniya 
Bimbisara o f Magadha as a royal gift and with royal powers’ (Walshe 1995:133).
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The Kuru-Pancala state was, on Witzels account, a joint Rizhimn-ksatriya 
project, and its achievement involved creating an important new role for 
Brahmins where they increasingly formed part of the ideology and prac
tices of kingship. If this ideology spread to the East, the need for court 
Brahmins would have arisen, but it is not really clear why or how this 
might have happened. There are, however, references to the sponsorship of 
Brahmins by kings and to grants of catde being given to them in the early 
Upanisads. This suggests that the initial spread may have been on a much 
more individualistic pattern.

Witzel has used the term ‘Sanskritisation in relation to the expansion 
of Vedic-Brahmanical culture, though I am not clear how far he intends 
this term to carry the theoretical weight that it has in the contemporary 
anthropology of India.18 ‘Sanskritisation was initially introduced by the 
anthropologist M. N. Srinivas in the context of a so-called ‘tribal* pop
ulation, the Coorgs of South India, to describe a process by which the 
group gradually adopted characteristics of surrounding ‘Sanskritic culture 
in order to raise its status in relation to those cultures (Srinivas 1952).

There are some possible analogies with this process. Contemporary 
‘tribal* populations in South India, however, have been in a process of 
constant relations and cultural interchange with surrounding Hindu and 
Brahmanical cultures for up to fifteen hundred years or more.19 There were 
obvious gains for the Coorgs in adopting Sanskritic cultural markers of var
ious kinds. It is not as clear why populations outside the Vedic-Brahmanical 
orbit in the first millennium BCE would gain by adopting the Brahmanical 
cultural patterns developed in the Kuru-Pancala region, since these patterns 
would not initially have been associated with a dominant ruling elite or 
have provided access to material resources. In fact the process was not a 
straightforward or unidirectional one, since, as the Upanisads and the Jain 
and Buddhist texts indicate, the Central Gangetic region rapidly became 
locations of major cultural innovation in its own right.

There remains the possibility, particularly if one assumes that there had 
been previous waves of Indo-Aryan-speaking migrants, that some idea of 
Vedic-style ritual was already accepted in many of these regions, whether 
performed primarily by householders or by local priesdy lineages. In this

18 In his discussion of the ‘Sanskritisation’ of the Kuru-Pahcala region it clearly does not, since 
‘Sanskritisation’ there is imposed from above (see Chapter 3).

19 I use quote marks around ‘tribal’ to indicate that this is a colloquial term in contemporary Indian 
society (and a legal term, in the form o f ‘Scheduled Tribes’) rather than a coherent anthropological 
category. It covers a very wide variety o f peoples speaking many different languages and with varying 
degrees o f incorporation into mainstream Indie social and religious life.
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case, the Kuru-Pañcála Brahmins might have been seen as specialists in 
ritual performance, and invited by local rulers and elite families primarily 
as ritual performers. This might help to make sense of the ambivalent 
orientations towards the Brahmins that we see in the Upanisads and the 
Jain and Buddhist texts.

T H E  N O R T H W E S T  R E G I O N  A N D  T H E  B E N G A L  D E L T A

Were there other regions that presented important alternative social, polit
ical and religious models? There are at least two that are worth considering 
for this period, the North-West, with its links to the Achaemenids, and the 
Bengal Delta. A third, South India, is probably more significant at a later 
period, but will also be discussed here.

The Northwest Region

As I mendoned in Chapter 3, the Northwest Region of Gandhara and 
Kamboja came under the control of the Achaemenid dynasty of Iran from 
around 520 BCE onwards. Gandhara and Kamboja are two of the classic 
mahajanapadas. The capital city of Gandhara was at Taksasila, a major early 
centre of urbanisadon and trade and a channel through which influences 
from the West might, hypothedcally, enter into the Punjab and North India. 
The region was included in a single large satrapy that stretched from the 
Beas to the Hindu Kush. There is very litde information regarding this area 
during the period of Achaemenid rule. There is litde direct archaeological 
evidence and litde indication that the region was tighdy integrated into 
the Achaemenid system. If, as has been suggested by Kosambi and others, 
the King Porus and his people who were Alexander s chief opponents in the 
region represent the Vedic people of the Piiru, then it would seem that Indo- 
Aryan political institutions in the region, probably tribal federations of some 
kind, maintained a presence throughout the period, and that there was by 
that time a presence of Brahmanical and sramana institutions (Kosambi 
2002b: 78).

However it is clear that Taksaslla was the main city in the region from 
early in the period and that it was a major trading city with connections 
through to the west (Fussman 1993: 84—6). If nothing else, this region must 
have represented a channel through which influences from the Achaemenid 
state could flow.

Can we in fact trace influences from the Mesopotamian region and else
where on the new states of the Central Gangetic and Bengal Delta regions
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and the northern Deccan? Cyrus, the founder of the Achaemenid state 
(559-53° BCE), appears to have originated from a culturally Elamite rather 
than Iranian area (Potts 2005:16-17). His son Cambyses was installed dur
ing Cyruss lifetime as ruler in Mesopotamia in 538 BCE in the ‘traditional 
Babylonian manner, in a ritual involving Cambyses’ approval and adop
tion by the Babylonian god Marduk, and later went through a similar ritual 
in Egypt in relation to an Egyptian deity (Hinnells 1985: 99).

By the time of Darius (522—486 BCE), the Achaemenids clearly had 
a developed idea of divinely sanctioned kingship, derived from Avestan 
(Zoroastrian) sources, and linked to the idea of the king as being engaged 
in a cosmic struggle for the forces of good against those of evil (Skjservo 
2005: 52-81; Hinnells 1985: 98-109, note seal on p. 100). Whether or not 
the Achaemenid rulers could be described as wisdom kings in the sense of 
Janaka, they clearly saw themselves as kings who ruled by the authority of 
Ahura Mazda and who were responsible for securing peace and well-being 
on earth in his name, for combatting the forces of the ‘Lie’, and for educating 
their people in the ways of wisdom (Skjaervo 2005: 61-5; Lincoln 2003).

In passing, it seems at least possible that the Vedic devas were regarded 
for the most part as belonging to the forces of the Lie in Achaemenid 
terms. How far this was an issue for Achaemenid rulers encountering Vedic 
Indians it is hard to say. They were probably still conscious of their Indian 
subjects as being ‘Aryan’ (see Grenet 2005 on the famous list of Aryan 
peoples in the Videvdaa!), and in any case the Cambyses episode suggests 
that the Achaemenids were relatively pragmatic about such matters.

It is conceivable though that the Achaemenid model may itself have been 
a significant influence on the evolution of the wisdom king model in the 
Central Gangetic region, especially if, as Wright suggests, there was a kind of 
polarisation taking place between Brahmanical and counter-Brahmanical 
models in the region (Wright 19 66:16-17). If the local rulers were looking for 
alternative models for a state to those offered by the Brahmins, they might 
well have looked to the Achaemenids.20 Yet one might expect contacts with 
the Achaemenid state to have left deeper traces. There have been suggestions 
that writing (the KharosthI script, which may have served as a model for 
the Brahml script, the ancestor of all modern Indian scripts) came through 
Iran, and also the Asokan practice of public stone inscriptions (Thapar 
2003). Punch-marked coinage, the first known form of Indian currency, 
may also have come from the Achaemenids, though the evidence seems to

20 Cf. e.g. Kulke and Rothermund 1990: 57. Ac a later stage, the Indo-Greek kingdoms might have
offered a similar resource.
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point to the Indo-Greek period (Bailey and Mabbett 2003: 57 n.2, referring 
to Cribb 1985).

The Northwest was also a channel to Greek knowledge: we know that 
there were substantial transfers of knowledge along this route, for example 
in the case of Indian astrology, which derives from the Greek system. The 
influence of Greek sculpture on Indian sculpture is also obvious and has 
long been recognised. We will see some further examples of this kind later, 
some relatively secure, others more speculative.21

Magadha and the Bengal Delta

Moving east from the Central Gangetic region, we come to Magadha and 
then to the Bengal Delta. Magadha has already been mentioned as one 
of the mahajanapadas. It was in the end the most successful of them as 
an expansionist state, becoming the basis of the first major north Indian 
empire, that of the Nandas. The kings of Magadha in the Buddhas time 
seem to have no real claims to Vedic connections, and in fact the then 
ruling dynasty does not seem to have gone back very far, though Magadha 
was included in the Mahdbharata under the rule of a doubdess fictional 
earlier dynasty. Magadha probably owed much of its initial significance to 
its natural resources; this was an early area for iron mining (Kosambi 1965: 
123). From the Vedic perspective, however, this was a transition region, only 
partially Brahminised and still of suspect nature.

The areas further to the east were presumably even more so. Yet there 
are mentions of these regions in fairly early Vedic material and the coastal 
trading states that evolved in the nearby Ganges-Brahmaputra delta, along 
with other coastal settlements such as the Mahanadi delta in Orissa, may 
have been of importance ffom quite early times. The unstable nature of 
the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta means that many early port sites may have 
disappeared, but Tamluk, the ancient port of Tamralipti, on the western 
edge of the delta, has been excavated and dates at least as far back as the 
second century BCE, while Chandraketugarh, in the 24 Parganas district, 
has an occupational sequence going back to a period before the Northern 
Black Polished Ware (NBPW) which is generally associated with the devel
oped kingdoms of the Central Gangetic region (Chakrabarti 1995: 218). We

11 I should note that I have no interest here in trying to claim that everything valuable in South Asia 
came from outside. However it is poindess to exclude the possibility o f external borrowings on a 
priori grounds and as noted there will be further examples in later chapters. I do not see that it 
lessens the achievements o f the people o f South Asia throughout history to recognise that there was 
sharing and interaction between cultures.
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know from Greek and Roman sources that there were important trading 
communities here at a somewhat later stage.

The extent to which the Bengal delta area shared a cultural identity with 
present day Eastern UP and Bihar at the start of the period is unclear; I 
would tend to assume that as trading setdements grew in the small towns 
of the Eastern UP-Bihar area, there was increasing cultural importation by 
these urban centres along the trade routes from the delta. The Bengal region 
in more recent times developed a caste system with distinct differences from 
that of most of North India, with litde or no ksatriya presence, and a basic 
division between Brahmin landowners, lower castes and untouchables, but 
given that substantial Brahmin setdement in the region probably did not 
get underway until well into the first millennium CE this can probably not 
be read back very far.

As elsewhere, for example in pre-colonial West Africa or with the dues 
of the Hanseauc League in northern Europe, one might expect a coastal 
community based on trade to have political models based on the mainte
nance of the law of the market and of peace between the various trading 
communities. It is uncertain how strong a contrast would have existed at 
this period between the social and political style of the delta towns and 
inland setdements, but there were clearly connections between them, and 
a trading state might provide a natural environment in which a wisdom 
king ideology might develop. Traders would have had litde interest in war, 
since their urban bases were natural victims in times of military conquest, 
and they would have preferred to see their kings as relaxed and somewhat 
hands-off administrators of justice rather than as aggressive conquerors.

It may be worth noting the significance of cult-associations in the West 
African region in recent times. Such associations, centred around initia
tion into the cult of the various spirits of the local pantheon, have offered 
in recent times some of the same advantages that early ascetic Buddhist, 
Jain or Ajlvika ascetic orders may have offered to the growing merchant 
community: a trans-local association based on ethical principles, with a 
network of cult-centres and fellow practitioners scattered throughout the 
cities and setdements of the trading region.22 The initiatory cults of the 
Hellenistic world (Demeter atEleusis, Isis, Mithras) may have offered some
what similar advantages to their members. I shall suggest in Chapter 6 that

~  For example the ekpe or societies o f the Cross River region of south-eastern Nigeria, which ‘were 
instrumental in the transformation of an aggregate o f agnarically organized fishing communities [...] 
into the hub o f a vast transethnic exchange system based on the circulation not just o f slaves, palm 
oil and European commodities, but o f sacred knowledge as well’ (Palmie 2006:100), or the Poro and 
Sande societies in Liberia, Sierra Leone and neighbouring regions (Little 1 9 1 9 6 6 ;  Fulton 1972; 
Leopold 1983).



cult-associations of this kind may have been significant predecessors to the 
Buddhist and Jain orders.

S O U T H  I N D I A  A N D  T H E  C A S T E  S Y S T E M

As I mentioned, South India probably did not come into direct contact with 
North India until a considerably later period. As a consequence, we have 
information about South Indian society which arguably predates extensive 
influence from the ‘Indo-Aryan-speaking’ component in the North, and 
this may provide some Important clues about the nature of Indian society 
before the arrival of these elements. In particular, the southern material 
introduces a theme which will be significant throughout this book; the 
low-caste or outcaste group with an important spiritual or ritual func
tion. Indeed, George Hart has argued that this non-Indo-European theme 
is at least as important for the development of the caste system as the 
Indo-European structure represented by the familiar varna-system, with its 
fourfold division into Brahmin, ksatriya, vaisya and sudra.

The population of the four southern states of modern India, as is well 
known, mosdy speak Dravidian languages, unrelated to the Indo-Aryan 
languages dominant in the north. These areas were only slowly and pro
gressively incorporated into the new order developing in the north, and 
they retained their linguistic distincdveness and a considerable degree of 
cultural distincdveness as well. This is pardcularly true of the regions that 
make up what are now the two southernmost states, Tamilnadu and Kerala. 
The two states to the north, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh, were substan
tially incorporated into the Satavahana and Meghavahana states from the 
first century BCE or so, and presumably came under significant Indie and 
Brahmanical influences at this time. The Meghavahanas also made a sub
stantial incursion into Tamilnadu in the first century BCE, but on the 
whole the politics of the south centred around conflicts between relatively 
small locally-based regimes, and even when larger-scale states such as the 
Pallavas developed, they were themselves southern in origin and reflected 
southern emphases.

As these larger states developed, South Indian kings increasingly looked 
to the north and to the import of Indie models of religion and of kingship. 
These were, however, not the only influences at hand. The Malabar coast, 
in what is now Kerala, had strong trading connections to Egypt and the 
Mediterranean, as the Periplus o f the Erythrean Sea, a guide to the sea-trade 
to India written in Egypt in the early second century CE, demonstrates 
(Huntingford 1980). Richard Fynes demonstrated a few years ago that the
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cult of the Goddess PattinI, important today in Sri Lanka and earlier also 
significant in much of South India, is probably derived from the Hellenistic 
cult of Isis in Egypt, and was transmitted along this sea route (Fynes 1991,
1993)- So, no doubt, was much else. There was a Roman setdement with a 
Temple of Augustus at Mouziris on the Malabar coast (Huntingford 1980: 
116), so there was at least some presence of European ideas of divine kings 
as well as Brahmanical ones.23

Indie influences in the south included not only Brahmanical religion, 
but also Buddhism and Jainism. According to Jain tradition, there was a 
strong Jain presence in the south from the third century BCE onwards, 
and Sravana Belgola in Karnataka remains one of the most important of 
Jain pilgrimage sites. Sri Lanka was traditionally converted to Buddhism at 
the time of Asoka and there was a Buddhist presence in the Andhra region 
by around the same time. However, substantial evidence for Buddhism 
in Tamil-speaking regions only dates from the fourth century CE, with 
Brahmanism and Jainism perhaps a couple of centuries earlier (Schalk

1994)-
Here, however, we are interested in what might have preceded the arrival 

of Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism. Our main source is early Tamil 
literature. Some of this is very informative but unfortunately, the dating 
of early Tamil literature is subject to the usual controversies.24 In addition, 
much of what we have has clearly been formalised for literary purposes. 
However the Tamil Sangam literature, generally regarded as the earliest 
layer of the Tamil literary heritage, can perhaps be dated to the third to 
sixth centuries CE onwards.25

George Hart, who works primarily on early Tamil poetry, has developed 
an interesting account of Tamil ritual kingship, which he suggests was an 
important source for the Indian caste system as we know it today (Hart 
1987). Essentially, he argues that the indigenous South Indian political 
model was based around the ritual power of the king, supported by a group 
of ritual and magical specialists of low social status. H an has also suggested 
that this provides an indigenous model for the caste system, and that we

23 A recent novel by the Indological scholar Kamil Zvelebil gives a fictional, though historically based, 
account o f the Roman trade with India (Zvelebil 2001).

24 All this is today rather political. Given the anti-Brahmanical and anti-Sanskritic tendency of much 
Tamil politics in the twentieth century, there is a tendency for some modem Tamil historical writing 
to play down Brahmanical influences at the expense o f Buddhist and indigenous material, just as 
there is a tendency among North Indian writers influenced by Hindu nationalism to emphasise 
Vedic and Brahmanical material and push it back into earlier periods.
Datings for this literature vary but the scholarly consensus seems to be settling on this period (e.g. 
Zvelebil 1992).
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should look here rather than to the Indo-Aryan varna model for central 
aspects of the Indian caste system as it later developed.

The question of the origins of caste (here referring to what in Sanskrit 
and North Indian vernaculars is referred to asjdti> not varna, see below) is 
a large and important one, and any substantial treatment of it would take 
me well beyond the scope of this book. Controversies over caste in recent 
years have centred around a number of related issues: how far one can talk 
about a single caste system for India; how far back we can trace caste as 
we know it in modern times into earlier Indian society; how dominant the 
values associated with caste were in Indian society; how far caste represents 
an autonomous domain of hierarchy which can, conceptually at least, be 
seen as distinct from the authority of the king.

On all these issues, Louis Dumonts classic work on the caste system, 
Homo Hierarchicus, took a clear position: he held that there was an underly
ing caste system, of which local caste hierarchies are individual expressions; 
that this was the basic structure of pre-modem Brahmanical society; that 
its values totally dominated all levels of Indian society; and that the Brah
manical domain of caste hierarchy should, conceptually at least, be kept 
separate from the power of the king (L. Dumont 1972).

There has been a great deal of rethinking and further study since the time 
of Dumont, and all of these contentions have been variously contested. 
Dumonts work was a major contribution, if only in the clarity with which 
it stated the Brahmanical perspective on Indian society (Berreman 1971; 
Mencher 1974). More recent re-analyses, however, have surely been right 
to emphasise the extent to which the caste system is always about power, 
politics and practical success. Caste cannot be treated as primarily derivative 
from a hierarchy of relative purity, with other factors as a simple add-on 
(Quigley 1993; Searle-Chatterjee and Sharma 1994). If only because of its 
close relation to the political domain, caste is constandy open to change and 
transformauon, and it is hard to believe that Dumonts idealised picture 
of the caste system was ever an empirical reality anywhere, though it has 
undoubtedly been a powerful ideological conception in many places and 
times.

Susan Bayly s recent demonstration of the relative modernity of much 
of what we now recognise as the caste system, in her recent book Caste, 
Society and Politics in India, may itself be open to criticism in details, but 
the general picture it paints is persuasive (Bayly 2001). As for values, I have 
argued elsewhere that at the very least caste needs to be supplemented within 
the value-systems of everyday Indian life by additional systems of values 
more oriented around the practicalities of everyday life (Samuel 1997).
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South Indian model of caste

Figure 4.4. The Early South Indian Caste System according to George H art

The relevance of Hart’s work on early South India to all this is that he 
argues that those aspects of caste which are about polluted and low status 
can be traced back to a period of Tamil society which, arguably, had not 
yet been substantially restructured in accordance with Brahmanical norms. 
The ritual kingship of the early Tamil king was dependent on a variety 
of court ritualists, including drummers and other musicians, who were 
essential to the maintenance of the kings power, but who were themselves 
regarded as of low and polluted’ status, like the so-called untouchables or 
dalit groups of modern Indian society (Hart 1987).26

In other words, the major division in society was between a majority 
without internal caste-like divisions and a minority consisting of a number 
of small occupationally-polluted groups (Fig. 4.4).

This is a completely different structure from that familiar to us from 
early Vedic sources. Here, by contrast, we find the well-known division 
into four groups, the three upper varnas (Brahmin, ksatriyas and vaisyas), 
and the remainder, the sudras (Fig. 4.5).

Within this system, we have a series of distinctions, between the ksatriya 
and the Brahmins, between these two and the vaisyas, and between these 
three ‘twice-born’ castes and the sudras. The first three categories here

26 D alit and low-status groups have continued to have an importanc ritual role in Indian sociecy into 
modern times, particularly in the South, and there is an extensive body of anthropological material 
bearing on this theme. See for example Brubaker 1979.
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Brahmanical Model of Caste (vania)
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Three twice-bom castes

Ksatriya Brahmin

Vaisya

Sodra

Figure 4.5. The Brahmanical Varna System

probably derive, like the parallel formulations which Georges Dumézil 
pointed out in other Indo-European societies such as Rome, Greece or 
Scandinavia, from a common Indo-European basis, while its extension to 
a fourfold structure through the addition of the südras is presumably a 
Brahmanical formulation from North India.27 If Witzel is right, in fact, 
we can locate this development in the early ideological restructuring of the 
Kuru state, which also insisted on the dominant position of the Brahmins 
as the most pure of the varnas.28

However, as is well-known, this does not constitute the caste system in 
any of the various forms in which we find it in present-day South Asia. 
As has been shown by a wide variety of anthropological studies, the most 
‘typical5 form of the South Asian caste system actually consists of a large 
number of in-marrying sub-groups {jàtî) (e.g. L. Dumont 1972). Typically 
some of these groups are generally accepted by members of the community 
as being at the pure end of a spectrum of purity and pollution, others at 
being the impure end. Disagreements about status are however endemic, 
often phrased in terms of competing claims to Brahmin, ksatriya or vaisya 
status, and expressed through refusal to accept various kinds of food or drink

27 A convenient introduction to Dumézils theories is provided by Littleton 1982. Discussion in recent 
years has focused on the question o f whether a ‘fourth function’ is implied in the general Indo- 
European context, see e.g. N . Allen 1987,1996.

28 It may be noted that this Brahmanical dominance was contested outside the Kuru region. We know 
from Buddhist texts that the priority o f the Brahmins was not accepted by the compilers o f the Pali 
Canon, who repeatedly represent Sâkyamuni as informing Brahmins that they are inferior by caste 
status to ksatriyas. Thus it would seem that while the people of the Central Gangetic region accepted 
the general idea of the division into Brahmin, ksatriyas, and vaisyas, they rejected the primacy of the 
Brahmins that was a key feature o f the Kuru-Pancala system.
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from other groups (implying that the members of the other groups are less 
pure). It is also clear that the ultimate authority in terms of determining 
status lay in the local ruler. Many agricultural communities also include 
a large majority of a single caste, usually peasant farmers, with so-called 
untouchable groups owning litde or no land and providing agricultural 
labour for this ‘dominant5 caste.

This is a very different picture from the varna system. At most the 
varna system provides one component of the caste system, the idea of a 
hierarchy of status in which the Brahmins occupy the highest position and 
claims to membership of other twice-born varna provide the basis for status 
competition. The other major component of the caste system is provided, 
Hart suggests, by the ritual kingship of South India, with its low-status 
polluted ritual practitioners.

These low-status polluted ritual groups are an important issue in relation 
to the development of the ascetic orders, and later of Tantra, and I will 
return to them in Chapter 6 in this connection. For the present, I want 
to note, however, that there are indications that this scheme was not just 
a local South Indian issue but may have had a wider distribution. It may 
well be that the kind of situation described by Hart, in which the ruler was 
surrounded by a number of groups of occupational specialists with ritual 
functions, but low or compromised social status, was more widespread 
in early times.29 We still find something very much like it today among 
Tibetan communities in Ladakh, Nepal and elsewhere in the Himalayas, 
where low-status drummers (usually referred to as Mon), blacksmiths and 
other specialists retain a significant religious role (e.g. Jest 1976; Kaplanian 
1981:176-89; Dollfus 1989).

In fact, the North Indian system of social stratification itself, in social 
reality rather than Brahmanical theory, may have been more like this even 
before the encounter with the south got under way. A common pattern 
in many areas in recent times, including large parts of Bengal and even 
the Punjab, is one where the majority of the population belonged to a 
single cultivator-type caste, with small numbers of attached low-caste ritual 
specialists of various kinds. This again seems to hark back more to the kind 
of model suggested by Hart, especially when it is borne in mind that many 
priests, whether or not they claim Brahmin identity, are in various ways still 
regarded as being of low or compromised status. The preoccupation with 
Brahmanical texts such as the Manusmrti (‘Laws ofM anu5) with explaining

29 For an example in a pastoralist society, see Galacy 1979. It is interesting though that of the five low- 
caste occupations regularly mentioned in the Pali Canon (<candabi, nescuhi, vend, rathakara, pukktisa, 
e.g. Masefield 1986:148) none appears to have a ritual role.
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how low-status and outcaste groups originated from improper marriages 
of various kinds may be an early attempt to give an acceptable ideological 
spin to this situation (c£ Tambiah 1973).

G E N D E R  A T T I T U D E S  A C R O S S  S O U T H  A N D  S O U T H E A S T  A S IA

A further issue needs to be introduced at this point; the variations in gender 
attitudes and specifically in the status of women across the entire region of 
South and Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia as a region is characterised by a 
reladvely high status for women and by relatively equal gender relations, 
and it seems clear that this pattern has a considerable history in the region:

Relations between the sexes are one o f the areas in which a distinctive Southeast 
Asian pattern exists. Even the gradual strengthening o f the influence o f Islam, 
Christianity, Buddhism and Confucianism in their respective spheres over the last 
four centuries has by no means eliminated this common pattern of relatively high 
female autonomy and economic importance. In the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries the region probably represented one extreme o f human experience on 
these issues. It could not be said that women were equal to men, since there were 
very few areas in which they competed direcdy. Women had different functions 
from men, but these included transplanting and harvesting rice, weaving and 
marketing. Their reproductive role gave them magical and ritual powers which 
it was difficult for men to match. These factors may explain why the value o f  
daughters was never questioned in Southeast Asia as it was in China, India, and 
the Middle East; on the contrary, ‘the more daughters a man has, the richer he is \3°

All this could certainly not be said of contemporary South Asia. Despite 
the significance of female forms of divinity in modern Hinduism, and a 
marked role of women in ritual, particularly at the domestic and village 
level, the status of women in most of South Asia is undoubtedly lower than 
that of men (cf. Samuel 1997). As for the value of daughters, the economic 
costs associated with daughters, specifically in relation to dowry payments, 
is now so high that the South Asian population has a large deficit of women, 
much of it undoubtedly resulting from abortion, infanticide and selective 
directing of health and food resources to male children. While the inflation 
of dowry in recent years and the vulnerability of the poorer sections of 
the South Asian population to international market forces have made this 
situation much worse, it also reflects a preference for sons over daughters 
that goes back for many centuries.

30 Reid 1988: 629; the quote at the end is from the sixteenth-century Portuguese author Antonio Galvao 
(Galvao 1971: 89).
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A widespread North Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi village marriage 
pattern exacerbates womens low status. Women typically move at marriage 
into their in-law s household, generally in another village at some distance 
from their natal household. This creates a structural vulnerability for young 
married women, who axe isolated in a household where they have no close 
ties except to their husband, who is himself typically in a junior position 
in an extended family household.

Ideas of female bodily functions, above all menstruation and childbirth, 
as intrinsically polluting appear to be deeply rooted in much of South Asian 
culture, and clearly provide at least one level of ideological justification for 
women being viewed as inferior (Rozario and Samuel 2002a). Southeast 
Asia is again different in this respect, and the differences are evident in 
terms of the attitudes to and treatment of childbirth practitioners in South 
and Southeast Asia. In much of village India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, 
childbirth practitioners {dai) are of low status, barely remunerated for their 
services and mosdy from dalit (‘untouchable’) caste backgrounds. Educated 
women are reluctant to take on this work, and even where doctors and 
trained nurses or midwives are present they are frequendy unwilling to 
come into physical contact with women in childbirth. The consequences 
for the mortality of mothers and children in childbirth are appalling, and 
there is litde sign of the situation changing (cf Rozario and Samuel 2002b).

At the same time, South Asia is not uniform in this respect. South India 
and Sri Lanka have a markedly more positive attitude to female bodily 
functions. There is a widespread practice of ritual celebration of a girls 
first menstruation in these regions. Traditional childbirth practitioners also 
appear to be more respected, and childbirth practices more focused on 
the welfare of mother and child, and less on issues of pollution (Samuel 
2002b: 10). It has generally been argued by anthropologists that this is 
linked to the South Indian marriage and kinship system, which encourages 
marriage between related families, so that brides are rarely moving into a 
completely isolated situation in their new household, and also operates so 
as to maintain status equality between households.31

Any attempt to deal with such complex matters in such a limited compass 
is inevitably somewhat of a caricature, and I am aware of the limitations of 
the above account. It nevertheless reflects something real about the nature 
of South and Southeast Asian societies in recent times, and it raises the 
question of the historical dimension of these differences.

31 It has been suggested that the kinship system in the Central Gangetic region may have been more 
‘Dravidian’ in form at the time of the Buddha. The evidence for this is weak, see Trautmann 1979.
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Here there are a number of points to be made in brief, some of which I 
shall return to in later chapters. An initial point is that the negative valuation 
of female biological functions is closely tied up with aspects of Vedic- 
Brahmanical religion. Elsewhere I have cited Julia Leslies discussion of the 
widespread myth of Indra s guilt, and its transfer to women, where it takes 
the form of menstruation. The myth occurs as early as the Taittirïyasamhitâ; 
other versions are found in the Mahdbhârata, Râmâyana and the Skanda and 
Bhâgavata Purânas (Leslie 1996a). The earth is also a frequent recipient of 
Indra s guilt, and its seasonal changes are treated as a form of menstruation.

Menstruation is thus the sign o f a womans participation in Brahmin-murder. It 
marks her innate impurity, her cyclical fecundity, her uncontrollable sexuality, and, 
by extension, the inescapable wickedness o f her female nature. (Leslie 1996a: 91)

W hat is clear, though, is that the Brahmanical set of values, with its basically 
soteriological orientation centred around concepts of purity and caste- 
duty, is not the only set of values found within Hindu villages today. A 
countervailing set of values, generally referred to by anthropologists as 
‘auspiciousness5, and centred around fertility, productivity, and this-worldly 
success, is also very much present. Auspiciousness has a close linkage both 
with women and with goddesses (Samuel 1997).

I discuss the relationship between these two value systems further in 
Chapter 7. There is, I think, a historical as well as a logical relationship 
between the two sets of values.

The presence of significant festivals which celebrate the menstruation of 
a female deity in parts of East India (Orissa, Bengal and Assam, cf. Marglin 
I994> x995; Samanta 1992: 59-60; Chawla 2006) is one significant indica
tion of an earlier situation which gave more positive recognition to female 
values. So also perhaps is the presence of more gender equality and a 
more positive orientation to sexuality in various Indian ‘tribal5 popula
tions, though I think we need to approach this material with considerable 
caution. Contemporary ‘tribal5 populations in India and South Asia cannot 
reliably be treated as a relic of earlier times. While there may be and prob
ably are cultural features which derive from earlier patterns, these cannot 
be easily disentangled from more recent developments.

Here it is important to appreciate that ‘tribal5 populations in South and 
Southeast Asia today cover a variety of different situations. Those in much 
of South Asia have been involved over more than two millennia with main
stream forms of Indian society. Thus there is also a long-term relationship 
of mutual influence and of systematic mutual differentiation. The tribes 
are what they are today in large part because of their dialectical relationship
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with the mainstream population (cf. e.g. Gell 1982). In addition, there is 
a tendency to see the tribes from the mainstream Hindu perspective pre
cisely in terms of stereotypes of sexual freedom. At the same time, there are 
indications of preserved values that are indeed more gender-positive and 
more celebratory of female sexuality and fertility (e.g. Elwin 1947; Archer 
1974; Zvelebil 1988).

The highland tribal populations of areas such as Arunachal Pradesh, 
Assam, Mizoram, Tripura, and Manipur are in a rather different situa
tion, and one can class these in general terms along with many of the 
Southeast Asian highland populations. Here, there is also a recognisable 
highland-lowland dialectic, but tribal populations have generally had more 
autonomy and more ability to conduct life on their own terms, at least until 
relatively recent times. There is an interesting body of literature focusing 
on these tribal populations and their relationship to mainland Southeast 
Asian populations. Durrenberger and Tannenbaum have noted the lack of 
penetration of mainstream (i.e. Buddhist) religious discourse into highland 
populations, which continue to emphasise values of fertility, productivity 
and success values over the soteriological goals of mainstream religious tra
ditions (Durrenberger and Tannenbaum 1989). All this raises a number of 
interesting and important issues (cf. Kirsch 1973; Russell 1989; Kammerer 
and Tannenbaum 1996), but they are not ones that I can deal with in detail 
in this book, which is essentially concerned with lowland and mainstream’ 
populations.

One question that should perhaps be considered is the possible historical 
impact of the Muslim invasions on gender relations in South Asia. There 
undoubtedly was an impact here: one can see it, for example, in the dramatic 
shift in modes of dress in South Asia around the time of the Muslim 
conquests (Fabri 1994). However, the issue is less one of Islam as such than 
of the specific Muslim populations that were involved in the conquest, and 
the general feudalisation and militarisation of Indian society on a patriarchal 
lineage model that took place before and during the Muslim invasions.32 
Elsewhere, as in Southeast Asia (Malaysia and Indonesia), Islam itself has 
proved quite capable of coexisting with relatively gender-equal societies.

More specifically, the Afghan and similar Central Asian Muslim popu
lations that took a leading role in the Muslim conquests were themselves 
based around a patrilineal clan system with strong patriarchal elements, 
and the general militarisation of Indian society over the seventh to twelfth

32 This is the process which Davidson 2002a refers to as sämantization, and which I shall discuss in 
more detail in relation to the growth o f Tantra and the fierce goddess cults in Chapter 12.
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centuries tended to reinforce the hierarchical and patriarchal elements of the 
Indian value system as against the feminine and auspiciousness elements. 
All this coincided with the initial impact of Islamic cultures in northwest 
India and with the eventual Muslim conquest of most of India, but it was 
as much an outgrowth of endogenous factors as of external ones. This issue 
will be considered further in Chapter 12.

This concludes our survey of the various social contexts within which 
Indie religions were developing in around 500—400 BCE, or which may 
have influenced those developments. Much of the evidence I have presented 
is sketchy or indirect, or pertains more to the realm of ideology than of solid 
empirical fact, but there is perhaps enough to point to some of the variety 
of resources available to the developing religious cults of North India at this 
time. In the following chapter we turn to look at these cults and practices.



C H A P T E R  5

Religion in the early states

I begin this chapter with an overview of evidence about South Asian reli
gion before 500 BCE. This discusses both archaeological evidence, mainly 
relating to the Indus Valley urban tradition and textual sources relating to 
the early religion of Indo-Aryan speaking peoples. In subsequent sections, I 
look at the development ofVedic-Brahmanical religion in the Kuru-Pancala 
region, and at other aspects of early Indian religion, particularly the religion 
of local gods and spirits

A R C H A E O L O G IC A L  S O U R C E S  F O R  EA R LY  I N D I C  R E L IG I O N

I have already provided some discussion of religion in the Indus Valley cul
tural tradition in Chapter 1. 1 suggested there that while there are certainly 
features of the Indus Valley material that might be interpreted in terms of 
continuities with later periods, we know very Htde for certain. The evidence 
is capable of many interpretations, and analyses are so heavily dependent 
on reading later practices and concepts into the material that they are of 
Htde help in evaluating whether there really were continuities.

One intriguing indication of possible continuities in religious practices 
is provided by a striking group of terracotta figurines from Mehrgarh, dated 
to about 2800-2600 BCE, so two or three centuries before the Indus Valley 
Integration era. Some of the female figurines from Mehrgarh have a hair- 
parting with a streak of red pigment, and it has been suggested that this can 
be related to the modern Hindu practice of women placing sindhur in their 
hair-parting as a sign of their married status (e.g. Kenoyer 1998: 44-5). In 
fact, it is not clear whether the red pigment on these figurines is confined 
to the hair-parting, or found all over the bodies, and it appears that some 
at least of the figurines are modern fakes,1 so it may be unwise to put too 
much emphasis on the similarity to the modern use of sindhur. The use of

1 Theresa McCullough (personal communication, September 2006).
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red ochre in sacred contexts remains common, however, in modern Indian 
religious practice more generally. Deity images, especially rocks or natural 
features held to represent female deities, are often coated in red pigment, 
and the association of red with fertility is also fairly explicit in many folk 
ritual contexts. Here again, though, we have nothing at all specific about 
how these figurines were used or regarded by the people who made them.

As far as the Indus Valley seal images are concerned, we can perhaps 
accept the likelihood of the cult of some kind of goddess, and of sacrificial 
offerings to her, on the basis of the {fig tree deity5 seals discussed in Chapter i 
(e.g. Fig. 1.2). The existence of theriomorphic deities (gods in animal form) 
in the Indus Valley Integration Era also seems fairly likely, on the basis of 
the many seals that show animals, most often catde of some kind, with what 
may be offerings in front of them. This might link with the cult ofwild yaks, 
rams and other animals in Tibet, and I have suggested elsewhere that there 
may be some linkages between the Indus Valley culture and early Tibetan 
religion (Samuel 2000). But it would be unwise to build too much on 
such connections. The linkages between any Indus Valley cult of goddesses 
or theriomorphic deities and the Vedic religion, or any other subsequent 
Indie religion, are far from obvious. Nor do the horned headdresses visible 
in the Indus Valley seals (cf. Figs. 1.1, 1.2) link up with anything obvious 
in later Indie cultures.2 The Indo-Aryan immigrants clearly had their own 
cattle-centred culture, as is evident both from the Rgveda and from the 
comparable Avestan materials, so we hardly need an Indus valley bull cult 
to explain the significance of catde in later times.

My comments in Chapter 1 referred primarily to the so-called ‘Integra
tion Era5 of the Indus Valley cultural tradition, in other words the period 
of the large-scale urban society that we know from Mohenjo-daro and 
Harappa in particular. This period is now generally dated from approxi
mately 2600 to 1900 BCE. In relation to the period from the end of the Inte
gration Era up to around 500 BCE (in fact, until the start of the Mauryan 
state) there is again litde direct archaeological evidence relating to religion.3 
A number of figurines dating from this period have been regarded by some 
authors as representing goddesses. These include, for example, some small 
nude figurines from early farming setdements in Maharashtra, which appear

2 The only parallel known to me is with the bison-horn headdresses used by some Gond tribes, but 
again the connection is highly speculative.

3 One study from well outside the Indus region is worth mentioning: F. R. Allchin s work on prehistoric 
ash-mounds from around 2000 to 750 BCE in Mysore and Andhra Pradesh. Allchin has suggested 
that these mounds may result from annual festivals involving fire and the worship o f cattle, similar 
to the modern festivals of Holi, Divalí and Pongal (Allchin 1963; Sullivan 1971).
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to have been associated with storage jars or grain silos (Poster 1986, cat. 
Nos. 8—10, pp. 80-2; see also M. Joshi 2002: 40). These figurines may date 
from 1300 to 1200 BCE. A group of somewhat later terracotta figures from 
the Swat valley in Pakistan have also been interpreted as mother goddess fig
ures (Poster 1986, cat. N0.12, p. 84). There is need for caution when it comes 
to identifying female figurines as representing a goddess cult (see Haaland 
and Haaland 1995; Goodison and Morris 1998), but there may be some jus
tification for these interpretations. A much more substantial iconography of 
figures representing female deities can be found from the Maury an period 
onwards, so it would not be surprising if there were earlier examples.

It is interesting in any case to note that while the Vedic tradition seems 
not to have employed images of deities until late Mauryan or Suhga times 
(third to second century BCE) at the earliest, sculptural images of deities 
may go back much further in these folk contexts. Given the fragile nature 
of the evidence, and the fact that many images may have been made of 
substances that would not leave any trace in the archaeological record (e.g. 
cow-dung, regularly used for images of deities in the folk tradition in 
South Asia in modern times, cf. Samuel 2005a: 259, 280 n.3), such practices 
could have been quite common and widely distributed. The same is true 
of ritual wall-painting and floor-painting {kolam, alp ana, aripan, muggu, 
etc.), again very widespread in modern times but unlikely to survive in the 
archaeological record (E. Gupta 1983; Nagarajan 1997; Thakur n.d.: 36-50; 
Kilambi 1985; Jayakar 1989:118-19).

T E X T U A L  S O U R C E S  F O R  T H E  EA R LY  R E L IG I O N  O F T H E  

I N D O -A R Y A N -S P E A K I N G  P E O P L E S

The oldest datable evidence for the early religion of the Indo-Aryan- 
speaking peoples is the Mitanni inscription, a peace treaty between the 
Hurrian kingdom of the Mitanni and the Hittites, and it dates from about 
1360-1380 BCE (Thieme i960). Five male deities are called as witnesses and 
keepers of the treaty, and their names are recognisable Vedic Sanskrit for 
Mitra, Varuna, Indra and the twin divine horsemen or Nasatyas (Asvins). 
All these are well-known Vedic deities, though only Indra is a central figure 
in the Vedas, suggesting that the cult of the other deities (who belong to a 
group known as the Adityas) had become less significant in the meantime.4

4 Cf. Brereton on the Adityas (Brerecon 1981). Insler notes that the predominance o f Indra is primarily 
in books Three, Four, Six and Eight of the Rgveda; in books Five and Seven, there are almost as many 
hymns to Vanina and the Adityas as to Indra (Insler 2003).
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The early Iranian material, as noted in Chapter 2, is linguistically and 
stylistically close to the hymns of the Rgveda. However, it post-dates the 
reconstruction of Iranian religion associated with the figure of Zarathustra 
and incorporates his rejection of the cult of the daevas (corresponding to 
the Vedic devas or gods) so that the Vedic deities do not appear direcdy 
(Insler 2003).5

Stanley Insler suggests that the Vedic and Iranian material together points 
to a primarily pastoralist culture, living in small villages and setdements 
under chieftains or minor sovereigns who were expected to protect their 
subjects and also to judge in disputes. The deides Mitra and Varuna are 
associated with the role of these minor sovereigns. There was also a warlord 
chosen temporarily in time of attack, and associated with the deity Indra. 
These people seem to have called themselves arya (perhaps originally mean
ing ‘hospitable’, cultivated’).

Their primary ritual was a sacrifice or offering performed outdoors under 
an open sky and involving the delimitation of a sacred space, its covering 
with grass to provide a comfortable seat for the deities, and the fighting 
of a fire to provide warmth and represent truth. Food was then offered 
to the deities; on big occasions, animals were sacrificed and soma juice6 
prepared. It was important to have a priest (Skt. hotr, Avestan haotai) 
present to formulate the praises that accompanied the sacred meal, and 
which correspond to the Rgvedic hymns or the Avestan gathas.

T H E  V E D IC  R E L IG I O N  A N D  T H E  W I D E R  R E L IG IO U S  S C E N E

If Insler’s reconstruction is a reasonable picture of Indo-Aryan religion 
at around the middle of the second millennium BCE, before the Indo- 
Aryan speakers arrived in North India, then the religion of the Rgveda, 
the Brahmanas and associated texts already represent a substantial refor
mulation. While a relatively simple set of domestic or grhya rituals centred

5 O f the five Vedic deities in the Mitanni treaty, only Mitra appears unambiguously in the early Iranian 
material, though Stanley Insler has suggested that Ahura Mazda, the new deity associated with the 
reforms of Zarathustra, takes over many features ofVaruna, and that indications oflndra, theNasatyas 
and another Vedic deity, Aryaman, can also be found in Zarathustra s hymns (the Gathas). Indra, 
Saurva and Nanhaithya, corresponding to Vedic Indra, Sarva and the Nasatyas, occur in the later 
Avesta as members o f the rejected daeva category (Insler 2003). Parpola has developed a complex 
argument according to which the presence o f Mitra-Varuna alongside Indra in the Mitanni material 
indicates a temporary compromise reached in Bactria between astira and dev a worshippers (Parpola 
I999a)* See also Parpola 2005.

6 The precise nature o f soma is still uncertain, though an extract o f Ephedra seems the most plausible 
current opinion (cf. Houben 2003a, 2003b). See also Spess 2000, who argues for species o f Nymphaea 
and Nelumbo.
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around the domestic sacred fire, which is set up at marriage, was prac
tised at the household level, and is in fact central to the Vedic ideology of 
marriage and the household (B. Smith 1989: 146-68), a much more elab
orate series of rituals performed by the brahmin on behalf of others had 
developed alongside it. This srauta ritual is a ‘highly complex and very 
expensive set of sacrifices requiring the services of an array of ritual spe
cialists5 (Olivelle 1998: xli). It involves several ritual fires and a number of 
priests. Several major rituals are explicidy linked to kingship (the rdjasuya 
or royal consecration and the asvamedha or horse sacrifice) and the whole 
body of material suggests a development and reconstruction in the context 
of a much-expanded royal role. It seems clear that much of this would 
have taken place some time before the Second Urbanisation got properly 
under way. This process can doubtless be associated with the transforma
tion of the arriving Indo-Aryans, along with elements of the existing local 
populations, into an increasingly settled and largely agricultural society, 
although one that was still largely committed to pastoralist values at an 
ideological level.7 The soma ritual continued as a key part of the com
plex, but it appears that actual knowledge of the soma plant was lost at 
an early stage, perhaps before the settlement in Northwest India, so that 
soma became a focus for symbolic elaboration rather than the ingestion of 
a pharmocologically-active substance.8

I have already referred to Witzels arguments regarding this process of 
reformulation, which he associates with the development of the Kuru state, 
initially a super-tribe5 or tribal federation, and will return to them again 
later. At this point, it is important to remind ourselves that these develop
ments were, initially at least, regional developments, confined to the Kuru 
state and its immediate neighbours.

As I noted earlier, the development of Indian religions is most often 
presented in orthogenetic5 style, as something that grows out of the Vedic 
material, with other influences coming in as external influences if at all. 
This reflects the Brahmanical textual traditions view of itself, but it does not 
necessarily represent the way things happened at the time. The Brahmanical

7 In this it might resemble a range o f East and Southern African populations in more recent times, 
which combined a mostly agricultural economy with ritual and ideological complexes that were 
still largely based around pastoralism. The Ndembu, studied by Victor Turner, and related Lunda 
populations, are classic examples (cf. Turner 1957,1968,1970).

8 A brief description o f the soma sacrifice is provided by Olivelle (1998: xlv). One o f the problems with 
identifying soma with ephedra (see above) is that ephedra has litde in the way of psychoactive effect. 
However, it is by no means certain that the original soma was psychoactive. The extensive use of 
cannabis by modern Hindu and Muslim ascetics in India is nevertheless suggestive o f a long-standing 
tradition o f employment o f psychoactive substances (cf. Movik 2000).
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texts are written from within the Vedic-Brahmanical setting, and often at 
a much later date than the events to which they refer. The earliest layers of 
Buddhist and Jaina material, to the extent that we can reconstruct them, 
depict a rather different model, but they too tend to have been read through 
assumptions of the kind of Brahmanical presence characteristic of modern 
India (see Chapter 6).

The material presented in Chapter 4 suggests a more complex picture. To 
make sense of it we need to keep a number of issues distinct that can easily 
be confused and have often been conflated in the past. The first distinction 
that needs to be held clear is between the immigrant Indo-Aryan-speaking 
populations which (presumably) entered South Asia in the course of the 
second millennium BCE (possibly continuing up to about 800 BCE or 
later in some parts on Witzels model), and the setded Indo-Aryan-speaking 
populations of the mid to late first millennium BCE. We can assume that 
the latter were all by this time mixed populations of immigrants and earlier 
residents, though the proportions of the mix doubtless differed from place 
to place, with the ratio of immigrants to prior population probably highest 
in the Northwest and decreasing eastwards towards Bihar and Bengal and 
southwards towards the Deccan plateau.

These groups were all speaking Indo-Aryan languages by 500 BCE or 
so, and we can presume that they had all accepted some aspects of the 
cultural heritage that came with the immigrant Indo-Aryan speakers. These 
would have included the tripartite Indo-European distinction between a 
ruling warrior group Cksatriya:), a priesthood carrying out sacrificial ritual 
(Brahmins) and a wider population, now largely farmers {vaisya).We. can 
probably also assume some presence of Indo-Aryan deities and rituals, 
including the deities Indra and Brahma, both prominent in the Buddhist 
texts, and perhaps some of the widespread seasonal rituals. I refer to this kind 
of material for convenience as the generic Indo-Aryan cultural tradition, 
though we should not assume that it was entirely uniform or equally strong 
throughout this whole large area.

A second important distinction is between this generic Indo-Aryan cul
tural tradition and the specific body of rituals and practices which were 
developing in the Kuru state and the Kuru-Pañcála region. I refer to 
the latter as the early Vedic-Brahmanical ritual complex or early Vedic- 
Brahmanical religion. The use of early is meant to distinguish it from 
the modified and transformed version of this complex which was actively 
propagated throughout the wider Indo-Aryan-speaking region, perhaps 
from around 400 BCE onwards. We will consider this development later 
in this chapter.
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There appears to be evidence of shared material, and also evidence of the 
formation of a distinctive self-conscious group in the Kuruksetra region 
which saw itself as ‘Aryan* as contrasted with other Indo-Aryan-speaking 
populations. Aryan in the Iranian context appears to be a term applied to 
Indo-Aryan populations as a whole (Shahbazi 2005) so this is presumably 
a development in the Indian context. I assume that it was consequent 
upon the differentiation of the Indo-Aryan-speaking population in India, 
whether before or after their arrival, and perhaps also on differing degrees 
of accommodation to and adoption of practices of previous populations in 
South Asia. At the same time the Kuru-Pancala state was associated with an 
evident ‘drive to the East5, a desire or need to convert the populations of the 
Central Gangetic region to the new Brahmanical orthodoxy (Heesterman 
1962).

It would seem that by the time of the historical Buddha and of the 
Jaina teacher Mahavlra, the generic Indo-Aryan cultural tradition was an 
accepted part of society through much of the Central Gangetic region. 
There were also Brahmins and a degree of movement between the Brahmins 
of this region and those of Kuru-Pahcala. It seems clear, however, that the 
nature of Vedic and Brahmanical religion in this region was different and 
considerably less dominant than in the Kuru-Pahcala region. Even in texts 
such as the Upanisads, which appear to originate in some cases from the 
North, in others from the Central Gangetic region, we appear to have an 
ongoing dialogue between models ofwhat Brahmins are or should be doing, 
about whether Brahmanical knowledge represents the ultimate truth, etc. 
(Olivelle 1998: xxxvii—xl). This is even more obviously true, of course, in 
relation to the Buddhist and Jaina material.

As for the suggestion, still prevalent in popular literature, that Buddhism 
represented a protest against the pre-existing Brahmanical caste system, 
there seems litde truth in this. The Buddhas comments on Brahmin claims 
of high caste suggest less an opposition to an already imposed caste system 
than a refusal by a spiritual leader belonging to an established group of 
high status to accept a new imported Vedic-Brahmanical model in which 
the Brahmins are supreme.9 References to Vedic material in the earliest 
Buddhist literature are limited although there is evident knowledge of the 
existence of the Rg, Sama and Yajur Vedas and suggestions of detailed 
engagement with Vedic ideas (e.g. Jurewicz 2000). There are also fairly 
clear references to material that is found in the Upanisads (Gombrich

9 See Dighanikaya 3 (Ambactha Sutra), Dighanikaya irj {Agganna Sutta), Majjhimanikdya 93 (Assaldyana 
Sutta) etc.
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1990, 1992), indicating that this material was in circulation in some form 
or another, if not necessarily that of even the oldest Upanisads as we know 
them today I return to some of these issues in the next chapter, in relation 
to the origins of the ascetic tradition.

There are indications, however, as we have seen, of royal patronage for 
Kuru-Pahcala Brahmins in the evolving states and we may suppose that 
one of the main things which they could offer was the body of ritual 
practices regarding state power which had been developed in the Kuru- 
Pancala context. The model of kingship that developed in South and much 
of Southeast Asia, in other words, largely adopted a Vedic-Brahmanical 
ritual idiom, as indeed is the case in Buddhist states in modern times. 
As we will see, there were extensive efforts on the point of the Buddhist 
tradition in later times to provide its own rituals for royalty, but it seems that 
the Vedic-Brahmanical tradition established itself as the prevailing model 
in this area quite early on.10

The Buddhist and Jaina texts also provide evidence of more local and 
specific levels of religious practice, of cults of what were called the laukika 
or worldly5 deities.11 They included the cults of guardian deities (yaksas, 
nagas, etc.) linked to various early states, as well as no doubt more local 
cults at the village level such as are found in modern India. In origins, this 
seems to have been essentially separate from both the generic Indo-Aryan 
cultural tradition and the specific Vedic-Brahmanical traditions from the 
Kuru-Pancala region. We might also consider here the cults of warrior 
deities (Balarama/ Samkarsana, Vasudeva, Skanda, etc.) and the other early 
religious forms out of which Vaisnava and Saiva cults later developed. 
These were eventually incorporated into the developing Vedic-Brahmanical 
corpus, but may have started out quite separately.

By the first century BCE it is clear that there are cults of protective deities 
of towns, states and families,12 often associated with shrines in groves or on 
hills outside the city proper, and frequendy centred around a tree where 
the deity lived. There seems no reason to assume that these do not go back 
to before the time of the historical Buddha, especially given their strong 
presence in the siitra narratives. Cults of deities associated with rivers and 
lakes are probably also early.

10 See Klimburg-Salter 1989 and Walter 2000 for Buddhist developments. Also Chapter 12, below.
11 The term is used by Brahmanical (Patahjali), Buddhist and Jain authors with approximately the 

same meaning, in each case opposed to higher levels of deities who include the Vedic deities Indra, 
Brahma etc. (deCaroli 2004:13 for Brahmanical and Jain authors).

11 E.g. the Buddhas clan (deCaroli 2004:15).
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These deities have most usually been referred to in modern times, follow
ing Coomaraswamy (1928—31), as yaksas, and I shall follow this terminology 
here for convenience, while recognising that I am using yaksa and yaksi as 
generic terms for deities which would have been referred to in a variety 
of ways at the time, including some that would have been called by other 
terms, such as nagas and devasT In later times, the yaksas along with the 
nagas dwindled to beings of minor importance, guardians of treasures, or 
tree-dwelling spirits that may frighten an unwary traveller, a status they 
retained into modern times in parts of rural South Asia.

In the late first millennium BCE, and for many subsequent centuries, 
yaksas, male and female, were an important part of the religious landscape. 
Male deities of this kind were gods of prosperity and protection (Fig. 5.1). 
While they have a kind of warrior role as generals over lesser yaksas — we 
will see some of this below, and more in Chapter 12 — they are not portrayed 
in a particularly militaristic fashion. Female deities are generally associated 
with prosperity and fertility, both human and agricultural, and are often 
associated with tree or plant imagery. It is clear from the Pur an as and 
other later sources that these deities were worshipped all over North India, 
including the Kuru-Pancala region; even Kuruksetra had a set of four yaksa 
deities who acted as dvarapalas for the sacred territory (Bharadwaj 1989).14

While representations of some of the major figures, such as Sri, Kubera 
and Surya, are found in many different locations, for the most part yaksas 
and nagas were associated with specific regions and localities. This is clear 
in the later discussion of these deities in the Epics and Pur anas, as well 
as in Buddhist and Jain material. The yaksas we know of were generally 
linked to sizeable towns or regions, though one can imagine that there was 
another layer of more local deities again who have left litde or no trace in 
the literature.

A list of major regional yaksa deities from a somewhat later period is 
included in a Tantric ritual text, the Mahdmayun, where a long series of 
yaksas is invoked by name and location, alongside a whole series of other 
deities. The Mahdmayun list, which might date from around the fourth or 
fifth century CE,15 was studied and translated by Sylvain Levi (1915), and 
again by D. C. Sircar (1971—72).

13 DeCaroli suggests spirit-deities’ as a generic term (deCaroli 2004). Other recent treatments include 
Sutherland 1991 and Misra 1981.

14 On other local Yaksa cults see Agrawala and Motichandra i960; von Mirtenvallner 1989.
15 It is not included in the rwo early Chinese translations o f the text, made in the early fourth century, 

but forms part o f a translation made in 516 CE (Sircar 1971-72:262). I am indebted to Will Tuladhar- 
Douglas for bringing the Mahdmayunyaksa list to my attention.
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Figure 5.1. Unidentified Yaksa. Vidisha Museum
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Krakucchanda stays at Patallputra, Aparajita at Sthuna, the Yaksa Saila at Bhadra- 
pura and Manava in the northern quarter.

Vajrapani stays at Rajagrha; he has his abode at Grdhrakuta; three times he 
traverses the earth as far as the ocean; he has great strength and great might and 
his valour spreads over (or, step covers) a hundredyojanas.

The Yaksa Garuda stays at Vipula, Citragupta at Sthitimukha and the Yaksa 
Vakula possessing a great army and great strength stays at Rajagrha.

The two Yaks as, Kala and Upakalaka, live at Kapilavastu where the sage Buddha 
called Sakyaketu and Mahamuni was born. (Sircar 1971: 265-8)

These are the first few verses, which deal with the area around Patallputra 
and the earlier Magadhan capital of Rajagrha. The next verses deal with 
other towns in the Central Gangetic region associated with the life of 
the Buddha, before gradually moving out into the surrounding regions. 
The text understandably emphasises those deities who are important for 
the Buddhists, such as Vajrapani (Fig. 5.2). Vajrapani, who appears to have 
begun life as the guardian deity of Rajagrha, was to become a very important 
figure in the evolution of Tantric Buddhism. He. was regarded as having 
become a devotee of the Buddha and already appears in this role in the 
early sutras.

By the first and second centuries CE, Vajrapani is frequently depicted in 
Buddhist iconography, as in this Gandharan image, where he is standing 
behind the Buddha and holding his vajra, as always. The set of the Four 
Great Kings, consisting of Vaisravana (Kubera, the king of the yaksas), 
Dhrtarastra, Virudhaka and, Virupaksa, also developed an important role 
as guardian deities, and are still often painted on the walls of Buddhist 
temples in the Tibetan and East Asian traditions (Fig. 5.3). Other important 
yaksa deities include Manibhadra, who seems to have become a guardian 
deity for merchants and travellers (Thapan 1997) and Purnabhadra, who are 
both included among Kubera s eight attendant yaksas in Buddhist material.

One can perhaps get some of the character of these deities, if in a literary 
mode, from the account of Vaisravana and Pancika helping out prince 
Sudhana in the Divyavadana:

At that very time, the great king Vaisravana, attended by many yaksas, many 
hundreds, many thousands, many hundreds of thousands o(yaksas, was travelling 
that way to a meeting of yaksas. [. . .] [H]e caught sight of Prince Sudhana and 
it occurred to him, ‘This is the Bodhisattva of the present Auspicious Aeon; he is 
headed for disaster, setting out for batdel I should help him out. That hill-tribe 
chieftain must be made to submit, but without harm being inflicted on any living 
being.1 Knowing this, he summoned Pancika, the great field marshal of the,yaksas:
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Figure 5.2. India disguised as a woodcutter offers grass to Sakyamuni (accompanied by 
Vajrapani), Gandhara, 1st cent CE, Peshawar Museum

‘Come, Pahcika! Make the hill-tribe chieftain submit to Prince Sudhana without 
a fight and without harm being inflicted on any living being!

‘Very well,’ Pahcika, the great field marshal o f thtyaksas, replied to the great king 
Vaisravana, and he created the four divisions o f a divine army: men as tall as palm 
trees, elephants the size o f mountains and horses the size o f elephants. Then, using 
both all manner o f weapons, such as swords, clubs, lances, javelins, discuses, pikes 
and axes, and the cacophony o f massed musical instruments to inspire great fear, 
Pahcika and that mighty host reached the hill-tribe village. (Tatelman 2005: 261)

Needless to say, the hill-tribe village decide that resistance is poindess and 
submit without a fight.

The female yaksa (yaksi, sometimes yaksint) imagery raises the wider 
question of the role of female deities in popular religion. I have already 
alluded to the presence of what appears to be goddess imagery from the
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Figure 5.3. Vaiáravana. Modern Tibetan wall-painting, Tongsa Gompa, Kalimpong
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late second millennium BCE onwards. The early material is difficult to 
interpret conclusively, but a body of archaeological material from Mauryan 
times onwards is strongly suggestive of a goddess cult of some kind and/or 
a religious attitude to sexuality in the first millennium BCE.

In the first place, we could point to a substantial number of images of 
figurines from North and Northeast India, mosdy dated to the Maurya 
period.16 These appear to develop towards later figures whose iconography 
is best known from West Bengal, where the type-site is Chandraketugarh 
(see below), but which have evident links to similar figures over much of 
North and East India, including present-day Pakistan.17 As noted earlier, 
one should not jump to conclusions about goddess cults whenever one finds 
a female figure, but in these cases the continuity with later iconography 
that can be securely identified with goddesses of fertility and auspiciousness 
would seem to justify such an assumption. The so-called ‘ring stones’, also 
from the Mauryan period, ornamented with what have been plausibly 
interpreted as goddess figures, point in a similar direction, as do a number 
of other small pieces from the same period and general context.18 The 
prominence of vegetation imagery in the terracotta figures and plaques 
from Bengal and elsewhere, and to a lesser extent on the ring stones, is 
striking, and make it clear that this is a body of imagery which is associated 
with a primarily agricultural society.

In fact, the extent to which early Buddhist stupas and temples were 
also ornamented with imagery concerning fertility and auspiciousness is 
quite striking. This varies from the largely floral and animal imagery at the 
oldest Sáñcl stüpa (N0.2; Karlsson 1999: 88-94)to t l̂e so-called Gajalaksmt 
imagery (two elephants asperging a goddess, e.g. Fig. 5.4, Karlsson 1999: 92 
fig.ii; in later iconography at any rate the goddess is identified as LaksmI) 
and the male-female couples (the so-called mithuna motif, cf. Agrawala 
1983) found extensively on early stüpa and temple railings such as those

16 For reproductions, see e.g. Poster 1986, cat. nos. 18-19 (Mathura, UP), 20 (UP); Klimburg-Salter 
1995, cat. nos. 10 (near Peshawar), 11-14,18, 20 (Mathura, UP), 15-17,19, 21-22 (UP). It is tempting 
to identify other figures, such as the headless female figurines from Maharashtra (Poster 1986, cat. 
nos. 8,10) as goddess figures, but perhaps safer to be cautious.

17 See Poster 1986: cat. nos. 23—24 (Kausambi, UP; Poster identifies these as ‘Shri Lakshmi’), 25-26 
(Mathura, UP); nos. 33-34 (north or eastern India’); also note the couple from Mathura, no. 29.23 
(Mathura, UP); Harle and Topsfield 1987, cat. No. 6 (Northwest Province in Pakistan), No. 9 (a 
small bronze, Northwest India or Pakistan c.100 CE).

18 For ring stones, see e.g. Klimburg-Salter 1995, cat. no. 3 (Taxila, 3rd to 2nd century BCE), Joshi 
2002 (fig. 2, Bihar, 3rd century BCE; fig. 3, Punjab. 3rd century BCE); Allchin 1995c, 263-9 fig- 
11.31 (Taxila and Bihar). For other related material, see Allchin 1995c, figs. 11.32-n.34.
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Figure 5.4. GajaJaksmI on Stüpa 2, Bharhut Stüpa, Indian Museum, Calcutta

at Bharhut and Bodhgaya and as a recurrent motif at Nagarjunakonda.19 
These issues will however be discussed later in the book. A third body of 
significant imagery from a somewhat later period is also worth mentioning 
(the earliest examples are dated to the first century CE, Desai 1990). These 
are the so-called Lajjagaurl figures, representing nude female figures with 
their legs apart, often with a lotus instead of a head.20

19 Much the same is crue of the Jaina imagery on the so-called votive tablets or dydgapatn (Quintanilla 
2000).

20 Desai 1990: 268-9 fig- 4 -̂3 (Bhita); Poster cat. no. 55 (Jhusi, UP, 2nd century CE); Agrawala 
1983, figs. 6 (Karnataka, c.700 CE) and 9 (Nagarjunakonda, 3rd century CE). Also Brown 1990; 
Bolon 1992; Agrawala 1983: pls.6 and 9.
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All this iconographic material points to a religion of fertility and auspi
ciousness that gives full recognition to the female aspect of the procreative 
process and which finds its full expression in the early Buddhist sites that I 
have just mentioned.21 This religion is often described as the religion of the 
yaksas (fern.) and regarded as forming a single complex with the cults of local 
guardian deities mentioned above. I shall discuss it further in the follow
ing chapters in the specific context of its relationship with the developing 
sramana (Buddhist, Jain etc.) and Vedic-Brahmanical traditions.

In relation to goddess imagery, it is also worth noting the very substantial 
iconography from Gandhara and Mathura, depicting a female figure, often 
with one or more children or other signs of fertility and auspiciousness, 
sometimes with a male consort. The female figure has traditionally been 
referred to as HaritI and the male figure as her consort Pancika but these are 
maybe just labels of convenience; in reality there is as far as I know no solid 
evidence to link these figures with the Buddhist yaksas of those names in 
Buddhist textual sources, although the Buddhist HaritI is associated with 
children and the seventh-century Chinese pilgrim, Yijing, repons a stupa 
linked to her legend in the Gandhara region (cf. Samuel 2002b). Here as 
elsewhere a group of plausible conjectures has become received opinion.22 
W hat is undoubtedly true however is that this goddess of fertility and 
prosperity was an important figure at both Gandhara and Mathura, since 
hundreds of statues and images of all sizes have been found in both locations. 
An interesting question here is the possible linkage with the very similar 
Iranian iconography associated with the goddess Ardoxsho (who is depicted 
with her consort Pharro).23

In the Buddhist legend of HaritI, she is a dangerous yaksini who is 
responsible for the deaths of many children before the Buddha converts’

21 The well-known erotic imagery on lacer Hindu temples is doubdess to a large degree an outgrowth 
of this early imagery of sexuality and fertility, as will be discussed in later chapters.

12 While a few of these images bear inscriptions, none as far as I know mention HaritI. The one 
apparent exception I have come across, an inscription mentioned in Mathur 1998: 59 (referring to 
an image now in the Central Museum, Lahore) is a false trail, since the part o f the inscription that 
might have mentioned the name is unreadable (see Archaeological Survey o f India Annual Report 
1903-4, Calcutta 1906, p. 255). It is possible that the inscription mentions smallpox, but this too 
is uncertain. Lemer notes that the identification o f the Gandharan-Mathuran goddess with HaritI 
relies primarily on the report by Yijing (Lerner 1984:145).

13 Ardoxsho occurs frequendy on Kusana coinage. John Huntington comments on a couple o f Ardoxsho 
images from Gandhara, ‘While I believe that Ardoxsho is conflated with HaritI in symbolic func
tion, I feel that her identification on the coins (HaritI does not occur on Kushan coins that I am 
aware of) and the iconographic component o f the Cornucopia as seen in the coins and the two 
sculptures mentioned above is enough to keep Ardoxsho as a discrete entity’ (H-Buddhism list, 
www.h-net.org/~buddhism/, 24 Feb. 2005).

http://www.h-net.org/~buddhism/
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her and establishes a monastic cult to her (Samuel 2002b; Strong 1992; 
de Caroli 2004). This raises the question of whether these deities were in 
fact seen only as benevolent and positive figures. In fact, demonic female 
spirits seem often to be seen as responsible for childhood illness in later 
sources, including the medical treatises and the Pur an as (Wujastyk 1997, 
1999). The principal Hindu goddess of childbirth, Sasthl, seems to have 
had similar associations (Gadon 1997). One could provisionally imagine a 
cult of local deities, many of them female, who are responsible for illness if 
offended. I will return to this theme in Chapter 10, since it is closely con
nected with the origins of some parts of the religious complex referred to as 
‘Tantra’.

Thus in both regions, the dominant religious tradition of the emerging 
state had to reach some kind of accommodation with the local cults of 
the setded agricultural population, what I am calling thtyaksa religion in 
this chapter. The yaks as and yaksis were mosdy benevolent local gods and 
goddesses associated with agriculture, fertility and protection. A number of 
deities who were important in the historic development of Indian religion 
but have no real connection with the Vedic-Brahmanical pantheon seem to 
originate in this general stratum: perhaps the best-known cases are Ganesa 
and Laksml. Ganesa seems to have come to prominence at a fairly late 
stage, perhaps around the fifth to sixth centuries CE,24 but Laksml, or very 
similar goddesses, are clearly present in the iconographical record at a much 
earlier time.

One of the most consistent and impressive bodies oiyaksa-vyipz imagery 
comes from the Ganges Delta, an area that lay outside the penetration of 
Vedic-Brahmanical culture until quite a late stage. Certainly there is litde 
or no sign of the Vedic deities in the imagery of the Chandraketugarh 
terracottas, a wide range of which has been made available in Enamul 
Haque s splendid recent book (Haque 2001).

The first of these images to become known in the West, the well-known 
Ashmolean yaksl relief, was found at Tamluk, the site of the ancient Bengali 
port city of Tamralipti, in 1883 (Harle and Topsfield 1987: 6-7). It was only 
much more recently that a large number of similar figures were uncovered in 
the Calcutta area, in particular at the site of Chandraketugarh, with which 
they have become associated. It is not certain what the ancient identity

24 Though there are some intriguing elephant figures from Chandraketugarh (e.g. Haque 2001, nos. 
C673-677, C68i), and elephants, apparendy as symbols o f prosperity and auspiriousness, are also 
common at Sand.
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of this city was, but from the richness of the material it was evidently an 
important place: Dilip Chakrabarti has suggested that it may have been 
the capital of the ancient state of Vanga (Chakrabarti n.d.). The date is 
also somewhat uncertain, though it is generally assumed that the onset of 
urbanisation in this area was about 300 BCE, so that the terracottas must 
date from after that. This is obviously a sophisticated urban art. Similar 
terracottas have been found in other parts of North India, with a similar 
general iconography.

I wrote at the beginning of this chapter about the difficulties of inter
preting iconography, and suggested that we cannot establish anything very 
definite on the basis of the Indus Valley seals. I think that when we come 
to the Chandraketugarh terracottas we are in a different situation. The 
iconography here is detailed and consistent over a wide range of mat
erial. This is particularly true for the large class of female figures depicted 
frontally, often with an elaborate and characteristic headdress involving 
a number of large hairpins. While many of the Chandraketugarh images 
appear to be representations of ordinary human beings, it is clear in the case 
of these images that the figure represented is intended to be divine (Bautze 
1995; Haque 2001). Versions of this goddess with the elaborate headdress 
are found all over North India, and several hundred have been found at 
Chandraketugarh and nearby sites.

In one of the most striking of these images (Bautze Fig. XIII; Haque 
no. 501), flowers fall from the sky around the goddess and merge into a 
shower of coins from a bag in her hand. The resemblance to the common 
modern iconography of LaksmI as showering money on devotees is remark
able. Perhaps it is not accidental that we find this imagery at what would 
presumably have been a major trading centre. In any case, it seems entirely 
plausible to identify this figure as a version or more exacdy a local equivalent 
of LaksmI. Another striking group of presumably divine females consists 
of figures represented with wings, often against a background of vegeta
tion that seems to make an interpretation in terms fertility and prosperity 
difficult to deny (e.g. Haque 2001, C344).

We should be careful about assimilating all goddesses of this kind into 
LaksmI, since as I shall later argue this process of assimilation, which is a 
characteristic feature of how Brahmanical religion came to work in later 
times, is actually part of what we should be studying rather than something 
to be taken for granted. At any rate, at a somewhat later period we find 
a variety of female deities of prosperity and fertility in different regions 
and contexts, including the Brahmanical SrI-devI, the mother-goddess
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Arnbika, who becomes quite important in Jain contexts, the goddess Háriťí, 
whom we discussed above, and the snake-goddesses Padmávaťí and Manasá 
(c£ Cort 1987; Sen 1953).

Despite the large number of terracottas that have been found at Chan- 
draketugarh, there are relatively few male figures that might be deities. A 
few are winged, which makes their identity as deities reasonably certain 
(e.g. Haque 2001: C319, C321, C328). These and some other figures bear 
some resemblance to the yaksa figures at Bhárhut. A number of male fig
urines (mosdy small ratdes) have been tentatively identified as versions 
of the important yaksa deity Kubera, a classic yaksa figure. Kubera is also 
portrayed as a young man, and the winged figures might tentatively be 
connected with him. There are also some elephant figures which might 
be seen as early versions of Ganesa (e.g. Haque 2002: C673). Nothing in 
this pantheon, however, can be unambiguously identified with the Vedic- 
Brahmanical pantheon, as distinct from the yaksa-typt deities that later 
became associated with it. If anything, the winged figures suggest West 
Asian influences, though there are also examples of winged figures from 
Bhárhut and Sancl (Haque 2001: 98).

Certainly the emphasis in the terracotta iconography is on well-being 
and prosperity. Apart from the goddess plaques, which I think can clearly 
be regarded as items for religious devotion in one form or another, and a 
few conjectural male deity plaques, much of the other iconography seems 
playful and perhaps decorative. It includes a great deal of erotic art, includ
ing many representations of mithuna or amorous couples, often in sexually 
explicit poses. There has of course been an extensive literature on the sym
bolism of erotic sculpture in Indie religions and I do not intend to get 
involved in it at length here, but I think it is striking that here and at 
other relatively early sites such as Mathura, Bodhgayá, Nágárjunakonda 
and elsewhere the theme is treated naturalistically and seems most easily 
interpretable as a generalised representation of good fortune and prosperity. 
The Tantric treatment of sexuality is a quite different matter, and its real 
development lay several centuries in the future.

While issues of fertility and good fortune are clearly important in 
the Rgveda and early Vedic-Brahmanical material, and there are some 
indications in both of the presence of female deities, the general Vedic- 
Brahmanical picture is quite different. The dominant Vedic deities are 
male and this tradition also appears to have been largely aniconic in its 
earlier period, in other words there were no images of deities as such. This 
was also the case with early Buddhist sites, where the Buddha himself is
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not portrayed direcdy (Karlsson 1999; Rabe 1999). I turn now to examine 
the early Vedic-Brahmanical material in a litde more detail.

T H E  D E V E L O P M E N T  OF V E D I C - B R A H M A N I C A L  RE LI GI O N

I have already alluded to the chronological difficulties regarding the dating 
of Vedic material (Chapter 2). The current consensus among Western 
scholars tends to accept the basic sequencing of the Vedic material developed 
by nineteenth-century scholars but it is very difficult to reach any preci
sion with relation to absolute chronology. Witzel s datings provide a work
ing basis but one should clearly be wary of taking any of these figures 
too literally.

A lot has been written about Vedic religion on the basis of the Vedas 
themselves and the various Brahmanas, ritual manuals and so on. There is 
litde point in presenting this material at length since I have litde original 
to add. However, it is worth summarising some main points:

There is a basic level of material with close relation to the Indo-Iranian 
texts, which can be seen in many of the Rgvedic hymns. This corresponds 
to what I have referred to above as a generic Indo-Aryan cultural tradition. 
It includes aspects of the cults of the ‘imported’ Indo-Aryan gods such as 
Indra, Agni, Varuna, Mitra and Soma. The shamanic and ecstatic’ aspects 
ofVedic ritual probably also go back to this layer, including the soma-fuelled 
visionary state in which the Vedic rsis were supposed to have composed their 
hymns (Gonda 1963; Houben 2003b; Thompson 2003), and the famous 
description of the kesin or long-haired sage {muni) in Book 10, hymn 136 
of the Rgveda (Werner 1989; Deeg 1993). These aspects of the Indo-Aryan 
cultural material are significant in terms of the ways in which they may 
have contributed to the later role of the Indie ascetic, and I shall return to 
them in this context in Chapter 8. The complex figure known as the vrdtya 
perhaps also goes back to this layer, but will be discussed separately.

A second phase includes the reformulation of the Rgvedic hymns in the 
Samaveda and Yajurveda. This is Witzel s middle period and he associates 
it with the creation of the Kuru state ritual and mythology. This formed 
the ritual basis (the rajasuya, asvamedha, etc.) for the warrior king model 
discussed in Chapter 4, evidendy one of the more successful Kuru-Pancala 
exports. The asvamedha or horse-sacrifice, already mentioned in Chapter 4, 
makes the point most clearly; it can only be performed when the king has 
established his military authority over the region through which the horse 
travels. Also in this phase we begin to see an expanded role for a number
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of deities who take only a minor part in the Rgvedic hymns. Among the 
most significant of these are Visnu and Rudra (Siva).

Visnu (along with his various avatars) and Siva were of course to become 
in time the two most significant male deities in the Hindu pantheon, each 
the focus of a major devotional cult. Both deities were in particular to 
become strongly associated with kingship, a process perhaps prefigured in 
Visnu s case by his close relationship with the sacrifice in the Brahmanas, and 
moving much further on in the Mahdbharata and Rdmayana.2* Siva himself, 
along with subsidiary forms of Siva such as Bhairava, was also to become a 
major deity associated with yogic and Tantric practice. This development 
took many centuries, however, and was preceded by a phase in which we 
can see a variety of gods taking on the role of patron deity of kingship 
and batde, including Skanda, Surya and the Vrsni deities (Samkarsana, 
Vasudeva, etc.) among others (see Chapter 9).

The first major text associated with Siva is the Satarudnya, a liturgy which 
forms part of the Taittiriyasamhita, part of Witzels second phase. Siva here 
is invoked mainly under the name Rudra, although the text includes the 
first known occurrence of Sivas mantra {om) namah sivaya. Sivas role in 
this text is as a potential source of disorder, chaos and misfortune who is 
invoked to protect and help, though there are also indications of a more 
soteriological role (e.g. Sivaramamurti 1976: 24-5).

This combination of a position outside the ordered world of civilised 
society and a soteriological role is an important one, which we will find 
recurring in a number of forms later in this book. As I have noted above, 
there is probably not very much to be gained by seeing Siva as an inher
itance from the Indus Valley. This may or may not be the case, and his 
outsider role may or may not derive from his earlier non-Vedic history. 
W hat is undoubtedly true, however, is that he became the first and supreme 
example of a fundamental principle of Indian religious life; the power of 
disorder, destruction and transgression, the positive results to be gained 
from breaking through the patterns of normal behaviour. Seen in a some
what different light, one could express this as the need to come to terms 
and worship the things that can go wrong and create misfortune.

This is not as alien a pattern as it might seem. In some ways, it is the 
basis of the religious orientation of many small-scale preliterate peoples

25 The story o f  Visnu s three steps occurs in the Satapatha Brdhmana. Visnu plays only a minor role 
in the Upanisads, perhaps reflecting their ascetic ambience as much as their date: he occurs in the 
Brhaddranyaka Upanisad 6.4.21 as parr of a ritual to have a child; he occurs in the opening invocation 
of the Taittiriya Upanisad (and its recapitulation at end o f Chapter 1); the highest step o f Visnu is 
mentioned in the Katha Upanisad3.7, 8-9.
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and of village communities within pre-modern states in many parts of the 
world.26 Misfortune is seen as the action of the spirits and as a consequence 
of their being offended or provoked. It can be countered, if one is lucky, 
by reconciling oneself with the offended powers.

Western religion, while accepting the idea of divine punishment, has 
tended to associate it with ideas of divine love and divine justice. This goes 
with the tendency, strongest in Christianity and marked in Islam as well, to 
dichotomise good and evil. Indie religions rarely do this as systematically or 
completely as do Western religions. In psychoanalytic terms, Indie deities 
encompass the bad father or mother as well as the good father or mother. 
Siva and Kali are supreme examples of this principle.

This question of the positive value attached to the forces of disorder and 
transgression also seems to be a key issue in relation to a group of people 
in Vedic society who have often referred to in relation to the growth of 
yogic and Tantric practice, the vratyas. They will turn up in a couple of 
later chapters, so I introduce them in some detail here.

There has been a lot of speculation about the vratyas, much of it perhaps 
bordering on the realms of fantasy.27 One reason for confusion is that (as 
with a number of Vedic terms) the term vratya appears to have shifted 
its meaning considerably over time.28 A reasonably consistent picture has 
however emerged in recent years through the work of Falk, Witzel and 
others (Heesterman 1962; Bollée 1981; Falk 1986; White 1991; Witzel 1995c). 
At the time of the Kuru-Pancála state or its historical equivalent, they seem 
to have been associations of young men who have not yet married and 
achieved full adult status. These groups of young men went out on raiding 
expeditions into neighbouring territories, these expeditions perhaps acting 
as a way of canalising the ‘traditional aggression resulting in cattle rustling, 
fighting and small scale warfare existing with one s neighbours’ (Witzel 
1995c: 18). They also had a specific ritual function, which Witzel regards 
as preserving elements of the old Vedic ritual before the Kuru reformation. 
It particularly involved the performance of extended midwinter sacrificial 
rituals out in the forest, away from the village community, on behalf of the 
community as a whole (White 1991; 95ÍF). The vratyas have been linked to

16 One should really say, it is one basis o f cheir religious orientation. Other idioms of misfortune, such 
as witchcraft, sorcery and soul loss, work in different ways. Most small-scale pre-modern societies 
seem to give primary emphasis to one or another o f these.

27 The vratyas have also regularly been read as pro to-shamans, linked to the supposed Vedic shamans 
of the Rgveda.

28 Thus by the time of the Laws ofM anut perhaps around the first or second century CE, the vratyas 
(2.39; 10.20) are sons o f ‘twice-born’ groups who fail to undergo the sacred thread ceremony, and 
their children in turn become the origin ofvarious non-Aryan or other disvalued groups (10.21—23).
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evidence for sodalities or associations of young men in Iranian and other 
Indo-European material, and Falk and Witzel appear to imagine them 
rather after the model of the age-set system of organisation, known in 
particular from the studies of Oxford anthropologists, among others, in 
East Africa.

If this is a plausible model, we might suppose that all men probably went 
through a period as members of the vratyas, and that they originally at least 
formed the basis of the fighting force of the tribal group in times of war. 
From Falk s material, it seems that some men who for one reason or another 
were not able to proceed to the subsequent stage of adult householders 
may have remained as vratyas and become the leaders of the vratya groups. 
Some of these may have been younger sons of families where the oldest son 
had taken over as head of the household. As time went on, the shift from a 
pastoralist to an increasingly agricultural economy may have meant that the 
standard solution to inheritance in a pastoralist society, of redistributing the 
herds through marriage or other mechanisms so that each family has enough 
to five on, was breaking down. Such vratyas may have played a part in the 
outward expansion of Vedic-Brahmanical culture from the Kuru-Pancala 
region (see below). We have litde direct evidence, but the association of 
various eastern groups with vratyas in Manu is perhaps suggestive that they 
may have been involved in setdement in this area, or at least that there were 
groups out to the east that could be compared with them.

As for the ritual function of the vratyas, Falk regards their midwinter 
twelve-day sacrifices as related to such Indo-European phenomena as the 
Roman Lupercalia and the twelve nights of Christmas. This was the time 
when the wild hunter Odin rode through the forests of northern Europe. 
Odin’s equivalent in the Vedic context was Rudra, the Vedic prototype of 
Siva. As Rudra s ‘dogs’ or wolves’ (White 19 91:101) they slay the sacrificial 
cow in the food shortages and drought of mid-winter and so help to bring 
about the return of prosperity in the following year. The most notorious 
vratya ritual was the mahavrata or great observance’, which involved ritual 
sex between a brahmacarin (presumably, in this context, meaning a young 
man otherwise vowed to celibacy) and a prostitute (Gonda 1961).

I would assume that if the kind of picture sketched by Falk and Witzel 
has some plausibility, these midwinter rituals might be seen as gradually 
disappearing during the second phase of the development of Vedic reli
gion, to be replaced by the seasonal sacrifices and rituals described in the 
Brahmanas and later texts.29 If so, the vratyas might have ceased to exist in

19 See for example the Satapatha Brahmana (2.5.1).
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the sense described here some time before the time of the historical Buddha, 
with the term itself coming to be used as a label for various low-caste and 
devalued populations, including peoples geographically outside of the areas 
of proper Aryan society, which by that time comprised the Middle Ganges 
valley as well as the Kuru-Paricala region. The vrdtyas in the earlier period 
though represent an important prototype for the situation of an ‘unortho
dox’ group whose activities, though dark and associated with death and 
transgression, are nevertheless somehow essential to the wellbeing of soci
ety As we will see in the following chapter, this has led to their being seen, 
perhaps surprisingly, as predecessors of the sramana movements.30

We have seen two examples above of the presumably ‘transgressive’ use of 
sexuality, in the mahavrata rituals of the vrdtyas and also in the asvamedha 
which includes a notorious sequence where the chief queen simulates inter
course with the sacrificed horse. It would be wrong to give the impression 
that such practices are characteristic of Vedic ritual as a whole; they are not. 
They are however significant as indicative of an attitude towards the ritual 
power of transgressive sexuality; there would be no point in performing 
these rather bizarre sequences if they were not felt to be ritually very pow
erful (one can hardly imagine that the chief queen enjoyed the experience). 
Mainstream Vedic texts are however surprisingly explicit about sexuality in 
its proper marital context: in the Upanisads, sex is homologised to the sac
rifice, and ritual formulae are provided to influence conception.31 The idea 
of the brahmacdrin, the young celibate male as a source of spiritual power, 
is present, but it has not taken on the sense it has in later Brahmanical 
religion, as a specific stage in the life-cycle.32

Various processes have been suggested for the development and transfor
mation of Vedic religion and it seems to me that most or all of these have 
some explanatory content. For the early phases, these include Heesterman s 
model of the move from the agonistic model of the sacrifice to a ritual con
cerned primarily with status-affirmation, a development which can be cor
related with the move to permanent setdement (Heesterman 1985,1993) and 
Witzels argument about the needs of the Kuru state (Witzel 1995c). Later 
phases are driven perhaps by the growth of the model of the Brahmanical

30 Heesterman regards the vrdtya practices as representing an earlier stage o f Indo-Aryan ritual, before 
the Vedic reforms, and as being characterised by violent and conflictual themes that had been 
cleaned out o f the orthodox forms of the ritual (Heesterman 1962). I am not entirely convinced by 
Heesterman s picture o f  the early form of the sacrifice (see Heesterman 1985,1993; B. Smith 1989: 
40-6), but would in any case suggest that it is useful to see the vrdtyas structurally, in relation to the 
mainstream and orthodox ritual o f their time, rather than in terms of presumed origins.

31 E.g. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 6.4 (=  Olivelle 1998: 88-93).
32 On the early role o f the brahmacdrin see Crangle 1994; N. Bhattacharyya 1996:137—9.
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ascetic, which will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, and. by the develop
ment of forms of Vedic ritual suitable for widespread domestic adoption 
in the new urban culture. I shall return to the later development of Vedic 
religion in Chapter 7. Chapter 6, however, is primarily concerned with the 
non-Vedic sramana renuncíate orders, particularly the early Buddhists and 
Jains, and I now turn to consider these orders.



C H A P T E R  6

The origins o f Buddhist and Jaina orders

The origin of the renunciate orders in India, and particularly of monasti- 
cism, is one of the most intriguing and significant questions that arises in 
the study of Indie religions. The idea of asceticism leading to magical power 
is not uncommon in religions of tribal and pre-literate peoples. One might 
think here of the idea of vision quests among the Plains Indians, and of the 
ascetic practices associated with initiation into spirit-cults in many parts of 
the world. We might imagine, though we do not know for certain, that sim
ilar practices were common among preliterate societies in earlier periods. 
However, the idea of someone permanendy committed to an ascedc state is 
much less common, and indeed since religious specialists in most preliterate 
societies are only part-time practitioners, it would scarcely be practicable. 
While there are plenty of examples in the ethnographic record of individu
als who are regarded as having special powers and who may be set somewhat 
aside from the community as a whole and regarded with some suspicion as 
a consequence, these people normally make a living through hunting and 
gathering, pastoralism or farming like other members of their society.

As for monasticism, we know nothing much like the Buddhist and Jaina 
monastic traditions from elsewhere in the world before this date. Monasti
cism was in time to become an extremely important and influential insti
tution within world culture, particularly in the Buddhist version, which 
spread through most of South, Southeast, Central and East Asia, and in 
the later Christian version. Thus the question of how the ascetic orders got 
going is well worth some attention.

The renunciate traditions of North India in the fifth and fourth centuries 
BCE appear to mark the appearance of a new kind of goal or purpose for 
ascetic practice, variously known by terms such as moksa, nirvana, kaivalya 
or bodhi (below I shall generally speak of ‘liberation from rebirth’, since 
the subtle distinctions of later traditions presumably developed a good deal 
later on). In the Vedic world, asceticism is for this-worldly purposes or for 
a good afterlife (rebirth in heaven) rather than for the attainment of some
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radically other state. The new goals appear to be premised on the idea of 
a self-conscious individual who finds his or her everyday life as a member 
of society radically unsatisfactory. In their mature forms at any rate, they 
came to terms to some degree with the everyday world, since those who 
were striving to attain them were also seen as acquiring skills and powers 
that could be used in the service of the community, but ideologically they 
are committed to withdrawal from not only everyday society but the entire 
cycle of rebirth (samsdra). This too is, as far as we know, a new development, 
and we may ask how and why it arose.

Thus we have several related questions: how the goal of liberation from 
rebirth came about among the Jainas, Buddhists and other sramana (non- 
Brahmanical ascetics), how it came about among the Brahmanical ascetics, 
and how the idea of collective and organised practice in the context of celi
bate communities arose. This chapter deals primarily with the Buddhists 
and Jainas. In addition to discussing the development of the renuncíate 
traditions themselves, I will also examine the ways in which Buddhist and 
Jaina renunciates engaged with the religious life of the larger communities 
who provided the material support for their activities. My discussion will 
necessarily also deal to some degree with issues relating to Brahmanical 
ascetics, but the full development of the Brahmanical model, and the dif
ferent mode of engagement of the emergent Brahmanism with the larger 
community, is the subject of Chapter 7. Chapter 8 considers how we might 
explain and understand all these developments.

T H E  C O N T E X T  OF TH E  EARLY S R A M A N A  ORDERS

The Sanskrit term sramana is a generic term that was used by mem
bers of several ascetic orders, including the Jainas, Buddhists and Ajlvikas. 
We assume that these orders came into existence in the time of the 
historical Buddha (i.e. fifth century BCE on current datings). Each of 
these renuncíate orders had a named founder, Mahavlra (also known as 
Nirgrantha Nátaputta or Vardhamána) for the Jainas, the Buddha 
Sákyamuni (Siddhártha or Gautama) for the Buddhists, Makkhali Gosála 
for the Ajlvikas.1 Each order, however, had a tradition of previous teach
ers, and it seems clear that these founders of renuncíate orders operated in 
a context in which a variety of such teachers were active.2 Although the

1 Our information on the Ajlvikas derives from Jaina and Buddhist sources, since their own texts have 
not survived (see Basham 1951, Bronkhorst 2000).

2 In fact the term Ajlvikas may have been used as a general terra, especially for naked ascetics. Bronkhorst 
has recendy raised the possibility that the followers o f Mahavlra may have been referred to as Ajlvikas 
in the Pali scriptures, and the followers of Nirgrantha Nátaputta in the Pali scriptures, who are
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Figure 6.1. Sakyamuni prior to his enlightenment (accompanied by Vajrapani) consulcs a 
jatila Brahmin. Gandhara, late first century CE, Peshawar Museum

Jaina and Buddhist accounts are from several centuries later, and contain a 
large admixture of legendary material, it has generally been accepted that 
Mahavlra, Sakyamuni, and the other main characters mentioned in these 
texts were real historical characters, and that the narratives contain a core 
of genuine historical events. While I assume myself that this is the case, it is 
important to be aware of the distance in time between the sources and the 
events being described. There is still a strong tendency in Buddhist studies 
to say ‘the Buddha said so-and-so’ when what is meant is that ‘such-and- 
such a sutta in the Pah Canon describes the Buddha as saying so-and-so’.3

These three founding figures, Mahavlra, Sakyamuni and Makkhali 
Gosala, are described as more or less contemporary, with Mahavlra probably 
the earliest. As noted in an earlier chapter, the daring of the historical

generally identified with the Jainas, may have been primarily the followers o f Mahavlra s predecessor 
Parsva (Bronkhorst 2000).

5 There is nevertheless reason to assume that the sutras, once compiled, were passed through some 
generations with reasonable accuracy -  at least enough accuracy to preserve jokes and references chat 
che Pali commentators no longer understood (Gombrich 1990,1996).
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Buddha is uncertain, but if we accept the present consensus which places 
his death in around 400 BCE or a Utde earlier (see Chapter 2), Mahavlras 
death might have taken place in around 425 BCE or a litde after (Dundas 
2002: 24).

The emergence of Brahmanical ascetics and renunciates is a separate 
phenomenon that also needs some explanation. The existence of ascetic 
semi-renunciate Brahmins is evident in the Buddhist and Jaina sources 
(see e.g. Tsuchida 1991). This is also confirmed from Brahmanical sources, 
in particular the Dharma Sutras, where we find a number of terms, par
ticularly vdnaprastha and vaikhanasa, for these people (Bronkhorst 1998a: 
18—26). These refer to unmarried or married practitioners who live in the 
forest, subsist on forest produce, maintain a ritual fire (like a normal Vedic 
household) and pursue ascetic practices. The men are sometimes described 
as having matted hair (e.g. Bronkhorst 1998a: 33, citing thzMahabharatd). 
These seem to be the same people as the jatila or matted-hair Brahmins 
described in the Buddhist texts as being relatively highly regarded by the 
Buddha (Fig. 6.1), especially by comparison with other, wealthy Brahmins 
who are normal householders (grhastha:) and had been given land and wealth 
by local rulers in exchange for their services as Vedic teachers and ritualists 
(Tsuchida 1991: 54—7). The stated aim of the way of life of these ascetic 
Brahmins is to attain rebirth in heaven. These Brahmins co-exist with 
other, fully renunciate practitioners who by contrast to them are seeking 
liberation from rebirth, either through withdrawal from action or through 
the pursuit of wisdom.4 Presumably these renunciates would have included 
the sramanas as well as Brahmanical renunciates pursuing similar goals.

For the early Dharma Sutras, which presumably originated in circles 
close to the urban Brahmins with their royal endowments, being a grhastha 
or householder is the only proper way of life, and the alternatives (which 
also include being a brahmacdrin or unmarried man living at one s teacher s 
household and after his death with his son) are all to be rejected. The 
Chandogya Upanisad, evidendy closer to the ascetic circles, presents the 
reverse picture (Bronkhorst 1998a: 17—18). W hat is clear, though, is that 
both existed at this time, the vdnaprastha brahmins and other ascetics 
aimed at liberation from rebirth. It is only at a considerably later point 
(in the Manusmrti or ‘Laws of Manu’, perhaps first century CE) that

4 E.g. in the Apastamba Dharmasutra which has two varieties o f these, one again called vdnaprastha, 
the otherparivrdja. Bronkhorst describes these as ‘non-Vedic* in contrast to the married vdnaprastha 
with a domestic fire (1998a: 13-20). They do not have a sacred fire. Bronkhorst assumes chat the 
standard pattern for a Hindu samnydsin in modern times, where the sacred fire is ‘internalised’ within 
the samnydsin s body, is a somewhat later development.
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the Brahmanlcal list of asramas developed into the now-familiar series of 
four (brahmacdrin, grhastha, vanaprastha and samnyasiri), seen as successive 
stages rather than as alternatives (see also Olivelle 1993).

In the later tradition of the sequence of four asramas, becoming a forest- 
dwelling or vanaprastha Brahmin tends to be seen as something done late 
in life, as a precursor to the samnydsin stage, but this is not necessarily what 
is at issue here. These early forest-dwelling Brahmins represent part of the 
growth of an ascetic tradition among the Brahmins, a tradition that was in 
time justified through the development of a body of stories regarding the 
sages (rsí) who wrote the Rgveda, who are themselves generally portrayed 
as living the life of a vanaprastha. Thus the Buddhist texts give a standard 
list of ten rsi or Brahmin sages, making a point of their ascetic lifestyle.5 
By the time of the Mahdbhdrata, it is taken for granted that the Vedic rsis 
lived austere fives in forest hermitages.6

Thus the evidence here points to two types of ascetics, a ‘Vedic semi- 
renunciate type maintaining a ritual fire and aiming at rebirth in heaven 
and a non-Vedic renuncíate type, without a fire, who is aiming at liber
ation from rebirth.7 If, as Bronkhorst suggests, the other types of ascetics, 
the renunciates who sought liberation from rebirth, were initially distinct 
from the vanaprastha Brahmins, there was evidendy interchange between 
the two. The early Upanisads, such as the Chandogya and Brhaddranyaka., 
which can be taken as compilations of materials produced by and for these 
various ascetic Brahmin groups, indicate that the goal of liberation from 
rebirth, and the idea of achieving it through the pursuit of wisdom, became 
widely distributed. The early Buddhist sütras suggest knowledge of this early 
Upanisadic material (Gombrich 1990), though not necessarily of the texts 
as later compiled,8 suggesting that the sayings that they knew were part of 
a floating body of wisdom sayings, circulated primarily in oral form.

s Most o f these are figures listed in the Rgveda Samhita as authors o f Vedic hymns, and many of them 
are important in later Brahmanical legend: Atthaka, Vámaka, Vámadeva, Vessamitta, Yamataggi, 
Angirasa, Bháradvája, Vásettha, Bhagu (Tsuchida 1991 and Walshe 1995:121).

6 Here, as always, ‘forest* refers more to wild and uncultivated regions than to any particular kind of 
vegetation.

7 This discussion is in part suggested by Olivelle, who makes the important distinction here between 
the ‘hermit* or ‘anchorite’ who has physically withdrawn from society (i.e. the vanaprastha), and the 
‘renounced who ‘lives in proximity to civilized society and in close interaction with it’ as a ‘religious 
beggar*. The former type became obsolete early on, although it remained as a literary ideal (Olivelle 
2003: 272).

8 Other authors (e.g. Horsch 1968) have argued that the Buddhist sfitras do not show clear evidence 
o f familiarity with any of the Upanisads as complete texts. This is perhaps not surprising. The 
Brhadaranyaka and Chandogya Upanisads have passages in common, and are evidendy compilations 
of shorter texts which circulated independendy before being assembled in the forms we now know 
(cf. Olivelle 1998: 95).
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There are other indications of such a generally-shared body of wisdom 
sayings and stories, such as that remarkable Jaina text, the Isibhdsaiyam 
(Schubring 1942-52). Certainly this text provides a view of early Indian 
spirituality that is markedly at contrast with any assumptions about discrete 
and opposed traditions. The tide of the Isibhdsdiyam, which was included in 
the Svetambara Jaina canon, means the Sayings o f the Rsis, and the book 
consists of a series of verses attributed to particular named rsis. These verses 
are mosdy of the nature of moral maxims, and have short commentaries. 
W hat is most striking is the identity of the rsis who are included in this 
text, for while they include Pársva, Mahavlra (here called Vaddhamana) 
and other Jaina figures, they also include Vedic and Brahmanical sages 
such as Nárada, Yájñavalkya and others, as well as well-known Buddhist 
figures such as Sáriputra and Mahákasyapa, and Makkhali Gosala, the 
founder of the Ajlvikas. We seem here to be in a pluralist society of ascetic 
practitioners whose members are quite willing to regard members of the 
other semi-renunciate and renunciate religious traditions as sages’ of a 
standing comparable to their own.

Similarly, we have seen how the narratives of the renouncer-king Nami 
or Nimi appear to have been common property between Buddhist, Jaina 
and Brahmanical writers, for all of whom he served as an early model of the 
renunciate life (Chapter 4). Another intriguing indication of the extent to 
which narratives were shared between traditions is the story of the encounter 
between the materialist king Paesi or Páyási and a sramana teacher. This 
occurs both in a Jaina version, where the sramana teacher is a Jaina monk, 
and in a Buddhist version (.Dighanikdya, no. 23), where he is a Buddhist 
(Bollée 2002; Balcerowicz 2005; Walshe 1995: 351-68). The verbal details 
of the dialogue vary somewhat, but the story is recognisably the same. Yet 
another example of the same kind is given by a dialogue between a son who 
wishes to become an ascetic and rejects the arguments of his father who 
tells him first to study the Veda, establish a sacred fire, and have children. 
This appears in Jaina, Buddhist and Brahmanical versions (Olivelle 2003: 
279-80).

Such cases suggest the development of a shared wisdom5 type literature, 
doubtless mostly circulated orally in the first place as the tradition suggests, 
and focusing on the attainment of liberation from rebirth. Some of this 
would have been the preserve of particular Brahmin groups, other parts of 
the various emerging sramana orders, Buddhist, Jaina and Ajlvikas. There 
is nevertheless clearly a considerable body of shared intellectual content 
among all of this material, with ideas such as the understanding of karma
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and the analysis of perceived experience being issues for all participants. 
The Buddhist and Jaina9 orders then can be seen to have emerged from the 
circles in which material such as this was circulating.

While the stories regarding Buddha s predecessors are generally treated as 
legendary, those regarding Mahávira s immediate predecessor, whose name 
was Páréva, have often been considered to have some historical content, in 
part because some traditions have been preserved regarding the difference 
between his teachings and those of Mahávira.10 The traditional period of 
250 years between Pársva and Mahávira is as insecure as the 218 years between 
the Buddha s death or parinirvdna and the accession of Asoka on which 
the older Buddhist chronology was dated, so if we want to give Páráva a 
historical date we could probably imagine him as active at any time up to 
say the late sixth or early fifth century BCE.n

The stories of Pársva, and for that matter of his predecessors and of 
the previous Buddhas, give some support to an idea that religious orders 
or traditions of the sramana kind might predate the time of the Buddha 
and Mahávira (I shall refer to these as proto -sramana movements). Per
haps significandy, there is some ambiguity about whether Pársva and his 
predecessors required celibacy of their followers, and these pre-MahávIra 
‘Jaina* movements appear to have been more open to the participation of 
women than Jainas in later times (cf. Williams 1966). This suggests that 
Pársva s movement, if we accept it as historical, may not have been a fully 
renuncíate movement. At the same time, it seems to have been an organised 
movement of some kind, and the Jaina scriptures describe its followers as 
still around in the time of Mahávira.12 Thus we seem to be dealing here 
with an organised urban movement rather than with an isolated forest 
householder-ascedc model such as that of thzjatila  Brahmins. It has been

9 Strictly speaking, the term Jaina is anachronistic at this period. As Peter Fluegel has recently noted, 
the earliest known usage o f the term dates from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries CE; its 
use as a self-designation may not be much earlier (Fluegel 2005). The issue is not entirely trivial, 
since the relationship between the nigganthas referred to in early Buddhist sources and the modern 
Jainas is not dear (see main text, and Bronkhorst 2000). However, I shall continue to use the term 
for convenience; where not otherwise explicit, it refers to the followers o f Mahavira.

10 Possibly, as Williams has suggested (R. Williams 1966), Pársvas predecessor Nemi also has some 
historical reality. This is a different person from the Nimi or Nami o f Videha whom I discussed in 
Chapter 4; he is placed in Gujarat and Williams speculates on the possibility o f a pre-Parfva tradition 
from Gujarat.

11 See also Dundas 2002: 32.
12 The Uttaradbyayana Siltra, Chapter 23, consists o f a dialogue between Keii, a follower o f Páráva, 

and Gautama, a follower o f Vardhamana (Mahavira), which results in Keii adopting the teachings 
of Mahavira (Jacobi 1895:119—29). See also Dundas 2002: 30-3.
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suggested recently that early Buddhist references to niganthas, which have 
generally been taken to refer to followers of Mahavlra, may in fact have 
been primarily to members of Pársvas movement (Bronkhorst 2000).

It is evident that the early Jaina and Buddhist materials had a great deal in 
common, including much of their terminology. The traditional temporal 
sequence, in which the Jaina order or orders took form somewhat earlier 
than the Buddhist sangha, makes some sense. In areas such as its attitude 
to asceticism, or its modes of meditation, the Buddhist teachings give the 
impression of a modified and developed version of the Jaina tradition. Thus 
early Jaina yoga seems primarily to consist of extreme ascetic practices on 
the Brahmanical model, while the Buddhists added to this both what was 
a novel systematisation of the dhyana practices, and the new vipasyand or 
insight practices (see below).13 At the same time, the Buddhist suggestion 
that extreme asceticism is inappropriate can be seen as a criticism of the 
Jain as as well as of Brahmanical ascetics.

All this suggests, in terms of the new chronology, that we might be 
looking at a developing semi-renunciate householder movement in the sixth 
and fifth centuries BCE, culminating in the establishment of a full-scale 
renunciate movement in the mid to late fifth century. As noted in Chapter 3, 
the dating of the Second Urbanisation in North India is uncertain because 
of the C14 calibration problem for this period. It would seem, however, that 
the emergence of fortified cities at places such as Rdjagrha, Campa, UjjayinI 
and Varanasi, the capitals of four of the major states described in the Pali 
canon and Jaina sources, would have taken place by around 550 BCE at the 
latest, perhaps one or two centuries earlier (the city of Sravastl is somewhat 
later) (Erdosy 1995c: 109-10; Chakrabarti 1995). Thus, as has often been 
suggested, we are probably dealing with a movement that got going either 
around or shortly after the time of the initial growth of these cities.

While the historical Buddha and Mahavlra can probably be dated at least 
a couple of centuries after the establishment of urban settlements (cf. Bailey 
and Mabbett 2003), proto-sramana movements such as those represented 
by the stories of Pársva and his predecessors may have been closer to the 
initial process of the Second Urbanisation. If the cult-association model 
discussed in Chapter 4 has any value, there may have been a connection 
between these movements and the growth of trading networks and market 
centres that led to the early urban centres. In other words, membership in a 
cult-association with branches in various urban trading centres would have 
been helpful for merchants travelling from one centre to another, since it

13 Bronkhorst 1993; Cousins (personal communication, 2002).
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would have provided them with a network of fellow cult-members in these 
places who could be trusted and who shared their values.

I return to this suggestion again in Chapter 8. Here, however, I move to 
another proposed influence on the early ascetic orders: the vratyas.

T H E  V R A T Y A S  A S  P R E D E C E S S O R S ?

Dundas suggested some years ago that the vratyas, the somewhat mysterious 
Vedic ritualists mentioned in Chapter 5, might have been a significant 
precedent for the sramana traditions (Dundas 1991, 2002). Dundas in fact 
did not refer direcdy to the vratyas but to ‘ancient Indo-European warrior 
brotherhoods’ (1991: 174; 2002: 17). W. B. Bollee, whom he cited as his 
source, however, was concerned primarily with the vratyas, whom he traced 
back to earlier Indo-European groups of male warriors (Bollee 1981).

At first sight, it is hard to see what the vratyas might have to do with the 
notoriously pacifist Jainas, or for that matter the Buddhists. The vratyas 
were after all, on the Falk-Witzel model at any rate, gangs of aggressive 
young men who went out raiding catde from neighbouring tribes when 
they were not involved in transgressive rituals out in the forests.

There is more however to the argument than perhaps appears at first 
sight. Dundas noted the prevalence of martial imagery in Jaina sources — 
Jina, after all, means conqueror, so that, as Dundas put it martial conquest 
is the central image and metaphor of Jainism, giving the religion its very 
name’ (Dundas 1991: 173). In fact military imagery is quite widespread in 
both Jaina and Buddhist traditions. O f course, both the Jainas and the 
Buddhists had founders from the ksatriya or warrior caste. Dundas noted 
that Jainism has in fact historically been ambivalent about war, and Jaina 
communities have certainly been supported by violent and aggressive rulers.

The same would have to be said about Buddhists, for all of the splendid 
example of the Emperor Asokas conversion to Buddhism as a result of 
his revulsion at the slaughter involved in the war against Kalinga. The 
Sinhalese Buddhist willingness to justify King Dutthagamanis slaughter of 
the Tamils on religious grounds is only one well-known example, if one 
that has become particularly notorious because of its lethal consequences 
in modern times.

In fact, ascetics have often been linked with militarism in Indian history 
and have frequendy even served as warriors.14 Dundas s real point though

14 One can think of the armed and militaristic samnyasins known as the nagas, or o f the samnyasin-led
revolt against the Bridsh immortalised in Bankim Chandra Chacterjis novdAnnndamath (Chacterji
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was about formal structural models.15 How did the idea come about of 
having a formal organisation of ascedcs living together and pursuing a 
common religious goal?

Terms employed in Jainism and Buddhism to employ groups o f ascedcs such 
as gana, troop/ and sangha, ‘assembly/ are used in early Vedic texts to refer to 
the warrior brotherhoods, the young men’s bands which were a feature o f Aryan 
nomadic life, and the stress found in the old codes o f monasuc law on requirements 
of youth, physical fitness and good birth for Jain and Buddhist monks, along with 
the frequent mardal imagery o f Jainism and its repeated stress on the crushing o f  
spiritual enemies, may point to a degree o f continuity with these earlier types o f  
warrior. (Dundas 2002:17)

Certainly this warrior-brotherhood emphasis might help to explain the 
ambivalence that these movements have shown to women members 
(Sponberg 1992). However, while Dundas s point about mardal imagery 
is true enough, it is also true that the central emphasis of the early Buddhist 
and Jaina teachings are anything but mardal. The vratyas may have pro
vided an organisational model and some imagery, but it is hard to see them 
as the major predecessor of the sramana orders/6

T H E  S R A M A N A S  A N D  T H E  DE A D

In another sense, however, the vratyas may have more to offer us. Bollee 
suggests that the sramana orders may have derived their close association 
with the cult of the dead from the vratyas. Bollee suggests that an association 
with the cult of dead was a significant theme for the early sramana commu
nities. They frequently settled at sites associated with the dead and seem to 
have taken over a significant role in relation to the spirits of the dead. Here, 
I think, Bollee was onto something important, and often neglected, though 
again it is unclear how much weight to give to the vratya connection.

1992). (See also Bouilier 1993). One can also consider such ‘export versions’ o f Indian asceticism as 
the military cult in early Korea, linked to the future Buddha Maitreya (Mohan 2001), or, at a later 
date, the Samurai in Japan (Victoria 200 5). It is also a macter o f some interest that the Iranian branch 
of the Indo-Aryan tradition seems to have led to a cult-organisation with an explicidy militaristic 
orientation, that o f Mithras, at around the same time or somewhat later, though the extent o f the 
connection is admittedly problematic (Sick 2004).

15 Witzel has argued similarly, apparently independendy of Dundas: ‘the Buddhist sangha has, unob
served so far, some vratya features as well: a single leader o f a larger group of equals who wander 
about in the countryside and live on extortion (or by begging), stay away from secdements, have 
special dress and speech, etc.’ (Witzel 2003: 90).

16 At the same time, the early use o f the term yoga in the context o f the warriors transfer to heaven 
(see White 2006, and Chapters 9 and 14) may provide some support for this connection. This also 
connects with the issue I discuss below o f the relationship between the Sramana orders and the cult 
of the dead.
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To begin with, it is worth noting that the most salient linkage between 
Buddhist monks and lay communities in modern times in both Southeast 
Asian and East Asian Buddhist societies has been their role in relation to 
death. That Buddhist monks are specialists in death is something of a cliché 
of modern ethnography on Buddhist societies (e.g. Tambiah 1970), and it 
seems to be a theme that goes back a very long way in Buddhist history 
(see deCaroli 2004; White 1986).

As we will see below, this appears to have been part of how the early 
sramana communities, at any rate the Buddhists, built up links with local 
communities. They setded at places associated with the cult of the dead, 
and they took over responsibility for dealing with the process of dying and 
of looking after the spirits of the dead. That they were prepared and able 
to do this is doubdess connected to the idea that they were in a sense 
already part of that world. The world of the sramanas and the Brahmanical 
renunciates seeking liberation from rebirth, in other words, like that of the 
dead, was opposed to that of the everyday community of the living. In some 
ways, it was even more radically opposed than that of the dead themselves, 
since these ascetics were structurally outside the cycle of rebirth itself.

This brings something else along with it. The world of death is also a 
world of misfortune and of potential threat. To become a specialist in this 
area through renouncing secular life is to step into an unsavoury world of 
dangerous and problematical supernatural powers that most people are in 
fact doing their best to stay away from. Given the high prestige of monas- 
ticism in modern Buddhist societies, the splendour of many Buddhist and 
Jaina monasteries and temples and, for that matter, the relatively comfort
able and worldly lifestyle of many ordinary members of these orders in 
modern times, this aspect of the sramana traditions is not always conspic
uous. There are reasons why we should take it seriously, however, since it 
brings us back to a central theme of the book, the ongoing dialogue between 
the everyday world and the world of misfortune, with its associations of 
death, transgression and the unsavoury.17

We might start with the very deliberate structural stepping outside of 
secular society that is involved in becoming a Buddhist or Jaina sramana 
or a Brahmanical samnydsin. In the case of the samnyasin, the developed 
form of this transition involves the actual performance of one s own funeral 
ceremony and the ‘internalisation of the sacred fire that is a critical part 
of the everyday life of the householder. In all cases, including that of the

17 I would like to acknowledge the work of my former student Kim Chongho in helping me to think
through these questions (cf. Kim 2003).
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Buddhist and Jaina sramana, it involves a thorough rejection of secular 
identity, including ones previous name. The life of the bhiksu or beggar- 
ascetic, living off food-offerings which are, again ideally, being made to 
the monk as representative of the community rather than as individual, 
points in the same direction (see below). O f course, in practice, family 
connections and caste identity may remain important for Buddhist monks 
or other ascetic practitioners, who are not necessarily outside the world of 
power and politics, and individual monks may become significant actors 
in the secular world in their own right, but ideologically the transition is a 
significant one.

We might also note the extreme behaviour associated with many renun- 
ciate ascetics. In the Buddhist tradition we could point to practitioners such 
as the Tibetan chodpa (gcodpa) who, ideally at least, spend their lives wan
dering from place to place, practising in places associated with frightening 
and dangerous spirits, where they visualise the offering of their bodies to 
the Buddhist deities, local gods, ghosts and demons. Most Tibetan families 
would have some ambivalence about a son or daughter becoming a wander
ing chodpa, but chodpa axe also believed to be among the most powerful of 
ritual performers and are the people who are expected to deal with the dead 
in cases of epidemic disease and generally to cope with serious episodes of 
misfortune (Tucci 1980: 92, Samuel 1993: 211—12). They are expected also 
to have a certain invulnerability to epidemic diseases and other supernat
ural hazards, which is not really surprising when one considers that they 
are already themselves living within this world of evil and misfortune to a 
significant degree.

Much the same is true of the aghori renunciates in later Hindu tradition 
(Parry 1994; Svoboda 1986, 1993). The detailed practices of these ascetics 
come out of the ‘Tantric’ traditions which I discuss in later chapters, but 
the idea that at least one form of ascetic involves a radical rejection of 
conventional lifestyle, associated with such unsavoury practices as living 
naked with one s body covered with ashes, eating out of a human skull-bowl, 
and the like, is as we will see an old one. Again, there is very considerable 
ambivalence about this lifestyle in modern Indian society, as to other more 
‘extreme’ forms ofyogin^ faqir, etc., but the idea that they are such people 
and that they may have real powers has by no means disappeared even 
from modern secularised South Asia. Nakedness itself was one of the key 
indicators of early ascetics, being both standard Ajlvika practice and part 
of the rule taught by Mahavlra (e.g. Bronkhorst 2000). Symbolically, it is 
another very clear rejection of secular identity.

The Buddhist tradition aimed at a ‘middle way which opposed more 
extreme forms of asceticism, though in practice it was engaged in a constant
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dialectic with them, as with the disputes over the so-called dhutanga prac
tices, a set o f ‘extreme’ ascetic practices that were eventually judged to be 
allowable but not required of Buddhist monks (e.g. Gombrich 1988: 94-5; 
Tambiah 1984). Buddhist monks wore robes, though in principle these were 
made of salvaged rags, and although they are described in the early sutras 
as spending most of the year wandering from place to place it is clear that 
from an early stage most of the monastic population lived in setded com
munities. Various other accommodations to secular life have been part of 
the history of the Jaina and Brahmanical ascetic traditions though in each 
case the extreme’ options have retained a presence. However, the idea of 
the Buddhist monk as being protected against and as offering protection 
against the malevolent attacks of the spirit world and the realm of mis
fortune is a key one in the Buddhist tradition as well from relatively early 
times, in the form of the paritta suttas, texts which are recited for protec
tion and the generation of auspiciousness’ and which generally derive from 
narratives in which the Buddha states that those of his disciples who recite 
these texts will be protected against supernatural powers of various kinds 
and other afflictions (Tambiah 1970; Gombrich 1971: 201-9; Silva 1981). 
They are also used in other contexts that for pre-modern South Asians were 
heavily associated with supernatural danger, such as childbirth.18

The point I am making here is that there is a structural opposition 
between the realm of happiness, prosperity, good fortune and worldly 
life, on the one hand, and that of the ascetic world-renouncer, whether 
a Buddhist or Jaina sramana or a Brahmanical ascetic, on the other. This 
opposition does not imply a lack of contact: the inhabitants of the worldly 
realm need access to the powers of the world-renouncer, above all when 
things are not going as they should. In addition, the opposition is not 
equally strong or equally significant at all times and in all places within the 
sphere of Indie religions. However, we will see it recurring in virtually all 
times and places in one form or another, and it will be one of the basic 
building blocks of our analysis.19

T H E  V R A T A  O R  V O W

The concept of the vrata or vow (not, apparendy, related to that of the 
vratyd) is also worth some discussion. This term has a long history in Indie

18 TheAiigiilimala Sutta is recited for protection in childbirth, which is conceived of in Souch Asia as 
a time of very high susceptibility to spirit attack (de Silva 1981:13; cf. Rozario and Samuel 2002b).

19 Again, Louis Dumont offers a classic treatment (i960, cf. Madan 1988), but I would prefer to provide 
a greater degree of historicisation and to treat the question of renunciation less as a given and more 
as a variable over time.
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religions, and in its modern meaning it consists essentially of a vow or ritual 
observance addressed to a particular deity and aimed at influencing that 
deity to help oneself or to help another on ones behalf

In modern times, vrata are most often performed by women for the ben
efit of their families (husbands and children) and typically involve fasting 
along with the recitation of a story associated with the vrata (Wadley 1980;
S. Robinson 1985; McGee 1992; Gupta 1999). The concept in the Rgveda 
and early Brahmanical texts is somewhat different and has been discussed 
recendy by Lubin (2001). Lubin, following Joel Brereton, interprets the 
vrata as initially having the meaning of a kind of commandment express
ing the nature of a particular deity and so constitutive of the order of the 
world as we know it. ‘Each deity s vratá defines its nature and role in the 
world5 (Lubin 2001: 568). These commandments set up a moral obligation 
on human beings who have relationships with the gods to adhere to the 
divine patterns and so to act in ways that follow them. In some places in 
the Rgveda and in later texts however the term vrata is used to designate 
‘rule[s] of ritual actions5 or of specific, initiatory regimens required for 
worship and Vedic study5 (Lubin 2001: 566). The vrata of brahmacarya is of 
this kind (Atharvaveda 11.5, Satapatha Brabmana 11.5.4). Dundas suggests 
that the term in its earlier meaning conveyed the notion of a “calling55 in 
the sense of a solemn dedication of oneself on a permanent basis to one 
single purpose5 (Dundas 2002:157-8). Certainly it is this sense that appears 
to be intended when the five vows of the Jaina follower are referred to as 
the mahavrata (great vrata).2° These five Jaina Great Vows are abstention 
from killing and violence of any kind, not lying, not taking what has not 
been given, the renunciation of sexual activity, and the renunciation of 
attachment (Dundas 2002:158-9).21

These are very similar to the five lay precepts of the Buddhist tradition, 
which are against killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, false speech and the 
taking of intoxicants. The term vrata is not used in the same way in the 
Buddhist context, perhaps reflecting the early Buddhist critique of Jaina 
extremism5, but the idea of the various levels of monastic initiation as 
involving a set of vows or commitments that define a pattern of life with a

20 The same term is used for the major rirual o f che vrntyas, referred to in Chapter 5, where ic clearly 
has a very different meaning.

21 The Jaina mahavrata is also very close to the mahavrata described in Patañjali s Yogasntra ii.30-1, 
which consiscs o f the practice in all circumstances o f non-injury, truthfulness, non-theft, brahmacarya 
and aparigraha (not accepting more chan is necessary for bodily subsistence). Lorenzen regards this 
as the mahavrata o f che Kalámukha ascetics (Lorenzen 1991: 81). The close similarity o f the two secs 
of vows is unlikely to be coincidence, but perhaps results less from borrowing in one direction or 
the other than from both going back to a shared ascedc background.
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particular expected outcome in terms of divine favour or spiritual success 
remains.

But what was this expected outcome? W hat were the teachings of the 
Buddha, Mahavlra and their contemporaries about?

T H E  C O N T E N T  OF T H E  S R A M A N A  T E A C H IN G S

There are two main ways in which one can approach this question. One 
is to take one or another modern form of the tradition as providing an 
authoritative view of the tradition as it existed twenty-five centuries ago, in 
the mid-first millennium BCE. In this case the self-understandings of one 
or another presentation of the modern Jaina tradition or of one or another 
representative of the often substantially different Buddhist schools becomes 
primary. The other is to concentrate on the historical and textual evidence, 
such as it is, and come up with our own guesses regarding the original 
teachings’. Many people have walked along this road with variable and 
contradictory results (e.g. Ling 1973; Vetter 1990; Gombrich 1990, 1992, 
1996,1997, 2003; Bronkhorst 1993, 1998a, 1998b, 2000; Lindtner 1991-93, 

1999)*
W hat I write here necessarily falls into the second category, and I have 

no real confidence of coming up with anything more secure or final than 
my predecessors, many of them scholars with competences far greater than 
mine in relation to the textual material. Nor does what follows have any 
real claim to originality. Something, however, does need to be said at this 
point in the book.

I think it helps to begin, at least provisionally, with one key element from 
the traditional approaches. This is the awareness that whatever it was that 
was involved in the sramana teachings required a radical reshaping of the 
individual and his or her relationship to everyday life, that transforms the 
initiate in such a way that the ordinary, everyday life of the householder 
is either left behind or transvalued, so that if one continues to five it, it 
is in a radically altered form, as a stage on a progress towards a goal that 
lies beyond or behind the appearances and assumptions of everyday life. 
The sramana traditions in their modern form of the organised religious 
traditions of Buddhism and Jainism continue to hold that what they are 
transmitting is not a simple set of moral or ethical teachings, or merely a new 
intellectual understanding, but something that is intended to transform the 
individual at a profound level. This might arise from or be supported by 
moral and ethical teachings, or new intellectual understandings, but it is 
the transformation itself that is at the centre of the process. I assume that
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this at least goes back to early times. If it does not, then the whole business 
becomes of much less interest.

Johannes Bronkhorst s Two Traditions o f Meditation in Ancient India 
(1993) is a useful starting point for a discussion of the texts themselves. 
Bronkhorst re-examined the Buddhist and Jaina texts, along with the early 
Brahmanical sources, in some detail to see what they had to say about early 
meditation techniques. He concludes that both early Jaina and Brahmanical 
practices were essentially attempts to bring the body and/or mind to a halt 
through ascetic practice. ‘Among the non-Buddhists (Jainas), meditation 
was a forceful effort to restrain the mind and bring it to a standstill’ (1993: 
22). In a more advanced’ form of the process, one also attempts to bring 
breathing to a stop. Here Bronkhorst is referring to descriptions in Buddhist 
sources, but the Jaina sources themselves are essentially in agreement (1993: 
31—44), and much the same is true of early Brahmanical sources. In addition, 
the idea of fasting to death is also found in both contexts. Bronkhorst 
comments in relation to the Jainas that ‘[ejarly Jaina meditation was only 
one aspect of a more general attempt to stop all activities of body and mind, 
including even breathing’ (1993: 44).

If all this is correct, we might wonder how far we really should be speaking 
of meditation techniques’ in the ordinary sense at all in this context. What 
seems to be at issue is more a way of dying which leads to escape from 
the cycle of rebirth, as opposed to the normal way that ties one back into 
the cycle.22 This has remained an important Jaina theme up to modern 
times, and the religious ideal of fasting to death has been maintained to the 
present day, though not often practised (Dundas 2002: 179-81). Dundas 
notes that in this process {sallekhana) ‘the central austerity of cutting down 
the consumption of food is taken to its logical conclusion so that the body 
is “scoured out” {sallikhita) of its negative factors and the mind can focus 
solely upon spiritual matters as death approaches’ (179).

However, while a ‘holy death’ may be the eventual goal of early Jaina 
and Brahmanical practice, these practices are not described in these terms, 
either by themselves or by the Buddhists, nor does Bronkhorst imply that 
they necessarily should be. In any case, I would rather read this material in 
a slighdy different, sense, which is that the goal of ‘liberation from rebirth’ 
existed, and was linked to a ‘stopping’ in some sense of the activities of 
body and mind, but that a developed technology of how to attain that goal

“  Ic may be significant thac the theme of fasting to death occurs also in the early South Indian material 
as a way in which a defeated king might die (Hart 1975: 88-91).
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did not exist. In other words, it was largely up to individual practitioners 
how they might pursue that goal.

In fact, other sets of practices existed that are closer to what we might 
refer to as meditation, including the four Brahmic States {brahmavihdra) . 
This well-known set of practices involves the cultivation of maitrl (P. metta, 
love/friendliness towards other beings), karuna (compassion), mudita (sym
pathy towards the joy of others), and upeksd (equanimity). They are 
described in the early Buddhist texts as having been practised by both 
Buddhists and by some non-Buddhists, although the Buddha is reported 
as saying that his followers take them further (Bronkhorst 1993: 93—4), and 
they are presumably an old component of the shared culture of ascetic 
practitioners I referred to earlier in this chapter.23 Bronkhorst suggests that 
members of this culture were working on the basic assumption that action 
leads to misery and rebirth. ‘In this tradition some attempted to abstain 
from action, literally, while others tried to obtain an insight that their real 
self, their soul, never partakes of any action anyhow’ (1993:128).

Thus the key process within this mainstream5 tradition, which for 
Bronkhorst includes both Jaina and Brahmanical practitioners, was aimed 
at stopping activities of the body and mind. The Buddhists, by compar
ison, describe their own practice as that of attaining equanimity towards 
the senses, rather than making the senses cease to function (Bronkhorst 
i993: 30). The key to doing this for the early Buddhist textual tradition is 
through the four dhydna, a standard series of meditative states. The classical 
account of this is given in a number of places in the early sutras, including 
the Mahasaccaka Sutta, where it follows on a description of the Buddhas 
initial attempts at Bodhgaya to practise the forceful stopping of breath
ing and other such meditations. These practices are here associated with 
three Ajlvika teachers rather than with the Jainas, but this is probably, as 
Bronkhorst suggests, because Saccaka, the Buddhas interlocutor on this 
occasion is himself a Jaina (Bronkhorst 1993: 22—5; cf. Nanamoli and Bodhi 
1995: 332-43).m

I considered: ‘I recall that when my father the Sakyan was occupied, while I was 
sitting in the cool shade o f a rose-apple tree, quite secluded from sensual pleasures, 
secluded from unwholesome states, I entered upon and abided in the first jhana, 
which is accompanied by applied and sustained thought, with rapture and pleasure 
born o f seclusion. Could that be the path to enlightenment?' Then, following on

On maitri!metta, see also Schmithausen 1997.
14 Note that Bronkhorst regards parts of the Mahasaccaka Sutta as later additions to an original core

(1993:15-18).
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that memory, came the realisation: ‘That is the path to enlightenment/ (Nanamoli 
and. Bodhi 1995: 340)

The four jhana (Skt dhyana) are meditative states characterised by the pres
ence of various components (applied thought, rapture, etc.). The Buddha 
explains how he then decided to end his extreme ascetic practices, ate some 
food and regained his strength. He then entered the four jhdnas in succes
sion in order to purify his mind, and was then able to attain to the liberating 
insight that leads to liberation from rebirth (and, in his case, Buddhahood). 
In the present text of the Mahasaccaka Sutta, this consists of three stages, 
(1) the Buddha recollected his own previous lives, (2) he understood the 
passing away and rebirth of beings according to their actions {karma), and 
finally (3) he knew direcdy the Four Noble Truths and the way leading to 
the cessation of the asava (Skt. asrava., taints or intoxicants).

This is a standard passage, repeated in many places in the early suttas:

When my concentrated mind was thus purified, bright, unblemished, rid o f imper
fection, malleable, wieldy, steady, and attained to imperturbability, I directed it 
to knowledge o f the destrucdon o f the taints. I direcdy knew as it actually is: 
‘This is suffering’; . . .  ‘This is the origin o f suffering’; . . .  ‘This is the cessadon o f  
suffering’; . . .  ‘This is the way leading to the cessadon o f suffering’; . . .  ‘These are 
the taints’; . . .  ‘This is the origin o f the taints’; . . .  ‘This is the cessadon o f the 
taints’; . . .  ‘This is the way leading to the cessadon o f the taints.’ (Nanamoli and 
Bodhi 1995: 341-2)

Bronkhorst suggests that neither the Four Noble Truths (suffering, the ori
gin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, the way to the cessation of suffer
ing), nor the account of the recognition, origin etc. of the taints or asavas, 
which is clearly modelled on the Four Noble Truths, originally belonged 
in this context. The Four Noble Truths, after all, describe the knowledge 
needed to set out on the path to liberation from rebirth, but the Buddha is 
now near the end of this path, and he has already recognised the path to lib
eration in the earlier passage about his youthful experience of the firstjhana 
under the rose-apple tree. Instead, the earliest accounts of the Buddha's lib
eration from rebirth probably did not specify the nature of the ‘liberating 
insight (Skt prajna, Pali panna) beyond saying that it consisted in the 
destruction of the asrava (Pah asava), the ‘taints' or ‘intoxicants'. This is 
an inner psychic process, Bronkhorst notes, and one that could hardly be 
formulated discursively in a general way. Instead, the Buddha's teaching 
to his advanced disciples was likely to have consisted of personal advice 
appropriate for the specific needs of each person (1993: 108-9). The Four 
Noble Truths were, Bronkhorst suggests, incorporated into the account of
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the Buddhas liberation from rebirth at a later stage, in response to pressure 
from the ascetic community generally to provide a discursive account of 
the nature of the Buddhas liberating insight (1993: no-11).25

Thus what was seen as original and new in the Buddhist tradition may 
have been not so much the discursive content as the practical method, 
which consisted in the application of the dhyana or meditational states as 
a way of bringing about the elimination of what we would see in mod
ern language as subliminal or subconscious impressions in the mind or 
body-mind. These are described in a variety of ways in early Buddhist texts 
(asrava, vasana3 samskara). Both the use of the dhyana and the formulation 
in terms of the elimination of subconscious impressions were eventually 
taken over within the Brahmanical tradition, where they form an impor
tant part of the YogasutrcT6 (Bronkhorst 1993: 68-77). Within the Buddhist 
tradition, the dhyana-techniques {samatha in Skt, samatha in Pah) were pro
gressively developed alongside practices that involved direct achievement 
of liberating insight {vipasyana in SKt, vipassana in Pah).27 The question 
of the relationship between these approaches and their relative importance 
has continued to be a central issue for the Buddhist tradition through to 
modern times (cf. Griffiths 1981; Cousins 1996b).

Bronkhorst s account seems to me to have considerable plausibility, given 
the historical distance between even the earliest sources as we have them 
and the lifetime of the Buddha. The rose-apple tree episode also strikes me 
as a significant element, since it suggests the kind of spontaneous vision
ary experience’ that occurs quite often in childhood and early adolescence 
(cf. Hoffman 1992; E. Robinson 1996; Maxwell and Tschudin 1996). If we 
accept this as historical, then Bronkhorsts conclusion seems reasonable: 
‘There seems litde reason to doubt that Buddhist meditation was intro
duced by the founder of Buddhism, i.e. by the historical Buddha’ (1993:123).

Bronkhorst s suggestion that the nature of the Buddha’s liberating insight 
(prajfid, Pali panna) was not initially specified fits in some respects with 
another intriguing study of early Buddhism, Peter Masefield’s Divine Reve
lation in Early Buddhism (Masefield 1986; cf. also Harrison 1987). Masefield 
points to evidence in the Pah nikayas, generally assumed to be the earliest 
layer of texts in the Pali Canon, that the important division for its compilers

25 There is some evidence thac the first two dljyana meditations were also practised by Jainas, but this 
Jaina meditation tradition seems to have died out at a fairly early stage (Ferreira-Jardim 2005,2006).

26 This is the classic text on yoga attributed to Patanjali. This Patanjali is generally regarded as a different 
person to the grammarian Patanjali discussed in Chapter 2, and the dating o f the Yogasutra remains 
controversial. See Chapter 9.

27 On Buddhist dhyanaJjhana, see also Cousins 1973,1992.
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was not between the monk and the layman, but between the ariyasavakay 
the noble (ariya =  Skt. âryd) person who has heard the teachings, acquired 
the ‘right view’ and so is on the path to nibbdna (Skt. nirvana)y and the 
puthujjana who has not yet understood the impermanence of the phe
nomenal world. This division cross-cuts that between laymen and monks. 
Laymen (and also the devas or gods) might be ariyasavakay and monks 
might be puthujjana (Masefield 1986: xvii-xviii). What is also significant 
is that becoming a member of the ariyasdvaka (also described in terms of 
pafindy insight, or attaining the dhammacakkhu or dharma-visiori) is almost 
always described as taking place through the actual teaching of the Buddha 
(in a few unclear cases, it may be a result of the teaching of one of his dis
ciples). As a result of this encounter with the Buddha, a person attains the 
dhammacakkhu and is on the path to a specific level of attainment. W ithout 
it, it would seem, no amount of practice will bring about the transition to 
ariyasdvaka status and the path to liberation.

This is, as Harrison notes, in accordance with the way that many contem
porary Buddhists, in Theravâda Buddhism in particular, see the situation. 
It is often held that nobody has been able to attain nibbdna or any of 
the other exalted spiritual goals laid down in the texts since shordy after 
the time of the Buddha, and that the best that one can hope for today 
is to accumulate enough good karma over successive rebirths to be born 
in the time of the next Buddha, Maitreya, and become a member of the 
ariyasdvaka in his presence. This is by no means the only understanding 
of the situation in modern Buddhist societies, however, even those where 
Theravâda Buddhism is practised; as Harrison again notes, it is widely 
believed that exceptional individuals do continue to attain these high levels 
of spiritual realisation and in fact can act as conduits of magical power for 
ordinary people, empowering amulets and other ritually-powerfiil devices 
(cf. Tambiah 1984).

One response to Masefields argument is to regard the Buddha and his 
contemporaries as charismatic spiritual leaders’ or something of the kind. 
In a sense, this is no doubt true. The tradition makes the personal impact 
of the Buddha and Mahâvlra on their followers clear. However, it fails 
to explain very much about what was going on at the time, and about 
why it was that these men were able to have the impact that they did on 
the society of their time. I think that the kind of arguments advanced 
by Bronkhorst take us considerably further, and they present a view of 
the Buddha as someone who had attained, in contemporary terms, deep 
psychological insight into the workings of his own body-mind complex, 
and so was able to understand how to bring about transformations in the
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body-mind complexes of the people whom he encountered. This image 
of the Buddha as someone who had achieved a deep level of insight into 
his own body-mind complex was central to the early Buddhist tradition, 
and it was associated with a crucial innovation: the idea of a programme of 
specific practices through which others might replicate his achievement.28

I suggested many years ago that the Buddhas teaching was a reformu
lation of a kind of shamanic training (Samuel 1993: 370-3), and while I 
would be wary of using the term shamanic now, after having to deal with 
the multiple misunderstandings which it has led to in the context of that 
book (cf. Samuel 2005a: 8-13), I would still suggest that the historical core 
of the Buddhas teachings was likely to have been a set of practical and 
experiential techniques rather than a body of discursive knowledge.

This is in line too with some other recent approaches to the Buddhas 
teaching, for example Sue Hamilton s emphasis on the role of experience in 
the Buddhist analysis of the khandhas (Hamilton 1996, 2000). Hamilton 
argues that the khandhas (Skt. khandhas), the five constituents which are 
presented in the early teachings, are not a comprehensive analysis of what 
a human being is comprised of [. ..] Rather, they are the factors of human 
experience [...] that one needs to understand in order to achieve the goal of 
Buddhist teachings, which is liberation from the cycle of lives’ (Hamilton 
2000: 8). In other words, the khandhas began less as a body of discursive 
knowledge than an aid to practice, which was gradually transformed over 
time into a set of philosophical assertions.

It is easy enough to imagine how the discursive knowledge arose, and how 
the hints and suggestions in the discourses attributed to the Buddha became 
gradually expanded into a body of doctrine and theory. As for methodology, 
the instruction imparted by the Buddha himself seems to have been both 
personal and closely tailored to the needs of the individual student. The 
Buddhist sutras themselves preserve suggestions of this, and their formal 
structure (‘Thus have I heard at one tim e .. . ’) with its enumeration of 
place, audience and situation retains a sense that the teachings need to 
be understood in relation to their specific recipients. Yet in the longer 
term there was perhaps no alternative but to produce a series of discursive 
accounts of methodology, based on texts such as those we saw, in which the 
Buddha describes what he had done himself. As we will see, this was not an

28 Precisely what was in the original programme is difficult to recover, since this depends on how one 
dates various parts o f the early material. However, some kind o f mindfulness o f breathing would 
seem a strong contender as the basic technique for entering the dbydna states. Cf. Satipatthdna 
Sutta (Dighanikdya 22, Majjhimanikdya 10; cf. also Nyanaponika Thera 1969); Andpdnasati Sutta 
{Majjhima Nikdya 118; cf. also Nanamoli Thera 1964); Cousins 1996b.
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entirely satisfactory situation, and the need to produce new methods that 
might be effecdve in achieving the Buddha s original insight continued over 
the succeeding centuries and has indeed continued up to modern times.

How this process of the gradual accumulation of. discursive material 
regarding both insight and methods worked in relation to the development 
of the Buddhist schools as we know them from their literature is a complex 
question which we are only beginning to be able to trace in detail (e.g. 
Cousins 1992, 1996b; Lindtner 1991-93, 1999; Choong 2005; Kuan 2005; 
Ferreira-Jordim 2005), but the overall process is not too hard to imagine. 
Since, in time, the sutras presenting the teaching of the Buddha came to 
be seen as authoritative texts, reformulations of theory and of method 
(including monastic discipline) could only be achieved by the ongoing 
revision of existing sutras or the production of new sutras.

Having said this, we need to recall that all discursive formulations of 
the insights achieved by the Buddha, Mahavlra, or the Upanisadic sages 
are just that: attempts to put things down into words. The temptation for 
scholars is to provide a rational and discursive model, but the material we 
are talking about may simply not be amenable to such approaches.

In the remainder of this chapter I turn to look at an important aspect of 
the accommodation which Buddhism and Jainism made to the pre-existing 
cultural context they encountered, their relationship to the local gods of 
the folk and civic religion.

LOCAL D E I T IE S  A N D  EVERYDAY C O N C E R N S :  TH E B U D D H I S T  

A N D  JA IN A PATTERN

A presentation of the sramana orders which focuses on their internal organi
sation and on their meditational practices leaves out significant dimensions 
of their place in society and religion of the time. The question of the rela
tionship between these traditions and the presumably pre-existing cults of 
gods and spirits provides an important additional perspective.

It is well-known that the Buddhist and]2AH2lsutras contain many accounts 
of encounters with gods and spirits of various kinds, including the major 
Brahmanical gods, Sakka (Indra) and Brahma, and a host of lesser deities, 
male and female.29 These figures appear in the narrative on the same level

29 For the Buddhists, see Jooda 1997; DeCaroii 2004; for parallel early Jaina examples, see e.g. the 
Uttaradhyayana Sutra ch. 9 (Jacobi 1895: 35-41, Indra appears to King Nami in the form of a 
Brahmin), ch. 12 (Jacobi 1895: 50-4, a yaksa in a tree), ch. 23 (Jacobi 1895:121-2, various deities 
assembling to hear Jaina teachings). Padmanabh Jaini suggests however that Jaina sutta do not 
advocate offerings to yaksa deities and that the Jaina yaksa cult (on which see e.g. J. Sharma 1989; 
Zydenbos 1992; Pal 1994; Cort 1987) was a later development (Jaini 1991:193).
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Figure 6.2. Stüpa as depicted on Bharhut Stüpa, Indian Museum, Calcutta

and in much the same terms as the other, human characters; they speak to 
the Buddha, ask for and are given teachings, etc. (Jooda 1997).30 Spirits of 
the dead also play a significant part in the story. The gods are also portrayed 
at early Buddhist stupa sites such as Bharhut and Sancl (Fig. 6.2).

It is also reasonably well known that many sites of significance for early 
Buddhism are also sites with important associations with local and regional 
deities. The term caitya, nowadays synonymous with stupa as indicating 
the relic-mounds which are primary sites of Buddhist worship and which 
enclose the relics of Buddhist saints, including those of the Buddha himself, 
originally appears to have meant a spirit-shrine (cf. Trainor 1997; DeCaroli 
2004). The trees which were so strongly associated with xTtzyaksas became

30 All o f which again suggests that we would be better ofiFbeing careful about taking anything in these 
accounts too literally, however accurately they may have been preserved.



associated with the Buddha as well; the tree under which Sakyamuni 
achieved Buddhahood was the central location for Buddhist devotional 
activities, and earlier Buddhas were associated with specific trees under 
which they had achieved Buddhahood.

In a recent book (DeCaroli 2004), Robert DeCaroli has analysed the 
relationship between Buddhism and the spirit-deities’ (to use his term) in 
detail, arguing that it needs to be taken more seriously than has generally 
been the case in the past.31 Specifically, he suggests, following in part from 
the work of Gregory Schopen about the association between early Buddhist 
sites and places of the cult of the dead (Schopen 1996), that a major initial 
function of the monks was to deal with the spirit-world in general and 
the spirits of the dead in particular (e.g. DeCaroli 2004: 87-103).32 I have 
referred earlier in this chapter to this question of the association with the 
dead, in particular in relation to the vratyas,33

As I noted, DeCaroli uses the term spirit-deity’ as a general term for both 
the spirits of the dead and the local and regional deities. More customarily, 
the local and regional deities have been referred to by the generic term 
yaksa, a term which seems to have had a variety of applications in the 
period, being used both genetically (e.g. in the Atdndtiya Sutta, see below) 
and more specifically to refer to a sub-category of such beings associated 
with nature, fertility etc. Neither terminology is entirely appropriate, but 
deities of these kinds were clearly significant for the Buddhists and for the 
general population of the time. We have already seen something of them 
in Chapter 5.

YAKSA R E L I G I O N  AT T H E  B H A R H U T  STUPA

The well-known remains of the Bharhut stupa?* that today form a highlight 
of the Indian Museum in Calcutta provide the single most substantial body 
of sculptural material regarding these regional deities and the relationship

31 Richard Cohen has argued a similar case for a larer period in an important article on Ajanta, where 
he also emphasises the political dimensions of the spirit-deity cults (Cohen 1998).

31 DeCaroli also notes that the offerings to monks echo the offerings made to the dead. He suggests that 
a relationship becween the two is strongly implied by the Buddhist narratives o f the food offered to 
Sakyamuni immediately before his enlightenment, which takes place close to Gaya, closely associated 
with Brahmanical rites for the dead (DeCaroli 2004:106—14).

33 Note that the Wheel o f Rebirth incorporates everyone into the family—non-relatives, gods, demons, 
spirits o f the dead, even animals.

34 A stupa contains relics o f the Buddha or of someone who has attained a high level o f Buddhist 
realisation. In later Buddhist thought the stupa became a key symbolic representation o f the central 
goals o f Buddhism.
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Figure 6.3. Two Deities. Bharhut Stüpa, Indian Museum, Calcutta

that developed between them and Buddhism. The remains consist primarily 
of parts of a stone railing that encircled the stüpa.

Much of the railing consists of decorative motifs or scenes from Jätaka 
stories, but at intervals there are large figures carved in relief from the 
stone. Most of these have inscriptions, which identify them asyaksas, ndgas 
or devas. Similar individual figures are known from other sites, but Bharhut 
is the only place where we have a large number of them from a single con
text, or where they are systemadcally identified. Clearly, their positioning 
presents them as in some sense accessory to or attendant upon the central 
message of Buddhism as figured by the shrine. Since a stüpa such as that at 
Bharhut is a large state edifice, xheyaksas could also have a political message.

Unfortunately, we only have part of the Bharhut railing, and perhaps 
one-third of the total number of yaksa figures. It is not really possible to 
reconstruct the complete set of deities on the railings. In addition, the 
railing appears to have been rebuilt at some point, and the surviving figures 
belong to at least two different phases, so what we now have does not 
necessarily derive from an original and consistent scheme.35 However, it

3S See Barua 1934-37; Kala 1951; Coomaraswamy 1956.
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appears that the scheme included the four Great Kings or Lokapalas, a 
set of yaksa-vppt deities, already mentioned in Chapter 5, who have the 
role of protectors of the four directions within Buddhism. Two of these 
figures survive (Virudhaka, the deity of the South, and Kubera, the deity 
of the North). The scheme may also have included a set of four images 
of LaksmI, or rather Sirima (Sri-ma) devata, as the goddess is called in 
the railing inscriptions. Kubera is depicted as a young man, rather than 
the corpulent middle-aged figure more familiar from later iconography. 
Sirima has an upright posture and is rather more formal in style than the 
remaining deities, male and female, who are variously identified asyaksas, 
devas or ndgas.

LaksmI is incidentally also depicted in several other places on the railing 
in one of her classic iconographical forms, that in which she is asperged 
by two elephants to right and left, a form that has continued in use right 
up to the present day (see the Sancl image, Fig. 5.4). These can perhaps be 
interpreted as generalised symbols of prosperity and good fortune. The large 
figures however are clearly something rather more than that, both because 
of their size, but also because they are carefully identified by inscriptions 
and individualised in their portrayals.

We do not really have anything comparable to the Bharhut iconograph
ical scheme from any other site of the period, though we have quite a 
few individual figures from elsewhere. However Benimadhab Barua, who 
published the most detailed study of the stupa in the 1930s, compares the 
iconographical scheme to the description of the construction of the Great 
Stupa in Chapters 29 and 30 of the Mahdvamsa, the Sinhalese religious 
chronicle. This stupa included images of the Four Great Kings, the Thirty- 
Three Gods, Thirty-Two Celestial Maidens and Twenty-Eight Chiefs of 
the Yaksas, raising their folded hands.36

At Chandraketugarh we saw the yaksa-type deities in isolation. Here 
they have been brought into connection with a new sacred order, that of 
the Buddha. As we learn from the Buddhist sutras, some of these deities 
are thought of as obedient to the Buddha, others as disliking or resisting 
his teachings. Chief among those who are followers of the Buddha are the 
Four Great Kings of the four directions, and it is their leader, Kubera,

36 ‘At the four quarters of the heaven stood the (figures of) the four Great kings, and the thirty-three 
gods and the thirty-two (celestial) maidens and the twenty-eight chiefs o f the yakkhas; but above 
these devas raising their folded hands, vases filled with flowers likewise, dancing devatas and devatas 
playing instruments o f music, devas with mirrors in their hands, and devas also bearing flowers and 
branches, devas with lotus-blossoms and so forth in their hands and other devas o f many kinds, rows 
of arches made of gems and (rows) o f dhammacakkas; rows of sword-bearing devas and also devas 
bearing pitchers.’ (Geiger 1964: 207).
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who comes to the Buddha in úitÁtanatiya Sutta to provide him (or rather 
his followers) with spells that can be used to keep the other yaksas under 
control should they cause trouble for the Buddhas followers. The Four 
Kings became major figures in Buddhist iconography in Tibet and East 
Asia.37

In general, though, the yaksa deities can be incorporated into the 
Buddhist scheme as lesser beings that rule over the everyday or laukika 
world. This, I think, is the message conveyed by the Bhárhut images. The 
contrast with the Buddha, who rules over the higher, lokottara., realms, is 
explicit not only in the folded hands and respectful postures of the Bhárhut 
yaksa deities but also in the fact that they are represented at all. The Buddha 
at Bhárhut is not depicted direcdy in iconographic form, except in the sense 
that the central stüpa itself is a representation of him.

As I noted above, we should see a construction like the Bhárhut stüpa as 
a political statement as much as a religious one. In signalling his support for 
the universal order of the Buddha, and portraying the various regional spirit- 
deities as submitting respectfully to that order, the ruler who sponsored the 
stüpa construction was surely making an implicit claim to a similar status. 
The moral and ethical dimension of the Buddhist teachings were also, as 
the Asokan inscriptions suggest, an intrinsic part of the package.

Note that we do not see anything in either body of material, or in 
other comparable material, to suggest the presence of fierce or aggressive 
goddesses. There have been suggestions that they can be found in the 
Vedas, but our evidence for them is really from a later period altogether, 
and I will leave it to a subsequent chapter (Chapter 10).

The evidence from these early sites and from the early textual material 
suggests that Buddhism from its initial stages took on a significant role in 
relation to the existing local and regional spirit-cults. Much the same was 
doubdess true of the Jaina tradition in the areas where it became established. 
These spirit-cults, rather as in countries such as Thailand today, would 
have existed at many different levels, from protective spirits of households 
to protective spirits of wider communities, probably (from later evidence) 
mainly at trees or sacred groves outside towns (<caityas), to regional cults 
associated with emergent states. There would also have been concern with 
the potentially malevolent role both of these spirits and of the spirits of the 
dead.

37 The Bhárhut Scupa, and the description in the Mahdvamsa, are also reminiscent o f the descripdon
in Mahasamaya Sutta, where a huge array of deides comes to attend on the Buddha (DTghanikaya,
20 =  Walshe 1995: 315-20).
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The role of the sramana traditions as far as the lay population was con
cerned was to bring the spirits under control, to civilise them and incor
porate them within the community, and to provide an overall ideological 
framework within which their cult could be maintained on an ongoing 
basis. The cult itself, as again in Southeast Asia today, would probably have 
been mosdy carried out by lay priests, not by monks, though the monastery 
provided a centre of spiritual power and expertise that could be called upon 
in cases of emergency.

B U D D H I S T  A N D  J A IN A  A T T IT U D E S  TO  T H E  YAK SA S

Thus in regions where Buddhism had become a state or official religion, 
the yaksas were subordinated to Buddhism but their cult was allowed to 
continue. They were expected to be polite and respectful to the Dharma 
and its representatives, and could be threatened by ritual means if they 
caused trouble, but the relationship was one of a harmonious coexistence, in 
which the yaksa deities represented the laukika (this-worldly) values while 
the Buddha, and in later times the developing cult of bodhisattvas and 
other Buddhist deities, represented the lokottara or trans-worldly values of 
rebirth and enlightenment. A number of the. yaksa deities were regarded as 
particularly close to the Buddhist teachings and as acting as their protectors. 
We have seen examples in the case of Vajrapani and the Four Great Kings. 
Much the same is true in the Jaina tradition, where the ttrthankaras are 
portrayed with attendant yaksa and yaksl deities, who can be appealed to 
to serve the mundane needs of their followers (Cort 1987; J. Sharma 1989).

This is a picture that is familiar from the modern ethnography of the 
Theravada societies of Southeast Asia. While there are obviously local vari
ations and issues in each of the major Southeast Asian cultures, we can, 
I think, see in the relationship between Buddhism and the spirit cults in 
places such as rural Thailand or Burma, as it was in fairly recent times, a 
demonstration of how this kind of situation worked. For an example of a 
major regional centre, we could look at the city of Chiang Mai in Northern 
Thailand, formerly the capital of the state of Lan Na, which goes back to 
the thirteenth century and was through much of its history more or less 
independent of the Thai state at Sukhothai or Ayutthaya (Wijeyewardene 
1986; Davis 1984; Rhum 1987; Aasen 1998: 65-7).

Chiang Mai is a walled city with a series of important monasteries, 
one of them containing a crystal Buddha which had much the same state- 
protective function for the Lan Na state as the well-known Emerald Buddha 
at Bangkok (Aasen 1998: 85-6). Close to the city is the sacred hill of Doi
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Suthep, with a famous Buddhist stupa containing a relic of the Buddha 
and supposedly visited by him in his historical lifetime (Swearer 1976; 
Wijeyewardene 1986; Rhum 1987; Samuel 2001a: 399-400).

There is no doubt that at one level this is a prototypically Theravada 
Buddhist community. Yet the equivalent of thzyaksa cult is still very much 
alive. As at Bangkok, there is a City Pillar shrine that is the place where 
the guardian spirit of the city is worshipped. The hill of Doi Suthep also 
has guardian spirits, who receive annual buffalo sacrifice and possess local 
spirit-mediums. The myth of these guardian spirits regards them as the 
parents of a local Buddhist rsi, Vasudeva (the origin of the name Suthep, in 
fact) whose story is part of the origin myth of the first Buddhist kingdom 
of the region, the Mon kingdom of Haripufijaya.38

Chiang Mai was a sophisticated urban centre, as of course Bharhut must 
have been. Folk and village religion leaves litde direct trace in the archae
ological record but we can imagine that it existed and that it dealt with 
smaller-scale deities of a basically similar type, as we can again see in the 
village ethnography of contemporary Thailand and Burma. In the religious 
life of the Northeast Thai village studied by Stanley Tambiah, for example, 
the villages annual ritual cycle is a complex interweaving of Buddhist fes
tivals linked to the universal Theravada Buddhist festival cycle (and to the 
Thai state) with local celebrations tied in with the villages agricultural cycle 
and directed towards the founding ancestor spirits of the village and the 
regional protector spirit residing in the local marsh. This marsh-dwelling 
deity is identified, as is apparendy quite common in rural Thailand, with 
the Buddhas miracle-working disciple Upagupta (Tambiah 1970; Strong 
1992; cf. also Samuel 2001a).

The spirit-cult is about this-worldly success and prosperity, while the 
values of Buddhism are directed towards karma, rebirth, and, if only indi- 
recdy, the attainment of nirvana. Yet the two are closely interwoven. The 
young men of the village spend a period as monks in the monastery, but 
this is not expected to be the beginning of a monasuc career, and only a tiny 
minority remain as monks. For the majority, this temporary ordination is 
in fact a rite of passage to adulthood and marriage. The central transac
tions between villagers and monks relate to the making of merit, or positive 
karma leading to a good rebirth, by donations of food, clothing and other 
items to the monks, and through the temporary ordination of young men

38 I have written elsewhere about the role of rsis and sages in both Brahmanical and Buddhist contexts 
as providing local associations and connections for religious concepts and traditions that in fact 
originated outside a particular region (Samuel 2001a).
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as monks. Both of these are meritorious actions helping to ensure a good 
life in one s next rebirth.

In his 1970 book, Tambiah summarised the relationships between rituals, 
concepts and values in the following diagram. The diagram belongs in 
some respects to an era of structuralist over-tidiness which Tambiah himself 
moved away from in his later work, but gives a useful sense of the range of

A. Primary religious concepts and fields of socio-religious interest

B. Supernatural personifications relating to A

C. Ritual specialists associated with B

D. Rites conducted by C

E. Scale of social participation in D

Figure 6 .4 . S J .  T am biah  s D iagram  o f  th e V alue System  o f  N orth ea st T h a i V illage S oc ie ty
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concerns of village religion, and of the relatively limited place of Buddhism 
within it:

Here the sukhwan rituals are rituals relating to the idea of a life-force, 
soul or inner vitality {khwari) which can be lost from the body and which is 
summoned back at times of danger and also of rites of passage; marriage in 
the village is a sukhwan rite, not a Buddhist ritual. The cult of guardian spir
its and rites of malevolent spirits refer to positive and negative relationships 
with local spirits, as guardians and as causes of illness. The relationship 
of Buddhist monks to these three spheres is tangential, although some 
Buddhist monks serve as exorcists, and paritta rituals (the recitation of spe
cific Buddhist sutta with magical-protective functions) may be integrated 
with spirit-cult pracdces. Overall, however, in this village, as in other village 
ethnographies from Thailand, Burma and Sri Lanka (Brohm 1963; Ames 
1964; Spiro 1967, 1971; Davis 1985; Rhum 1994), the opposition between 
worldly* and Buddhist religion {laukika and lokottara) is ideologically quite 
clear. They are both seen as legitimate, and there is a structural relation
ship between their underlying values (as Tambiahs diagram is intended to 
show), but they occupy separate spheres.

In fact, some analysts of village Buddhism in Southeast Asia have spo
ken of separate religions (e.g. Spiro 1967). This, I think, is to go too far. 
Buddhism and the spirit cults, sukhwan rituals, etc., are clearly related in 
all kinds of ways in village thought and practice. The idea, however, of a 
separate set of village concerns dealt with by a separate body of people, 
who are specifically not Buddhist monks, is clearly present. The Buddhist 
monk does not interfere in rituals of everyday life, except to be present 
as a way of generating merit or auspiciousness. Major village festivals may 
be Buddhist dominated or lay-dominated or involve elements from both, 
but the two spheres remain conceptually separate, and the monastic-lay 
opposition (which corresponds clearly to celibate versus non-celibate, to 
other-worldly versus this-worldly) runs throughout the society.

The details vary in other Theravadin countries (temporary ordination is 
a characteristically Thai and Burmese feature, and is not found in Sri Lanka, 
for example) but we find much the same overall pattern. Western observers 
often used to interpret this as a situation in which Buddhism is a superficial 
veneer over the spirit-cults, but the anthropological studies of the 1960s 
onwards made it clear that it is a much more complex situation in which 
both are an integral part of the society. Buddhism provides a specific ethical 
dimension to village life, linked to the Buddhist teachings on virtuous and 
non-virtuous action and their consequences. People s respect for Buddhist 
values may be real, and may be a real part of their understanding of the
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world, even if they have no expectation or intention of seriously pursuing 
the Buddhist goal of nirvana in their own lifetime. At the same time, those 
values come, in a sense, from outside the village community, and are aligned 
with the official values of the wider state of which the village forms part. 
Buddhism, in other words, is a state ideology as well as an integral part of 
village religion.

Both Buddhists and Jainas were prepared to include the Brahmanical 
deities in their scheme on essentially the same basis as the yaksas, as lesser 
spirits who could be invoked for this-worldly and pragmatic purposes as 
long as they accepted their inferior position. There are no specifically Brah
manical figures included at Bharhut, but we can find them elsewhere, for 
example in the early Buddha images from Mathura, Gandhara and else
where in which Indra and Brahma are shown as smaller figures on either side 
of the Buddha, often asking him to teach (e.g. Klimburg-Salter 1995: 188 
no.168,189 no.169). T heM ahdmdyiinkst mentioned in Chapter 5 includes 
many of the well-known Brahmanical deities, each treated as a yaksa with a 
specific location. Unfortunately, not all of these locations are identifiable, 
but they include Visnu at Dvaraka, Siva at Sivapur (Shorkot in the Punjab), 
Siva’s son Karttikeya at Rohitaka or Rohtak, Indra at Indrapura (Indore in 
Bulandshahr Distt., UP or Indore in MP) and so on (Sircar 1971-2: 270, 
279, 275, 280). I imagine the Buddhist compiler of this text taking a certain 
ironic pleasure in treating what were undoubtedly by this period major 
all-India deities as, in effect, local protective spirits. Similarly, xh.zAtdnatiya 
Sutta closes with a list oiyaksas (this is what the text calls them) who may 
be invoked as protection against those disobedient even to the Four Great 
Kings. The first members of the fist are Brahmanical deities or sages: Inda, 
Soma, Varuna, Bharadvaja and Pajapati.

This inclusion of the early Brahmanical deities, again, is a feature of mod
ern Theravadin communities: the city pillar shrine in Chiang Mai is linked 
to Indra as well as to the citys protective spirit, and rituals are still per
formed there to ensure the rains, a traditional Vedic function of Indra. The 
most popular shrine in downtown Bangkok, outside the Hotel Erevan, 
is a shrine to Brahma, regularly invoked for this-worldly and pragmatic 
purposes (Majupuria 1993). In Sri Lanka, Indra, or Sakka as he is usu
ally called in Pali, is regarded the protector of the island under Buddhist 
auspices, with a set of four gods (the list varies somewhat) as his immedi
ate assistants, including Visnu, PattinI, and Karttikeya (Ames 1964, 1966; 
Seneviratne 1978; Holt 2004). The specific cult of the deities here reflects the 
close historical relationships between the Kandyan state and South India.
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The general conceptual structure, however, including the dominance of 
Indra, a deity who has been largely marginalised in India proper, is very 
much the same as in other Theravadin countries.

There is much more that could be said about this general situation, in 
which the developing Buddhist and Jaina traditions constructed a harmo
nious if hierarchical relationship between themselves and the cults of local 
yaksa-type deities. For example, many of the sites associated with both the 
teachings of the historical Mahavlra and Sakyamuni, and with their early 
religious centres, seem to have had previous yaksa associations. I have said 
enough here for my purposes, however, except that I want to emphasise 
the contrast with, the pattern we find generally in modern Hindu com
munities. Here the local deities, even where they clearly have strong local 
identities, are (officially at least) regarded not as a separate sphere of worldly 
gods, but as local transforms of an all-India or regional deity such as Siva or 
Parvatl. This is so even in major temples — we can think, for example, of the 
great goddess temples of South India, such as MinaksI at Madurai, which 
I will discuss briefly in Chapter 7, of KamaksI at Kanchi, or of Kumarl 
at Kanyakumari, all goddesses who have a very strong local identity and 
individuality, but are officially regarded as transforms of Parvatl or Durga. 
In the north, the myth of the Sakta pith as similarly links many local and 
regional religious sites to the Siva-Parvau story. Other myths interpret local 
shrines in terms of Krsna, Visnu and other all-India deities — Jagannath at 
Puri would be a classic example (Eschmann et al. 1986).

This — to anticipate my later argument—can be seen as typical o f‘Tantric’ 
religion, using ‘Tantric in a fairly wide sense. A key issue here will be the 
nature of the mandala as a spiritual and political model (see Chapter 9). 
For the present, though, we might look at the Matsya Purana!s story of the 
yaksa Harikesa, son of the great yaksa king Purnabhadra. Harikesa was a 
devotee of Siva, and after quarrelling with his father went to Varanasi and 
engaged in a thousand years of austerities with his mind intent on Siva’. 
Eventually Siva, pleased with his devotion, allowed him to stay permanendy 
in Varanasi and appointed him as the ksetrapala or guardian of the city, with 
four otheryaksas as his subordinates (Agrawala and Modchandra i960).

Today, though, the spiritual guardianship of Varanasi is not in the 
hands o f yaksas, whether Buddhist or Saivite, but those of a set of Bhairava 
deities, regarded as fierce transforms of Siva. This was perhaps already 
under way when the M ahdmayuns catalogue was written, since it refers to 
the yaksa of Varanasi as Mahakala, which in Buddhist contexts generally 
denotes a fierce transform of Siva who is acung as a protecdve deity. The
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nature of this transition will be one of the key themes of Part 2 (Chapters 9 
to 13) of this book39 First I turn, in Chapter 7, to the developments in the 
Brahmanical tradition from the fifth century BCE onwards that paralleled 
those that we have considered in the present chapter among the Buddhists 
and Jains.

39 Tibet, by the way, offers a mixture between the two models, early Buddhist coexistence and Tantric 
incorporation. In this respect, as in others, Tibet represents a much more radical transformation 
of Tantric religion, £aiva or Buddhist, in the South Asian context than we find among the Newars 
or in Bali (Samuel 1982,1993). Some major mountain deities (Kailash, Tsari) were incorporated via 
the Cakrasamvara mythos (Macdonald 1990; Huber 1999). Possibly Panden Lhamo, the protective 
deity o f Lhasa and o f the Gelugpa order, and apparendy related to a pre-Buddhist deity o f Tiber, is 
a similar case. The Bhairava or Mahakala pattern of protector is also important in monasdc ritual 
contexts. For the most part, though, Tibetan local deides are treated as a separate and lower order 
o f beings, not as transforms o f Buddhist deides. There can be some overlap and confusion here, 
and the notorious Shugden controversy, which divided the Tibetan refugee community in recent 
years, was in part about whether this deity should be regarded as a (possibly malevolent) worldly 
spirit-deity or an enlightened Tantric protector and transform of Manjuirl (cf. Dreyfus 1998).
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The Brahmanical alternative

I referred in Chapter 6 to Brahmanical asceticism, but did not go into much 
detail about how it was practised and understood, and how it related to the 
‘Vedic pattern of religion developing in the Kuru-Pancàla region. In this 
chapter I explore the development of asceticism on the Brahmanical side in 
more detail, and discuss how Brahmanical thinkers and priests responded to 
the challenge of the sramana traditions which we considered in Chapter 6. 
At the end of this chapter, I look at the way in which the Brahmanical 
alternative related to regional and local deities and cults, contrasting its 
approach to the Buddhist and Jain approach sketched in Chapter 6.

V A R IE T IE S  O F B R A H M IN S

I referred in Chapter 6 to the indications of a variety of different Brahmin 
roles in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE or thereabouts, and mentioned 
Patrick Ofivelle s demonstration in his book The Asrama System that the so- 
called àsramas originally represented alternative ways of life rather than 
a sequence of stages through which all men of the Vedic elite groups 
(Brahmin, ksatriya, vaisya) should progress (Olivelle 1993). Olivelle notes 
that there appear to have been tensions and rivalries between the tradi
tional Brahmins of the villages, who were the heirs and guardians of the 
vedic world, and the newly-urbanized Brahmins' (1993: 59). Elsewhere 
in The Asrama System, Olivelle points to the references in Buddhist and 
Brahmanical sources to married semi-renunciate Brahmins, characterised 
by their matted or braided hair {jatila) hairstyle, living in uninhabited areas 
outside towns with their wives and children. We have already met these 
jatila  Brahmins in Chapter 6. They maintained a sacred fire, and their 
life centered around the maintenance of and the offering of oblations 
in the sacred fire' (1993: 24). Their residences were described as àsrama\ 
Ofivelle argues that this is the original meaning of asrama,, preceding 
the later usage to refer to a particular period or stage of fife. They also
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performed tapas or austerity and were part way at least to an ascedc 
lifestyle.

Interestingly, xheszjatila Brahmins were viewed with respect by the early 
Buddhists. Olivelle notes, for example, that the Vinaya code exempts them 
from the four months probationary period normally required before admis
sion to the sangha (1993: 21). Buddhist sources often describe Sakyamuni 
as pointing out that this was how Brahmins used to live and ought to 
live, by contrast with the village-dwelling Brahmins. However, the Buddha 
argues that they need to abandon the sacred fire and go beyond the life of 
a householder.

As we saw in Chapter 6, we seem to have a variety of Brahmins at this 
period: traditional village-dwelling Brahmins, urban Brahmins who were 
perhaps taking on the role of spiritual teachers of the new Brahmanical 
ritual practices for householders (and so were in competition for patron
age with the Buddhists and Jains), semi-renunciate Brahmins who had 
retreated to settlements outside the town or village, and, apparently a later 
development, fully-fledged Brahmanical renunciates who had abandoned 
their householder lifestyle and also abandoned (or rather internalised) their 
sacred fires. The unpopulated areas with which these last two groups were 
associated were also of importance to the non-Brahmanical ascetic tradi
tions. As I pointed out in Chapter 6, these Brahmanical ascetics seem to 
have been part of a common ascetic culture with a tradition of wisdom 
practices, teachings and sayings that were at least partly shared. They also 
shared with them a liking for the ‘forest, in other words for uncleared and 
unpopulated areas outside the cities and their agricultural hinterland.

B R A H M A N IC A L  A S C E T IC I S M

What, though, were the sources within the Brahmanical tradition that 
might lead to such a development? I referred in Chapter 1 to the ‘shamanic’ 
and ‘ecstatic’ elements of the early Vedic material. I am somewhat wary 
about using the word ‘shaman’ these days (see Samuel 2005a: 9-13), but if 
one takes the contrast between shaman and priest to be, at least in part, 
that the shaman deals with the gods or spirit as an equal, while the priest 
treats them from a position of inferiority, then it is clear that the Rgveda 
at least looks back towards a shamanic kind of relationship with the gods. 
The rsis to whom the Vedic hymns are attributed, whether or not they 
actually existed as historical figures, were seen as having power to compel 
the gods and so compel the natural order (Gonda 1963; see also Crangle 
1994). So, one assumes, were the ritualists who claimed descent from them,
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at least initially. Different groups of these shamanic-type rsiswere employed 
by various chieftains and warriors to further their own interests, and they 
might invoke the spirits against each other and try to interfere with each 
other s rituals.

At some point, however, no doubt gradually over time, things changed, 
and the Brahmins of a later period, though still tracing their ancestries to 
clans or gotra founded by one or another of the original seven rsis took on 
a much more priesdy role, as sacrificial performers. The Vedic hymns were 
gradually transformed into ritual formulae to be recited at various stages 
of the Brahmanical ritual, which was elaborated into a set of formalised 
procedures and the conflictual elements played down.1 Falk, Heesterman 
and others have written about this development, as has Witzel, who as we 
have seen associated it particularly with the Kuru-Pancâla state. I assume 
that he has the general place and period more or less right, and that this 
development can be linked in particular with the shift from a primarily 
pastoral-nomadic economy to a situation where the Vedic population was 
living among and increasingly merging with agricultural populations in 
North India, many of them probably already Indo-Aryan speaking. The 
stories of the seven rsis, and of the conflicts between the rsi or their associated 
tribes, such as that between Vâsistha and Visvâmitra, gradually became 
mythic material that was reworked in a variety of contexts (see Chapter 9, 
where I discuss the role of these two rsis in Book One of the Râmâyana).

To the extent that the sacrificial rituals became about the assertion of 
status, they also perhaps increasingly lost their explicidy instrumental char
acter. If Witzel and Falk are correct, however, the process of régularisation 
of Vedic ritual left some important functions to be dealt with by other 
kinds of ritual specialists. In Chapter 5, we considered the special case of 
the vrâtyas, but there are other examples. The hymns of the Atharvaveda, 
including many pragmatically-oriented rituals, were the preserve of a sep
arate group of Brahmins from those associated with the first three Vedas. 
Thus the Vedic material retained the possibility of providing a body of mag
ical techniques for pragmatic purposes, and the idioms that it provided for 
doing this are of significance for later developments. It is worth looking 
briefly at two complexes of ideas, one relating to the terms tapas and srama 
and the second relating to the term vrata.

The term tapas, which is often translated as austerity’, in the sense of 
carrying out demanding or extreme ascetic practices, derives from the root

1 While the high scacus of the Brahmins in Kuru-Pancâla is evident:, it is probably also worth bearing 
in mind Richard Larivieres point that our view is biased in their favour by the Brahmanical nature 
of most of our sources. The king, even in Kuru-Pancâla, retained the real power (Lariviere 1997).
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tap, to give heat, to make hot, to be hot. Walter Kaelber s Tapta Marga 
(1989) traces the associations of this root In Vedic literature with the fire 
and with the sun which provides the heat needed to ripen the fields and 
which also generates rain. Tapas is a basic creative force, with close links 
also to sexual desire and excitation, intercourse and orgasm.

Hints of these associations can already be found in the Rgveda. Their 
full development, however, takes place in the Brahmanas and especially 
in the Srauta Sutras, where ascetic practice has become a key part of the 
conception of the sacrificers role (Kaelber 1989: 23). Tapas thus becomes 
something which can be built up within one’s self, so generating power:

Crucially, man may develop or generate such magical heat’ within himself through 
the performance o f various self-imposed austerides, such as fasting or chastity. [.. .]  
In that such austerities generate heat within man, they too are regarded as a form 
o f tapas. Tapas refers therefore not only to heated power but also to the heated 
effort which produces it. [. . .] The accumulated tapas o f asceticism saturates' the 
devotee, making him a reservoir o f heated potency. This power may manifest itself 
as a sexual and fecundating energy which when released generates rainfall, fertile 
fields, and biological offspring. Through an asceticism that overcomes' nature, 
man is able to control nature. (Kaelber 1989:144)

This generates another series of images; the heated sweat of the sacrificer 
corresponds to the heated milk in the cauldron of thepravargya,, a hot milk 
sacrifice to the Asvins, and the overflowing of the cauldron corresponds to 
ejaculation.

[T]he heat assumed by the devotee in the presence o f the sacred fire makes him  
susceptible to visions and divine revelation. Agni, himself a seer, provides the 
devotee with ‘head-heat,’ turning him into a seer as well. Relatedly, the heated 
effort o f ascetic practice kindles an ‘inner fire' o f illumination, yielding ecstatic 
insight. Like the paradigmatic rsis, the earthly ascetic is able to ‘see' or behold 
through his tapas, through his self-imposed austerity. In this context his tapas takes 
the form o f ‘cognitive brooding' or ‘intense meditation'. [. . .] Once again, however, 
we see a clear transparency to that natural heat generated by a hen as she broods 
over her eggs. Relatedly, visions mature in the heated mind just as crops mature 
and ripen upon a gently heated earth. (Kaelber 1989:145-6)

Closely related to tapas is another term; srdma, a Vedic root meaning lto 
strive’, ‘toil’ or to exert oneself’. Here again this can refer to the accumu
lation of creative power, or its sexual expression: the creator god Prajapati s 
creative intercourse with the earth, for example, is referred to as srdma (Oliv- 
elle 1993: 9). One can exert oneself through sexual intercourse, so creating 
new life, or one can exert oneself in ascetic practice {tapas). A well-known 
dialogue hymn from Book One of the Rgveda, in which the speakers are
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identified as Lopamudra, the wife of the rsi Agastya, the rsi himself, and the 
commenting Vedic poet, seems to counterpose the two meanings o f ‘toil’, 
with Lopamudra succeeding in distracting her husband from ascetic ctoil5 
to sexual ‘toil’:

1. [Lopamudra]] ‘For many autumns past I have toiled, night and day, and each 
dawn has brought old age closer, age that distorts the glory o f bodies. Virile 
men should go to their wives.

2. ‘For even the men o f the past, who acted according to the Law and talked about 
the Law with the gods, broke off when they did not find the end. Women 
should unite with virile men.’

3. [Agastya:] ‘Not in vain is all this toil, which the gods encourage. We two must 
always strive against each other, and by this we will win the race that is won by 
a hundred means, when we merge together as a couple.’

4. [Lopamudra]] ‘Desire has come upon me for the bull who roars and is held back, 
desire engulfing me from this side, that side, all sides.’
[The poet:] Lopamudra draws out the virile bull: the foolish woman sucks dry 
the panting wise man.

5. [Agastya:] ‘By this Soma which I have drunk, in my innermost heart I say: Let 
him forgive us if we have sinned, for a mortal is full o f many desires.’

6. Agastya, digging with spades, wishing for children, progeny, and strength, nour
ished both ways, for he was a powerful sage. He found fulfilment of his real 
hopes among the gods. (O’Flaherty 1981: 250-51 =  Rgveda 1.179)

This hymn is one of a number of dialogue hymns, in all of which one 
character attempts to persuade the other to sexual activity (O’Flaherty 
1981: 245). While we can only guess at the original ritual context, it seems 
fairly clear that the central theme here is the diversion of the ascetic energy 
of the tapasvin, the person who is generating tapas, to productive ends. 
However, sram is the root of sramana, the word for renunciate ascetic that 
at a later period becomes clearly opposed to the Brahmanical priest, being 
typified by the Buddhist and Jaina sramanas (Olivelle 1993: 9).

Not all sramanas, however, were outside the Vedic fold. Even in the 
Rgveda, there seems to have been a range of different kinds of practitioners 
besides the sacrificial priests. These include the long-haired (kesin) sage or 
muni described in Rgveda 10.136, a text that has often been interpreted as 
describing a kind of shamanic practice (cf. Werner 1989; Deeg 1993). This 
is a translation of the first four verses:

1. Long-hair holds fire, holds the drug, holds sky and earth. Long-hair reveals 
everything, so that everyone can see the sun. Long-hair declares the light.

2. These ascetics, swathed in wind, put dirty red rags on. When gods enter them, 
they ride with the rush o f the wind.
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3. ‘Crazy with asceticism, we have mounted the wind. Our bodies are all you mere 
mortals can see.1

4. He sails through the air, looking down on all shapes below. The ascetic is friend 
to this god and that god, devoted to what is well done. (O’Flaherty 1981:137-8)

In the final verse, the long-haired sage ‘drinks from the cup, sharing the 
drug with Rudra’ (O’Flaherty 1981: 138). He seems to be a naked sage 
(‘swathed in winď) and there are suggestions of control over sexual power 
(Olivelle 1993: 12—14). The association with Rudra, the god who provides 
the prototype for the later Siva, and who in the Vedas is an ambivalent 
figure who is not fully incorporated into the Vedic pantheon, is intriguing 
in view of the later linkage between Siva and ascedcs. But there are other 
possible ascedc figures too in the Vedas, including the vratyas, who have 
been discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, and the brahmacarin, a figure who we 
will examine briefly below.

For the early Vedic context, Kaelber appears willing to follow Eliade, 
Oldenburg and others in comparing the ‘heated passage’ leading to insight 
to the heated passage of ‘classical’ shamanic inidadon, though these are of 
course homologies rather than suggesdons of historical linkages (Kaelber 
1989:125—41). Whether or not we use the term ‘shaman’ for the long-haired 
muni, the vraty a or for that matter for the rsis themselves, it is clear that we 
have a tradition of figures who communicate with the gods while in ecstadc 
states, and who have visionary powers as a result of their divine contact. 
These figures exercise tapas in some sense, and this is seen in terms of the 
accumulation of sexual or quasi-sexual ‘heat’. They are also, in some cases 
at least, expected to put their power to the service of the community (e.g. 
Kaelber 1989:17-22).

The sexual dimension to Vedic asceticism helps to explain why the brah- 
macarin, who is defined by his absdnence from sexual intercourse, is a 
central figure (Kaelber 1989: 17—22). The logic here is that sexual ‘energy’ 
is either expended in family life for the producdon of children or for plea
sure, or directed towards the attainment of ascedc power. In later tradidon, 
the primary reference of the term brahmacarin is to the stage of being a 
Vedic student in the íoui-ásrama scheme, but this scheme is itself a later 
development. W hat is clear in the earlier material is that the brahmacarin 
is a repository of power built up through his tapas (in this sense meaning 
‘ascetic pracdce’) and this tapas can be put to the use of the community. For 
Kaelber, a key example is the well-known mahavrata ritual of the vratyas, 
described in the Jaimimya Brdhmana and the Šrauta Sutras, which appears 
to have involved ritual intercourse between a brahmacarin and a prostitute
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(see Chapter 5, and Gonda 1961). Here both brahmacarin and prostitute 
are sources of power. The creative ritual role of the brahmacarin is already 
stated in the Atharvaveda (n, 5):

1. Stirring both worlds the Brahmacarl moveth: in him the deities are all one- 
minded, He hath established firmly earth and heaven: he satisfies his Master 
with his Fervour [=tapas]

2. After the Brahmacarl go the Fathers, the heavenly hosts, all Gods in separate 
order, After him too have the Gandharvas followed, thirty and three, three 
hundred, and six thousand. He satisfies all Gods with his devotion . . .

6. Lighted by fuel goes the Brahmacarl, clad in blackbuck skin, consecrate, long- 
bearded. Swiftly he goes from east to northern ocean, grasping the worlds, 
oft bringing them anear him . . .

12. Thundering, shouting, ruddy-hued, and pallid, he bears along the earth great 
manly vigour.
Down on the ridge o f earth the Brahmacarl pours seed, and this gives life 
to heaven s four regions . . . (Griffith 1916, vol. 2: 68-70 =  w .i, 2, 6, 12; cf 
Kaelber 1989:17)

In the Vedic material, the point of the exercise is to put the power of tapas 
at the service of the community, to generate fertility and productivity, in a 
word what contemporary anthropologists of India call auspiciousness’ (V. 
Das 1987; Marglin 1985a; Madan 1985; cf. Samuel 1997). This is what the 
post-Vedic tradition referred to as the karma-kanda. But the forest ascetic 
tradition, as witnessed in the early Upanisads, moves in another direction. 
Here tapas is used to drive the search for knowledge (jndna:) and liberation 
(moksa:), a search which involves the rejection of ordinary social identity and 
of obligation to the community through identification with the Absolute. 
This jnana-kanda is a direct assault on the traditional view that ascetic 
practice is for the good of the community:

The tradition and spirit o f the karma-kanda was at first challenged by the inno
vations o f the jnana-kanda. This took place on many fronts. Traditional ritual 
and its rewards were challenged by a saving knowledge. The prestige o f priest and 
sacrificer was challenged by ascetics o f  the forest. [. . .] The value o f worldly goals 
was challenged by a pessimism regarding samsara. [. . .] The value o f karma was 
challenged by a salvation beyond action and the value o f dharma was challenged 
by a salvation beyond conventional morality.

In time, however, the orthodoxy and orthopraxis o f the karma-kanda met these 
challenges. The result has been termed the Brahmanic(al) synthesis. In point o f  
fact, however, it was not so much a synthesis o f the two trends as it was the 
absorption o f one tradition by the other. The orthodoxy o f the karma-kanda found 
room for the innovations o f thejnana-kanda and brought them into its fold. [.. .]
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Although moksa is cited, as the culmination o f Vedic values, dharma invariably 
remains primary in the law books. Although knowledge is lauded, ritual action 
remains paramount in the Srauta Sutras. Despite the elitist goal o f moksa, the 
priesthood and its constituency still sought rainfall, fertility, pleasure, success, and 
a repertoire o f worldly ends. (Kaelber 1989: 79)

W hat was at stake here was the incorporation of the Vedic version of 
the sramana option within the Brahmanical fold, and the defusing of the 
challenge that it posed to the priesdy families. As Kaelber notes, one can 
go for an orthogenetic* model here, following Biardeau and Heesterman 
among others, and stress the continuity of these developments with the 
original Vedic material, or, following writers such as Eliade, Dumont or 
Olivelle, one can see a process of challenge and assimilation* in which new 
models and approaches, not necessarily emerging from within the Vedic 
context, are confronted and incorporated more or less successfully. Kaelber 
prefers the latter approach, though as he rightly notes, neither can provide 
a complete model of processes of such complexity (1989: 107-9). I would 
agree, and suggest that this is generally a more productive way to approach 
these complex processes than purely in terms of the internal dynamics 
of Brahmanical thought. The ‘orthogenetic* approach offers elegance and 
closure, but it lacks a certain degree of realism, especially given that the 
logic of Vedic thought and practice is such that new developments are 
regularly incorporated through the use of resources already present within 
the tradition.

The actual assimilation, in Kaelbers view, took place through the adap
tation of the brahmacdrin model to include the rival forms of ascetic prac
tice. These became included within the Brahmanical model through the 
four asrama model (brahmacdrin, grhasthay vanaprastha, samnydsin) that 
was to become normative in later times. Originally, though, as we saw 
in Chapter 6, these four stages (brahmacdrin, householder, forest-dwelling 
semi-renunciate ascetic and fully renunciate ascetic) were alternatives rather 
than sequential. In the new model, brahmacdrin gradually became a kind 
of period of studentship before married life, while the forest-dweller and 
renunciate options were effectively tamed and incorporated. Renuncia
tion, rather than being a rejection of dharma and Brahmanical regulation, 
became progressively regulated by Dharmic codes. It now became concep
tualised as a period of penance, purification and preparation for death at 
the end of one’s life (1989:121). In reality, many, probably the majority, of 
samnydsins even today renounce earlier in their lives, and their ascetic career 
is really an alternative to that of the householder rather than a concluding
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winding-down after secular obligations have been fulfilled. At the ideo
logical level, though, the Brahmanical solution achieved total dominance 
within texts such as the Laws of Manu.

We also note that these terms connect up with a view of the hrahmacdrin 
or celibate young man as a reservoir of sexual and magical potency. If we 
can judge from the pervasive imagery of beautiful young women, male 
and female couples, motherhood and vegetative fertility, Aityaksa religion 
tended to celebrate adult sexuality, both male and female. By contrast, it 
seems, the Vedic culture preferred to celebrate the unmarried male, a choice 
that makes some sense in its earlier incarnation as a pastoralist culture with 
a strong emphasis on conflict, raiding and fighting. If so, we can perhaps see 
here the origins of the specifically Indie tension over sexuality. While post- 
Christian Europe was concerned about whether sex was sinful, the Indie 
problem was whether it represented a loss of power. I consider these issues 
further in Chapter 8, which forms an interlude before Part 2 of the book.

In relation to asceticism, the term vrata, which has already received 
some discussion in Chapter 6, is also of significance. I noted in Chapter 6 
Timothy Lubin s suggestion, developing ideas from Paul Hacker and Joel 
Brereton, that the original meaning of vrata was something like ‘rule’ in the 
sense of ‘fixed, characteristic mode of behaviour that manifest one s will* 
(Lubin 2001: 568). Thus one can speak of the vrata of a particular deity, as 
defining that deity’s nature and role in the world’ (2001: 568). Collectively, 
these pattern[s] of divine agency and authority5 can be seen as ‘defin[ing] a 
cosmic and social order that calls for a human response5 (2001: 575). Lubin 
suggests that

what the early Veda contributes to the later-attested ascetical rules is the basic 
idea that observing a rule (vrata) o f ritual service can put a human worshipper 
in accordance with divine laws (vrata) and thereby confer divine blessings. The 
Atharva Veda and the various brdhmana texts combine this premise with the notion 
that the observance o f such rules requires sustained exertion (srama) and fervid 
dedication to fasting and celibacy (i.e. tapas). (Lubin 2001: 578-9)

Asceticism is of course very important in later Indie religion, and the idea 
that through tapas or austerity one can compel the gods to behave in certain 
ways is a basic trope that runs not only throughout Brahmanical asceticism 
but also later Tantric practice. There is a striking similarity between Lubin s 
early Vedic version of vrata and the mature Saiva or Buddhist Tantric idea 
that by doing sadhana of a particular deity one, in effect, compels that 
deity to act according to the deitys own prior promise or will and so brings 
about the desired result. An important additional element, however, is that
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in many forms of Tan trie ritual one also identifies with the deity We will 
explore the development of this idea in later chapters.

Whatever the initial origins of the idea of asceticism as generating magical 
power,2 this concept of the vrata as a pattern of behaviour that can compel 
divine blessings would seem to be an important early contribution to it. We 
have evidence from the Brahman as, from early Buddhist sutras and other 
sources of people who follow vrata modelled on the behaviour of various 
animals, such as a oxrvrata or Aog-vrata? Daniel Ingalls, commenting on 
the Pasupatas, an early group of ascetics who were worshippers of Siva 
as Pasupati, the Lord of the Beasts, suggests that ‘[t]he aspirant hoped to 
transform himself first into the Lords beast and finally into the Lord of 
Beasts himself (Ingalls 1962: 295). We will see more of the Pasupatas in 
Chapter 10.

The Buddha is famously described as being dismissive of this kind of 
thing, though the Buddhist account also accepts implicidy at least that such 
vrata are meant as a serious spiritual path. In the Kukkuravatika Sutta, the 
Buddha tells Punna and Seniya, an ascetic who is pursuing the oxrvrata 
and a naked ascetic who has long pursued the dog-vrata, that their vows 
will at best lead them to rebirth in the company of oxen and dogs, not 
the company of gods. However, when Seniya, the naked dog-ztrata ascetic, 
asks to join the Buddhist order, he is offered full admission after the usual 
probation,4 and soon attains the state of arhat (Majjhima Nikaya 67, e.g. 
Nanamoli and Bodhi 1995: 493—7). As I noted in Chapter 6, it is not so 
difficult to see the rules for order of the Buddhist sangha as themselves 
constituting a kind of vrata intended to lead to a certain kind of result.

It is worth taking a brief look at the speculative and philosophical dimen
sions of the Vedic material, since these present another dimension of the 
ideological movement which is taking place here. Some of the late Rgvedic 
hymns, such as the well-known creation hymns,’ 10.121 and 10.129, already 
have a strong speculative element (e.g. O ’Flaherty 1981: 25-9). In fact, the 
term, ‘already is probably not appropriate, since it would seem to sug
gest that nobody ever speculated about the nature of reality in the tribal- 
shamanic and pastoral context we are supposing for the early Indo-Aryan

2 Nick Allen has suggested thac it goes back to shared Indo-European narrative structures (N. Allen 
1998).

3 For references from Brahmanical sources, see Olivelle 1992: 109-u, which cites the Mahabhdrata 
(5.97.14) and the Bhdgavata Purana (5.5.32); Olivelle also gives further Buddhist references.

4 Seniya responds by suggesting that he should undertake a four-year probation rather than a four- 
month probation (Nanamoli and Bodhi 1995: 497). This might be a way to indicate the disfavour 
with which these practices are held, but it seems more likely to be simply an expression o f Seniyas 
level o f commitment, which is clearly depicted as being higher than that o f his ox-vrata companion.
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peoples. There is plenty of ethnographic evidence to demonstrate that 
sophisticated philosophical thought can be found among preliterate pas- 
toralist peoples.5 For such peoples to put their reflections into verse and 
hand them on to succeeding generations is perhaps less frequent, and these 
speculative hymns are generally regarded as a late addition to the Rgvedic 
collection.

These hymns nevertheless suggest a move to the detailed exploration 
of abstract philosophical notions. Such exploration is characteristic of the 
next phase of the Vedic material and has been explored by a variety of 
authors (e.g. Miller 1985; B. Smith 1989, 1994). The Vedas were used by 
later Brahmanical tradition as a foundational text, and later developments 
were constandy referred back to precedents in the Vedas, so there is a sys
temic tendency in Brahmanical scholarship to read the Vedic material as 
more philosophical and less ritually-oriented than it perhaps was. For all 
this, there is litde doubt that the Kuru-Pañcála theorists had a sophisti
cated set of understandings regarding the divine order and the system of 
correspondences within experienced reality. Central to this was the mul- 
dvalent concept of brahman (B. Smith 1989: 69-72; Witzel 2003: 70-1).6 
Witzel, following Thieme and others, suggests that the original Vedic sense 
of brahman is something like ‘the “formulation” or capturing in words of 
a significant and non-self-evident truth’, and notes that ‘[t]he formulator 
(1brahman) of such truths has special powers, effecting this world and the 
cosmos’ (Witzel 2003: 70). Later the term develops a wider and more cos
mological meaning, with brahman as ‘the source and foundation of all that 
exists — the nexus of all cosmic connections — and the connective force itself 
lying behind all knowledge and action that constructs ontologically viable 
forms’ (B. Smith 1989: 72), eventually personified as a creator-deity.

Brahmins clearly have a special relationship with brahman, but since this 
relationship is founded in the ability of the original Brahmin rsis to ‘capture’ 
reality in their inspired verses, the question of whether Brahmins in later 
times were valid representatives of the original rsis could always be raised. 
The Buddhists, as we saw, argued that the Brahmins employed as court 
ritualists by the new rulers (the karma-kanda Brahmins, in Kaelber’s terms) 
had lost any valid connection with the original Brahmanical tradition. The

5 Evans-Pritchards Nuer Religion is a classic demonstration (Evans-Pricchard 1956). As for Indo-Iranian 
and Indo-Aryan pastoralists, the similarity has long been noted between the Vedic concept o f rta 
(divine order, etc.; Witzel prefers active realization of truth’) and the Avestan (Iranian) concept o f 
asa (e.g. Witzel 2003; 70). If this implies a common origin, then the concept would go back to the 
pastoralist context.

6 I have generally omitted Vedic accents but in this case they resolve an important ambiguity.
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ascetic forest-dwelling Brahmins (the jnana-kanda Brahmins, in Kaelbers 
terms) were closer, but the true 'Brahmins', the true knowers of the nexus 
of all cosmic connections', were the Buddhists themselves.

The jnana-kanda Brahmins would presumably have rejected such an 
assertion, however close they might be in practice to the Buddhist and 
Jaina monks. However, they accepted the idea of knowledge of brahman 
as liberating insight. This is the basis of the position taken in the early 
Upanisads, the body of texts associated with this group.

The status o f the karma-kanda Brahmins was not based on their per
sonal attainment to knowledge of brahman, but on their possession of the 
lineages of transmission of the Vedic hymns, which gave them the right to 
recite these ritually-powerful verses. However, they too needed to respond 
to the Buddhist and Jaina critique, and in practice, as Kaelber notes in the 
passages discussed above, they sought to adopt some of the ascetic develop
ments into their own practices. This led to the semi-ascetic style that became 
characteristic of later Brahmanical culture. How far this was a simple need 
to counter the rhetoric of the Buddhists and other sramana groups, and 
how far it derived from a desire to incorporate what were seen as important 
and valid elements of the ascetic approach, it is hard to say. I imagine that 
both factors were operative. The specific intellectual resources of the Vedic 
tradition, however, led to a particular construction of asceticism which, 
as we have already noted, tended to focus on the taming' and direct
ing of human sexuality, specifically adolescent male sexuality, for ascetic 
ends.

Certainly, the transformations in Brahmanical ritual and practice during 
this period were by no means purely defensive. They also laid the founda
tions for the future integration of the Brahmins within the wider context 
of Indie society. The recent work of Timothy Lubin provides a useful anal
ysis of this process (Lubin 2005). Lubin has suggested that in the Grhya 
Sutras (texts on household ritual) and elsewhere we can see a deliberate 
simplification of the complex srauta sacrifices to provide rituals that could 
be performed by the householder under the instruction and direction of 
Brahmin priests.

In the Grhyasutras, the claim is first made that study o f the Veda is not merely 
available to but incumbent on ksatriyas and vaisyas as well as brahmins, with the 
corollary that initiation and the daily use o f Vedic mantras become the defining 
mark o f elite, Arya status in a religiously and ethnically diverse society. The trend 
toward identifying initiation and brahmacarya (rather than marriage) as the starting 
point for constructing a framework for an orthoprax life o f piety, and the mul
tiplication o f similar vratas as a framework for personal piety,were developments
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parallel with the rise o f ascetical (Sramana) movements such as Buddhism. (Lubin 
2005: 88)

Elsewhere in the same article he suggests that the effect of this development 
may have been to ‘divide the territory’ between the Brahmins and the 
sramana movements. Thus Lubin suggests that

Buddhism initially won out in the urban zones, where traditional social and cultural 
structures were fragmentary and diluted. Meanwhile, Brahmanism reinvented itself 
in a form that simultaneously provided a model o f domestic piety and personal 
sanctification (in a range o f  degrees o f  ascetic rigor) that had, especially in rural 
society, much o f the appeal that Buddhist piety had in the cities and along trade 
routes: namely, a code o f self-discipline and direct personal access to the presumed 
power o f sacred mantras. (Lubin 2005: 91-2)

The success of the Brahminical strategy can be seen in the increase in the 
use of Sanskrit and the increasing evidence of royal patronage for Brah
mins in the post-Mauryan period. Here an important role was played by 
foreign rulers (Scythians and Kusanas) for whom the use of Sanskrit and 
the patronage of Brahmins helped to legitimise their position. The pattern 
was then adopted and further popularised by the imperial Guptas (Lubin 
2005: 92-7).

L O C A L  D E I T I E S  A N D  E V E R Y D A Y  C O N C E R N S :

T H E  B R A H M A N IC A L  P A T T E R N

Lubin points to the way in which this model meant that the Brahmins 
remained relatively decentralised, with a firm base at the village level. They 
never developed the degree of centralisation in large monasteries in or 
near cities that was characteristic of the Buddhist and Jaina pattern, and 
which was eventually to lead to the vulnerability of those traditions to loss 
of state support. Brahmins became court ritualists, often associated with 
spectacular and wealthy temples, and they became royal administrators 
and bureaucrats, but they also built up a solid base of family land-holdings 
within South Asian villages that enabled them to survive the loss of power 
and support at the centre during the long periods of Muslim and British 
domination. Above all, this was a question of property gifted to specific 
Brahmin families and handed down to their descendants.

The downside, if that is the correct term, to the semi-ascetic Brahmin 
model was the linkage between Brahmins and purity that became the basic 
ideological underpinning of the Hindu caste system (L. Dumont 1972). 
Here I am speaking not so much of the cost to the Brahmins themselves
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as to the wider society. If Brahmins responded to the sramana challenge 
by asserdng their own purity through a semi-ascetic lifestyle, the necessary 
corollary was that others must be less pure, and that there had to be an 
opposite ideological pole to the pure Brahmin. As Dumont put it, ‘The 
whole is founded on the necessary and hierarchical coexistence of the two 
opposites* (L. Dumont 1972: 81). This other pole was formed by the various 
dalit (untouchable*) groups, the low-caste groups who were associated with 
occupations seen as intrinsically impure.

Thus the caste structure of Indian village society, from the Brahmin point 
of view at any rate, became based on a hierarchical opposition between the 
pure Brahmin and the impure untouchable. Texts such as the Rgveda*s well- 
known ‘Purusa-Sukta* (Hymn 10.90, see e.g. O ’Flaherty 1981: 29-32), in 
which the four varna originate from the dismemberment of the primaeval 
cosmic giant, with the Brahmin arising from his mouth, the ksatriya from 
his arms, the vaisya from his thighs and the sudra from his feet, are frequendy 
referred to in this connecdon.

As I described in Chapter 4, however, the caste hierarchy as it developed in 
later times was in fact a very different business from the varna classificatory 
scheme, and could encompass a large number of separate hereditary groups 
(jd ti), with varying claims to one or another varna status, as well as others 
which were seen as outside the varna system altogether (cf. L. Dumont 
1972; Quigley 1995; Searle-Chatterjee and Sharma 1994; Bayly 2001). Here 
the South Indian (and perhaps originally more widespread) concepdon 
of the necessity of low-caste polluted groups to handle the dangerous 
magical power of the king (see Chapter 4) may have made an important 
contribudon.

Purity here seems originally to have been a quesdon of the ritual purity 
necessary for the proper performance of Vedic sacrifices, a theme which 
doubdess goes back to the Indo-Aryan-speaking immigrant population, 
since it is also a key issue for the Zoroastrian tradition. In the new Brah- 
manical social and religious order, however, it became a more generalised 
and intrinsic quesdon, with the lower groups in the caste hierarchy defined 
as intrinsically impure, and women defined by their bodily functions as 
periodically impure. In both cases, the human consequences were to be 
severe, and are still very much active today.

In the 1980s, a number of authors developed a critique of Dumonts 
analysis through pointing to, in effect, the existence of a religion of fer
tility and everyday life as a counterpoint to Brahmanical religion in the 
modern Hindu context. This is the religious complex that has generally 
been referred to by anthropologists as auspiciousness*. The writers who 
raised the question of auspiciousness, such as Triloki Nath Madan (1985,
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1987), Frederique Marglin (1982,1985a, 1985b) and Veena Das (1987), were 
involved in a sympathetic critique and extension of Dumont’s work rather 
than a radical rejection. These writers agreed with Dumont in taking the 
question of values in South Asian societies seriously, but they felt that 
Dumont’s account was over-simple and inadequate. Purity was important 
in Indian society, but it was not the only central value. So auspiciousness’ 
was seen as being an independent value, as delimiting a separate sphere, or 
(at least with Veena Das and T. N. Madan) as defining a second axis around 
which the structural analysis of Indian society might be based. Auspicious
ness’ became a general label for concerns with attaining health, success and 
prosperity and avoiding death, disease, poverty and misfortune.

There seems to be a close relationship between auspiciousness and gender. 
Womens ritual is largely about generating auspiciousness.7 The converse 
is also true: much ritual concerned with auspiciousness is in fact ritual per
formed by women, as with the auspicious diagrams Ckolam, etc.) drawn on 
or in front of the threshold of houses by women each morning in parts 
of India (Nagarajan 1997), or with the vrat rituals performed by Hindu 
women for the welfare of their husbands and children (S. Robinson 1985;
S. Gupta 1999). In addition, the deities invoked (for example, SasthI or 
LaksmI) are frequendy female, and women act as key signifiers of auspi
ciousness and inauspiciousness (as in the concept of a married woman as 
sumangali or intrinsically auspicious, or of a widow as inauspicious). This 
new focus on auspiciousness therefore provided a context in which the role 
of women in ritual and religious life received considerably more attention 
from anthropologists than had previously been the case.

A convenient starting point for a discussion of this literature on auspi
ciousness might be Veena Das’s diagrammatic representation (V. Das 1987: 
143; also reproduced in Marglin 1985a: 294), in which the idea of the two 
axes of purity-pollution and auspiciousness appears particularly clearly. 
Das’s diagram was modelled on the diagram from Tambiah’s 1970 book 
that I reproduced in Chapter 6 (Fig. 6.4). Das’s diagram, like Tambiah’s, 
reflects the tendency for abstract formulism of the anthropology of the time, 
but, again like Tambiah’s, it presents a useful perspective on village values.8 
However, the similarities between the two diagrams are more apparent than 
real.

7 See, for example, the striacar associated with marriage in rural West Bengal and Bangladesh (Fmzzetti 
1990). See also Samuel 1997. A related issue here is whether one interprets such rituals in terms of  
what they mean to their performers or to male ritual experts within the society. See Brown on the 
meanings o f Mithila art (C. Brown 1996).

8 It should also be noted that Tambiahs diagram is intended to represent the constellation of values 
within a particular Thai (more accurately Lao or Isan) village, whereas Das s is a generalisation across 
Indian society as a whole.
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Auspicious activities associated 
with life and the right hand

Pure, 
bounded 

states, 
associated 

with the 
articulated 

states of 
the body

Impure, 
liminal 
states, 
associated 
with the 
disarticulated 
states of 
the body

Inauspicious activities associated 
with death and the left hand

Figure 7.1. Veena Dass Diagram of the Value System of Indian Society

There are a number of things which might be noted about this diagram, 
but I will limit myself here to one major point: unlike those in the Buddhist 
diagram, the two sets of values are closely entangled with each other. In fact, 
an ongoing problem with auspiciousness’ is that it does not correspond to 
a clear indigenous category; Das, Marglin (1985a) and Madan (1985,1987) 
refer to a variety of indigenous terms (notably subha and mangald) and, as 
Parry (1991) eventually noted, it does not seem possible to derive a single 
coherent category of non-Brahmanical concerns here. There is virtually 
no village ritual that cannot ideally be done according to Brahmanical 
prescriptions, which is not to say that all roles will necessarily be taken 
by Brahmins, since some of them may involve inappropriate involvement 
with impurity. Brahmanical values of purity pervade the whole field and, 
in effect, claim dominance over the world of everyday life.

This is most notable in relation to womens bodily functions, which 
have a close linkage in Brahmanical thought to the whole question of 
fertility in nature more generally. In Chapter 4, I discussed Julia Leslie s 
analysis of a widespread myth of menstruation, which sees its origin in a
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process by which the god Indra transfers his guilt at an unavoidable act of 
Brahmin-killing to women, to nature and to the earth. Womens fertility, 
and the earth s fertility, are somehow intrinsically linked to their polluted 
and devalued nature.

O f course, there is a kind of built-in irony or contradiction here, since 
the birth of children is necessary for the existence of society, and the birth 
of male children at least is a highly desired event. The relationship between 
auspiciousness and purity is complex and often contradictory. Groups that 
are impure may well also be auspicious, as with the hijra (eunuchs) who 
have an important role in much of India as bearers of auspiciousness in the 
context of marriage and the birth of male children (e.g. Nanda 1990:1-6).

It is, however, perhaps not surprising that the contradictions are most 
conspicuous in relation to women and their role in village society (Samuel 
1997). Brahmanical thought, as mentioned above, centres around the ideal 
of the celibate young male. Women s bodily functions, particularly men
struation and childbirth, are seen as polluting and problematic within this 
set of values. The auspiciousness5 principle, by contrast, tends to focus 
around questions of prosperity, good health, and human and animal fer
tility. The imagery of the goddess LaksmI, with its close affiliations to the 
non-Brahmanical religion, is a key representation of auspiciousness5, 
and a young fertile married woman is the most immediate human repre
sentative of LaksmI. Yet, for the Brahmanical scheme of things, childbirth 
is seen as the most polluting of bodily processes, and traditional childbirth 
attendants generally belong to the lowest of social categories and are viewed 
with little or no respect.

In Chapter 4, I alluded briefly to the problematic consequences of this 
entangled relationship between what is desired and what is pure for child
birth in contemporary South Asia (see also Rozario and Samuel 2002a). 
Here it is perhaps enough to note that this mutual entanglement creates a 
very different relationship to the everyday religion of the village than that 
found in the Buddhist context in Southeast Asia (see Chapter 6), or than 
that which seems to have been characteristic of Jaina and Buddhist contexts 
in South Asia in the past.9

Women clearly have a ‘lesser status in some respects in Southeast 
Asian Buddhist societies as well, most conspicuously in relation to their

9 To a considerable degree, modem Jains have preserved this relationship in modern India, although 
there has been some degree o f assimilation to Brahmanical values. Jain communities include hereditary 
Brahmins who carry out Brahmanical ritual functions for the community, but they are not regarded 
as ideologically dominant in the way that Brahmins in Hindu communities are. Cf. Carrithers and 
Humphrey 1991; Cort 2001.
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participation in monastic Buddhism (cf. Keyes 1984, 1986; Kirsch 1985). 
This negative valuation of women as Buddhist practitioners does not seem, 
however, to.imply the same devaluation and loss of autonomy characteristic 
of womens situation in many modern Hindu communities. Some authors 
(e.g. Reid 1988) have seen this greater autonomy of women in Southeast 
Asian societies as a specifically Southeast Asian characteristic, and certainly 
it was true in the pre-modern period for Muslims in Malaya and Indonesia, 
and Christians in the Philippines, and tribal populations in many areas, as 
much as for Buddhists. My point here though is not to construct causal 
relationships, and it would be simplistic, to say the least, to claim that 
‘Hinduism5 led to less freedom for women, and ‘Buddhism5 to more. The 
situation in the pre-modern period was the result of a complex series of 
historical developments in which the role of developing religious traditions 
to other aspects of society is best seen in terms of what Weber would have 
called ‘elective affinities5 (Wahlvenuandschajien).

Thus one might suggest that, historically, restrictive forms of Hinduism 
and Islam made sense in relation to the specific forms of patrilineal kinship 
and marriage found in most South Asian village societies, particularly as the 
process o f‘samantisation5 in the course of the first millennium CE led to an 
accentuation of the patriarchal features of these societies. They made less 
sense in Southeast Asia, where matrilineal and bilateral kinship practices 
are more common. To the extent that one or another religious tradition 
was adopted, the inner logic of each tradition allowed for and encouraged a 
further intensification of the particular pattern that became associated with 
it. Thus, for example, restriction of women (parda, etc.) became a sign of 
high status in Hindu societies throughout much of North India, including 
present-day Bangladesh and Pakistan, and was adopted where possible by 
groups that wished to claim higher status.10 All this, however, is only part 
of the story, and clearly there was also a great deal of historical contingency 
at work.

The (pre-Tantric) Buddhist and Jaina construction of things saw every
day life, including its ritual aspects, as a separate (laukika, worldly) sphere 
which co-existed with the teachings and practices of Buddhist and Jaina 
monastics but was not properly their concern. As in countries such as Thai
land and Burma in recent times, there would presumably have been a range 
of priests and minor ritual practitioners at the village level, as well as rituals 
performed by householders and lay ritual specialists, but none of these had

IO South India, which has a quite different (‘Dravidian’) system of kinship and marriage, had a somewhat
different: history, and womens status today is in some respects significandy becter in these regions
(Samuel 2002b: $>-11).
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the kind of ideological dominance claimed by the Brahmins in the Brah
manical model. Thus weddings in Buddhist Southeast Asia, Sri Lanka or 
Tibet were not Buddhist ceremonies, although in some cases monks might 
be invited to generate auspiciousness and merit (good karma) in association 
with them through recitation of Budhist sutras or other auspicious acts.

By contrast, the Brahmins as village-level ritual practitioners saw their 
role as setting the authoritative mode of performance of all of the ritu
als of everyday life (the samskaras, see e.g. Pandey 1969). In reality, this 
‘Sanskritisation (perhaps one should rather say ‘Brahminisation) of village 
life is far from complete, even today, with the performance of the samskaras 
by Brahmin priests often confined to the wealthier (and so usually higher) 
castes who are in a position to employ them, but the ideological dominance 
of the Brahmanical perspective in the wider society is well-established, with 
village rituals often seen as faulty and incorrect due to a lack of knowledge 
of the proper Brahmanical way to do things. This is however part of an 
ongoing dialectic between lay people and religious experts, village level and 
urban centre which would seem to go back to the early period we are here 
discussing (e.g. Marriott 1969b).

If we were to look for a Brahmanical equivalent to Chiang Mai, the 
Thai city which I cited as an example of the Buddhist relationship between 
power and the state, we might select Madurai in Tamil Nadu, a city of 
similar size and like Chiang Mai the capital of a medium-sized kingdom 
for hundreds of years, initially during the Pandya period (seventh to thir
teenth centuries) and more recendy under the Nayaka kings (sixteenth to 
eighteenth centuries). Litde survives from the Pandya period; the city in its 
present form dates mosdy from the seventeenth century, and is centred not, 
like Chiang Mai, on a modest city pillar shrine where Indra and the city 
guardian spirits are worshipped, but on the famous and splendid temple of 
the goddess MinaksI (Hudson 1993; Harman 1989; Mitchell 1989: 449-52; 
Volwahsen 1969: 80-6, 88).

MinaksI was almost certainly a local deity in origin, but is now regarded 
as a transform of Parvad and married to Siva, who under his local name 
of Sundaresvara has a shrine next to hers at the centre of the temple.n 
She is also regarded as sister of Visnu, and the ritual cycle of the temple

11 Historically, it seems that early Brahmanical temples in South India were mosdy dedicated to Siva 
or other male deities. It was only from the thirteenth century onwards that shrines to the local 
goddesses, generally treated as consorts o f a male Brahmanical deity, were incorporated within them 
(Stein 1994: 237, 465). By the time of construction of the Madurai temples as we know it today, this 
development had taken place. The temple today contains dual shrines to both MinaksI and Siva, 
but it is evident that MinaksI is the dominant partner.



focuses on her the three deities of MinaksI, Siva and Visnu (Harman 1992: 
64-99). W hat might originally have been a shrine of a local deity has been 
transformed into a temple integrally tied into all-India Brahmanical cults 
and focusing on Siva, here functioning as a deity of kingship, and on his 
marriage to the local goddess.

The nearby hill-shrine of Tirupparankunram, once a Jain sanctuary, 
and now one of the six famous shrines of the Tamil deity Murugan, has 
likewise been integrated into the Brahmanical structure through Murugan s 
assimilation to Skanda, son of Siva; the mythology of the site now centres 
around Murugan-Skandas marriage to Devasena (Clothey 1978: 124—7; 
cf. also Zvelebil 1991). The deities from this shrine, along with MinaksI s 
brother Visnu and his entourage from the important local Vaisnava temple 
of Alakarkovil are also invited to the annual wedding ceremony of MinaksI 
at Madurai (Harman 1989: 98).

Thus we see contrasting orientations towards the local deities and the 
religions of everyday life in the Brahmanical and Buddhist contexts; Brah
manical incorporation and mutual entanglement in the one case, parallel 
but distinct spheres in the other. Some further discussion of some of these 
issues is provided in the following Interlude (Chapter 8), which brings the 
first major part of the book to an end. The second major part commences 
with the subsequent chapter (Chapter 9), and will focus on the develop
ment of the various religious practices that are generally now labelled as 
‘Tantra5.
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CHAPTER 8

Interlude: Asceticism and celibacy in 
Indie religions

Chapters 3 to 7 have presented a survey of the evidence relating to the 
first stages of the history of Indie religions from the Second Urbanisation 
onwards. Key issues here have included the growth of the ascetic orders 
and of Brahmanical asceticism and the development of a series of new 
techniques of mind-body cultivation in the context of these ascetic groups. 
We have also seen something of the wider context of these ascetic traditions 
in the religious life of North Indian communities (particularly in relation to 
the so-caiXt&yaksa religion) and looked forward to a glimpse of the mature’ 
relationship between Buddhism or Jainism and village religion on the one 
hand, and Brahmanical religion on the other. In this Interlude, I step back 
a litde to look at some further issues relating to these developments.

I start by asking why the ascetic orders and the new goal of liberation 
from rebirth developed at the time when it did. Who and what were the 
Buddha, Par£va, Mahavlra, Makkhali Gosala and the other spiritual leaders 
of the sramana tradition, to the extent that we can take them as historical 
figures?

Each generation notoriously remakes major historical figures such as the 
Buddha or Mahavlra in its own image and we can hardly expect our own 
time to be exempt from such a rule. However, looking at the evidence pre
sented in the previous two chapters, it would seem that the key component 
of the message of these teachers, at least as understood by its early transmit
ters, was not primarily a rational theory of the nature of the universe. It was 
rather the ideal of the renunciation of ordinary life and of the emotions, 
feelings, impulses that tied one to it, a renunciation that also included a 
rejection of family, descendants and rebirth. At the centre was a conver
sion experience brought about through contact with a charismatic leader, 
and an ideal of a heroic struggle against the emotional entanglements and 
deep-seated volitional impulses of ordinary life, aimed at the achievement 
of a state of power, self-control and equanimity which is contrasted with 
the suffering and confusion of everyday life.
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The relationship to a specifically renuncíate lifestyle is a complex one. All 
these teachers had lay followers. If  Masefield (1986) is right, lay followers 
were a5 capable of the conversion experience as renunciates, and they might 
or might not subsequendy proceed to bhiksu or wandering mendicant 
status. The key element was a reversal of everyday life such that the goal 
of liberation from rebirth came to be the centre around which their fives 
was now constructed. Following this reversal, the emotional entanglements 
of everyday fife came to be seen as traps and obstacles to the achievement 
of that goal. Each tradition had its own specific set of techniques for how 
one then proceeded to actuafise this vision, with the Jains and Ajlvikas, 
along with the Brahmanical renunciates who developed at around the same 
time, emphasising ascetic practice, with simple contemplative exercises (the 
brahmaviharas, perhaps some simple dhyana practices), while the Buddhists 
emphasised the development of the full range of dhyana practices as a 
technique for calming and purifying the mind.

The relationship between practice and insight {prajñá, vipasyana) was 
an ongoing issue within these traditions, with some later Buddhist med
itation traditions developing a variety of dhyana or samadhi practices 
and others treating dhyana essentially as a prelude to insight, though 
arguably the reduction of dhyana to a brief preliminary found in modern 
Theravadin meditation is a recent development (Cousins 1996b). In the 
modern Southeast Asian context, the dhyana [samathd) practices are closely 
finked to the pragmatic exercise of magical power (e.g. Houtman 1996, 
1:999). It seems likely that such magical practices were always part of the 
stock in trade of those sramanas who were dependent on individual lay 
support, though they might become less important in contexts where large 
monasteries were supported by the state or by urban or rural communities.

The development of monasticism, in the sense of substantial commu
nities of renunciates living together, seems to have taken place relatively 
quickly, and they were certainly well established by the time when the 
siitras and vinaya texts were written down in the second and first centuries 
BCE. The state support for Buddhism and the sramana traditions at the 
time of Asoka would doubtless have provided the necessary conditions, 
even if this did not exist already.

E X P L A I N IN G  T H E  G R O W T H  O F T H E  N E W  A S C E T IC  T R A D I T I O N S

What, however, were the social and cultural traditions that led to these 
developments? Strictly speaking, we do not have any evidence that the 
goal of liberation from rebirth itself was new, only that it is not present 
in the Vedic material. It might have had an earlier presence outside the
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Vedic region, and the tradition of wisdom kings of Mithilá and other early 
renunciare rulers might point in this direction. It is hard, though, to think 
of it a5 developing in a small-scale village society. The idea of liberation 
from rebirth presupposes that one can see the structure of society ‘from 
outside’, in the form of the cycle of rebirth. One cannot rule out that such 
an idea and goal might occur to isolated individuals in a small-scale village 
society, but it seems unlikely that it would come to be shared by enough 
individuals to constitute a movement. 1

Yet this is implied by the coming into being of organisations such as the 
Buddhist and Jain orders. We have here groups of people who felt it appro
priate and meaningful to get together so as to pursue this goal as a group, 
along with further larger communities of people for whom this project 
somehow meant enough that they were willing to provide it with material 
support. This could surely only happen in a context where people s experi
ence led them to start to see their own particular cultural form of human 
life in society from the outside. That in turn probably implies that they had 
several such examples of different forms of human society to think with.

In other words, the renuncíate orders are unlikely to have developed until 
there were urban centres and trade between people from different localities. 
In these circumstances, an understanding could come into being that the 
way things were in ones own village or community was not simply the 
way things always had been and must be, but one of a number of possible 
options, and not necessarily, therefore, the best of those options.

That all of this is tied up with the new urban civilisation growing up at 
this time in the Central Gangetic region in North India has been widely 
assumed. Indeed, it seems to be almost inescapable, though it is less clear 
how long the cities had been in existence when the new ascetic orders got 
going or precisely how one might explain the relationship between the new 
movements and the urban milieu. On current datings, Greg Bailey and Ian 
Mabbett are probably correct in arguing in their recent Sociology o f Early 
Buddhism that the rise of the ascetic orders followed the initial growth of 
cities: early Buddhism developed as a consequence of a changed situation-, 
rather than of a rapidly changing one’ (Bailey and Mabbett 2003: 260).2

1 I suggested in Samuel 1990 that such an experience may be a necessary part o f how shamanic 
pracritioners operate, although the viewing from outside here may also take place, and more typically 
does take place, in a mythological language in which social life is constituted through the action of 
the spirits. In the case o f  the early ascetic groups, however, we need to assume a context in which 
such an understanding might come to be widely shared.

2 Their account is not directly concerned with Jainism, but the same comment would apply in the Jaina 
case. The proto-sramana movements discussed in Chapter 6, if they had historical reality, might 
have been closer to the time when cities began to develop, and might indeed have been involved with 
their initial growth (see below).
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The connection is again best seen in terms of what Weber would have 
called an elective affinity’ rather than a process of causation. Something 
about the new form of life which was emerging meant that the Buddhist 
and Jain communities made sense, to all the parties concerned, whether 
those who became fully-committed ascetic members of the new orders, 
those who were lay followers and providers of food and material support, 
or the rulers and elite groups who minimally had to be prepared to tolerate 
this new development and who, if the Buddhist and Jain accounts are 
reliable, in fact often became active supporters of the new teachings. I 
think it is pardy this multiplicity of actors, and the fact that we are looking 
at an elective affinity’ rather than a causal relationship, that leads to the 
multiplicity and (real or apparent) inconsistency of explanations noted by 
Bailey and Mabbett’s (Bailey and Mabbett 2003:13-36).3

It is clear in any case that the new communities were from the begin
ning engaged with patrons and supporters in the cities, and were typically 
located close to them though not within them, in locations that were eas
ily accessible to their populations. At this stage, I return to the question I 
posed at the start of this chapter. Why did the ascetic movements and the 
institution of celibate monasticism develop in India at this time?

In anthropological terms, what was happening could best be described 
as a revitalisation movement, a restructuring of modes of thinking and 
feeling, often through visionary processes, such as we see in many times of 
abrupt and radical change in human history and society. There was cer
tainly enough change going on at this time, with the growth of new urban 
communities and a new lifestyle associated with them, and, presumably, the 
move to these new centres of a population which had previously lived in a 
much smaller-scale and culturally-enclosed context. However, demonstrat
ing a closer relationship between these changes and the new movements is 
complex.

It has of course long been observed that the new traditions had an ethical 
component. From the point of view of practice as a renunciate, the ethical 
component is in a sense secondary, since it is primarily an aid to reducing 
one’s involvement in the affairs of the everyday world. However, from the 
point of view of the lay life, the ethical version is more central. Thus it is 
clearly quite possible to see a need for ethical guidelines being met by the

3 Attempts to find linear causal relationships are in fact not particularly useful in social analysis, since 
even when there is an event which has a massive impact on a community (war, famine, earthquake), 
the response is socially and culturally mediated, and may take any of a variety o f forms. For similar 
reasons, the classical Popperian vocabulary of falsification has limited applicability to the social 
sciences, including their historical applications.
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new religions, in a situation where choices have become much wider and 
indeed the idea of the individual as having choices to make has become 
much more salient. One can also see the new traditions as providing rational 
arguments to legitimise and explain the gradual abandonment of ritual 
practices that made sense in the village context but had less meaning in the 
city. Meanwhile, the Brahmins were reformulating their own practices for 
performance by householders under Brahmanical guidance, to some extent 
in competition with this new development (cf. Lubin 2005, and Chapter 7). 
Doubdess this is one reason why the new sramana movements were more 
comfortable with the senfi-ascetic wilderness-dwelling^/z^z Brahmins, who 
were potential allies, than with the new class of urban Brahmans who were 
their compedtors for support and sponsorship.

One can also see ways in which the rulers of these new states could find the 
sramana traditions, with their universal ethical principles and also perhaps 
their ksatriya sympathies, a useful ideology for their new states. As Olivelle 
has noted, the early Upanisads also suggest a need to accommodate to the 
needs of kings (1998: xxxv), and if the Central Gangetic region already had, 
as I have suggested, a tradition ofwisdom-kings with renunciate tendencies, 
there would be a natural synergy between the two developments, even if 
there were no direct influence from the wisdom-king traditions upon the 
evolving sramana movement itself.4

The Buddhist tradition s classic emphasis on dukkha, on the suffering or 
unsatisfactory nature of everyday life, and on meditation as an important 
aspect of how one deals with it, is also worth taking seriously as a clue to what 
people might have been looking for when they turned to the Buddhists and 
the other new movements. Suffering in the old village context—the ‘ancient 
matrix’, as Stan Mumford once called it, quoting Bakhtin (Mumford 1989: 
i6ff, cf. Samuel 1993: 6) — was at least part of an ongoing cycle of life in 
which the individual was deeply connected with the wider community. The 
city was a context in which this connectedness was no longer there. The 
urban individual had to deal with a world in which he or she had to make 
his or her own way, with little guidance from the past (cf. Gombrich 1988: 
72—81). The early Buddhists and the other groupings within the sramana 
movement provided a guide to the path, techniques to calm and understand 
the suffering of the newly self-conscious individual, and a group of like- 
minded people with whom one could construct a new kind of kinship and 
community based upon a common goal.

4 In fact Olivelle does noc take the wisdom-king traditions seriously, and implies that the Brahmins 
presented their new doctrines as being taught by kings as a deliberate device to encourage acceptance 
by their royal patrons. This may be a little too cynical (Olivelle 1998: xxxv).
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Was there actually more dukkha around in the new urban environment? 
There have been various attempts to link the growth of the ascetic orders to 
the negative impact of social change and the new urban way of life. There 
is probably at least some truth in these suggestions. Richard Gombrich, for 
example, suggests that the new cities provided an environment in which 
disease would flourish, so that illness and death were widespread. ‘It is 
quite possible that in the Buddha’s environment disease and sudden death 
had actually become more frequent. Maybe it is no accident that the early 
Buddhists were fond of medical metaphors, describing the Buddha as the 
great physician, etc.’ (Gombrich 1988: 57).

There is perhaps a further issue here, which relates to my earlier point 
about viewing society from the outside’. The new social environment had 
the potential to create a new kind of self-awareness, particularly among 
people such as merchants, entrepreneurs, government officials and other 
people who were living in an unpredictable and high risk environment 
in which individual choices were difficult to make and might have a dra
matic impact on their future prospects. The village, by contrast, was an 
environment in which people’s lives were more or less pre-given; for most 
people, their life-prospects, illness or accident aside, would be much the 
same as their fathers or mothers. Harvests could vary from year to year 
with the weather, floods and other natural disasters were always a possi
bility, but farmers tend to have tried and true techniques for dealing with 
them. In such a situation, there is only a limited scope needed for individual 
judgement.

All this would have been very much less true in the new urban environ
ment. There would be many examples of different life-choices around, and 
for some people at least a constant need to make ones own choices about 
the course of one’s own life. At the same time, individuals were still part of 
a complex web of obligations and commitments to spouses, children and 
other relatives, with little certainty as to whether they could meet them. It 
is not unreasonable to see this as a situation in which people might start 
to question the value and meaningfulness of any of the choices they are 
making within the hound of rebirth’.

If life was risky and unpredictable, with outcomes that no longer seemed 
clearly linked to one’s immediate actions, one can see some of the attraction 
of the choice of withdrawal from society. To become a renuncíate was 
to accept one’s own death, in both the physical and (more immediately) 
social sense. The renunciate’s previous social personality and role has been 
abandoned and has gone for ever. He or she was, in theory at least, no
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longer indebted to anyone in lay society, and no longer obliged to undertake 
anything. The renunciate was free, except for the limited rules structuring 
the life of the monastic community, and the even more circumscribed rules 
regarding support from the laity.

In reality, of course, Buddhist or Jain monks or nuns, or Brahmanical 
samnyasins, were not necessarily totally free from the entanglements of their 
previous social connections, but the attraction of the ideal state is perhaps 
understandable, especially now that it had been linked to the new goal of 
liberation from rebirth and offered the company of a community oriented 
towards the same goal.

Why though did the new ascetic orders appeal to the individuals who 
became lay followers and supporters? Much of the argument about the 
new kind of awareness associated with the urban lifestyle might apply to 
lay followers as well, particularly for the relatively prosperous, wealthy and 
powerful individuals who made up much of the following of the new orders. 
One might also consider some of the practical aspects of involvement with 
the Buddhist order. The connection between Buddhism and trade has 
long been noticed. As Bailey and Mabbett note, ‘It is possible that trade 
was mentioned ubiquitously in Buddhist literature not just because it was 
conspicuous in the society reflected in the texts, but because the actual 
development and expansion of Buddhism was so closely connected with it. 
Buddhist monks often travelled with caravans of merchants [...]. It is likely 
the extension of Buddhist culture into the Deccan was closely associated 
with trade5 (2003: 62; see also Heitzman 1984; O'Connor 1989; Lewis 2000: 
49—88).

Webers argument for the elective affinity5 between the mercantile cul
ture of north-western Europe in the later Middle Ages and the rise of 
Protestantism cannot be transferred as a whole to the different situation of 
fifth and fourth century BCE North India, but one wonders if some of the 
same elements might hold. Certainly the restrained, moderate lifestyle of 
the lay Buddhist would go well with the trading ethos of that time as of 
the Netherlands, Germany or Switzerland in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries (cf. Gombrich 1988: 76-81).

One can also point to the practical utility for people engaged in long
distance trade, or in travel to distant places on administrative or other 
missions, of having a community of people with whom they could claim 
fellowship, whom they had some reason to trust, and from whom they could 
expect support in distant cities and locations. Trading communities such as 
the Buddhist Newars of the Kathmandu Valley are perhaps a good modern
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example of this kind of situation, with Newar communities scattered as far 
as Lhasa, Kalimpong and Kashmir (Lewis 2000: 53-4). So of course are the 
modern Jains. There are parallels here with the mystery cults of the classical 
and Hellenistic world (Eleusis, Isis, etc.), with the Sufi brotherhoods that 
provided fellowship and a home away from home for Islamic travellers 
throughout the long trade routes across Europe, Asia and North Africa, 
or with the cult groups (Ekpe, Poro, Sande etc.) that existed into modern 
times through the trading states of West Africa, providing linkages between 
people over vast areas which were politically various and often, for someone 
without local connections, quite dangerous. As I suggested in Chapter 6, 
the early proto-sramana communities, such as the followers of Parsva, if 
they had historical reality, might be seen as local equivalents of such cult 
groups, and as providing a similar mixture of spiritual insight and practical 
assistance.

In asking why the new ascetic orders appealed to rulers of the time, it 
is of course true that rulers were also human beings dealing with a new 
and challenging situation. Some of the arguments about new forms of 
self-awareness might apply as strongly to them as others, especially given 
the risks and unpredictability of being a ruler of a North Indian state at 
that time. But kings also had practical concerns and one can see ways in 
which Buddhism and Jainism might be of use to them. Here the ethical 
component of the new traditions has already been mentioned. Bailey and 
Mabbett have also advanced an interesting argument about the role of the 
sramanas as intermediaries between the expanding centres of urban power 
and the various populations they encountered:

[S\ramana teachers were not just rustic medicine men from the wilderness. They 
were active everywhere. They could therefore be co-opted to stand for the solidarity 
of the kingdom, a solidarity that was cemented by a new message that insisted upon 
the universality o f values, and subverted the privileged authority o f Vedic rituals 
and myths which were controlled by a special group. This sort o f message was 
just what rulers needed when they were trying to bring beneath their dominion 
communities too diverse in culture and origins to be accommodated within a 
ready-made Sanskrit-brahmanicai image. (Bailey and Mabbett 2003:175)

I assume that some such arguments give us a reasonable grasp on how 
and why the ascetic traditions developed at the time that they did. In the 
remainder of this interlude I move to consider the wider question of the 
two different kinds of accommodation we have seen between religion and 
society, the Buddhist and/or Jaina pattern and the Brahmanical pattern. I 
begin with the question of celibacy.
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T H E  L O G IC  O F M A L E  C E L IB A C Y

I have already pointed to the central relationship in Brahmanical thought 
between celibacy religion and male identity.5 The logic behind this cen
trality is quite explicit in modern Hindu contexts, and undoubtedly goes 
back a very long way; we can see it in the work by Kaelber on Vedic texts 
which I discussed in Chapter 7 (Kaelber 1989). The general Indie notions 
regarding seminal continence and loss are well known in both textual and 
popular sources, and have been highlighted in recent years by a number of 
authors, perhaps most notably by Joseph Alter in his studies of contempo
rary North Indian wresders (Alter 1997; see also Khandelwal 2001). These 
notions imply that personal power and authority arise from abstention 
from and/or control over male ejaculation.

This theme links up closely to that of the renouncer (e.g. L. Dumont 
i960). Indie religions, including Buddhists and Jainas as well as modern 
Brahmanical thinkers, have seen and still today see the ascetic as someone 
who renounces and rejects, above all, the claims and appeal of family life 
and of sexuality, and so of the society that is built upon the foundation 
of the life of the householder. Here the renouncer is implicitly figured as 
male, while women routinely serve as representations of the family life to 
be renounced.

Thus spiritual power, which is expressible through various this-worldly 
results, is derived from asceticism, while the normative mode of asceticism 
is carried out by males, and involves the rejection of, or at least conscious 
control over, sexuality. Correlatively, as we learn from the Puranas and other 
sources of Hindu legend, if an ascetic was becoming so powerful that the 
gods felt threatened and the order of nature was being interfered with, the 
standard solution was to send along an apsaras or celestial dancing-girl to 
seduce him and so destroy his power.

It is worth stressing that none of this necessarily has anything to do 
with morality. When the ascetic succumbs to the apsarass wiles, this is not 
a moral fall, but a loss of self-control, leading to a loss of spiritual power. 
This is only a moral or ethical issue in so far as self-control is seen as morally 
good. In the Buddhist or Jain traditions, one can argue more convincingly 
that some degree of positive moral value has become attached to celibacy, 
but here again the key issue would appear to be self-control as part of a 
process of discipline. The discipline is justified not for its own sake but

J By celibacy here, I imply the rejection of (hecero-)sexual relations, since the term is also sometimes 
used to refer to the rejection o f marriage. See Bell and Sobo 2001.



because it is held to lead to a state of enlightenment or liberation.6 Here 
there is an explicit contrast with the idea in mainstream Christian traditions 
that celibacy is a morally superior state in its own right, as opposed to any 
end-result that is supposed to arise from its practice.

In reality, things are more complex. Celibacy is associated with purity, and 
purity is undoubtedly seen as a valued state in Indian society.7 Sexuality, 
women and family life are all in various ways associated with impurity 
and pollution.8 There undoubtedly are senses in which the normative 
Brahmanical tradition regards purity as morally superior, and the Brahman 
as morally superior to the untouchable, though even here it is difficult to 
be too categorical. As always in India, it is easy to find support for both 
a statement and its opposite. When Mahatma Gandhi proclaimed that in 
an ideal Hindu society, Brahmans and street-sweepers would go on being 
Brahmans and street-sweepers, but each would be regarded as of equal value 
as a human being, he was speaking out of a valid strain within the Indian 
tradition, but it was one that had litde correspondence to the social reality 
of his time.

Ascetics are pro to typically male, and the role of female ascetics in Indie 
societies has been and is today marginal and problematic. The goddess 
Parvatis ascetic practice is only superficially an exception, since it was 
aimed at acquiring a husband, in her case the god Siva. In fact, as is well 
known, womens religious practice regularly involves fasting and asceticism 
of various kinds, but its proper aims are generally held to be the establish
ment and welfare of her family (S. Robinson 1985; M. McGee 1992). This 
introduces a certain blurriness into the logic. If spiritual power derives in 
some sense from control over the ejaculation of semen, it requires a male 
physiology. Women, though, clearly are seen as able to accumulate power 
through ascetic practice, even if its utilisation is ideally confined to the 
welfare of husband and household.

One solution here, and it is followed in later traditions such as Vajrayana 
(Tantric) Buddhism, is to see both male and female essences as present in 
both men and women, so that the internal energy processes are more or 
less the same despite the physiological differences between them. But in 
practice there is a strong strain of thought that implies that ascetic celibacy

6 In the Tibetan context, it is not unusual to have a married, non-celibate lama presiding over a 
monastery o f celibate practitioners. There is really no contradiction in this situation, since the 
normative assumption is that the non-celibate lama has transcended the need for celibacy, and is 
capable o f sexual relations without attachment.

7 Here again Louis Dumont gives the classic account (L. Dumont 1972).
8 Cf. Leslie 1996a; Rozario and Samuel 2002a.
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is essentially a male business. It is clear that Hindu, Buddhist and Jain 
traditions are all uncomfortable with female ascetic practitioners, and none 
treats them as fully equal to men. This reflects the complex relationship 
between household and this-worldly-centred ritual and religious life, which 
is seen as a proper concern of women, and ritual and religious life that is 
aimed at more transcendental and other-worldly goals, which is not so seen.

In any case, the equation between celibacy and male spiritual power 
is quite familiar, and it is expressed in various ways across Brahmanical 
Hinduism, and across the Jain and Buddhist traditions. No doubt it gains 
some of its familiarity and obviousness from the idea of celibacy in the 
context of Christian monasticism. Buddhist and Christian monasticism in 
particular have spread over vast areas of the planet and acquired a very 
substantial presence in many societies. Yet, perhaps as a result, we may be 
failing to look closely enough at what is going on when Indie religions take 
as perhaps their single most culturally-valued goal the pursuit of spiritual 
power by male ascetics.

W A R R IO R  B R O T H E R H O O D S  A N D  W IS D O M  T R A D I T I O N S

One approach is to ask how this pattern developed historically. One origin 
has been identified, perhaps somewhat speculatively, in the social and reli
gious role of young men in Indo-European pastoralist society. In Chapter 6 
I mentioned the suggestion made by the British scholar of Jainism, Paul 
Dundas, which in its turn derived in part from work by Willem Bollee, that 
the early Buddhist and Jain monastic orders were a kind of transformation 
of Indo-European male warrior brotherhoods, and that a transitional stage 
could be seen in that shadowy and mysterious group in late Vedic and early 
Brahmanical texts, the vratyas (Bollee 1981; Dundas 1991).

This suggestion has its problems, but it seems clear enough in any case 
that a major strain of early Indie religious life valorised male celibacy and 
purity. One can, I think, see an early version of this strain as being located 
in the Kuru-Pancala region, and as linked in many ways to the values of a 
pastoralist society, or at least of a pastoralist elite.

As for the vratyas, scholarship since Bollee s time seems to support the 
idea that they were, in the earlier Vedic material at least, something like a 
warrior age-set, a phase through which the young men of the tribe go prior to 
marriage (see Chapter 5, and Falk 1986). The vratyas were unmarried young 
men, active as cattle-raiders and warriors, and they also had a significant 
ritual role, which was tied up to the ongoing fertility and productivity of the 
land. All this came to an end when they married and become incorporated
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into ordinary society as householders, though a small minority, unable or 
unwilling for one reason or another to move to the householder stage, 
remained as permanent vrdtyas and acted as leaders of the vratya troops. 
The important point, though, is that we see here an initial context in which 
an early Indie society makes use of and valorises the specific age group of 
young unmarried men.

As I suggested in Chapter 5, iconographical sources from the Central 
Gangetic and Bengal Delta regions, such as the Chandraketugarh terra
cottas, suggest a religion focusing on something quite different: the cult 
of a goddess of fertility and prosperity. This material can be seen as an 
early instance of another pervasive theme in Indian thought and imagery, 
most familiar in the mithuna (male and female couple) images which run 
through Indian sacred architecture from the early Buddhist stupas to the 
spectacular erotic sculpture of Khajuraho and Konarak. I will have some 
comments on these later temples and their imagery in Chapter 12, but here 
I would point to the more restrained but much more widespread imagery 
that we find throughout Buddhist, Hindu and Jaina architecture.

We could consider here, for example, the male and female couples 
who separate the narrative scenes from the Buddhas previous fives on the 
Buddhist stupa at Nagarjunakonda, dating from around the third century 
CE (Agrawala 1983; figs. 79-83), although there are thousands of similar 
scenes that could be chosen. I would suggest that in this imagery we can 
see an alternative conception of both kingship and human society to that 
which centres around the celibate young man. If the celibate young man as 
hero had his natural home in the pastorafist ideology of the north, then the 
agricultural societies of the north-east, the homeland of Buddhism and the 
ascetic traditions, tended instead to celebrate agricultural prosperity and 
fertility.

A S C E T IC  P R A C T IC E S

It is also to this Central Gangetic region that our early evidence of asceticism 
and yogic practices aimed at liberation or enlightenment refers. I would 
suggest that it is in the interaction between these two regions that we can see 
the origins of Brahmanical asceticism, and of the growth of the idea of the 
Brahmin as in part an ascetic. I think that there may well be some truth in 
Bollee s suggestion that the vratya and similar Vedic social institutions were 
reshaped in the process as something rather different, forming the basic 
structure of the new ascetic orders, though we can hardly exclude that, 
as the Buddhist and Jain traditions both assert, there were earlier teachers
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of a path to enlightenment. While these figures seem largely legendary 
or mythical, with the possible exception of Páráva, the twenty-third Jain 
tirthaňkara, they are mosdy also located in the Northeast Indian region.9

Given that the idea of permanent ascetic withdrawal seems itself not to 
have been a feature of the earliest Vedic context, this perhaps suggests that 
the key stage as far as celibate power is concerned in the Vedic context was 
the brahmacârin himself, particularly the brahmacârin who, like the vrâtya 
leaders, remains in the celibate role rather than marrying. In particular, the 
brahmacârin who moved direcdy into a renunciate lifestyle may be regarded 
as the prototypical generator of ascedc power.

In later Indian religious history, we might think here of figures such 
as Sankara, who are described as adopting the ascedc lifestyle from youth 
without ever becoming a householder. The iconography of Sankara depicts 
him as a young man, and his biographies describe him as a child prodigy 
who died at the age of thirty-two. We might think too of the iconography 
of young ascedc deities such as Ayyappan at Sabarimala, the ascetic form of 
Murugan (Skanda) who is worshipped at the great Tamil shrine of Palani, or 
Daksinâmürti, the ascetic teacher form of Siva. It may be no accident that 
these are all celibate forms of deities who elsewhere are strongly associated 
both with male sexuality and with warriorship.

Is it reasonable then to see the brahmacârin as a kind of civilised* and 
spiritualised* version of the original role of the vrâtya as young male warrior? 
If so, we can perhaps begin to sense how the cultural and psychic valorisation 
of young men that we already saw in the vrâtya role was transformed into 
something rather different, as a key symbolisation of the value of purity 
that was at the peak of the Brahmanical scale of values.

C E L IB A C Y  A N D  M A L E  I D E N T I T Y  I N  C O N T E M P O R A R Y  B U D D H I S M

Here it is useful to move to more contemporary material, while remaining 
cautious about the extent to which the present can be read into the past. 
The question of celibacy and male identity in contemporary Buddhism 
nevertheless has some interesting continuities with the material consid
ered above. I shall look specifically at material from Northern Thailand, 
although there are comparable features in other parts of Thailand and in 
other Southeast Asian societies. As mentioned in Chapter Six, ordination is 
usually treated by Thais and other Southeast Asian Buddhists as a temporary

9 IfWilliams is correct in caking Nemi, the twenty-second ňrthaňkara, as historical (R. Williams 1966), 
we would need to include Gujarat as well. Gujarat would have been part of the non-Àryan’ world 
at thac time, and like the Central Gangecic region and Bengal Delta had strong early links to trade.



period of transition to the marriageable state (Tambiah 1970; Spiro 1971; 
Davis 1984; Rhum 1994). Thus what we actually have in relation to most 
of the male population is a period when young men withdraw from society 
and live in an exclusively male group, followed by their return to soci
ety, marriage and incorporation as male householders. Structurally at least, 
we can see here a considerable similarity to the old vratya pattern. If we 
recall the suggestions in Northern and Northeast Thai ethnography that 
the celibacy of the ordinands is, in some respect, tied up with the coming 
of the rains, the fertility and productivity of the land (e.g. Tambiah 1970), 
the similarity is even stronger.

W hat is different in the Buddhist pattern, presumably, is the absence 
of the warrior role, and the stress on the ethical dimension of Buddhism, 
particularly on moral restraint, represented here above all by the sexual 
purity (i.e. celibacy) that is a central element of the definition of a Buddhist 
monk in contemporary Southeast Asian states. As Charles Keyes notes, the 
high status of monastic celibacy creates certain paradoxes for male identity 
in Northern Thai society (Keyes 1986). The ideal male is a Buddhist monk, 
a bhikkhu, so where does this leave the male householder?

Keyes sees the practice of temporary ordination as a way in which the 
ambiguities of the male Buddhist householder role are partially resolved. 
Temporary ordination is a rite of passage to adult male status. It involves a 
reformulation of man s link to his mother in the course of the ordination 
ritual, and it is normally followed by marriage after a short interval.

Some features of Keyes1 analysis are specific to Northern Thailand. This is 
a society with matrilocal residence, meaning that girls remain in the same 
household at marriage, and men move to their future wife’s household. 
This is associated with a sense of women and women-centred households 
as the stable elements in society, and men as mobile and unrooted, which 
is quite different from, for example, the standard North Indian pattern, 
where women move to the husband s household and have a marginal status 
within it for many years. However the idea of the morally tempered male 
householder as a compromise between renunciation (the bhikkhu) and 
over-indulgence (the tough aggressive male personality) would seem to 
have wider applicability. So does the sense that a womans role is defined 
by the domestic context (Keyes 1984; Kirsch 1985; Kawanami 2001).10

I would emphasise that this is not just a question of Buddhist monasti
cism in Thailand serving as a rite of passage for young men and providing a 
certain degree of moral tempering. One can also see this in slighdy different
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10 On the female role in Theravada Buddhist societies see also Andaya 1994-
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terms, in terms of what one might call the psychic economy of Thai peasant 
life. The energy and psychic orientation of young men is being directed in a 
particular direction through the practice of temporary ordination. Looking 
at the situation in this way makes it considerably clearer why the monastic 
role is largely seen as irrelevant and inappropriate for women. It may also 
help to explain the continuing relevance of imagery of warfare, warriorship 
and conquest within Buddhism, in relation to the conquest of the ordinary 
self and its motivations.

In relation to everyday life (and to women in so far as they are seen as 
located in the domain of everyday life), this pattern constructs a separa
tion between the two domains: laukika and lokotiara, worldly and beyond 
the world. Although, in doctrinal terms, the Buddhist teachings can seem 
dismissive of the concerns of everyday life, the characteristic orientation 
towards everyday life in Buddhist societies is rather to treat it as a separate 
domain with its own integrity and logic and its own largely autonomous 
ritual life (see Chapters 6 and 7). Thus, as previously noted, marriage 
in Buddhist societies was generally not a Buddhist ritual or sacrament, 
but a secular contract whose ritual dimensions were linked to the cre
ation of auspiciousness and good fortune, matters essentially disconnected 
with the Buddhist goal of enlightenment. The critical point of intersection 
between the two domains, everyday and transcendental, was death, the one 
point in the life cycle where Buddhist clergy played a critical and central 
role.

In many ways, this is all very Indie, if not particularly ‘Indian' in the sense 
of resembling the situation in modern India. The Thais themselves seem 
to have arrived in Thailand fairly late, from the tenth century onwards. 
Theravada Buddhism, however, was already well established in the region 
at that time and the general pattern of male identity here seems similar 
enough to that in other parts of Buddhist Southeast Asia to allow one to 
assume that it is to a substantial degree of Indie origins.

C E L IB A C Y  A N D  M A L E  I D E N T I T Y  I N  B R A H M A N IC A L  S O C IE T Y

Thus, if temporary ordination can be seen as a process that should ideally 
result in all men having a kind of spiritually-tempered male identity, some
where between the extremes of ascetic and warrior, what we could call the 
mature Brahmanical model moves in a quite different direction. Here, it 
is assumed that different social groups within the village community take 
on different roles, with the Brahmins towards the ascetic pole, the ksatriyas 
towards the warrior pole. O f course, the varna scheme has only a tenuous
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relationship to the social reality of Indian villages in modern times, but it 
retains an important ideological role.

Purity in the Brahmanical structure of ideas is seen as something which 
varies up and down the social hierarchy, again an idea that has a strong 
presence in South Asian communities, if increasingly contested by groups 
who find themselves defined as impure or polluted. From the Brahmanical 
point of view at least, spirituality is associated less with a stage in the life
cycle than with an elite group within society. Yet in other ways, what we have 
seen in Thailand contrasts with what we could call the typical Brahmanical 
construction of things.

Thus where the dominant Southeast Asian solution was to see male purity 
as a phase in the life-cycle, the mature Brahmanical mode of thinking saw 
it as the function or role of a particular social group. Here purity and 
spirituality become part of a hierarchical construction of society, in which 
the purity of the Brahmin was counterposed to the impurity and this- 
worldly orientation of lower orders of society. At the same time, everyday 
life was systematically structured through a series of sacramental rituals, the 
samskara,, performed by Brahmin priests.

This is a more complex pattern, and in fact it involves two ascetic roles: 
the ideally semi-ascetic (but married) role of the Brahman within caste 
society, and the fully-ascetic role of the samnyasin outside caste society 
proper. It took quite a while to get to this point, historically, and even 
longer for village ritual life to be fully incorporated into the Brahmanical 
system, a process that in most parts of India had not been fully achieved 
even in modern times. However, the pattern proved to be a durable one. 
Its greatest strength was perhaps its ability to survive in the absence of state 
patronage. The inability of monastic Buddhism to do the same proved to 
be a crucial weakness after the Islamic takeover and the collapse, in all but 
a few marginal parts of South Asia, notably Sri Lanka and the Nepal Valley, 
of the state regimes which had traditionally supported Buddhism.

At the same time, the incorporation of women, the lower castes, and 
everyday life into the Brahmanical structure came at a price, which was the 
dominance of the ideology of purity, and the definition of female biology 
as intrinsically impure. The Brahmanical societies of South Asia put much 
more work, culturally, into an ongoing struggle to maintain purity than 
did the Buddhist societies of Southeast Asia, and this cultural concern or 
obsession had destructive consequences for women in particular, as I noted 
in Chapters 4 and 7.

Thus it seems that the role of the renunciate, preserved in a relatively early 
form in the role of the bhikkhu among the Buddhist societies of modern
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Southeast Asia, has in a sense bifurcated in the Brahmanical context. On 
the one hand, we have the semi-renunciate village Brahman, who at least in 
theory plays a central role in the ritual life of the village.11 On the other, there 
is the fully-renunciate samnyasin. Each has acquired some of the psychic 
and symbolic value of the brahmacarin. Put otherwise, the brahmacarin acts 
as a kind of bridge between the two, with the possibility of movement in 
either direction. Both patterns, Buddhist and Brahmanical, nevertheless, 
have in-built tensions and complexities: and in both cases, women have 
an ambivalent and difficult relationship to a social and ideological order 
constructed around the supremacy of certain kinds of men.

C O N C L U S I O N

I have tried to suggest here the two major directions in which the Indie reli
gions were to develop, the Brahmanical and that represented by the srdmana 
movements, both Buddhist and Jain. I have also sketched something of 
the contrasdng orientations towards pragmatic and everyday religion, and 
towards women and their religious and biological functions, which we find 
today associated with them.

Both patterns, I suggest, originated in various ways in the complex 
interaction between Vedic culture and the wisdom-oriented traditions and 
earth-centred rituals of fertility and prosperity of Northeast India. They 
constituted different mixtures of these elements, and we can see these in 
transformed versions in the later developments of Brahmanical Hinduism 
within India, and of Theraváda Buddhism in particular outside it.

It is important to appreciate here that the role of asceticism and celibacy 
within Buddhism and other Indie traditions can only make sense in relation 
to the wider assumptions and practices within the society where they are 
practised, particularly the assumptions regarding gender and sexuality. It 
is worth seeing this issue in the context of the psychic or cultural balance 
within society as a whole. Aggression, violence and competitiveness are 
clearly modes of human social behaviour which have appeared in one form 
or another in most or all human societies, and particularly perhaps among 
young men. The formation of groups of young men, whether neighbour
hood gangs, football teams, or vratya bands raiding the neighbouring tribe s 
catde, provide ways of channelling such behavioural modes in more or less 
destructive directions. The idea of young men undergoing a temporary 
period as a Buddhist monk or in some other semi-ascedc role could be

II I say ‘in theory’, because mosc men from Brahmin families are not priests and perhaps never were.
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seen as a way of taking that aggression and competitiveness and directing 
it inwards, into the quest of self-mastery It is perhaps not surprising that 
the imagery of warriorship and victory that remain significant within Bud
dhism has occasionally expressed itself in real-life violence and war (e.g. 
Mohan 2001; Victoria 2005). The problem is nevertheless one that every 
society has to deal with, our own included, and the temporary ascetic’ 
approach may well be judged, in relation to the historical record, one of 
the more successful.



P A R T  T W O

Tantra

The Tantras — there is hardly any other kind o f literature that has 
met with so much abuse, particularly by those who never read or 
seriously studied a single line o f it; or that has so much fascinated 
those who on the testimony o f misinformed and uninformed people 
thought the Tantras to be a most powerful, and hence stricdy guarded 
means for the gratificadon o f purely biological urges. Only very few 
people tried to form an opinion o f the Tantras by their own. It is 
true the Tantras are nothing for those who are so pure in mind and, 
alas! so poor-minded that they are unable to see that actual life is 
different from the fantasdc and mutually contradictory theories and 
ideas they have about it; nor are the Tantras meant for those who 
consider life to be nothing else but a chronique scandaleuse. But since 
it is easier to follow extremes than to weigh the evidence and to decide 
upon a middle path, there can be no doubt that these extremists have 
done great harm to the study and understanding o f what the Tantras 
have to tell. For it is by their verdict — unjustified abuse based upon 
wilful ignorance and misconceptions about the aim o f the Tantras 
engendered by this ignorance -  that the Tantras are nowadays held in 
contempt and considered to be something depraved and mean. Yet 
the fact is that the Tantras contain a very sound and healthy view of  
life.

H erb ert G uenther, Yuganaddha: The Tantric View o f Life
(G u en th er  1969: 3)
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The classical synthesis

Part Two of the book is focused on the period from the fourth to twelfth cen
turies CE, essentially from the foundation of the Gupta Empire in around 
320 CE to the final establishment of Muslim rule over North and Northeast 
India. I shall be particularly concerned with the growth of ‘Tantric forms 
of religion. To begin with, some discussion is necessary regarding the years 
between Part One and Part Two. This is the period in which what might be 
regarded as the classical synthesis of Indian culture took shape, a synthesis 
that is most familiar through the great artistic and literary achievements of 
the Gupta period in North India.

Part One closed with the initial development of what were to become the 
two alternative and parallel cultural patterns that would shape the history 
of Indie religions over the centuries to follow. These were the Buddhist/Jain 
pattern and the Brahmanical pattern. The Buddhist/Jain pattern worked in 
terms of large monastic religious centres and treated the world of popular 
and civic religion and of the rituals of everyday life as a parallel sphere that 
was largely beyond the concern of Buddhist and Jain religious specialists. 
It appears to have been closely linked to urban centres and the trading and 
administrative groups within these centres, and initially received a high 
level of state support. Buddhism and Jainism also developed pilgrimage 
and cult centres where there was a major monastic presence, including 
those at the sites associated with the events of the life of the Buddha and 
the ñrthañkaras.

It is not really clear how far Buddhism and Jainism penetrated to the 
village level in areas away from big cities.1 In later years, in Sri Lanka,

1 The only substantial regional scudy of Buddhist temples in South Asia known to me is Julia Shaw’s 
work from the Vidišá region. The monasteries in this study were distributed over a fairly large area, 
but they are all quite dose to a major administrative centre o f the period (Vidiáá /Besnagar), and 
may not be representative o f more remote areas (J. Shaw 2000; J. Shaw and Sutdiffe 2001). Most 
of the monastery sites uncovered or located in Bangladesh are also dose to major administrative 
centres (Dhaka-Vikrampur, Mainamati-Comilla, Mahasthan) (Chakrabarri 2001; Samuel 2002c).
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Southeast Asia and Tibet and in parts of East Asia, Buddhism became a 
religion of the countryside and the village as well as of the urban centres, 
though it has mosdy coexisted with other religious complexes which have 
dealt with the affairs of this world: the spirit-cults of Burma, Thailand 
and Sri Lanka, and with Confucianism, Taoism, shamanism and Shinto 
in East Asia. Here Buddhism and Jainism were following the inner logic 
of their ascetic, renunciate and world-transcending origins. The power of 
the Buddha in these countries became an important source of magical 
ritual technology, which was harnessed for this-worldly purposes (Tambiah 
1984; Spiro 1971; Tannenbaum 1987,1989) but Buddhism maintained some 
ideological distance from the aifairs of the world and of the gods and 
spirits of this world. Only in those countries where Vajrayana (Tantric) 
Buddhism became dominant (Nepal, Bali, Tibet, Mongolia) did Buddhism 
itself become so integrally involved in worldly and pragmatic issues that 
one can speak of a single religion rather than the co-existence of two or 
three distinct religious complexes (Samuel 1982; Samuel 1993).2 We will see 
something later of the developments that allowed this integral relationship 
to take form.

The Brahmanical pattern, by contrast, saw itself from the beginning as 
integrally involved in worldly affairs, and established itself so successfully in 
this regard that, even in the modern Buddhist countries of Southeast Asia 
and Sri Lanka, some kind of Brahmanical presence exists in both urban and 
rural settings.3 Brahmins, as hereditary priesdy families, became a presence 
at the rural level throughout India, often with substantial land-holdings. 
This did not mean that all village ritual was performed by Brahmins, or 
that all (or even most) Brahmins were employed primarily as ritual per
formers, but it established the ideological supremacy of Brahmanical ritual 
as the correct way in which all kinds of ritual, including the most humble 
domestic practice, should be performed. At the other extreme, Brahmins 
largely came to monopolise the ritual of state and kingship. Buddhist state 
rituals were developed (Klimburg-Salter 1989; Walter 2000), but even in 
the modern Buddhist kingdom of Thailand, the king is installed by court 
Brahmin priests.

Keyes suggests chat the situation was similar in Southeast Asia prior to the missionising activities of 
the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, in ocher words there were relatively small numbers o f Buddhist 
monks living ‘in temple-monasteries in or near the major political centres’ (Keyes 1987:133).

2 The Bon religion of Tibet in recent centuries is best regarded as a variant form of Tibetan Vajrayana 
Buddhism. In any case Buddhism and Bon are competitors for the same territory, rather than religions 
which operate in parallel but separate spheres.

3 For rural Brahmins in Thailand and Burma see Brohm 1963, Tambiah 1970 {paahm)> etc.
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The establishment of Brahmanical Hinduism as a state religion can be 
associated above all with the Gupta dynasty in North and Central India 
(c. 320-c. 510 CE). I use the term ‘Brahmanical Hinduism’ here, because I 
think that if we want to use the term Hinduism at all before the nineteenth 
century then this is the point at which we can reasonably start using it. By 
around 500 CE, we have state religions focused on the theistic cult of deities, 
Siva and Visnu, who are still central figures of modern Hinduism, we have 
most of the major schools of Hindu philosophy at least in embryonic form, 
we have temples and temple rituals which are recognisably continuous with 
the versions we know today, and we have much of the social regulation of 
later Hindu society. In addition, this religion was the dominant religion 
of much of the population of South Asia. At the same time, much of the 
development of the caste system lay ahead, and the degree of penetration of 
this new Brahmanical culture at the village level was probably considerably 
more limited than in modern times.

Some account is needed here of how these developments came about. I 
start with a brief summary of political developments over the period. There 
are the usual provisos for dates and details, though in comparison with the 
periods we have looked at in Chapters 3 to 7, by this period we begin to get 
substantial amounts of epigraphic material, and the Chinese translations 
and early manuscript material also give us some hold on dating for the 
Buddhist material specifically. There are still a lot of open questions, but 
at the level at which I am dealing with the material they are for the most 
part perhaps not too critical.

After the collapse of the Mauryan empire (c. 185 BCE) there fol
lowed a long period during which a variety of large-scale regional powers 
existed. These included ruling dynasties originating from within the limits 
of present-day South Asia (Sunga, Sàtavàhana, Meghavàhana, Khâravela, 
Iksvâku, Vâkâtaka, Gupta) and others originating from outside (Indo-Greek/ 
Bactrian, Saka, Indo-Parthian, Kusâna).

It is difficult in retrospect to know how stable social life was, or appeared 
to be, for those who lived in South Asia at this time. Looking from avantage- 
point two thousand years further on, this looks like a period of political 
instability for much of the sub-continent, with many areas moving back and 
forth between the control of one or another regional power. The situation is 
complicated by historical uncertainties, such as the still not entirely resolved 
question of the dating of the Kusâna dynasty (cf. Sims-Wilhams and Cribb 
1996). Some of these dynasties, however, lasted for considerable periods, at 
least in their core regions. This is particularly true for the two most impor
tant powers, the Sàtavàhana and the Kusâna states. The Sâtavâhanas lasted
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Figure 9.1. Map of Kusâna and Sàtavàhana States, first to third centuries CE
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for about two and a half centuries (50 BCE to 200 CE), the Kusánas for 
perhaps two centuries (50—250 CE). For much of the first to third centuries, 
large parts of South Asia were divided between these two major powers. It 
may have seemed like a period of prosperity and relative peace, especially 
for many of the inhabitants of the Sát avahan a and Kusana states.

The Kusana realm extended into Central Asia and this was also a period 
of extensive trade through to the Parthian and Roman empires to the West 
and increasingly into Southeast Asia and China to the East. Buddhism was 
spreading along these trade channels to Central Asia and to China, and 
other cultural influences were doubdess coming in the reverse direction. 
Some of India s greatest creative thinkers and artists lived in this period, if we 
accept the most likely chronologies: these included, for example, the great 
philosopher Nágárjuna and the poet Asvaghosa. It was during this period 
too that the great stüpas at Amarávatl and Nágárjunakonda were erected, 
and their fragmentary remains bear witness to the immense sophistication 
of South Asian art and life at this period. We are accustomed to think 
of Gupta rule as the golden age’ of Indian artistic and cultural achieve
ment, perhaps because of a later prejudice against the ‘foreign rule of the 
Indo-Greek, Kusana and Saka dynasties and their patronage of Buddhism, 
but the achievements of the Gupta period would not have been possible 
without the foundations, and the cultural hybridisation, of the preceding 
centuries.

A period of dynastic transition followed in the late third and early fourth 
centuries, with the situation stabilising again in the fourth century CE, 
with Gupta control over most of North India, Vákátaka rule in Central 
India and Kusana rule continuing for a while in the Northwest. The Guptas 
and Vakatakas4 were both primarily pro-Brahmanical in their religious 
preferences, although Buddhism continued to flourish during this period. 
We can assume a pluralist religious situation, much in fact as has existed in 
India in more recent times, with individual families, occupational and caste 
groups affiliated by and large to one or another local version of Brahmani- 
cal, Buddhist, or Jaina religion.5 The Buddhists and other sramana groups 
were probably strongest in the urban areas, among trading and artisan 
communities, while the Brahmanical lineages gradually gained strength in 
the countryside as more and more land was gifted to Brahmin families. 
Buddhist and Jaina shrines and monasteries and Brahmanical temples were

4 The Vakatakas should probably be considered as comprising nvo separate states, the Eastern Vakatakas 
with their capital at Nandivardana and the Western Vakatakas with their capital at Vatsagulma (Kulke 
2004). For the Vakatakas in general, see Bakker 2004.

5 Also Ájlvika, though they never seem to have received a high level of state patronage (Basham 1951).
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scattered throughout the countryside, as no doubt were places of power 
linked to the various local deities of the yaksa class. The ruling families 
probably felt some need to patronise all the major traditions, though over 
time the balance shifted increasingly towards the Brahmins and what was 
eventually to become Hinduism.
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These dynasties ruled over much the same regions that we have been con
sidering in Chapters 4 to 7, and over which the Mauryan empire had ruled, 
but another important feature of this period is that the newly-established 
Indie cultural patterns were by now expanding into new regions: Central 
Asia, South India and Southeast Asia.

Central Asia has already been mentioned: Kusâna rule, like Indo-Greek 
rule before it, led to regions such as Bactria and modern Afghanistan being 
confluences of Indie and Central Asian cultural patterns, with explicidy 
Buddhist kingdoms being created at locations such as Bàmiyân (Klimburg- 
Salter 1989). Over the succeeding centuries, the Buddhist regions of Central 
Asia would arguably make a major contribution to the development of the 
Mahâyâna and early Vajrayâna. The importance of Gandhâra, the gateway 
to Central Asia and the location of the great early centre of scholarship 
at Taxila (Taksasllâ), has already been noted in Chapters 3 and 4. Asahga 
and Vasubandhu, two of the greatest of Mahay an a Buddhist scholars, came 
from this region (Davidson 2002b: 159-60). The regions beyond Gandhâra 
were however also significant. It has been plausibly argued that the cult 
of Maitreya derives in part at least from Iran (Nattier. 1988: 45 n.51); the 
Avatamsaka Siiti'a may have been compiled and pardy authored within 
the Indie cultural sphere of Central Asia5 (P. Williams 1989: 121), while 
the cult of Mahjusrl also has strong associadons with Inner Asia (Gibson 
1997: 43~5)* There were also non-Buddhist influences, pardcularly in the 
Kusâna period, and a significant cult of Siva developed in Bactria (Scott

1 9 9 3)-
By the first and second centuries CE, the Dravidian-speaking regions of 

the south were also increasingly being incorporated into the general North 
and Central Indian cultural pattern, as were parts at least of Southeast Asia. 
The Pallava kingdom in South India was largely Brahmanical in orientation 
although it included a substantial Jain and Buddhist population, while Indie 
states were also beginning to develop in Southeast Asia. Tamilnadu was 
however to remain an important centre for Buddhism for many centuries, 
with connections to the Buddhists in Sri Lanka.

In South India and Southeast Asia, Indie models of the state were to 
have a massive impact, and the same can perhaps also be said for areas 
of Eastern India such as East Bengal and Assam which had arguably been 
marginal to the previous North Indian cultural complexes. In South India, 
as in East India, the records of Brahmin settlement, witnessed by land-grant 
inscriptions, are an important indication of the process o f ‘Indianisation5. 
I avoid the term ‘Sanskritisation5 in this context, since what is involved is 
the borrowing by a state of a whole model of social organisation, rather 
than the attempt of a group to raise its own status vis-à-vis other groups.



Figure 9.3. Early states in SE Asia to c. 650 CE

However this undoubtedly was a culture closely associated with the Sanskrit 
language.

While there are differences between South India and Southeast Asia, 
there is also much to be said for seeing these as parallel developments. The 
spread of Indian influence through Southeast Asia is a complex process and 
only partly understood (Coedes 1975; Mabbett 1977a, 1977b; Wheadey 
1983; Bendey 1986). Rice cultivation in Southeast Asia would seem to go 
back at least to the later third millennium BCE, bronze to some date after 
1500 BCE, and iron to around 500 BCE. By this stage, Southeast Asia was 
becoming a vital component of an exchange network which linked the 
Roman and Chinese empires’ (Higham 1999: 82).

A number of states developed in the region ffom around 200 CE onwards, 
initially at Oc Eo (‘Funan’) in the lower Mekong delta, later at Dvaravati
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in central Thailand, at Angkor in Cambodia, and Champa in present- 
day coastal Vietnam, among others. In Burma, a group of Pyu city-states 
belong to the later third century CE onwards, and were linked to the Ben
gal region through further coastal Mon and Arakanese kingdoms (Stargardt 
2000). These states gradually came under Indie cultural influences, incor
porating aspects of both Buddhist and Brahmanical religion. As Mabbett 
righdy notes, ‘Indianisation here was not necessarily a radically different 
process from similar processes in South Asia proper, particularly in non- 
Indo-Aryan speaking areas or those without significant local populations 
claiming Brahmin or ksatriya status:

India is not an integrated social and cultural unit in which a particular system o f  
ideas controls a system o f social behaviour. It is an arena o f vasdy different groups 
jostling together, with their several ethnic affinities, languages and cultures, and 
Sanskrit lore is like a great stain that has spread unevenly throughout the whole, 
changing its colour repeatedly as it came into contact with different elements. 
Southeast Asia is the same, and the differences within the two zones are as great as 
those between. There is no reason in principle why the stain o f Sanskrit lore should 
not spread across into Southeast Asia by the same social processes that advance it 
in India, growing fainter or more mutable as it recedes further from its original 
source. There need be no reason why there should be a difference in kind. And the 
record o f ‘Indianized kingdoms is testimony that this is what happened. (Mabbett 
1977b: 160)

As the existence of Chinese translations of Buddhist scriptures from the 
first century CE onwards indicates, Buddhism was also being exported to 
East Asia. Here, however, there were already well-developed local models 
of state organisation and Indie models of society and the state had much 
less impact. Buddhism was regarded as a foreign religion in China and its 
situation was always vulnerable to nationalist attacks, such as the major 
persecutions of Buddhists during the later T ’ang period (Weinstein 1987, 
and see Chapter 12 below).

EARLY T H E I S M : B H A G A V A T A  A N D  S A IV A  C U L T S

A major religious development during this period was the growth of a new 
kind of conception of the deity. Whatever the differences between Vedic 
deities andyaksa cults, there is no real evidence that either class of deity was 
conceived of as a transcendental and all-embracing presence, in the way 
that Siva and Visnu were later to be imagined.6

6 Here I am not particularly using ‘transcendental’ by contrast with ‘immanent’, but simply to indicate 
that the deity has taken on a universal and cosmic role. As is well known, Indian philosophical
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One can certainly see signs of a movement in this direction in some 
of the later Brahmana speculations and the earlier Upanisads. Thus, refer
ences such as that to the deity Skanda in the Chandogya Upanisad (7.26, 
cf. Olivelle 1998:166) suggest that the author or authors are constructing 
a relationship with an independent cult of Skanda.7 It becomes explicit 
in texts such as the Svetasvara Upanisad (perhaps second or first cen
tury BCE), in which the universal deity is Siva, or the Bhagavadgita (per
haps first or second century CE), where he is Visnu as revealed through 
Krsna. These texts suggest a coming together of the philosophical and 
metaphysical tendencies of the Upanisads with a commitment to a spe
cific universal deity that derives from other sources. Similarly, I would 
assume that the authors of the Svetasvara Upanisad and the Bhagavadgita 
were providing, as it were, a sophisticated metaphysical understanding for 
deities who had already assumed a considerable importance in the external 
world.

For all this, our evidence for the cult of these deities from non-textual 
sources is initially limited. The first sculptural representations of any of the 
new deities dates from around the first century BCE, either at around the 
same time as the earliest yaksa imagery or a litde later. These early deity 
images include representations of the Bhagavata deities, who represent the 
earliest sculptural phase of the Vaisnava cults. A litde later (first and second 
centuries CE) we also have representations of some of these deifies on 
Indo-Greek coinage.

The origins of the Bhagavata deides are connected with the Vrsni peo
ple of North India, an initially fairly marginal group who were coming to 
dominance during the period of the composition of the Mahabharata. The 
cult of Krsna as Vasudeva seems to have risen to prominence along with 
them.8 The main figures are two male warrior deities, Vasudeva (Krsna) 
and Samkarsana (Balarama), sometimes expanded through the addition of 
a goddess, their sister or consort Ekanamsa/Nidra to make the so-called 
Vrsni Triad (cf. Couture and Schmid 2001; Yokochi 2004).9 We have early

traditions developed a variety o f ways o f conceptualising the relationship between universal deity and 
devotee in later centuries, including monist, dualist and more complex options.

7 The Chandogya Upanisad is generally regarded as one of the earliest Upanisads (fifth to fourth 
centuries BCE, if one accepts the ‘late’ dating for the Buddha), but this looks like a later addition. 
Skanda is identified in this text with Sanatkumara (‘Ever-Young’), elsewhere regarded as a form of 
or a son of Brahma and apparently a deity associated with the ascetic tradition. Sanatkumara also 
occurs in Buddhist texts as a proponent o f the Buddhas teachings (e.g. Dighanikaya 19).

8 The grammarian Panini explains the term ‘Vasudevaka’ as meaning a bhakta [i.e. worshipper or 
devotee] o f Vasudeva’, but as noted in Chapter 2, the dating of Panini is far from certain.

9 For reproductions see Srinivasan 1997, plates 16.13 to 16.15 (Samkarsana/Balarama), plates 18.10 and 
18.11 (Vasudeva/Krsna), plate 16.5 and Couture and Schmid 2001 and p. 181, fig. 1 (Vrsni Triad).
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representations of both Vasudeva and Samkarsana in a numismatic con
text, on a coin of Agathocles dated to the first century BCE (Srinivasan 
1997, plates 16.6 and 16.7), as well as some early sculptural representations 
(Srinivasan 1997, plates 16.13-16.15). These are clearly warrior deities, rela
tively crude figures holding conspicuous weapons. There are also a number 
of inscriptional references, of which the most famous is the Garuda pillar 
inscription of the Greek ambassador Heliodorus, who styles himself as a 
Bhagavata, near Besnagar (Colas 2003: 230-2). The deity Narayana, men
tioned in some late Vedic texts (Brahmanas and Aranyakas) is also associated 
with Vasudeva and Samkarsana in some of these inscriptions, though the 
precise relationship is not clear.

These deities were in time to be brought together with the cult of Visnu, 
another deity who appears in several hymns in the Rgveda, often in asso
ciation with Indra, as well as in later Vedic texts. These deities came to 
form a scheme in which Vasudeva (Krsna), Samkarsana, and Krsna s son 
and grandson. Pradyumna and Aniruddha, are all treated as emanations 
{vyuha) of Narayana/Visnu as supreme godhead. This is the basis of the 
later Pancaratra ritual tradition, as well as a precursor to the eventual con
cept of the multiple avatars or divine manifestations of Visnu. As is well 
known, Krsna is also treated as a manifestation ofVisnu in the Bhagavadgita> 
which forms part of the Sanskrit Mahabharata.

Dennis Hudson has suggested in a recent article that the Bhagavata 
movement developed ritual procedures that legitimised the role of rulers 
who were technically sudra or foreign (mleccha), and that much of the rise 
to prominence of Bhagavata religion can be understood in relation to their 
association with such rulers (Hudson 2002: 135). Some of his argument 
depends on an assumption that we can read Pancaratra ritual into a consid
erably earlier period than is usually supposed. If we decide not to follow this 
part of Hudsons analysis, then his model of the Bhagavatas as providing 
ritual services for upwardly-mobile dynasties of questionable origins might 
apply to later dynasties such as the Guptas and Pallavas rather than to the 
time of their initial growth. In any case, Brahmin theorists were doubdess 
working overtime on solutions for problems of this kind from quite an 
early date, and Visnu was to become in later Indie tradition the deity most 
centrally associated with royal power and rule.

We find early Siva images and early forms of the linga, the phallic rep
resentation of Siva, at around the same time (von Mitterwallner 1984; 
Srinivasan 1984; N. Joshi 1984), and both Siva (Oesho =  Isa, one of Sivas 
titles) and the warrior-god Skanda figure on Kusana coinage, in forms 
which may reflect some degree of syncretism with Iranian and Bactrian
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deities (first and second centuries CE).10 Early depictions of Skanda present 
him as a warrior deity (e.g. Czuma 1985, pl.93); as noted above, he is 
mentioned in the Chandogya Upanisadzn&vjas eventually identified as a son 
of Siva.

As usual, the precise dates for these developments are unclear; the spec
tacular early linga at Gudimallam in Andhra Pradesh has been variously 
dated from third century BCE to fourth century CE (von Mitterwall- 
ner 1984:13 and pl.18; Srinivasan 1997: pl.17.9). However, Siva had clearly 
become an important deity associated with royal power by the third and 
fourth centuries CE. He also became a central figure for the whole com
plex of ideas that we refer to as ‘Tantra’ (see Chapter 10). He is traced back 
to the god Rudra, who appears in the Rgveda as a marginal figure, ‘the 
embodiment of wildness and unpredictable danger, he is addressed more 
with the hope of keeping him at bay than with the wish to bring him near* 
(O’Flaherty 1981: 219). Another fairly early Vedic text, the Satarudriya, is a 
litany accompanying offerings to Rudra: Gonda describes it as represent
ing Rudra-Siva ‘in his ambivalent character, both as a malevolent and as a 
benevolent deity’ and notes that Rudra-Siva in this text is ‘unmistakeably 
on the way to become an All-God’ (Gonda 1980: 82).

Perhaps understandably, Siva is one of the deities in relation to which 
the conflict between ‘orthogenetic’ and more complex historical models has 
been most intense (see e.g. Srinivasan 1997; Bakker 1999, 2001). I do not 
have anything substantial to add to the controversy on this theme, though it 
is worth noting that while Siva is a major figure in the Mahabharata, linga- 
worship at any rate has a marginal role in Brahmanical texts until about 
the fifth and sixth centuries CE (Bakker 2001: 404). This might suggest 
that //«¿^-worship was a more popular form of worship, and therefore 
that a model of multiple origins for Siva may be more useful than an 
orthogenetic account. It is also perhaps significant that village gods and 
goddesses tend to be viewed as forms of Siva and his consort (Durga, Kali, 
Uma, Parvatl), rather than as forms of Visnu and his consort (LaksmI). As 
in other areas, part of the genius of Brahmanical thought was to rework 
whatever it absorbed within its own vocabulary.

W hat is more relevant for my own argument is the relationship between 
Visnu, as the deity who became identified with the appropriate and legiti
mate exercise of power, and Siva, who maintained an edgier, more dangerous 
and potentially destructive persona. This is not so much a question o f‘good’ 
and ‘bad’ as o f ‘civilized’ and ‘uncivilized’ forms of power. Visnu, in part at

10 Joe Cribb has, however, argued against the identification of the ‘Oesho’ figure with ¿iva (1997).
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least, represents the incorporation of the ideal of the just king or wisdom 
king into the Brahmanical model, as his association with Rama suggests, 
although like all major Indian deities he is a complex figure who can take 
on a variety of roles, positive and negative. Siva seems to have become a 
deity of royal power at a somewhat later stage, and this development is 
closely tied up with the development of dangerous and powerful forms of 
ritual to protect royalty and to support its less peaceful projects; in other 
words, with the early stages of Tantra. I return to this theme in Chapter 10.

To return to the pre-Kusana and Kusana context in which we first see 
these deities, it is worth noting that the distinction between the new deities 
and xheyaksa cults is not necessarily a sharp one. Gods such as Vasudeva 
and Samkarsana presumably began as the focus of local cults and only 
gradually became upgraded and provided with Vedic pedigrees (or, if you 
prefer, assimilated to Vedic gods). However there is a marked difference 
in tone; these are clearly warrior gods, and in time gods of universal rule, 
rather than local protectors. The iconography contrasts too with xheyaksa 
protectors who tend to be presented as corpulent and benevolent, even when 
serving as generals5 ofyaksa armies (Kubera, Pancika). The new deities tend 
to be young and muscular, with affinities perhaps to the cult of youthful 
virility that we have noted in the Brahmanical ascetic complex in Chapters 7 
and 8.

We can perhaps distinguish between three general areas in the pre-Kusana 
and Kusana period, though the limited range of sculptural material from 
this period means that much may be a question of chance survivals. On 
the whole, the new deity cults seem to have been focused in the north and 
in parts of the Deccan.11 In the Central Gangetic and Eastern region, the 
dominant deities at this period seem still to have been o ld -fa sh io n ed ^ ^  
deities such as Manibhadra (patron of travellers and traders; Thapan 1997) 
or Vajrapani (protective deity of Rajagrha, and now a major Buddhist pro
tective deity; Lalou 1956, Lamotte 1966), along with LaksmI and her various 
equivalents (such as Ambika, Manasa and Padmavati). LaksmI s cult seems 
to have been spreading into the northern area, with Chandraketugarh- 
like reliefs found extensively at Mathura, a major crossroads and point of 
confluence for different traditions.

Meanwhile, in the Gandhara region, one finds confluences of Indie and 
Central Asian gods, such as the cult of Hariri (with her consort Pancika) 
as deities of fertility and prosperity, overlapping with the cult of Ardoxsho

11 For Siva, see Srinivasan 1984 and fig. 1. If the GudiraaUam linga can really be dated as early as third
or second century BCE, as Srinivasan and Mitterwallner 1984 propose, this would provide another
site in the southern Deccan.
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Figure 9.4. Anointing of Kumara as Divine General (India, Gupta Period)

and Pharro (e.g. Lerner 1984:186). There also appear to have been overlaps 
between Skanda or Kumara (a young warrior god, who became identified 
as Siva’s son Karttikeya) and the Iranian deity Sraosa (Pal 1986-88: vol. 1 
no. S41; see also Czumai98j: No. 93), between Siva/Oesho, the Iranian wind 
god Oado and Greek Herakles, and between the Buddhist protecdve deity 
Vajrapani, Indra and Herakles (e.g. Klimburg-Salter 1995: 122 & pl.xv). 
These mutual influences may have had a significant effect on later Indian 
conceptions of some of these deities, both in terms of the iconography 
which was only just beginning to develop at this period and the actual 
conception of the deity. Mathura was closely connected to the Gandhara 
region and the Harin/Pancika cult was important there as well (Lerner 
1984; Czuma 1985; Harle and Topsfield 1987:11 no. 13; Srinivasan 1989).u

11 As noted in Chapter 5 the evidence for identifying the Gandharan-Mathuran goddess with Hariri 
is limited.



Deities such as Skanda, Siva and the early Bhagavata deities were clearly 
something other than benevolent city-protectors; what we are seeing here 
goes well beyond the confines of the yaksa religion. For all of the philo
sophical depth and complexity of Saivism and Vaisnavism in later times, 
these deities can perhaps be best understood in this early period as divine 
patrons of aggressive rulers out to expand their kingdoms.13 This probably 
holds for much of the early Gupta period as well.

This helps to explain why, unlike the yaksa deities, these new — or at any 
rate newly-important — gods are much less tied to a specific local presence. 
They may and do have local cult centres, but their role is not that of a 
local deity. They are claimed to have supreme status among the gods. I 
do not think it is too crude or simplistic to fink this with a new model of 
Brahmanical kingship in which the god is a divine reflection of the king. 
Indeed, the divine status of the king is a cliche of the Indian political theory 
of this time, and is clearly related to the supreme status of these new deities.

Thus we see a move from a polytheism, whether Kuru-Pancala or Central 
Gangetic, in which a variety of gods corresponds to a variety of coexisting 
powers, to a monotheistic or monistic universe in which the king is the god, 
and everybody and everything else is simply a projection or part of him. 
The Brahmanical law codes, in mandating the subordination of women, 
children and younger males to the male head of the household, replicated 
the same principle at the social level. This generates what the anthro
pologist McKim Marriott famously referred to as the model of people as 
‘dividuals’ — subordinate parts of a greater whole, and sharing their sub
stance with the wider whole — rather than individuals (Marriott 1979).

This emphasis on the social, and on the individual as subordinated to it, 
continued to be a strong ideological emphasis within Brahmanical religion 
into modern times. While one can exaggerate the extent to which it was 
internalised to produce a radically different personality structure — I think 
Marriott is taking the texts a litde too seriously here — it was undoubtedly 
also very influential on how people saw themselves in relation to family 
and community.

T H E  S A N S K R IT  E P IC S :  M A H A B H A R A T A  A N D  R A M A Y A N A

ThzMahabharata and Rdmayana, our most substantial literary documents 
from the period, are an important source for these political and religious

13 This is not to deny that, as Srinivasan has pointed out, the iconography and other aspects o f the 
conception of these deities may have owed a considerable amount to tiaz. yaksa deities (Srinivasan 

1997)*
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developments. In Chapter 4 1 considered some of the mythological material 
that presumably formed the basis for these two great epic poems, particu
larly the bodies of legends regarding the Lunar and Solar Dynasties. Here 
I consider the two epics as finished literary creations. Recent scholarship 
seems to confirm the picture of the Sanskrit text of the Mahabharata in a 
form fairly close to the Critical Edition as a relatively integrated work (e.g. 
Hiltebeitel 2001; Fitzgerald 2004; Hiltebeitel 2004). As far as the Ramayana 
is concerned, while there have been plausible attempts to identify earlier 
and later parts of the text, most notably in recent years by John Brocking- 
ton (Brockington 1985), my present concern is with the Sanskrit text as a 
whole. There is no real agreement at this stage on either the absolute dates 
of these two completed works or on their relative dates. Fitzgerald suggests a 
shorter version of the Mahabharata in pre-Gupta times, probably between 
c. 150 CE and o CE, followed by a rewriting during the Gupta Empire 
to produce a version close to the Critical Edition, whereas Hiltebeitel 
argues for a pre-Gupta (and pre-Common Era) composition for the entire 
work (Hiltebeitel 2004). There are arguments for placing the Ramayana 
before the Mahabharata and also for placing the Ramayana after the 
Mahabharata.

The Ramayana appears to be the more straightforward of the two works. 
The central character, Rama, in prz-Ramayana legend perhaps an epic hero 
and ideal king of the old Central Gangetic variety, is transformed in the 
finished Ramayana into a model for the new Brahmanical god-king. The 
opening and closing books, generally considered to be among the latest 
components for those who regard the work as incorporating earlier and 
later elements, are extensively concerned with articulating this model of 
kingship.

The Rdmayanas position, however, though clearly Brahmanical, is a 
kind of compromise, of which the central marriage between Rama and 
Slta is a key image. Values of wisdom, renunciation and connection with 
the female powers of the earth are given considerable recognition here, 
despite the ambiguity created by Rama s later treatment of Slta. A similar 
message is conveyed in Book I of the Ramayana (the ‘Balakanda’) through 
the treatment of those old Vedic adversaries, Vasistha and Visvamitra, who 
frequently serve as a proxy for opposing positions, particularly concerning 
relations between Brahmins and ksatriya. Vasistha is the court Brahmin 
of Ramas father Dasaratha, but it is Visvamitra who arrives to request 
the young Rama s assistance in dealing with some troublesome raksasas, so 
bringing about Rama s marriage with Slta and setting the story in motion 
(I, 17, w.26ff.). Visvamitra, as we are told at length in a later section of
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Book I of the Rñmayana (I, 60—4) is a ksatriya who has attained the status 
of a Brahmin and a rsi through his austerities and sacrifices. It hardly seems 
accidental that he acts, in effect, as matchmaker between Rama and Sita, 
daughter of the wisdom-king lineage of Mithila.14

The Mahdbhdrata is the more complex of the two epics. Deciphering 
its exact relationship to a political context regarding which we have only 
fairly vague ideas is not easy. The Mahdbhdrata incorporates elements of 
the wisdom king’ model which is so central in the Rdmayana but the 
implicit relationship to Brahmanical authority is different and gives 
Brahmins a higher place. Yudhisthira, the main wisdom king’ figure in the 
Mahdbhdrata, is a less central and more problematic figure than Rama, and 
the renuncíate king theme, though present, is also treated in a less positive 
way.15 Fitzgerald has suggested that the five Pándavas can be seen as a divine 
raiding-party, sent to punish the Ksatriyas for their rejection of Brahmanical 
authority.16 Where the Rdmayana presents a compromise between the old 
Kuru-Pañcála-style Brahmins and Central Gangetic wisdom-king values, 
the Mahdbhdrata has little room for conciliation. At a more general level 
again, however, both epics endorse a move from the old Vedic model 
towards a new model based on acceptance of a single supreme deity, and 
both also present a new conception of kingship, though this is more strongly 
articulated in the Rdmayana.

The new model incorporates elements of the old Vedic-Brahmanical 
model of kingship, such as the asvamedha or horse-sacrifice, and there is 
an obvious concern to legitimise what is going on in terms of the older 
Brahmanical texts. In reality, though, the model of the tribal chieftain of 
a pastoralist people that underlay the old Vedic conception, even in its 
Kuru-Pañcála recasting, has now been left drastically behind.17 The Vedic 
chieftain hoped, through the proper performance of sacrificial rituals on his 
behalf, for the blessings and favour of Indra and a variety of other members

14 See White 1991: 78—80 for more on Vasistha and Vtévámitra. Another interesting episode in Book 
I is Rama’s defeat o f the archetypal Bhargava hero, Rama Jámadagnya (I, 73-5), which culminates 
in Rama Jámadagnya recognising Rama as the god Visnu (I, 75, w.19-20).

IJ Yayáti, the renunciare king who is the subject o f an extended episode in Book 1 of th zMahabharata, is 
an ambivalent figure and hardly presented as a role-model. His renunciation follows on the excessive 
indulgence o f his relationships with DevayanT and Sarmistha and his thousand years o f youthful 
pleasure at the expense o f his son, Püru, and he is subsequendy thrown out o f Indras heaven for 
his excessive pride (cf. van Buitenen 1973:175-210).

16 See Hiltebeitel 2004: 212 and n. 31. Hiltebeitel appears to endorse this view of the Mahabharata 
himself, though disagreeing with Fitzgerald in reladon to the chronology of the texts composidon 
among other matters.

17 See also Gitomer 1992, which explores the character o f Duryodhana as ardculating old and new 
concepdons of masculinity and leadership.
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of a divine pantheon. The new Brahmanical king was a god himself, in the 
image of a single supreme god of whom other deities were at most aspects 
or derivatives.

Elements of the Central Gangetic dharmaraja model are clearly also 
reflected in the new conception. The new Brahmanical king incorporated 
and enforced dharma and he, along with his divine patron and reflection, 
became its source. The newly devised law codes, such as the Laws ofM anu, 
provided the basis for these developments.

Obviously, all this had to go along with a new version of religion for 
the masses of the population, at least those who lived in the towns and 
cities and the upper social levels of the rural population. The new forms 
of theism focused on the Vaisnavite deities and on Siva provided the basis 
of this new mass religion. They provided the successors of the innovative 
Brahmins discussed by Lubin (see Chapter 7), with new, more powerful 
and persuasive concepts and ritual techniques.

The classic statement is of course the Bhagavadglta, often regarded as 
one of the later additions to the Mahabhdrata. Here I would follow Norvin 
Hein, who suggests that the Gita reflects the ‘concerns and worries of the 
Indo-Aryan social leadership who had become ‘distressed . . .  by secessions 
into non-brahmanical religions and by the flight of disaffected household
ers from their civic duties into the monastic life5 (Hein 1986b: 298). He 
describes the Gita as

essentially a great sermon calling the alienated young back to their dudes in the 
brahmanicai social order. In it Krsna argues that the renunciauon that brings 
salvadon is not the repudiation o f the worlds work but the elimination o f self- 
interest while remaining steadfast in one s earthly duties. (Hein 1986b: 298)

Certainly the Gita is explicit that withdrawal from society is not the way 
to follow:

He who does the work which he ought to do without seeking its fruit he is the 
samnyasin, he is the yogin, not he who does not light the sacred fire, and performs 
no rites.

What they call renunciation [samnydsa], that know to be disciplined activity, O 
Pandava (Arjuna), for no one becomes a yogin who has not renounced his (selfish) 
purpose. (BhagavadgLta 6,1—2, trans. Radhakrishnan 1963:187)

While the concept of bhakti in the sense of devotion to a personal deity 
is very much part of this new picture, it did not yet carry the emotional 
content that it would bear at a later stage. This seems, as Fred Hardy 
has argued in his book Viraha-Bhakti, to be a primarily South Indian 
development, and to belong to a somewhat later period (Hardy 1983; see
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also Hart 1979). Its progressive adoption in the North can perhaps be linked, 
as Norvin Hein has argued, to the tensions associated with the enforcement 
of the new Brahmanical social order (Hein 1986b). Hein has a two-stage 
model here, with the Krsna of the Bhagavadglta and the later sections 
of the Mahdbhdrata being part of the Brahmanical rethinking which was 
to bear fruit in the Gupta state and other Hindu monarchies, while the 
later emphasis on Krsna as child or as young lover was a response to the 
constraints of life after the new Brahmanical state model had been imposed.

The later development of these ideas can be seen in the Puranas, the great 
assemblages of mythology, history, ritual and other material that developed 
from about the fifth century CE onwards in various parts of South Asia. 
These texts also developed a new religious geography, prefigured in the 
Mahdbhdrata and Rdmayana, in which the sacred landscape of India was 
refigured in terms of the new versions of Brahmanical religion, centred on 
the new pantheon of great Brahmanical deities. The Puranic framework 
allowed for a great deal of absorption and reworking of local religious 
material, and the multiplicity of these texts also lead to a defacto acceptance 
of religious coexistence. Whether by choice or necessity, this was a model 
of religious pluralism, at least between different Brahmanical traditions, 
and implicidy in relation to the non-Brahmanical traditions, primarily the 
Buddhists and Jains. This certainly did not exclude local conflict, forced 
conversions, or worse, but the basic pattern appears to have been one of 
coexistence between a variety of religious traditions, with families and caste 
groups having traditional linkages with one or another priesdy lineage or 
order, as indeed they still do in much of modern South Asia.

B U D D H I S T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

On the Buddhist side, the Mahayana Sutras with their visions of cosmic 
Buddhas seem to belong to very much the same world. While Buddhism s 
fundamental stance in relation to the samsdric world of everyday fife meant 
that many things which Brahmanical religion saw as its legitimate con
cern (such as marriage and the other samskara or life-cycle rituals, with the 
exception of death) fell outside the realm of operation of Buddhist clergy, 
one can see an increasing concern with matters of secular life, of poli
tics and the state. Sutras such as the Suvarnaprabhasa discuss the proper 
behaviour of kings (cf. Emmerick 1970); holy men such as Nagarjuna 
wrote, or at least were held to have written, letters of advice to kings (the 
Suhrllekha, see Kawamura 1975; Fynes 1995: 46). We will see more of these 
texts in Chapter 12, in relation to their adoption in East Asia. Alexander
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Studholme has suggested that the Karandavyiiha Sutra, dating perhaps 
from the late fourth or early fifth century, is written in conscious dialogue 
with contemporary Puranic material. This text proposes the Buddhist deity 
Avalokitesvara as an appropriate figure for worship as a supreme deity and in 
particular propounds the teaching of his basic prayer-formula, the famous 
mantra om manipadme hiim (Studholme 2002).

The Buddhist model of kingship seems to have remained for a long 
time however that of the dharmaraja — the king who rules according to the 
Buddhist dharma, so bringing prosperity to his country, and who patronises 
the Buddhist sangha with massive offerings. Deborah Klimburg-Salter has 
argued this in detail for the Kingdom of Bamiyan in Afghanistan — the site 
of the colossal Buddhas destroyed recendy by the Taliban (Klimburg-Salter 

i m 
precisely what was meant by the term ‘Mahayana’ is a complex issue, 

historically clouded by polemic on both the Mahayana and Theravada sides 
(cf. R. Cohen 1995; Silk 2002; Skilling 2004; Halfisey 1995). The Mahayana 
was never a disdnct organisational entity within Indian Buddhism; monks 
belonged to one or another of the Nikayas or ordination lineages associated 
with the various early Buddhist schools. The Chinese pilgrim Yijing notes 
in his Record o f Buddhist Practices, dating from 691, that ‘Those who worship 
the Bodhisattvas and read the Mahayana Sutras are called the Mahayanists, 
while those who do not perform these are called the Hinayanists’ (Silk 
2002: 360). In reality, though, there is no single clear defining feature that 
enables us to distinguish Mahayanists from others, and it seems likely that 
many monasteries in India continued through most of the history of Indian 
Buddhism to have both Mahayanists, non-Mahayanists and perhaps also 
others who would not have seen themselves as clearly within one of the two 
camps.

At the same time, the Theravada, as we know it in later times, developed 
gradually as a conservative movement in Sri Lanka and South India. It 
appears to have added extra rules to the Vinaya and it undoubtedly edited 
its early texts in the fight of its own developing position, as did all Buddhist 
schools (Prebish 1996; Collins 1990). As I noted in Chapter 2, there is no 
reason to regard the version of the early texts redacted in the Pali Canon as 
any more authoritative or representative of early Buddhism as the parallel 
texts from other, non-Theravadin Nikayas. In addition, as Skilling has 
pointed out, Mahayana texts are not necessarily later than Theravada texts: 
the earliest bodhisattva sutras were probably composed in the second or 
first century BCE’ (Skilling 2004: 147), and developed Mahayana sutras 
were already being translated into Chinese in the second half of the second
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century CE. It is not unreasonable either to suppose that tendencies and 
modes of thinking that we now see as ‘Mahayana may have gone back to 
early days of the Buddhist tradition (cf. Lindtner 1991-93).

I focused in Chapter 6 on the emergence of monasteries in or near urban 
centres and it is clear that many of the major Buddhist centres were of this 
kind. Taxila (Taksaslla), which was a major academic centre for Brahmanical 
scholarship (Panini and Kautilya are both traditionally associated with it) 
was also a major Buddhist centre with numerous monasteries and stupas 
(Dar 1993), and the important urban centre of Vidisa had a large number 
of monastery and stupa sites within relatively close proximity (Shaw 2000; 
Shaw and Sutcliffe 2001). As I noted at the start of the chapter, most of the 
archaeological material refers to sites of this kind; there is litde evidence 
for the extensive presence of Buddhism at the village level, a development 
which perhaps never really took place in South Asia.18

At the same time we should take into account, as Reginald Ray has 
argued in his Buddhist Saints in India (1999), the importance of a tradition 
of forest-monk practitioners, perhaps centred mainly around the major 
pilgrimage sites. Certainly such practitioners have been important in more 
recent times in most Theravadin countries (Tambiah 1984; Carrithers 1983; 
Taylor 1993; Tiyaranich 1997, 2004; see also Keyes 1987; Lehman 1987; 
Tambiah 1987). Ray suggests that much of the initial growth o f‘Mahayana5 
tendencies may have taken place in these circles, and that the ‘Mahayana’ 
might be seen as part of a forest response to the process of monastici- 
sation. Thus Ray suggests that we need a threefold model of Buddhism 
in India, which incorporates urban monastics, forest renunciates and lay 
people.

Ray’s model seems to me to be an important contribution to the debate 
and to make general sense, although it is difficult to be sure at this dis
tance how clear-cut the distinction was between urban monastics and for
est renunciates, and exacdy how these divisions might have worked out 
on the ground’. The Chinese reports suggest that by the seventh cen
tury ‘Mahayana’ tendencies could be found in a wide variety of monaster
ies, many of which would presumably have been urban. However, given 
the apparent importance of visionary techniques and experiences in many 
‘Mahayana’ sutras one might imagine that they would have originated in 
contexts that were strongly committed to meditative practice, a situation 
unlikely to occur in a busy urban monastic centre with close links to lay

18 As noted earlier, it seems not to have caken place even in Southeast Asia until the thirteenth century
onwards (Keyes 1987:133). It may have developed earlier in Sri Lanka-
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affairs (cf. Beyer 1977; Prebish 1995; McBride 2004). We will look in a litde 
more detail at some of these techniques later in the chapter.

Ray suggests that what we see in the forest traditions is a continuation of 
a forest-bodhisattva ideal which is represented by the Buddha Sákyamuni 
himself and which existed among his immediate followers and contempo
raries. In this sense, the ‘Maháyánist’ forest-renunciates discussed by Ray, 
and the Maháyána itself as an attempt to recapture that early ideal, could 
be seen as deriving from ‘the earliest and most authentic Buddhism’ (Ray 
1999: 417).

Leaving aside questions of authenticity, Ray’s study points to a bifur
cation in the Buddhist movement which undoubtedly goes back to early 
times. This bifurcation was between those parts of the tradition which 
engaged with urban centres, wealthy lay patrons and local rulers, and in 
effect developed a form of Buddhist practice which was part of the ongo
ing process of everyday social life, and those which maintained a renun
cíate ideal and saw themselves as essentially outside of society. In the later 
Buddhist texts, the figure of Devadatta, the Buddhas cousin and rival, stands 
for the extreme form of this position, in which only ascetic forest practice 
is seen as valid. Initially recognised as a saindy figure, Devadatta appears 
to have become progressively vilified until he becomes an embodiment of 
evil (Ray 1991: 162—73). However, forest asceticism was never completely 
prohibited, and the forest renuncíate ideal continued to modern times.

Part of the point here can be seen in the association between forest prac
tice, meditation and the acquisition of supernatural power. Some forest 
monks in more recent times have been charismatic figures whose image of 
purity, asceticism and magical ability can be channelled and accessed by the 
state and by the urban elite but which can also be seen as a threat to the state. 
I have suggested elsewhere that the constant concern with the purification 
of the sañgha in Theraváda Buddhist history can be seen as being largely 
about the need to keep charismatic figures under control, and that the 
gradual marginalisation and prohibition of Tantric approaches in societies 
dominated by Theraváda Buddhism reflects this need (Samuel 1993: 24— 
36, 2005: 52-71). In retrospect, I think that I understated in these analyses 
the extent to which supernatural power remained a major concern within 
‘Theraváda’ societies even in modern times, but the overall argument here 
still seems to me to be valid. In Indian Buddhist history, as in other Indian 
renuncíate traditions, we can see a continual dialectic between forms of 
Buddhism which have become more or less assimilated to the needs of the 
state and of ‘respectable’ society, and others which position themselves at 
the edges or outside society as a whole. It seems sense to me to see some of
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the early Mahayana material in these terms, although certainly later forms 
of the Mahayana developed into forms of religion fully compatible with the 
state and urban society. The same process occurs with the developments 
of ‘Tantric’ (Vajrayana) forms of Buddhism, which initially position them
selves in large part outside the world of the large monastic centres and of 
respectable society, but become progressively integrated within it.

The large monasteries in or near cities would doubdess have been more 
closely integrated with the political order, in those states where the ruling 
dynasty patronised Buddhism to a greater or lesser degree. It seems that at 
Bamiyan, as in other Buddhist kingdoms of the time, the role of the king 
as patron of Buddhism was acted out annually through massive festivals in 
which huge presentations were made to the Buddhist sangha or monastic 
community. These were the so-called pancavarsika rituals that have been 
documented widely in the Buddhist states of this period. At Bamiyan, 
they were in fact depicted by paintings, which Klimburg-Salter reproduces. 
Klimburg-Salter suggests that this Buddhist ceremony may have evolved 
in part as a response to the revitalization of ancient Vedic state ceremonies 
by the Gupta kings’ (Klimburg-Salter 1989:125). In them, the king as a lay 
Buddhist ‘legitimises his own authority as protector of society, including 
the sangha ,19 This is a pattern which has continued into modern times 
with the Buddhist states of Southeast Asia, though the use of Brahmin 
priests in Southeast Asian kingdoms, and the popularity of the story of 
the Rdmayana (and to a lesser extent the Mahabharata) in Southeast Asia 
indicates that the new Brahmanical model had considerable success even 
with Buddhist states. The Buddhist Kings of Thailand, after all, chose to 
name a later capital city, Ayutthaya, after Ramas capital city of Ayodhya, 
as did the rulers of Java (Jogja =  Ayodhya).20

As at Bamiyan, one way to reinforce the message on the Buddhist side 
was through colossal Buddha statues that insisted visually on the majesty 
and supremacy of the Buddha. We find these in China too, where gigantic 
images of the cosmic Buddha were constructed at Yungang in the late fifth 
century (c. 460-7, during the Northern Wei period) and at Lungmen in 
the late sixth century, during the reign of the pro-Buddhist Empress Wu.

19 Walter has discussed the evidence for alternative sets o f state ritual procedures on the Buddhist side, 
such as the agricultural rituals, involving the raja ploughing a furrow around the city, described 
in many Mahayana Sutras as well as in the Dtpavamsa and Mahavamsa (Walter 2000). These are 
linked to the pancavarsika rites, and to the idea o f the king as a cakravartin (see also Aung-Thwin 
1981 for Burma). But in practice even states which were in other respects committed to the support 
of Buddhism tended to accept much Brahmanical ritual in relation to the kingship, as in Thailand, 
Laos, Cambodia or Burma into modern times.

20 In fact, Ayodhya still forms part of the ‘official* full name of the current Thai capital o f Bangkok.
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These statues are generally taken to represent the cosmic Buddha Vairocana, 
whom we will return to a litde later. Amitabha in the Saddharmapundarika 
(‘Lotus Sutra’) has a similarly cosmic role, and became the basis of the 
major form of established state Buddhism in the Far East (‘Pure Land’ 
Buddhism).

P H I L O S O P H I C A L  S C H O O L S

On the whole I have kept philosophy or theology in the background in 
this book. This is not because I think that it is unimportant, but because 
it has been so much at the centre of many other accounts that it helps to 
focus elsewhere for once. It is useful however to cast a very brief glance at 
the evolution of philosophical and theological conceptions throughout this 
period.21

Looking across the Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical traditions, there 
is an understandable similarity between what is happening in both areas 
at similar times. Brahmanical schools such as Samkhya and Vaisesika, like 
the various Buddhist Abhidharma traditions or Jain philosophy, work in 
terms of enumeration of the constituents of experience; essentially, a refined 
form of list-making. The Samkhya school, said to have originated with the 
mysterious astcra-sage. Kapila,22 was evidendy particularly close to yogic 
circles.23 All these approaches are based in analyses of experience into a 
discrete number of fundamental categories, which are regarded as providing 
the basis of a truer and more spiritually beneficial understanding of the 
world than is provided by our ordinary perception.

The similarities reinforce the impression we have gained from other 
material that everybody was operating within the same general climate of 
thought. There is also a strong impression in many of these systems that 
experience in the context of meditative practice is a primary element in 
the development of philosophical concepts, a point made many years ago 
by Edward Conze (1962:17—19) and reinforced recendy in the case of early 
Buddhist philosophy by Sue Hamilton (1996, 2000).

The significant resemblances between the two major later Buddhist 
philosophical schools or groups of schools, Madhyamika and Yogacara24

21 On the whole, in India, ic is hard to draw a rigid distinction between theology and philosophy, unless 
one restricts the term theology to philosophical understandings o f the more theistic traditions.

~  On Kapila, see e.g. Bronkhorst 1998a: 69-77. A chapter of the Jaina Uttaradkyayana Sutra is 
attributed to him and consists on advice for renunciates (Jacobi 1985: 31-5).

23 In the Mahabharata> the goals of Samkhya and Yoga are often said to be identical: ‘that which the 
yogins see, is the same as is understood by the Samkhyans’ (Jacobsen 2005b: 9).

24 The Yogacara are also referred to as Cittamatra (‘mind only) and Yijnanavada.
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and the Brahmanical school of Advaita Vedanta have long been noted. 
Here we see a move away from enumeration towards the assertion of an 
underlying basis of unity. This move is undoubtedly prefigured in the early 
Upanisads, where brahman has already become a universal principle, but 
its rigorous working out in philosophical terms, whether negative or pos
itive, is a new development and one which seems to have first taken place 
with Nagarjunas theoretical reworking of ideas from the Prajnaparamita 
Sutras and with the development of alternative perspectives by subsequent 
Buddhist theoreticians. Nagarjuna is traditionally dated to the second cen
tury CE and the first major Yogacara scholar, Asahga, to the fourth century 
CE. Possibly the Yogacara innovations can be linked to the new polit
ical situation, though they seem to be prefigured in a group of sutras 
from the third century, such as the Avatamsaka> Samdhinirmocana and 
Lankavatara (Warder 1970: 423). Asanga himself is said to have been born 
in Gandhara: Warder, who dates him from c. 290 to c. 360, suggests that he 
lived

in a period of political instability before the new imperial system was completely 
established, though he may have lived to see the weak remnant o f the Kusana 
kingdom invaded by Samudra Gupta and attached to his empire by a rather tenuous 
form of vassalage. (Warder 1970: 436—7)

Thurman has suggested more recently that Asanga and his brother 
Vasubandhu presided over a sizeable expansion of the Buddhist move
ment in Gupta-dominated India of the fifth and sixth centuries CE’ and 
that a key issue here was that the emphasis on consciousness in the new 
school made the bodhisattva vow, the vow to follow the Buddhas example 
and achieve enlightenment in order to relieve all beings of their suffering, 
seem a more meaningfrd and achievable ideal:

How difficult it seems to make such a vow in the mind and heart if  one is thinking 
of the ‘universe o f beings' as an infinite, substantial, external, dense, and heavy 
bunch of objects! [.. .] But, if  the nature o f all beings and things is mental, mind- 
constituted, and mind-created, then a radical transformation o f the inner mind, in 
intersubjective interconnection with other minds, could very well be able to effect a 
total transformation o f everything that exists with a semblance of greater ease. One 
could then take up the bodhisattva vow with a sense o f possibility empowering the 
compassionate emotion and the messianic determination. (Thurman 2004: xliii)

Advaita Vedanta seems to be a much later development, with Gaudapada, 
the first major Vedantic teacher, dating perhaps from the eighth century CE 
and referring back to a variety of Buddhist teachers. W hat is notable though 
is the similarity between these schools, all of which tend in one way or
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another to collapse phenomenal reality into a single substrate or underlying 
principle. T. R. V. Murti argued some years ago that the three groups 
of schools were saying essentially the same thing is different languages 
(Murti i960). This was an oversimplification, but it points to a significant 
resemblance.

The shift in ideas from Samkhya, Abhidharma and Jaina theory to these 
new kinds of approach can surely be correlated with a longer term social, 
political and religious process in which pluralism (the mahajanapadas, the 
numerous yaksa cults associated with particular cities and places) has been 
replaced by an assertion of unity (the king claiming universal rule, the 
single supreme deity). A polytheistic universe, with a multiplicity of deities 
and powers with whom the individual must negotiate and deal, was being 
replaced by a monistic one, in which the individual increasingly became 
simply a separated part of the whole.

I am not suggesting here that we treat philosophy or theology as a simple 
derivative from politics. If this were the case, then we would have got 
to Ramanujas modified nondualism and Madhvas dualism much more 
quickly. In any case, it is clear that the philosophers had other things on 
their mind besides providing an ideology for the newly-emerging state. The 
Buddhists in particular had reason to avoid too strong a commitment to 
a supreme inclusive deity-figure. Arguably, they did not really reach this 
point until the Adi-Buddha concept came in with the Kdlacakra Tantra in 
the early eleventh century.

We can see another aspect of the same developments, however, in the 
realm of ritual and meditation. Here I turn to look at developments in 
Buddhist and Brahmanical meditation procedures, and also to consider 
one of the themes that would later be a central component of the Tan trie 
synthesis: the mandala.

M E D IT A T IO N  I N  T H E  B U D D H I S T ,  B R A H M A N IC A L ,

A N D  J A I N A  T R A D I T I O N S

The classic manual of the Theravada tradition, the Visuddhimagga (cPath 
of Purification) of the early fifth-century scholar Buddhaghosa, presents 
a masterly synthesis of meditation as understood in his day in relation to 
the Pali Canon (Nanamoli 1991). As for the Mahayana, there is a consid
erable amount of material on early Buddhist meditational procedures in 
the Mahayana sutras, but it is often difficult to decipher; these texts were 
not necessarily meant as instructional manuals. They can be supplemented
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however by other material, such a5 the fragmentary Sarvastivada meditation 
manual found at Turfan (Schlingloff 1964; see also Karlsson 1999).

Theravada meditation in the fifth century, if the Visuddhimagga can be 
taken as representative, placed considerable emphasis on the development 
of samadhi (concentration or trance, perhaps better described as a focusing 
of the body-mind). Samadhi here is treated mainly as equivalent to the 
four jhanasL'> and is developed through concentration on simple medita
tion subjects: a disk of clay (the e.2id\-kasina) or representations of the other 
elements; the foulness of corpses; recollections of the Buddha, Dharma and 
Sangha; the brahmaviharas> and so on (Nanamoli 1991: 85-368). The earth- 
kasina gets most extensive treatment (1991:118-65); meditation on breath
ing, the most widespread technique among modern Theravadins along 
with its modern Burmese variation, awareness of abdominal movement, is 
also discussed though more briefly (1991: 259-85). The kasina is used as a 
device to stimulate an internal visual image or nimitta that becomes the 
actual object of concentration (cf. Karlsson 1999: 80). A simple and ascetic 
lifestyle and quiet and peaceful surroundings are an important basis for the 
practice.

Outside the Theravada, it seems that a wider range of visualisations 
developed, including visualisations of the presence of one or another 
of the Buddhas, with the intention of being in that Buddhas presence 
and listening to his teachings. These fall within the general category of 
buddhanusmrti or ‘recollection of the Buddha. This kind of procedure 
can be seen in one of the first few Mahayana sutras to be translated into 
Chinese (in the first century CE, perhaps a century or so after it was writ
ten), the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi Sutra or ‘Samadhi 
of Direct Encounter with the Buddhas of the Present’ (Harrison 1990, 
cf. also Karlsson 1999: 68—70), a text which is one of our earliest wit
nesses for the practice of meditation on the Buddha in front of images or 
paintings (Karlsson 1999: 69),z6 Texts such as tht  Amitayurdhyana Sutra 
and Sukhavativyuha Sutra, which build up elaborate visualisations of the

25 There is a second series o f formlessjhdnas mentioned in the Sutras, but it receives much less attention 
from Buddhaghosa, and one has the impression that these were not very real practices in his day.

26 It is interesting to note that the samadin which is the central theme of this text is defined not simply 
in terms of the five standard factors whose presence or absence are diacritic marks for the iouijhdnas 
{vitakka, vicdra, piti, sttkha, ekaggatd) but in terms o f  a long list o f factors -  Harrison counts 154 -  
which form an entire conspectus of the Buddhist path: desire to hear the dharma, unbroken faith 
in the Buddhas teaching, seeing ones sons and daughters as enemies and ones wife as a demonness 
(!), not causing schism in the Sangha, not boasting of ones high birth, and so on (Harrison 1990: 
26—30). The implication may be that if  one achieves this samadhu these qualities and attributes will 
arise spontaneously.
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presence of the Buddha in a heavenly realm, can also be seen as a witness to 
this kind of practice (c£ also Beyer 1977). Paul Williams and Robert Mayer 
have discussed how visionary procedures such as those found within the 
Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi Sutra may have provided 
the mechanism by which the Mahayana Sutras in general were received 
and held to be the authentic word of the Buddhas (Williams 1989: 30; 
Mayer 1996: 74-5).

It is unclear how far there was an active meditation tradition in the 
urban monastic setting,27 but it seems evident that there was a continuing 
meditation tradition in the ‘forest’ context and that this focused at least in 
part on the establishment of visionary contact with the Buddhas of the four 
directions (particularly Amitabha and Aksobhya), with the future Buddha 
Maitreya, perhaps also increasingly with deceased masters of the past (e.g. 
Nagarjuna) and with ‘Vajrasattva’ seen as the essence of all Buddhas. Leg
ends such as that of the revelation of texts to Asanga suggest something 
of this kind of meditation, and indicate that it may also have been associ
ated with long-term ascetic practice in solitude, doubdess conducive to the 
establishment of visionary contacts of this kind. In other words, this would 
have been part of Rays forest monk component, not of the urban context. 
The recitation of dharam and mantra (ritual formulae) would probably also 
have played a significant role in such practices.

Whether we choose to call this kind of meditation ‘Tantric’ or ‘proto- 
Tantric, or prefer to avoid the label altogether, is somewhat arbitrary. There 
is no reason to suppose the employment of sexual practices, let alone the 
transgressive’ aspects of kapdlika-style practice (see Chapter 10). Nor are 
there indications of actual identification with the Buddha or other deity. 
The practice of visualising the presence of one or more Buddhas and receiv
ing instruction in some form from them can be seen as a natural devel
opment from earlier forms of buddhanusmrti meditation. To put this in 
other words, such visualisation and invocation practices formed a signifi
cant component to what would later become developed Buddhist Tantra, 
but they were only one component. (A second component, the mandala, 
is discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter.) The kriyd and carya 
classes of Buddhist Tantras can be seen as a later extension and formalisation 
of these practices in monastic ritual contexts.

27 Edward Conze famously commented that the treacmenc of the path to enlightenment in thtA bhid- 
harmakosa was ‘not a guide to action, but to the reverent contemplation o f the achievements of  
others’ (1962: 177). For all o f his personal preference for the Madhyamika, however, he was well 
aware o f the extent to which the Yogacara tradition derived from ongoing meditative practice (1962: 

2.51- 7 ) .
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Turning to Brahmanical forms of meditation in this period, the Yogasutra 
of Patahjali, the classic meditational text of the Brahmanical meditational 
tradition, has generally been regarded as our chief witness. It has become 
clear in recent years that it needs to be supplemented by material in other 
texts such as the Mahdbharata and Samnyasa Upanisads (Olivelle 1992; 
Bronkhorst 1993; Brockington 2003b; White 2006).

The references to yoga in the Mahdbharata are of particular interest and 
have been re-examined recently by White (2006) in relation to Upanisadic 
and early medical material. White argues against the frequent modern 
interpretation of yoga, based in large part on Vivekananda s selective reading 
of the Yogasutra, as a meditative practice through which the absolute was 
to be found by turning the mind and senses inward, away from the world5 
(White 2006: 6). Yogic practices are about linkages between the microcosm 
and macrocosm, and they postulate an open5 model of the human body, 
not a closed one.

In particular, White notes that the commonest use of the term yoga’ 
in the narrative sections of the Mahdbharata is to refer to a dying warrior 
transferring himself at death to the sphere of the sun through yoga, a practice 
that links up with Upanisadic references to the channel to the crown of the 
head as the pathway by which one can travel through the solar orb to the 
World of Brahman (2006: 7). This channel is called susumna in the M aitri 
Upanisad, a term that recurs some centuries later in the Tantric context. 
So do the practices of transferring consciousness at the time of death, 
still a major concern within Tibetan Tantric practice, where a variety of 
techniques have been developed and are widely taught for this purpose 
(’pho ba in Tibetan; see e.g. Guenther 1963:197-201; Brauen-Dolma 1985; 
Kapstein 1998).

Another theme in the Mahdbharata which recurs in later contexts, 
including both Tibet (Guenther 1963: 201—2) and a well-known Jain medi
tation manual, the Yogasdstra of Hemacandra (Qvarnstrom 2002), is that of 
transferring ones consciousness temporarily or permanently into another 
human body (White 2006: 8—10).

The Yogasutra of Patahjali in fact refers in passing to both these uses 
of yoga (White 2006: 10), though the central concerns of this text are 
more with yoga as a process of isolation from the world. The Yogasutra 
has noticeable affinities to the dhyana oijhana meditations of the Buddhist 
tradition and has generally been regarded as strongly influenced by Buddhist 
meditational procedures, with samadhi seen, as in the Buddhist practices, 
as a state of withdrawal from external concerns and focusing of the body- 
mind. Rather than seeing this in terms o f ‘Buddhist influence5, we should
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perhaps again see this more in terms of participation within a shared ascetic 
sub-culture.28 Thus the Yogasutra 1.17 defines an initial meditational state 
[samprajnata samadhi) in terms close to the Buddhist definition of the 
first dhyana state,29 while 1.33 recommends the practice of the four states 
(friendliness, compassion, sympathetic joy, equanimity) known in Buddhist 
texts as the four brahmavihara states (Satyananda 1980: 33, 57).

The dating of the Yogasutra is problematic; Ian Whicher suggests around 
the second and third centuries CE, while Gavin Flood says sometime 
between 100 BCE and 500 CE’ (Flood 1996: 96). Its author, Patanjali, may 
or may not be the same as the grammarian Patanjali (the general consensus 
at present appears to be that they are different) and in any case, as we saw 
in Chapter 2, the dating of the grammarian Patanjali is far from certain. 
A second to third century CE dating, or a litde earlier, would, however, 
put it alongside the earlier Mahayana Sutras, which makes some sense (see 
below).

In a series of recent writings (e.g. 1997,1998,2002,2002-3) > Ian Whicher 
has argued that the Yogasutrds overall position is not a rejection of the world 
but a ‘responsible engagement with it:

Contrary to the arguments presented by many scholars, which associate Patanjali s 
Yoga exclusively with extreme asceticism, mortification, denial, and the renunci
ation and abandonment o f material existence’ (prakrti) in favour o f an elevated 
and isolated spiritual state’ (purusa) or disembodied state o f spiritual liberation, 
I suggest that Patanjali’s Yoga can be seen as a responsible engagement, in various 
ways, o f ‘spirit’ (purusa =  intrinsic identity as Self, pure consciousness) and matter’ 
(prakrti =  the source o f psychophysical being, which includes mind, body, nature) 
resulting in a highly developed, transformed, and participatory human nature 
and identity, an integrated and embodied state o f liberated selfhood [jlvanmukti). 
(Whicher 2002-3: 619)

As Whicher himself implies, this is somewhat at odds with how later 
Brahmanical tradition, particularly its modern variants, tends to view the 
Yogasutra., and his reading has been criticised (e.g. Pflueger 2003). How
ever, Whichers position has some attractive aspects. For one thing, the 
third of the Yogasutrds four parts explains how to develop samyama> here a 
focused and exclusive identification with a specific object of concentration,

28 Thus the list ofsix components [sadanga) o£yogi,pranaydma,pratydhdra, dhyana, dharana, tarka, and 
samadhi, Erst found in the Maitn Upanisad, is adapted and used variously in Brahmanical, Buddhist 
and Jain contexts, eventually becoming a key component o f the Buddhist Gnhyasamajatantra 
(Zigmund-Cerbu 1963).

29 Samprajnata samadhi is characterised by the presence o f vitarka (deliberation), vicdra (reflection), 
ananda (joy) and asmita (sense of individuality), while the first dhyana state is characterised by 
vitarka, vicdra, priti (joy) and sitkha (bliss) (Bronkhorst 1993: 22-4, 71-2, 88).
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and how to apply this state to a series of objects* (mental factors, the 
body, the brahmavihdra states, etc.) in order to develop various powers and 
knowledges. Many of these have obvious pragmatic utility; there seems 
litde point in developing mind-reading (3.19), the strength of an elephant 
(3.25), knowledge of the position and movement of the stars (3.28—29) or 
knowledge of the internal structure of the body (3.30) if one is simply 
going to reject the world for a ‘disembodied state of spiritual liberation. 
It is here too that we find the ability to enter another body (3.38) and 
to travel upwards out of the body, implicidy at the time of death (3.39, 
cf. White 2006:10). The achievement of the state of kaivalya in the fourth 
and final secuon of the Yogasiitra also seems to refer to an internal reversal 
rather than necessarily involving a cessauon of existence in the world.

More significandy, perhaps, such a reading brings the Yogasiitra and its 
treatment of Samkhya categories closer to Sue Hamilton’s reinterpretadon 
of Buddhist categories as primarily significant in relation to practice (see 
Chapter 6, and Hamilton 1996, 2000). The yogic practitioner is less con
cerned with the ontology of ‘Spirit* (purusa:) and ‘matter* {prakrti) than 
with the development of yogic states and the consequent inner transfor
mation or reversal. A consistent emphasis on world-rejection is certainly 
found in major figures of later Indian philosophy such as Sankara but does 
not need to be read into this earlier period.

The various psychic powers achieved by samyama on different objects in 
the third part of the Yogasiitra are reminiscent of the numerous different 
samadhis referred to in some of the Mahayana Sutras dating perhaps from 
around the same period or slighdy later, such as the Saddharmapundarika 
Sutra (‘Lotus Sutra’). The terminology is slighdy different, since the 
Yogasiitra regards samadhi as one of three stages of samyama.3° The process 
and result may be quite similar however; compare the practice of samyama 
to achieve a vision of the siddhas or masters of the yogic tradition (Yogasiitra 
3,33) with the PraiyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhiSutras devel
opment of the vision of the Buddhas (see above). More generally, the cul
tivation of these states suggest a pragmatic aspect to the yogic tradition, 
Brahmanical or Buddhist, in which renunciates, like modern Indian sadhus, 
are expected to have achieved special powers which enable them to help 
their lay followers and clients.

Litde has been written on Jaina meditational practices in this period. As 
we saw in Chapter 6, the orientation of the Jaina traditions was towards the

30 The others are dharana (concentration on the object) and dhydna (exclusive focus on the object).
Samadhi, defined as identity with the object o f concentration, is the third and highest stage of the
three.
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cessation of all activity, above all that of the mind. A series of four medita- 
tional states {sukladhyand) seems to have formed part of the path, at least 
in ideal terms, from early times (Qvarnstrom 2003: 131—2), although the 
Jaina appear to have emphasised external ascetic practice as their primary 
technique; Qvarnstrom notes that the theoretical requirements for under
taking the sukladhyana are such as to exclude their employment (2003:140 
n. 10). Dundas comments that Jainism never hilly developed a culture of 
true meditative contemplation (Dundas 2002:166) and that

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that later Jain writers discussed the subject only 
because participation in the pan-Indian socio-religious world made it necessary to 
do so. (Dundas 2002:167)

This is perhaps unfair to Hemacandra, who claims in his great twelfth- 
century work on the Jain path, the Yogasastra, to be writing at least in 
part from his own experience. The techniques he describes, however, show 
signs of the Tantric approaches of Abhinavagupta and of the Nath Siddha 
tradition, rather than deriving ffom earlier Jaina practices (Qvarnstrom 
2002:12-13, 2.003:134-8). I will return to the Yogasastra in Chapter 12.

T H E  M A N D A L A

I turn now to what was eventually to become one of the most conspicuous 
elements of Tantric practice, the mandala,. The mandala is mosdy familiar to 
us now in the Tantric Buddhist form, particularly in the elaborate versions 
of the Anuttarayoga> practices,31 culminating in the Kalacakra with its 722 
deities (e.g. Bryant 1992; Leidy and Thurman 1997: 98-9). The yantras 
of Saiva Tantra form a close parallel, and, as we will see, there were also 
Vaisnava equivalents. However, as Stanley Tambiah, Ronald Davidson and 
others have pointed out (Tambiah 1985; Davidson 2002a), the mandala 
is also a social model — it retains the meaning of administrative district 
in modern Indic-derived states such as Thailand (cf. Hanks 1975) — and 
its early versions were not ‘Tantric in any of the usual meanings of that 
term.

In fact, mandala-xype. structures appear to go back to quite an early date 
in the history of Indie religions, and similar structures can be found in many 
other cultures. I noted this in my book Mind, Body and Culture, where I 
cited Australian Aboriginal examples among others (Samuel 1990: 90,170

31 As I explain in Chapter 10, the term ‘Anuttarayoga appears to be based on an incorrect re-translation 
from Tibetan back into Sanskrit. However, it has become so widely established in the Western- 
language literature that it would create more confusion not to use it.
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n. 4). Nevertheless, there are differences between these various manddila-- 
type structures, and an examination of these will be of some significance. 
The most critical difference, it seems to me, is the extent to which the 
mandala-vppt structure has a centre, and the degree to which the non- 
central components are treated as emanations of that centre and reducible 
to it. This sense of the outer elements as emanations or projections of an 
underlying unity is an essential component of the fillly-developed mandala 
scheme.

Thus, deities associated with the four directions can already be found 
in early Vedic material. In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad however, we find 
something different: an underlying unity behind the deities of the direc
tions. Interestingly, it seems to be signalled as new and unusual in the text: 
Yajnavalkya explains that he is able to defeat the Brahmins of Kuru and 
Pancala because he knows ‘the quarters together with their gods and foun
dations5 (Olivelle 1998: 49 =  Brhadaranyaka Upanisad^.y.iy). He explains 
that the Sun (Aditya) in the East is founded on sight, which is founded 
on visible appearances, and so on the heart (hrdaya)\ Yama in the South 
is founded on the sacrifice (yajna:), which is founded on the sacrificial gift 
(<daksina:), which is founded on faith (sraddhd) which is again founded on 
the heart; Varuna God of the West is founded on water, semen and again 
on the heart; the Moon (Soma) in the North on the sacrificial consecration 
(<dtksa), which is founded on truth (satya) and again on the heart. Finally 
Agni (Fire) at the zenith or centre is founded on speech (vac), which is 
founded on the heart.

This pioto-mandala, if we can call it that, is from a Brahmanical con
text.32 The earliest Buddhist pioxjo-mandala known to me, which is also 
the first reference to the Buddhist scheme of the four Buddhas of the four 
directions, is considerably later. It occurs in a well-known and important 
Mahayana sutra (not a specifically ‘Tantric5 text), the Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra 
or ‘Sutra of Golden Light5. This dates to some time before the beginning 
of the fifth century, since it was translated into Chinese between 414 and 
421 CE. In the second chapter of this sutra, the Bodhisattva Ruciraketu (or 
Sraddhaketu) is meditating on the Buddha—specifically, on why it was that 
the Buddha Sakyamuni only had an ordinary human life-span of eighty 
years.

As he does so, his house undergoes a visionary transformation into a vast 
building made of beryl and with divine jewels and celestial perfumes. Four

32 For another early mandala scheme from a Brahmanical context, o f a rather different kind, see the 
discussion of the Atharvaveda s Vratyakanda in Chapter 10.
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lotus-seats appear in the four directions, with four Buddhas seated upon 
them: Aksobhya in the East, Ratnaketu in the South, Amitayus in the West 
and DundubhiSvara in the North. They explain to him that the life-span 
of the Buddha Sakyamuni was not eighty years; its true limit is far beyond 
the understanding of any human or divine being. (J. Huntington 1987; also 
Emmerick 1970: 3-4.)

If this is a reflection of actual meditation practices, as seems likely, then 
these can be seen as a logical extension of the meditative procedure involv
ing the summoning of the presence of the Buddha that we saw in the 
Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi Sutra. This text from the 
Suvarnaprabhasasutra and another text translated into Chinese at around 
the same time (Matsunaga 1977a: 174) provide the earliest references so far 
known to a set of four Buddhas in the four directions, although Hunting
ton suggests that we can see hints of such structures in iconography back to 
the second or first centuries BCE. This schema occurs in many more sutras 
over the next couple of centuries. If we add a central Buddha, this yields the 
five-fold structure that later became familiar as the five.-tathagata mandalay 
and forms a basic core for most later Buddhist manddilas (Matsunaga 1977a: 

174- 5)*

On the Vaisnava side, the sculptural expressions of the vyuha scheme 
of the Pancaratra system, where deities in the four directions are seen as 
emanations from an underlying more complete divine nature, would seem 
to have much the same structure. Our earliest evidence for this scheme may 
be an image that Doris Meth Srinivasan dates to the first half of the second 
century BCE on stylistic grounds. As with Huntington, her interpretation 
maybe optimistic, and Hans Bakker has cast some doubts on it (Srinivasan 
1979 and 1997; Bakker 1999). The Pancaratra tradition did, however, 
develop a mandala-vppt structure based around the vyiihas3 with the four 
directional deities corresponding to four of the Bhagavata deities, including 
Krsna Vasudeva himself, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.

The Bhagavata deities, as I mentioned earlier, are generally supposed 
to have begun as tribal deities of the Vrsnis and were later patronised by 
the Kusana kings. In this case one can again the see political point of the 
imagery as well as its philosophical meaning, particularly if we assume that 
the Bhagavata deities started off as deities of different Vrsni groups and 
were only gradually incorporated into the vyuha scheme.

In any case, the idea of a mandala in which the central figure represents 
a supreme deity, and the directional figures are subordinate aspects, seems 
a natural development in view of the political situation of the time. It 
closely reflects the idea of a supreme king at the centre in relation to whom
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lesser kings are expected to be local projections rather than independent 
rulers (cf. Davidson 2002a). We can see this at a somewhat later stage, I 
would suggest, in the imagery of Buddha Vairocana (sometimes replaced by 
Sakyamuni or Amitabha) at the centre of a mandala of eight bodhisattvas, 
which rapidly became one of the commonest iconographical schemes in 
China and Tibet from the sixth century onwards (Heller 1994; Leidy 1997: 
26-8). Vairocana s imperial imagery clearly proved tempting to rulers of 
the time.

This is perhaps enough to establish my line of argument. The fully- 
fledged Tan trie mandala is a model of a specific kind of state, what Stanley 
Tambiah has called a galactic polity (Tambiah 1985). In such a state, in 
principle, the centre is reduplicated at the various regional capitals, where 
local rulers imitate on a lesser scale the splendour of the royal court at the 
main centre. In reality, of course, the allegiance of the lesser rulers to the 
main centre may change quite rapidly if the centre is unable to maintain 
its role. Much of what one is seeing is a kind of theatrical performance, but 
it is a theatrical performance that suits the interests of both the central and 
lesser rulers.

One point is worth emphasising though. While these kinds of schemes 
have conventionally been called tantric, we are in a different world here 
from the kind of wild, aggressive, antinomian, and deliberately shocking 
imagery that is often associated with Tantra. The origins of this kind of 
Tantric material are the subject of Chapter 10. Tantra in the sense of the 
Pancaratra or of the Buddhist Tantric texts we are discussing here is about 
the ritual worship of divine beings who — at least once the new state has 
been established — are very much aligned with the respectable moral order.

On the Brahmanical side, this kind of imagery allowed for the cre
ation of a whole series of new ritual procedures for the new deities associ
ated with the Brahmanical states of this period. In the Buddhist context, 
things are not all that different in relation to the early Tantras, those 
later allocated to the kriyd and carya classes. Many of the Tantric texts of 
this class are not much different from the Mahayana Sutras, except for a 
greater focus on ritual procedures, and in fact it is not that easy to draw 
the distinction between siitra and tantra at this stage. Several texts that 
are classified as tantra in, for example, the Tibetan canonical collections, 
are in fact described as siitra in their tide, including the principal text 
for the Vairocana cult, the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Siitra (Yamamoto 
1990; Wayman and Tajima 1992; Hodge 2003). The Mahayana Sutras from 
quite an early date placed great emphasis on the culdvadon of visionary 
modes of meditadon, and themselves give the appearance of being the
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result of such modes, as suggested above. These sutras also provided the 
basis for a whole series of new modes of ritual, in which Buddhist deities 
who partook direcdy in the power of the Buddha could be called on for 
assistance — rather than just yaksas who acted under Buddhist auspices. In 
other words, one could access the power of the Buddha himself.

I am not suggesting that this was all some vast conspiracy on the part of 
self-interested Brahmin priests and Buddhist monks to ensure the patronage 
of the new rulers. One cannot dismiss such possibilities altogether, but as 
noted elsewhere I would go rather for a model based on what Max Weber 
called many years ago an ‘elective affinity’ (Weber 1976). He was talking 
about the relationship between the Protestant Ethic and the development of 
early capitalism, and saw these as developing a relationship on the basis of a 
kind of mutual sympathy. One can imagine something similar here: one can 
see a wide variety of religious models being elaborated at this time in both 
Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical contexts. Some of these would prove 
attractive to the new rulers, and would be supported. However, as rulers and 
wealthy patrons saw resources that they could use, or religious modes that 
appealed to their self-image, these resources and modes would gain new 
prominence, and become more and more part of people’s consciousness, 
in a process of mutual reinforcement. Alternatively, one could regard it as 
a kind of resonance or mutual harmony, in which increasingly everybody 
ended up singing the same song, or finding themselves excluded.

These new religious modes allowed for a much closer fit between religion 
and the new social and political forms that were developing. Over time, the 
religious, political and social modes of the new Brahmanical state combined 
into a powerful and convincing mixture that enabled Indie cultural patterns 
to be widely exported and adopted, indeed to seem the natural way to run 
a state throughout much of South and Southeast Asia for many centuries.

The ‘respectable’ and positive aspects of kingship and the state that we 
have seen in this chapter were, however, only part of the picture. In Chapter 
10 we turn to their dark complement, the forces of disorder and misfortune. 
These too were an important part of the evolving model of the Indie state.
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Tantra and the w ild goddesses

If much of Chapter 9 dealt with the cult of respectable, high-status deities, 
linked with the new image of kingship in the new Brahmanical and 
Buddhist states of the post-Mauryan and the Gupta periods, on both 
sramana (Buddhist) and Brahmanical sides, Chapter 10 introduces reli
gious forms of a less respectable and more ambiguous kind. The practice of 
these forms of religion was for the most part, initially at least, the preserve 
of more marginal groups. It will become evident, however, that they were 
not unimportant for all that, and they were to become more important 
over the following centuries.

Tantric studies, and especially Tantric historiography, as Urban (1999), 
Wedemeyer (2001) and others have noted, has, like other fields of study, 
been historically dominated in various ways by Western fantasy (pardy 
shared by Indian scholars under Western influence). The term itself is 
problematic, particularly in the Saiva, Vaisnava and Jaina contexts, though 
less so for the Buddhists where the Tibetans had an explicit category of 
works in the canon labelled ‘Tantra’ (rgyud). Many of the Saiva works that 
are now customarily labelled ‘Tantric’ might have been called kaula or by 
other labels, particularly before the tenth and eleventh-centuries; Tantra as 
a standard category of Saiva texts emerged only at a fairly late period.

Defining Tantra remains a problematic business; the articles in Katherine 
Harper and Robert Brown’s collection The Roots o f Tantra (2002) spend 
quite a few pages on this topic without providing much enlightenment. 
Indigenous terminology is not necessarily very useful: tantrika in the Brah
manical context can mean not much more than ‘non-Vedic’, whereas the 
Tantra sections of the Tibetan Buddhist canon contain a very wide vari
ety of material, varying from the invocation of peaceful deities by quite 
conventional ritual procedures to practices which, at least in a literal inter
pretation, are highly transgressive of any kind of conventional morality. It 
is primarily these transgressive styles of practice with which I am concerned 
in this chapter.

229
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The first Western scholars to discuss Tantra had litde doubt about what 
the category referred to, or about their attitude to it. The initial theme 
and one of the most dominant until modern times was outright rejecdon 
and condemnation. The oft-quoted comments ofWilliam Ward (writing 
in 1817) sets the tone:

Many o f the tantrus [.sic] [. . .] contain directions respecting a most [. . .] shocking 
mode o f worship. [. . .] These shastrus [sic =  sastras] direct that the person [.. .] 
must, in the night, choose a woman as the object o f worship [.. .] Here things too 
abominable to enter the ears o f man, and impossible to be revealed to a Christian 
public, are contained. [. . .] The priest [. . .] behaves towards this female in a manner 
which decency forbids to be mentioned. (Ward, cited in Urban 1999:128)

What upset Ward above all was presumably the use of sexual practices in 
Tantric ritual. Ward was a Baptist minister, though from his other writings 
I suspect that he may not have been quite as prudish as this quote suggests. 
He may have felt some need though to be cautious in the face of the possible 
reactions of his ‘Christian public’.

Horace Wilson, writing fifteen years later for a more scholarly readership 
perhaps, takes the other main line, which is polite distance. Certainly he 
deals with the subject much more calmly, though leaving most of the details 
safely in Sanskrit. He notes that Wards account is based on hearsay, but 
observes that while such practices are certainly countenanced by the texts’ 
they are in his opinion practised but seldom, and then in solitude and 
secrecy’ (H. Wilson 1832: 225). He comments that

although the Chakra [or Tantric ritual gathering] is said to be not uncommon [.. .]  
it is usually nothing more than a convivial party, consisting o f the members o f a 
single family, or at which men only are assembled, and the company are glad to eat 
flesh and drink spirits, under the pretence o f a religious observance. (H. Wilson 
1832: 225-7)

He also adds that

In justice to the doctrines o f the sect, it is to be observed, that these practices, if  
instituted merely for sensual gratification, are held to be as illicit and reprehensible, 
as in any other branch o f the Hindu faith. (H. Wilson 1832: 227)

Wilson was right on this point, though whether Tantric cakras in the early 
nineteenth century were really no more than an excuse to indulge in meat 
and drink is hard to tell at this distance.

In more recent years, of course, the level of scholarship has increased 
significandy — though Horace Wilson’s account as a whole is impressively 
knowledgeable for 1832, and reminds one that early colonial writers can
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provide valuable perspectives on the Indian religion of their times, which 
preceded the great reform movements of the nineteenth century. The main 
additional option in contemporary discourse however is that we now have 
a minority of Western yogic and Tantric followers, with affiliations to a 
variety of Asian traditions, often in forms that have been thoroughly 
repackaged and redigested for today s world—either in the Asian or Western 
context. This leads to another kind of rejection of Tantra as presented in 
the earlier Indian texts, by contemporary scholars who wish to present the 
tradition in forms more in accord with what they have learned from their 
lamas or gurus.

The issue of sexual practice remains a problem, both for those who find 
it objectionable and for those who find it attractive. The problem here is in 
part that sexuality undoubtedly has different meanings for a contemporary 
Western or Asian scholar, or a contemporary practitioner of Buddhist or 
Saiva Tantra, from those that it had in the period when these practices 
developed. The physiology of sex is undoubtedly much the same now as it 
was then, but the meanings attached to the process are not. In particular, 
while our contemporary concerns tend to focus around immorality, a more 
important issue at the time was probably that of impurity and pollution. 
From this point of view, also, there are wide differences between various 
kinds of sexual practices, and we need to be careful about lumping them 
all together.

Arguably, while the early kula practices considered later in this chapter 
were regarded as transgressive in their own time, the sex itself was a relatively 
secondary consideration. W hat was really at issue was the impurity and 
pollution attached to sexual substances and the magical power that might 
in consequence be generated by using them in a transgressive fashion. 
Later Tantric sexual practices, in both Buddhist and Saiva traditions, work 
differently, and sexual practice is used as a way of generating particular kinds 
of experience that are seen as conducive to the generation of liberating 
insight. These practices will be discussed in more detail in Chapter n . 
Arguably, though, Tantra did not become primarily concerned with the 
spiritualisation of sex until it came to the West (Samuel 2005a: 345—66).

Modern Western Tantra, for all its dubious lineage and frequent com
mercialisation, is not necessarily a bad thing, and I have argued elsewhere 
that it deserves to be taken seriously as a cultural development within 
Western society (Samuel 2005a: 357-61). However, it is operating in a very 
different context to the Indie societies we are considering here, and it 
is at least as much a product of the West and of modernity as of Indie 
traditions.
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We have quite a lot of material, one way or another, on ‘transgressive5 
styles of Tantra. Historically, these transgressive styles o f‘Tantra5 developed 
in both Brahmanical (mainly Saiva) and in Buddhist contexts. Modern 
Hindu scholars have often tended to blame Tantra on the Buddhists, while 
Buddhist scholars have either returned the compliment, or argued with 
varying degrees of plausibility that Buddhist Tantric practice (unlike that 
of the Hindus) was pure and compassionate, with only the most elevated 
of aims. In fact, it is easy to find both the elevated pursuit of enlight
ened consciousness, and the pragmatic exercise of power, on both sides 
of the Hindu-Buddhist Tantric divide. In any case, Saivas and Buddhists 
borrowed extensively from each other, with varying degrees of acknowl
edgement (Sanderson 1994,1995, 2001; Biihnemann 1996,1999, 2000a; see 
also Davidson 2002a: 202-3, 206, 386 n. 105, 388 n. 120).1 Vaisnava and 
Jaina traditions were also involved with ‘Tantric material, although in a 
more selective way; neither appears to have adopted Tantric practices in 
transgressive and antinomian form as a pathway to spiritual realisation, 
although both incorporated elements associated with these practices in less 
controversial forms.2

I doubt that we will ever be able to trace the precise origins of the wild, 
transgressive, antinomian strain in Tantra in detail. However, we can follow 
a considerable part of the development of this religious style. The question, 
I think, is not just that of magical ritual for pragmatic ends. This has been 
a commonplace in virtually all human societies, and the Vedas, particularly 
the Atharvaveda, have plenty of examples, as do the Brahmanas and even 
the Upanisads. W hat I want to understand is rather more specific.

While, as noted above, I have generally avoided the tricky question of 
defining Tantra, what I am interested in here can, however, be specified 
relatively easily. We have a body of ritual practices and traditions, in both 
Buddhist and Saiva sources, that present themselves as sophisticated and 
elevated means for the attainment of exalted spiritual goals, yet contain con
stant reference to practices that seem deliberately transgressive and bizarre:

1 For other examples o f material apparently shared becween Saiva and Buddhist Tantra, see Benard 
1994 (and Orofino 1998); Stablein 1976, which presents clearly Saiva material in a Buddhist context; 
Schaeffer 2002; Walter 1992,1996, 2003; White 1996: 72-3. See also White 2005: 9.

1 For Pancaratra body practices, see Flood 2006:99-119; for equivalent Jaina practices, see Qvamstrom 
2002, 2003. In later centuries, the Vaisnava Sahajiya tradition of Bengal employed sexual practices 
(e.g. Hayes 2003), as did the Bauls, whose theology was part Vaisnava, part Muslim (see e.g. Salomon 
1991; Das 1992). The Jainas used a variety o f fierce goddess rituals; for a survey see Cort 1987: 
255. There were other traditions apart from those mentioned here that might be included within 
an extended definition of ‘Tantra’, for example the Ganapatyas, some of whom also engaged in 
‘transgressive’ practices, but our knowledge of them is much more limited (see e.g. Courtright 1985: 
218-20; Thapan 1997, esp. 176-97).
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night-time orgies in charnel-grounds, involving the eating of human flesh, 
the use of ornaments, bowls and musical instruments made from human 
bones, sexual relations while seated on corpses, and the like.

There is litde doubt that at least some contemporary practitioners of 
these traditions are what they claim to be: people whose lives are indeed 
dedicated to reaching high levels of spiritual attainment, and whose lives 
are guided by high moral principles. Having said this, there remains, in 
the Indian context at least, a divide between Tantric practitioners who are 
now respectable members of the wider society and those who are not. One 
can find South Indian or Orissan Brahmins who carry out rituals derivative 
of earlier ‘transgressive’ modes of practice in ways that are not in the least 
transgressive, but one can also find naked Aghoris, smeared with ash, eating 
and drinking from a human skull-cup and dwelling in cremation-grounds 
and other such unsavoury places. In Indian parlance, this is figured in 
terms of ‘right-hand’ and ‘left-hand’ styles of practice, terms which are 
rather more loaded in India than they are in the West, since the right hand 
is used for eating and pure functions, and the left for impure and polluted 
tasks.

This suggests that, in India, if one looks from outside the tradition, 
transgressive ‘Tantric’ practices were often viewed quite negatively. This is 
evident from the mosdy negative depictions of early ritual practitioners in 
the kdpalika style as evil, horrifying or comic characters in Sanskrit drama 
and literature from the sixth or seventh centuries CE onwards.3 The same 
cliche is alive and well in Bollywood movies (such as Nagina, made as 
recendy as 1986).4 This negative stereotyping does not, however, mean that 
people did not consult Tantric ritual pracudoners in the past, or that they 
do not consult them today. Even in societies, like contemporary Tibet or 
Bafi, where Tantric ritual pracudoners are indeed highly respected by the 
lay population among whom they five, much of what they seem to do in 
practice, at least in relation to lay people, is the performance of pragmatic, 
this-worldly ritual for the health and well-being of their following.

All this may seem a contradictory situation, but it is perhaps not quite 
as anomalous as it might seem. At least one component of the mixture, 
the ambivalent status towards those who are believed to possess magical 
power, is familiar from recent studies of shamanic practitioners in many 
different societies. I give a couple of instances. The shamanic practitioners 
of the Peruvian Amazon, studied a few years ago by Michael Fobes Brown,

3 With occasional exceptions, as in the sympathetic portrayal o f Bhairavâcârya in Bânas Harsacarita 
(Lorenzen 1991: 20).

4 For a summary of the plot, see Kakar 1990.
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are certainly thought of as possessing power, but those who consult them 
for healing are never sure if they can be trusted to use it on their behalf. 
Brown transcribes a consultation in which the tension between clients and 
shaman is palpable, with the husband of one of the women seeking healing 
threatening the shaman with violence if he does not heal his wife (Brown 
1988).5

Again, there are tens of thousands of shamanic practitioners in modem 
Korea, but people consult them, according to a recent study by my former 
student Kim Chongho, with reluctance and distaste, and only when no 
other solution is available for their problems (C. Kim 2003). Nobody would 
admit in respectable company to visiting a shaman or to taking what she has 
to say (most Korean shamans are women) seriously. Shamanic practice is 
shameful, dirty and disreputable. To be compelled by the spirits to become 
a shaman is a real misfortune, and condemns one to the lowest level of 
Korean society.

Other anthropologists, working, perhaps significandy, for the most part 
with shamans rather than with their clients, have produced a more positive 
picture of shamanic ritual and its meanings, although presenting the same 
basic outlines of the situation (e.g. Kendall 1985,1988 for Korea). There has 
been a recent tendency to celebrate shamanism as a Korean art form, and to 
emphasise the high level of accomplishment of shamanic drama, song and 
music, although it has had little impact on the situation of most Korean 
shamans, who continue to be regarded as disreputable and of low status. 
Nevertheless, the myths told in the songs of the shamans, such as that of 
Princess Pari, who is a kind of founding ancestor of the shaman tradition, 
emphasise their compassionate and altruistic nature, and their willingness 
to undergo suffering for the good of others (T. Kim 1988).

Readers should not be too concerned by the fact that the practitioners in 
both my examples were called shamans’ by the anthropologists who studied 
them. It would be possible to find similar cases with a variety of other labels: 
marabouts in North Africa, perhaps, diviners or nganga in Southern Africa, 
brujos or curanderos in Latin America. The significant issue is that these are 
all, indeed, practitioners, with high levels of performative skills, who are 
carrying out pragmatic services for the surrounding population, yet are not 
really trusted by them. Also, there are suggestions in many of these cases 
that there is an ‘internal’ perspective, held by the practitioners themselves, 
in which what they do is seen as characterised by high levels of compassion.

5 Yet Michael Harner, who worked with a closely-related group of shamans, also in the Peruvian 
Amazon, presents them simply as repositories of tribal wisdom and transmitters o f a valuable body 
of knowledge (Harner 1982).
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These people see what they are doing as spiritually rather than materially 
m otivated/

I think that for the earlier, transgressive stages of Tantra we are indeed 
dealing with magical practidoners who were both valued and feared. W hat 
is more surprising, perhaps, is that much Tantric pracdce, both in India and 
elsewhere, has become a respectable and valued mode of spiritual acdvity. 
I will try to explain how this came about in the course of the following 
chapters. As the above material suggests, and as I have commented earlier 
in the book, it is worth taking both ‘internal* and ‘external* perspecdves. 
In other words, we need to understand why pracddoners might see these 
forms of pracdce as worthwhile, and we have to understand why those who 
supported and paid for them thought they were worth suppordng.

T H E  ST A T E  A N D  T H E  P O W E R S  OF D A R K N E S S

I start here with the external* perspecdve, more specifically with the ques
tion of why kings and rulers might see this involvement with the dark 
powers as appropriate and useful. George Hart s suggestions regarding the 
origins of caste in South India provide a convenient starting point (Hart 
1987). I referred to H arts work briefly in Chapter 4. Hart was dealing 
with hereditary practitioners, not people who have chosen to take on a 
renunciate lifestyle, but as we will see the boundaries here are not clearcut; 
Saiva Tantric texts speak of kula traditions (hereditary or clan traditions) 
and kaula (traditions derived from hereditary or clan traditions), though 
the precise nature of the kula or clans in question is unclear (White 1998, 
2003).7 In fact, kula and kaula are more common labels for these traditions 
than ‘Tantra* itself in the earlier Saiva context, though I shall continue to 
use ‘Tantra* below for convenience.8

Hart argued that the South Indian king was surrounded by a num
ber of ritual specialists from low-status castes (drummers, bards, spirit- 
mediums, funeral priests, perhaps also priests of the Tamil deity Murugan)

6 As do such devalued and underpaid secular pracddoners as the dâï or traditional birth assistants in 
North India and Bangladesh (Rozario 2002, and Chapter 4 above).

7 The kula in later times is a spiritual clan or lineage rather than one of hereditary practitioners, and it 
may be possible that this was also true o f  these early kula, though the shift from kula to kaula would 
seem to imply a move, as White suggests, from hereditary to spiritual lineage. The idea of a hereditary 
substance’ passed down a genealogical lineage may also have existed and was certainly present in 
Tibet in later times {gdung brgyud, cf. Aziz 1978: 53; Samuel 1993: 279, 284). Cf. also Wayman 1961, 
who sees elements o f ‘totemic clans in the Buddhist Tantras.

8 White prefers to reserve the term for what he refers to as ‘high Hindu Tantra’, the result o f the reforms 
of Abhinavagupta and others in the eleventh century (White 1998:173).
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who played a crucial role in relation to his power. The king was dependent 
on these people to maintain his power, and there was a kind of economy 
of power in which death and misfortune were continually processed into 
auspiciousness:

The king can be seen as a sort o f massive converter o f power: he is supplied with 
disordered and dangerous power, and, with the proper ceremonies and institutions, 
he converts that dangerous power to its ordered and auspicious analogue, thus 
keeping his land in a flourishing condition. This explains one o f the most common 
similes in the early war poems: the comparison o f the process o f war to agriculture. 
The enemy army is watered with showers o f arrows, then cut down like grain; their 
bodies are heaped up like haystacks; then their bodies are scattered and trampled 
with elephants just as the grain is scattered and threshed by the tread o f buffaloes. 
The most unimaginable scenes o f death and horror are, like the process o f sowing 
and harvest, the source o f future fertility and prosperity. (Hart 1987: 473)

The kings royal batde-drum (muracu) was a critical element of his power, so 
much so that its possession was held actually to confer tide to the kingdom. 
Hart notes that ‘the most important element connected with the drum was 
the god — or spirit — who was supposed to inhabit it, and who had to be 
kept in the drum and made happy with blood and liquor sacrifice5 (Hart

1 9 8 7 : 4 7 5 ) -9

Thus Hart argues that

[t]he role o f groups o f low birth1 in ancient Tamilnad was to control, or order, 
dangerous power. [ . . .] [they] had an inborn ability to deal with dangerous power, 
whether in the form o f dead spirits or just dangerous power. [. . .] This is why the 
performers worked in symbiosis with the king: the king had need o f the forces 
that the performers could summon; they fed his nature and made him a proper 
king, able to lead an army and kill in batde. But only the king could transmute 
those forces into the beneficial aura that kept disaster away from his kingdom. 
(Hart 1987: 476-7, 478)

Hart regards the Brahmins, when they arrived in the south in around the 
third and fourth centuries CE, as having provided a new and revolutionary’ 
element; like the low castes, they could be sources of auspicious power, but 
their power was ordered and benevolent5 and did not need transmuting 
and controlling by the king. In addition, it did not depend on the constant 
warfare that had been endemic in the South until that period; it offered 
the possibility of a more peaceful social order, resembling that established 
by the Guptas and other northern dynasties.

Harts arguments are persuasive in relation to South Indian pre- 
Brahminical concepts of power and kingship. Where I might differ is in

9 It is worth comparing the hymns to the battle-dmm in the Atharvaveda (5.20, 5.21). These provide 
no indication of ideas o f this kind (Studey 1980: 71-2; Griffith 1916: vol. I, 220-3).
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suggesting that such ideas of the necessity of channeling disordered and 
transgressive power for the good of society as a whole may already have 
been present elsewhere in South Asia at this period. In modern times, rit
ual drummers with clear parallels to those described by Hart are significant 
within Tibetan societies in Ladakh and Northern Nepal and again form a 
distinct low-status grouping (see Chapter 4).

In addition, there is plenty of evidence that such ideas were present 
in North India as well, at least from Gupta times. The Arthasastra, which 
was probably compiled between the mid-second and fourth century, clearly 
endorses the use of sorcery in support of political ends. This appears to have 
been in particular the role of the royal purohita, an Atharvavedan priest who 
was entrusted with protective rituals on behalf of the king and also with 
the employment of secret practices’ in support of his political ends.10 We 
will shordy see evidence for Brahmanical ritual of the Gupta period that 
employed transgressive and destructive powers for political and/or military 
purposes.

E X E R C IS IN G  P O W E R : T H E  V R A T Y A K A N D A  

OF T H E  A T H A R Y A V E D A

First, however, I return to the vratyas, who seem to develop into a eVedic 
equivalent of Hart s South Indian low castes. As I explained in Chapter 5, the 
vratya tradition appears to have begun as the performance of a pragmatic 
and somewhat transgressive ritual by a sub-group of late Vedic society, 
perhaps an age-grade of young men. We might date this phase to the tenth 
to eighth centuries BCE on Witzel s chronology. By the time of the Laws 
of Manu (around first century CE), the vratyas seem to have become a 
permanent outcaste group. If they still existed as a social reality rather than 
an abstract category, they presumably continued to make a living as ritual 
performers.

An Atharvavedic text relating to the vratyas perhaps relates to a stage some 
way along this hypothetical development. This section of the Atharvaveda, 
the so-called Vratyakanda, forms Book Fifteen of the Atharvaveda in the 
Saunaka version11 and consists of a single short text in prose, in a style resem
bling that of the Brahmanas. It is generally regarded as a late part of the 
Atharvaveda, so might be dated between the sixth and third centuries BCE.

10 Michael Willis (personal communication, 2004). I would like to thank Michael Willis for giving 
me access to some o f his research work in this area, which is to be published shortly. On the date o f  
the Arthasastray see Willis 2004: 25 n. 114.

11 The Atharvaveda has been transmined in two rather different versions, the Saunaka and Paippalada 
recensions. Only the first section of the Vratyakanda is included in the Paippalada version.
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The first part of the text describes a vrdtya who houses’ Prajapati and 
becomes Mahadeva (presumably meaning Siva). After this, he is referred to 
as the Chief vrdtya and the holder of Indras bow. In the next section he is 
described as moving’ in the four directions, and various occult connections 
or correspondences are described, much in the style of early Upanisads such 
as the Brhadaranyaka or Chandogya. The vrdtya then sits on his ritual seat, 
and further correspondences are stated in the subsequent sections to the 
components of his seat and to the six seasons of the year. He is provided with 
six gods as attendants in the four directions, zenith and nadir, and then 
moves’ into a series of further directions, with further correspondences 
Including the earth, gods, sacrificial fires and such.12

The remaining sections describe how a vrdtya knowing this knowledge 
should be treated by kings and other people — in both cases, very respect
fully — and provide some additional correspondences, including sets based 
on his various internal breaths (prana:) and on parts of his body.

Early Western translators of the Atharvaveda were rather dismissive of 
this text: Whitney (1905: vol. 2,770) calls it puerile’ while Griffith describes 
it as a ‘unique and obscure Book’ whose purpose is the ‘idealization and 
hyperbolical glorification of the Vratya’ (Griffith 1916: vol. 2,185). A more 
recent translation by Sampurnanand13 (1956) treats it essentially as a medi
tation on the nature of Siva. I would suggest that it might be both ‘glorifica
tion of the Vratya’ and ‘a meditation on the nature of Siva’; in other words 
that it is essentially, at least as far as the first five sections are concerned, a 
liturgy for the self-identification of a vrdtya practitioner with Siva. If read 
in this way, the resemblance with the much later deity yoga practices of 
Saiva and Vajrayana Tantra is quite striking. The remainder of the text sets 
up further correspondences that might be used in specific ritual contexts, 
and also prescribes the appropriate behaviour for kings and other people 
whom the travelling vrdtya visits.

If this interpretation of vrdtya ritual as involving the vrdtya’s self- 
identification as a deity is plausible,14 then this is the first example known 
to me of this significant theme. We can perhaps also see in it an initial 
occurrence of an important structural relationship that will come up again 
in later chapters. This is the situation of the renunciate or outsider who is

11 Thus the text provides another version of an early mandala scheme, though of a rather different
kind from those discussed in Chapter 9.

13 I.e. the Hon. Sri Sampurnanand, who was the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh at the time.
14 Such an interpretation is made more plausible if  one thinks o f the process o f incorporating animal 

spirits into the body for healing purposes in some South Asian folk healing (shamanic) traditions 
(e.g. the Magar, de Sales 1991).
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viewed ambivalently or negatively by the surrounding ‘respectable* society, 
while at the same time valued or even viewed as necessary for their ritual 
services. The members of the outsider group themselves, however, have a 
different and more positive self-image focused on their possession of spiri
tual power, and the self-identification with Siva that seems to be at the core 
of this text suggests how this might work.

This is a widespread cultural pattern both in South Asia and elsewhere, 
and it can be seen clearly in cases such as the Pááupatas and the kapalika- 
style ascetics (see below). In such contexts, the vocabulary of magical power 
may be in part a question of conscious trickery, but it is unlikely that it 
is only this. The performance carries conviction because the members of 
the outsider group themselves take it seriously to at least some degree, and 
because they have acquired the genuine skills needed to carry it off.

So far, we have an opening for ritual practitioners, and we have hereditary 
groups (low caste groups in South India, vratya in the North) filling the role. 
What is also significant is that we find renuncíate ascetic groups taking over 
similar functions over the following centuries. This is perhaps not entirely 
surprising. As we have already seen, the renunciates have placed themselves 
outside society. I suggested in Chapter 6, in relation to the Buddhists 
and other early sramana orders, that renuncíate ascetics placed themselves 
outside ordinary society in formal terms, however closely they might in fact 
interact with it subsequendy. In pracdce, there was an ongoing dialectic 
between forms of renuncíate practice that became more or less assimilated 
to the needs of society, and others that positioned themselves at the edges 
or outside society.

For renunciates who felt it appropriate to operate in the latter, more 
marginal position, the status of a low-caste practitioner of sorcery and 
dubious magical practices made some sense as a new identity. It capitalised 
on the powers associated with ascetic practice, while positioning the renun
cíate firmly outside respectable society. The early willingness to take over 
the cult of dead spirits in marginal places outside the cities (see Chapter 6 
and deCaroli 2004) suggests that Buddhists initially occupied a somewhat 
similar role.15

15 This is reflected only to a limited degree in the early Buddhist and Jaina texts. One might explain this 
in a variety o f ways, such as the fact that these aspects o f  the role were largely taken for granted, or 
the desire to offer a relatively ‘respectable’ account at a later point in time when monastic Buddhism 
was more fully integrated into society. One would not realise from a random sample o f modern 
books on Buddhism that perhaps the most important role o f Buddhist monks in many parts o f the 
Buddhist world remains that o f dealing with death. Arguments from silence are always risky, but in 
this case the texts do include at least some indications of such a role (see deCaroli 2004). We might 
also note that such a role would help to explain the possible derivation of the term shaman from



In the next section I look at some of the Saivite ascetic groups that came 
to occupy this space.

SAIVA a s c e t i c s :  p a s u p a t a s  a n d  k a p  a l i k a - s t y l e  a s c e t i c s

Early ascetic practice in South Asia appears to have been mainly performed 
by devotees of Siva and of various forms of the Goddess, all of whom 
would perhaps have identified generically as Saivite. This is perhaps not 
surprising; Siva, for all of his appropriation as a respectable state deity, has 
always retained a more transgressive side to his image, later on increasingly 
expressed through subsidiary gods such as the Bhairava deities, whom we 
will consider later in this chapter.

Ascetic practice in modern South Asia is still closely linked with Saivite 
traditions, although Vaisnava forms of asceticism have become more impor
tant in recent centuries. Modern Saiva ascetics are generally linked to one 
or another branch of the so-called Dasanami tradition, which is regarded as 
going back to the time of Sankara. In reality, the Dasanami order appears 
to have taken shape at a considerably more recent time, probably in the 
late sixteenth or seventeenth century (Clark 2004). Saiva ascetics however 
go back to a much earlier period, well before the time of Sankara, who 
probably lived in the eighth or ninth century CE.

Leaving aside the vratya themselves, who might be regarded as Saivite 
or proto-Saivite ascetics, the earliest group of Saivite ascetics known to us 
are the Pasupatas. The Pasupatas do not seem, initially at any rate, to have 
been involved with ‘Tantric religion as such, but they were practitioners of 
a style of spirituality that involves deliberately shocking behaviour and the 
conscious courting of disrepute, elements that we also find in the Tantric 
context.16

The Pasupatas are first mentioned in the Mahabharatd1 and are com
monly referred to in the Puranas. By the seventh and eighth centuries, 
we find them being patronised by the rulers of Orissa, where a series of 
temples in Bhubaneswar have Pasupata iconography, and also in Southeast

sramana (cf. Harold Bailey, deed in Blacker 1986: 321-2; Menges 1989: 240-1), and the success of 
Buddhist and Jaina monks as ‘middlemen’ in relation to marginal territories (Bailey and Mabbett 
2003).

16 For general introduction to the Pasupatas see Lorenzen 1991:173-92; Ingalls 1962; Donaldson 1987; 
284-9; Dyczkowski 1989:19-26. For more recent material, see Bisschop and Griffiths 2003; Bisschop 
2005; Clark 2004:137-8.

17 In the Santi Parvan, 349.64, though this passage is generally regarded as a late addition, perhaps 
c. 300-500 CE (Clark 2004:137).
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Asia, where they served as court ritualists for the Khmer kings and, perhaps 
somewhat later, in Java.18 Their somewhat legendary founder, Lakullsa or 
Nakullsa, who is regarded as an incarnation of Siva, is generally placed 
in around 100 CE, mainly on the grounds of the number of genera
tions required for the lineages of Pasupata teachers cited in later dateable 
sources. If Lakullsa is a legendary rather than historical figure, this becomes 
a weaker argument, and in any case orally-transmitted lineages can eas
ily lose some early members. Thus the Pasupatas might well have existed 
somewhat earlier.

In fact, Daniel Ingalls pointed some years ago to the intriguing 
resemblances between the Pasupatas and the classical Greek cult known 
as the Cynics, who appeared in Athens at around the beginning of the 
fourth century BCE, though they continued well into the Roman Empire 
(Ingalls 1962: 281). Both Cynics and Pasupatas adopted practices that were 
deliberately intended to attract rejection and dishonour and lead them to 
be regarded as crazy. These involved wandering from place to place and 
indulging in deliberately shocking and improper acts. Hercules, who was 
on earth ‘the most trouble-ridden and wretched of men’ (Ingalls 1962: 
283) but eventually became a god, was regarded as the first teacher of the 
Cynic tradition: Ingalls notes the similarity in both name and iconography 
between Hercules (Heracles in Greek) and Lakullsa. Both are typically 
depicted holding a club, an attribute that makes litde sense for a renunciate 
ascetic, though it links to Lakullsa s name (lakula =  club) (Lorenzen 1991: 
173) .i?

Ingalls avoids suggesting any direct connection between the Pasupatas 
and the Cynics, but the idea does not seem inherently absurd. David White 
considers it as a possibility in his book Myths o f the Dog-Man, noting that 
the Black Sea region from which the Greek Cynics traced their tradition 
had trading links to the port of Broach on the Arabian Sea in the first 
centuries of the common era (White 1991: 104; see also Lorenzen 1991: 
178-9). One might also consider the Indo-Greek presence in India from 
the late fourth century BCE onwards, which could have provided a channel

18 For the extensive Pajupata/Lakullia iconography in Orissan temples from che seventh century 
onwards, see Mitra 1984; Donaldson 1987:288-9; for references to Paiupatas in Cambodia and Java, 
see Chapter 12 and Becker 1993.

19 There are also intriguing overlaps between Hercules imagery and that o f the Buddhist deity Vajrapani 
(e.g. Klimburg-Salter 1995:122, abbJXV) and between later Lakullsa imagery and depictions of the 
Buddha ¿akyamuni (Mitra 1984, plates 82,8396,106,108, no, 125 etc.). I do not have any explanation 
for these similarities, but they suggest that there were linkages between some of these apparendy 
distant or separate groups of which we now know litde or nothing.
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at a somewhat earlier date. Clearly, though, if there was a common element 
to the Cynics and Pasupatas, there was also a specifically Indie element, and 
whatever the vratya had become by this time might well have contributed 
to this.

While we do not have much material direcdy from Pasupata circles, 
there are enough references to give a reasonable picture of their practices, 
which are classified in terms of a series of stages (avasthds) in the practi
tioners spiritual development (Lorenzen 1991: 185). The first or marked* 
(vyakta) stage involves bathing in ash, living in a temple and performing 
specified acts of worship, which include laughing, dancing and singing. It 
is at the second or ‘unmarked5 stage {avyaktd) that he leaves the temple and 
deliberately courts criticism and censure from the public. Ingalls gives an 
example from Kaundinyas commentary on the Pasupata Sutra (ch. 3):

He should take up his stand by a group o f women neither too close nor too far 
away but so that he falls within their sight. Turning his attention to one o f them 
that is young and pretty he should stare at her and act as though he were setting 
his desire upon her and honouring her. When . . . she looks at him, he should 
act out the symptoms o f love such as straightening his hair, etc. Then every one, 
women, men and eunuchs will say, ‘This is no man o f chasdty; this is a lecher.’ 
By this false accusation their merit comes to him and his bad karma goes to 
them . . . (Cited in Ingalls 1962: 290)

We can see the continuity here with practices such as the ox-zfrata and 
dog-ztrata discussed in Chapter 7. The point of this kind of behaviour is 
to court disrepute, and the logic is given in the last sentence; since the 
Pasupata practitioner is not really a lecher, and is being falsely accused, he 
acquires the merit or good karma of the accusers and his own bad karma is 
transferred to them.

This ‘unmarked5 stage is transitional, and another way of viewing what 
is happening here is that the would-be Pasupata practitioner is placing 
himselP0 firmly outside conventional society. At later stages, the Pasupata 
practitioner is held to achieve the magical powers of a siddha or accom
plished one5 (cf. Bisschop 2005). Siddha is a term that we will meet again in 
its specifically Tantric context, but it is significant that the Pasupata practi
tioner is expected to gain magical ritual powers that could support a career 
as an itinerant ritual practitioner or as part of a court ritual establishment. 
The powers achieved are essentially those of Siva himself (Bisschop 2005: 
542). Thus we seem to have, as with the vratya passage in the Atharvaveda, a

~° It is undear whether there were significant numbers of female practitioners among the Paiupatas,
although, as we will see later, kapalika-szyle practitioners indude women as well as men.



ritual identification with Siva that enables the practitioner to exert various 
kinds of magical power.

A variety of further Saiva ascetic groups are described as existing over 
the next few centuries. In addition to the Pasupatas and Lakullsas,21 we 
hear of Kapalikas, Kalamukhas, Bhairavas and other terms; it is not always 
clear how far these are distinct groups and how far they are labels applied 
to these ascetics by others (Lorenzen 1991). The term kapdlika in particular 
seems not to have referred to a distinct order of renunciates, and we should 
be wary of over-reifying it.22 However, it was evidendy used to refer to a 
disdnct mode of pracdce and one that seems to have been closely associated 
with the growth of the more 'extreme’ forms of Tantra. These ‘kapalikas* 
were regarded as associated with the god Bhairava, a violent and criminal 
transform of Siva who appears to conunue the inauspicious and dangerous 
aspects of the late Vedic Rudra-áiva. It is here too that we appear to find a 
growing involvement with fierce and dangerous female deities.

These kapalikasxylt practitioners, as mentioned above, were worshippers 
of Bhairava. In the later Puránas at any rate he is described as an emanation 
or projection of Siva, just as Bhairavas consort, the fierce goddess Kali, is 
described in the probably eighth-century Devlmahdtmya as an emanation of 
Durgá (Coburn 1982,1988,1991; Yokochi 1999). Bhairava, like his followers, 
the kdpalikasvflz ascetics, is generally depicted as an explicidy transgressive 
figure, smeared in ashes, living in cremation-grounds, accompanied by 
dogs, and carrying a skull {kapaid) , which is where the term kapalika or 
skull-man’ comes from. Bhairava does this because, like the kapalika-style 
ascetics, he is performing the mahavrata, the great vrata, vow or mode of 
behaviour, which is imposed as a penance according to the Brahmanical 
law codes on the most evil of criminals: the person who has murdered 
a Brahmin. In Bhairavas case, he is carrying the guilt for Sivas having 
destroyed the fifth head of the god Brahma.

In fact, there are three related sets of ideas here, which occur to some 
extent separately: We have the mahavrata for Brahmin-killers in the law- 
codes, which involves wandering around wearing ashes, carrying a skull, 
living in cremation-grounds and the like. We have the kapalikasxyle. ascetic, 
who is performing this mahavrata but presumably, in general, has not killed 
a Brahmin. Lastly, there is Bhairava, who is believed to have performed the

21 For the later history of the Paiupata/Lakullia grouping in India, see Lorenzen 1991: 107-9. They 
appear to have moved to the South after the Muslim conquests in the North of India.

21 White has noted that there ‘are no Hindu Tantric scriptures that contain the term kapalika in their 
tide, or whose authors call themselves Kapalikas, and there is not a single inscription in all o f South 
Asia that names the Kapalikas in a way that would indicate an actual sectarian order (2005: 9).
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Figure io .l. Bhairava. Vidisha Museum



mahavrata because he cut off Brahma s fifth head at Siva s request and so 
‘killed a Brahmin5.

The law-code is the first of these three to be attested in the literature, 
but it would seem more natural to suppose that the practice of performing 
the mahavrata for religious purposes already existed and that the law-code 
was, as in other cases such as the ‘explanations5 of various caste-groups as 
originating from improper marriages between various groups of persons, 
simply legitimating something that already existed. If Gombrich is right 
about Angulimala in the Pah Canon being intended as some kind of early 
version of the kapalika-sxyle. ascetic (Gombrich 1996:135-64), this is further 
evidence pointing in the same direction.23 The Bhairava myth comes from 
relatively late Puranic sources but in a sense closes the circle: the kapdlika- 
style ascetics are approaching the deity Siva by imitating his aspect Bhairava 
who is performing the penance.

What the whole complex of ideas does is to ‘justify5 a stance which is 
outside society and which involves a radical rejection of social norms. The 
kapdlika type of ascetic behaves like the most despised and contemptible 
of people in Brahmanical terms, the murderer of a Brahmin. In a sense, 
there is nowhere further that he can go, and nothing worse that he can 
do, so he is free to behave more or less outside all social constraints. In 
reality, kapalika-style ascetics, like everyone else, developed their own modes 
of social behaviour, which we know mainly from the caricatures in the 
Brahmanical plays and stories of the times (see e.g. Lorenzen 1991), but 
also from sources such as the Buddhist caryagiti songs where the Buddhist 
Tantric yogin takes on the kapalika style of behaviour and consorts with a 
real or metaphorical low-caste woman [dombl or candali):

Outside the town, o Dombl, is your hut; the shaven-headed brahmin boy goes 
constantly touching you.

Ho Dombl! I shall associate with you, I Kanha, a kapali-yogin, shameless and 
naked.

One is the lotus, sixty-four its petals; having mounted on it, the poor Dombl 
dances.

Ho Dombl! I ask you earnestly: in whose boat, o Dombl, do you come and go? 
Strings you sell, o Dombl, and also baskets; for your sake I have abandoned the 

actors box.
Ho! You are a Dombl, I a kapali. For your sake I have put on the garland o f  

bones.

23 I am not fully convinced, since, as Sanderson observes (cited in Gombrich 1996:152 n. 7), we do not 
know of any later kapalika-szy\e ascetics, as distinct from Sakta devotees, who indulged in murder 
as part o f their religious practice. Angulimala might conceivably have been intended as some sort 
of hostile parody of an extreme Saivite ascetic.
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Troubling the pond, the Dombl eats lotus-roots — I kill you, o Dombl, I take 
your life! (Kvaerne 1986:113)

***
I dispelled the three worlds by means o f amorous play, having fallen asleep in the 
sport o f sexual union.

How, o Dombl, is your coquetry? The noble-born is outside, the kapalika inside.
By you, o Dombl, everything has been disturbed; for no purpose the Moon has 

been agitated.
Some there are who speak ill o f you; (but) those who discern do not remove you 

from their neck.
Kanha sings o f the amorous Candall; there is no greater harlot than the Dombl. 

(Kvaerne 1986:150)

These songs, as the commentators point out, are coded descriptions of the 
practices of sexual Tantra (the lotus-roots are bodhicitta\ killing the Dombl 
is purifying avadhuti^ the central psychic channel), but, like the ‘BauT songs 
of modern Bengal that are their lineal descendants, the imagery is realistic, 
and it presupposes a world in which there are dombl women living outside 
the town and selling petty goods, and kapdlika-sxyXt yogins consorting with 
them.

If our information can be taken at face value, these kdpdlika-svf\z yogins 
felt free to indulge in sex and alcohol as part of their spiritual path. What 
also comes through these accounts is that kdpalika-sxy\z practitioners were 
regarded as claiming or actually exercising magical powers, including flying 
through the air, and that their powers were linked to their relationships with 
the female spirits and/or human female practitioners known as yogints, 
dakints and by other names. These were frightening and dangerous spirits, 
and they form part of an ‘alternative pantheon’ of dark and scary female 
deities associated with Bhairava and his various transforms. We turn now 
to them. They include such deities as the skeletal witch-figure Camunda, 
and the goddess who was eventually to become the best known of them all, 
Kali.

W IL D  G O D D E S S E S  A N D  D IS E A S E  G O D D E S S E S

In later contexts, these deities have been somewhat tamed and civilised. Kali 
in modern Bengal is seen as a loving mother, though she retains an ambiva
lent side to her image (S. Gupta 2003; McDermott 1996; McDaniel 2004). 
In Tibet, the reversal has been more radical; the Tibetan word for dakinl 
{khandroma) is a highly positive term when applied to a woman, imply
ing a high level of spiritual attainment. In most North Indian vernaculars,
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however, the term dakini or its modern derivatives (such as dain in Hindi) 
means witch5, in the sense of woman who harms people through malevo
lent spiritual power. Certainly, in the earlier material, as we will see, these 
goddesses were seen as both dangerous and malevolent.

I have argued elsewhere that a key element in the growth o f‘Tantra5 was 
the gradual transformation of local and regional deity cults through which 
fierce male and, particularly, female deities came to take a leading role in 
the place of thzyaksa deities (Samuel 2002d; see also Chapter 12). Much of 
this seems to have taken place between the fifth to eighth centuries CE.

While the new universal deities which I referred to in Chapter 9 became 
the object of state cults closely related to the role of their new royal patrons, 
texts such as the Mahdmdyun (Levi 1915; Sircar 1971—72) or the various 
Puranic accounts suggest that the yaksa-xypz deities remained important as 
patron deities of cities and regions well into the Gupta period. Increasingly, 
from around the sixth century onwards, we see the emergence of a new 
deity type, of whom the best-known example in the West is undoubtedly 
Kali: fierce, violent deities, wearing flayed human skins, garlands of human 
heads and the like, surrounded by flames, often portrayed in cremation- 
grounds or similarly terrifying backgrounds. Not all these deities are shown 
in such extreme forms, and Kali herself became a dominant figure at a 
somewhat later period, but the violent, transgressive nature of the imagery 
is characteristic.24

We can start by asking where these wild, dangerous goddesses came 
from. The goddess iconography that I referred to in Chapter 5 shows no 
real sign of a cult of wild or fierce goddesses. Early goddess iconography 
is relatively gende. Even the early Kusana-period images of what Doris 
Meth Srinivasan calls the ‘Warrior Goddess5 (mosdy showing the theme 
later known as MahisamardinI, Durga killing the buffalo demon), are quite 
mild (Srinivasan 1997, plates 20.1—7, plates 20.16-19; Divakaran 1984, plate 
251) and this continues throughout much of the first millennium CE (e.g. 
Divakaran 1984, plate 252-6; Harle and Topsfield 1987: 23-4, no.31). Later 
Durga imagery is a litde more forceful, but it is still a long way away from 
the violence and horror of some of the imagery of the new deides (e.g. 
Camunda; Dehejia 1979:13, 24).

The textual record shows more indicadon of the fierceness of the new 
deides, and there have of course been plenty of references to female demons,

24 Gombrich has pointed to possible early evidence for the goddess Kali in the Pali Canon (1996:
158-62.).
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raksasls, and to yaksints who also seem quite demonic in their behaviour, 
in the Buddhist sutras and jdtakas and similar sources (Sutherland 1991). 
Some of these stories are of considerable interest, such as the well-known 
story of the goddess HaritI, who has already been mentioned in Chapters 5 
and 9. HaritI in the Pali Canon and other Buddhist sources is a demoness 
who kills and eats small children. One day she loses one of her own five 
hundred children, and the Buddha brings her to a realisation of the suffering 
she has caused the mothers of the children she has killed. She becomes a 
protector of children, and is given regular offerings in the monasteries (e.g. 
Strong 1992: 36-7; Samuel 2002b: 1—2).

Haritls role as child-murderer may be in part Buddhist propaganda 
against the locally-important cult of a respected deity — Elinor Gadon and 
Janet Chawla have suggested something similar for SasthI, who plays a 
parallel role in the Brahmanical context (Gadon 1997; Chawla 1994). If 
the large number of images of a mother goddess of fertility and prosperity 
from Gandhara, Mathura and elsewhere have been correcdy identified as 
representations of HaritI, she would seem to have been a respected deity; 
her iconography overlaps with both LaksmI and the Iranian goddess of 
prosperity, Ardoxsho, and it is not at all terrifying (see Chapter 5).

The death of young children, however, was a common enough occur
rence in pre-modern societies, and there certainly were female demons 
linked to the illness and death of children at a slighdy later date, since they 
are discussed in early medical texts. In fact, the dangerous new female 
deities seem closely related to these goddesses of illness who have retained an 
important role in Indian folk religion into modern times. Often these occur 
as a set of similar goddesses, described as mothers or sisters, and five, nine 
or, most often, seven in number (Kosambi i960; Freed and Freed 1998:122— 
36; Mayaram 2000). Some individual goddesses of this class have achieved 
independent status, the best known being Sltala, the goddess of smallpox 
and cholera (e.g. Dimock 1982). Such diseases are seen as a sign of posses
sion by the goddess, who may or may not be willing to let her victim go. In 
South India, Sltala s equivalent, Mariamman, is one of a range of amman 
goddesses who are very important in village religion in Tamil areas of India 
and Sri Lanka. An amman goddess is often married to a male god who is the 
village protector and who also seems to be related to the buffalo killed in 
village sacrificial rituals to the goddess and in the well-known iconography 
of the goddess killing the buffalo demon (Biardeau 1989; Brubaker 1983).

Kosambi attempted to trace Brahmanical references in North India for 
a cult of these mother goddesses and came up with litde that is substantial 
for an early Brahmanical cult (Kosambi i960). They may well have been
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present in non-Brahmanical, village religion. The situation in South India, 
where goddesses with a strong local identity have clearly been assimilated 
to Durga/Parvati, suggests this, though whether it can be generalised to 
the rest of South Asia is unclear. It is unclear too how far back the disease- 
demonesses in the medical literature can be traced back. In Book Three of 
the Mahabharata.> they occur in the context of a narrative about the god 
Skanda (here the son of Agni, not Siva), and appear to be conflated with 
the Pleiades or Krttika sisters, wives of the seven rsis (3.214—17, 3.219; see 
van Buitenen 1975: 650-6; 656-9; White 2003: 35-49). The same narrative 
also discusses other graha (graspers5) who are both male and female and 
are emanated by Skanda himself (3.219 =  1975: 658-9). Graha is also the 
word for planet, and the planetary deities, who are all male in Brahmanical 
thought, are again seen as possible sources of illness. All in all, I do not 
think that it is possible at present to say when the idea of female disease- 
demons arose, though if it were significant in the Vedic period one would 
expect more reference to it in sources such as the Atharvaveda, which is very 
concerned with countering diseases of all kinds. If, as Richard Gombrich 
has suggested, the move to living in cities was associated with a substantial 
increase in the incidence of epidemic disease, this may have provided a 
context for such ideas to originate or become more significant.25

In any case, the disease-goddesses and demonesses seem to give us both 
a plausible source for the female deities of the proto-Tantric complex, and 
a sense of how they could be seen as powerful and dangerous, feared but 
also invoked as a protectress. The question of illness might also underlie the 
idea of the dakinv, if the human dakints were folk healers from low-status 
castes such as the modern birth attendants or dal, constandy suspected also 
of being sorceresses, then their ambivalent role as partners for the male 
Tantric practitioners, and their elevation to high status in Tibet where this 
whole complex of ideas was more or less irrelevant, might make sense.26

B R A H M A N I C A L  E Q UI V AL EN TS

In fact, there are a couple of sets of Brahmanical goddesses that are worth 
some attention in relation to this question. These are the Pleiades or 
Krttika sisters, mentioned above in relation to Skanda (hence his name

”5 The Nine Witch Sisters of the Magar shamans and neighbouring groups provide a ‘tribal’ equivalent 
but the presence of influence from literate and urban Tantric traditions here is evident and it would 
be inadvisable to take current Magar practices as reflecting early conceptions (see de Sales 1991; 
Oppitz 1978-80,1981; Maskarinec 1995).

26 On the concept o f the dakin iszt also Herrmann-Pfandt 1992.
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Karttikeya), and the Saptamatrka (‘Seven Litde M other) deities. The 
Krttika sisters seem to be mainly significant in relatively early texts such as 
Mahdbhdrata. The Saptamatrka goddesses are another matter, and seem 
to represent a Brahmanical adaptation of a set of seven or nine fierce 
disease-causing goddesses who are found in different forms throughout 
South Asia from Tamil Nadu to Nepal (Coburn 1988; Meister 1986; K. 
Harper 2002). They occur extensively in both Saivite and Buddhist Tantric 
contexts.

In these contexts, the Matrka deities, often expanded to eight so as to 
form the eight members of a circle in the mandala., are subordinated to 
the power of the male deity (or male-female couple) at the centre of the 
mandala> a pattern that would appear to reflect the idea of a male Tantric 
magician, with or without a female partner, controlling the powers of these 
deities for magical ritual purposes. A Saivite example is the Kulacuddmani 
Tantra (Finn 1986). Finn dates this text to between the ninth to eleventh 
centuries CE, probably towards the earlier end, in part on the grounds that 
the cult of the Saptamatrkas was at its height between the fifth to eighth 
centuries, though in the light of Harper s arguments (see below) it may well 
include earlier elements. The Kulacuddmani Tantra deals at some length 
with both MahisamardinI (Durga as slayer of the buffalo-demon) and the 
Matrka deities, and is strongly oriented towards this-worldly and pragmatic 
results. It requires that the female participants in the ritual be identified 
with specific members of the Matrka deities, which suggests an acting out’ 
of the manddila similar to that found in the Tantric ritual dance traditions 
of Nepal and Tibet, which I shall discuss in Chapter 12.

For a Buddhist example, we could cite the Vidyottama Mahatantra, 
discussed by Davidson (2002a: 300—2). Here the Seven Mothers (sapta 
matarah) offer mantras to the Buddhist Tantric deity Vajrapani, the former 
yaksa protector of the Magadhan capital of Rajagrha and of the Buddha who 
had become by this period a key representation of Tantric power (Snellgrove 
1987: 134—41). They explain a series of rituals (jnatrvidhi) for protection, 
including overcoming Vinayaka demons and Graha spirits, ruining har
vests, spoiling liquor, making an enemy ugly and diseased (but then turning 
him back again), discovering who one s enemies are, and expelling them’ 
(Davidson 2002a: 302). The ritual includes the making of a painting show
ing Vajrapani surrounded by the Seven Mothers, whose appearance should 
be ferocious (2002a: 301). The general structure of a male deity or male- 
female couple at the centre surrounded by a circle of eight female deities 
(some of whose names are in this case those of low caste women) is also the 
basis of the mandala of the well-known Hevajra Tantra (Snellgrove 1959;
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Farrow and Menon 1992; Willemen 1982; Huntingdon and Bangdel 2003: 

454- 6 7 )  *27
The Saptamatrka deities vary somewhat from list to list. In the earliest 

versions known to us, from the early fifth century, they generally consisted 
of six deva-saktis> female consorts of major Brahmanical deities, along with 
the fierce goddess Camunda, and are often, as in the three Saptamatrka 
reliefs at the important early Gupta site of Udayagiri, accompanied by the 
war-god Skanda (Harper 2002:117). Katherine Harper has argued that the 
Saptamatrka deities first rose to importance in the context of state sorcery, 
more specifically the performance of military rituals to aid the Gupta kings 
in their campaign to expel foreign rulers from India (Harper 2002).

Her argument is based to a considerable degree on an interpretation 
of the material at Udayagiri. This site is associated in particular with 
Candragupta II, who visited there in 401—2 and was responsible for the 
building of a shrine to Siva that incorporated a relief of the Saptamatrkas 
holding a series of emblematic banners. Elsewhere at Udayagiri the ban
ners, which Harper identifies as war-banners, occur twice as a separate set. 
Harper argues that the Gupta kings kept their usage of such ritual veiled 
in allusive and indirect language, since they did not want it to fall into 
hostile hands. If she is right about the meaning of the Saptamatrka reliefs, 
and the frequent occurrence of the Saptamatrka in later Tantric contexts 
suggests that she may be, then this is very early evidence for the aggressive 
and violent use of ‘Tantric-style ritual.28 Whether the rituals were at this 
point conducted by explicidy ‘Tantric’ priests is perhaps another question. 
Michael Willis, who has studied this site in detail, has suggested, as noted 
earlier, that this kind of ritual work would have fallen within the domain 
of the Royal purohita, in origin and by training an Atharvavedic Brahmin 
priest.29 We will see evidence in Chapter 12 for the role of the royal purohita 
being taken over at a later stage by explicidy Tantric priests (Sanderson 
2004).

If a site such as Udayagiri is the initial context of the Saptamatrkas as an 
explicit set of deities used for destrucdve ritual, how do these deifies relate 
to the disease goddesses? The Saptamatrkas themselves have respectable

27 This mandala consists ofHevajra and his consort Nairatmya at the centre, surrounded by eight female 
deities: Gaurl (E), Savari (SE), Caurl (S), Candall (SW), Vetall (W), DombT (NW), Ghasmarl (N) 
and Pukkas! (NE).

23 There is a problem in relation to her argument about the dating of the DevTmabdtmya, which is 
probably much too early (cf. Harper 2002, Yokochi 1999), but this is not critical in relation to the 
point I am making here.

29 Willis (personal communication, 2004). For Udayagiri see also Willis 2001, 2004; Dass and Willis 
2002.
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Brahmanical identities, as wives of the major Brahmanical gods, and only 
one of the set, Camunda, is particularly terrifying in her appearance, but 
if we assume that the disease-goddesses were around at or before this time, 
then it would make sense to see the Saptamatrkas as a Brahmanical trans
form of these goddesses, whose purpose was to control disease and misfor
tune but also to release them on the enemies of the state. This would also 
fit with the defensive role of the set of eight Matrka deities, who are an 
expansion of the set of seven Matrkas, in Nepalese state ritual, which I will 
discuss in Chapter 12.

SAIVA TA N TR A A N D  T H E  Y O G IN I CULTS

These practices occur in both Saiva and Buddhist contexts. I shall return 
to the specific situation of this borrowing later, but to begin with we might 
try to make sense of the Saiva case.

I have suggested already that the Saiva ascetics were consciously posi
tioning themselves outside of respectable society and thus found themselves 
among the low-caste and marginal groups such as the performers of magical 
ritual. The Pasupata rationalisation of this, as we have seen, was in terms of 
unloading bad karma.?° The kapdlika-stylz ascetics saw themselves as iden
tifying with Siva through his negative aspect of Bhairava. We can assume 
however that a key element in both these cases and with other renunciates 
is the issue that we have already discussed in Chapter 6, that of the liberat
ing insight. For the ‘Tantric traditions, the transmission of the liberating 
insight was the function of the guru or spiritual teacher, and a central step 
was the process of initiation, in which the guru passed on his insight to 
the initiate. As David Gordon White has pointed out, the initiation here 
took on a sexual form, in which the initiate consumed the sexual substances 
(semen and female sexual secretions) produced in ritual intercourse by the 
guru and his consort, and thus also ingested the essence of the clan or spir
itual family {kuld) (White 1998, 2003). This might, as in modern Tibetan 
practice, take place symbolically, but the question of p ining the family 
and thus of being in a specific lineage of practice is nevertheless a critical 
one.

These sexual substances, along with other polluting bodily substances, 
also provide the offerings needed by the yogints and other fierce female 
spirits (Sanderson 1988: 671; White 2003). In modern times, both the clan

30 One might expecc them to reject karma altogether, and it is a little surprising that the passage cited
by Ingalls above speaks o f  taking on the good karma o f those who reject them.
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essence’ and the offerings may be offered in symbolical form, although this 
is not necessarily always the case.31

What, though, was the nature of the ‘liberating insight’ as understood 
by these renunciate (and in some later cases also lay) practitioners? In a 
significant conspectus of the Saiva systems of Kashmir in the early mediaeval 
period, Alexis Sanderson notes that Tantric Saivites in Kashmir at that time 
were divided between those who adhered to the dualist theology of the Saiva 
Siddhanta32 and those who followed the non-dualist theology of the Trika 
system. Here one can see among other things the contrast between Tantxic 
practitioners who accepted the validity of antinomian and transgressive 
practices (the non-dualists) and those who rejected such practices (the 
dualists, see Sanderson 1995:17). According to Sanderson, the Trika

adhered to a nondualistic theology according to which all phenomena are nothing 
but the spontaneous self-projection o f an all-encompassing divine consciousness, 
so that the substance o f the universe and its efficient cause are one and the same. 
This absolute idealism was formulated and defended by Somananda (fl. c. AD 900— 
950), Utpaladeva {fl. c. AD 925—75), and the latters commentator Abhinavagupta 
{fl. c. AD 975-1025). The principal works o f  this philosophical tradition came 
to be known as the Sastra o f Recognition (Pratyabhijnasastra) after their central 
concept, namely that liberation comes about as the recognition (pratyabhijna) that 
the true identity o f oneself and all phenomena is the Lord {isvarah) defined as this 
all-containing, autonomous consciousness. (Sanderson 1995:16)

This is significant, in that it indicates that the identification with Siva which 
was originally perhaps intended as a mode of access to magical power is 
here seen as in itself a liberating insight. What we have here, however, is 
a discursive and verbal presentation of the nature of the liberating insight, 
which could be paralleled to other such expressions in Saiva and non- 
Saiva traditions. What was significant for practitioners was not the words 
(‘my true identity is isvarah\ etc.) but the inner realisation which scholars 
in the tradition attempt to describe through those words. It is this inner 
realisation that the guru attempts to transmit, or rather attempts to provoke 
the student into achieving for himself or herself.

This is an important point both for the Saiva tradition and for other 
traditions, including the Buddhists, and it links to the fact that these are 
lineages of practice, and that the texts throughout are held to be secondary 
to the practice lineage as conveyed through the teaching of the guru. A key 
element here is the secrecy and power of the teaching; not all gurus and

31 See Hanssen 2002 for a recent account of the use o f menstrual blood among Bauls in Bengal.
31 As Sanderson notes, Saiva Siddhanta is nowadays generally used to refer to the South Indian

traditions of which this Kashmiri tradition was a predecessor.
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lineages are equal, and what we find is a succession of schools of practice, 
each of which defines itself as superior to the one before.

A related element is that of the mantra, which can perhaps be defined in 
this context as a ritual formula transmitted from guru to student through 
which the presence of the deity is invoked or compelled. This is linked 
in Saiva tradition to a complex theology of the role of sound, seen as a 
constitutive and creative force through which the manifest universe takes 
place (e.g. Padoux 1990; Beck 1995).

For the nondualist Saiva traditions the hierarchical succession of schools 
of practice has been described in some detail by several authors, including 
Sanderson himself (Sanderson 1988; see also Dyczkowski 1989; Dupuche 
2003; Brooks 1992a). Thus the Saiva tradition was divided by its textual 
exponents into the Atimârga, the Outer path, intended for ascetics alone, 
and the Man tram àrga. The Atimârga consisted of the Pâsupata and Lâkula 
division (Sanderson 1988: 664—7); ^  Lâkula here includes the kâpâlika- 
style and Kàlàmukha ascetics. The Man tram ârga is regarded as a higher 
teaching than that of the Atimârga. It can be practised by householders as 
well as renunciate ascetics and includes both the Saiva Siddhânta texts and 
a series of yet ‘higher teachings, commencing with theTantras of Bhairava, 
which are themselves hierarchically subdivided several times further, cul
minating with the Tantras of the Trika tradition and the highest group of 
all, the Tantras of the goddess Kâlï (Sanderson 1988: 667—9).

The progression from Pâsupata to the Trika and Kâlï Tantras involves 
a progressive shift from male deities to female deities. Thus the Bhairava 
Tantras are divided into the Mantrapltha, which is centred around the cult 
of the male deity Svacchandabhairava, and the Vïdyâpïtha, which involves 
the cult of the yoginïs or fierce female deities and culminates in the Trika 
and Kâlï cults (Dupuche 2003:13-14; Sanderson 1988: 672-8).33 Thus the 
‘higher teachings move increasingly into the area of the Sâkta cults or 
Goddess cults and it is the S2kx.lL pïthas, the sacred sites of the Goddess cults, 
which become the ideal sites for their performance (Sircar 1973; Banerji 
1992: 3o8ff; Heilijgers-Seelen 1994:152; Hartzell 1997:1020-8,1050-4; Pal 
1988). There are strong suggestions of groups of travelling renunciates and 
lay practitioners meeting at these pïthas for ritual gatherings, but there are 
also practices in which the pïthas are relocated within the practitioners 
body. As we will see, the same is true of the Buddhist Tantras.34

33 For ocher classifications see Dyczkowski 1989.
34 The role o f the so-called yoginl temples, a group of open-air, mosdy circular temples in central 

and east India (present-day Madhya Pradesh and Orissa) with images o f sixty-four or eighty-one 
yogim  figures arranged in a circle facing towards the centre, within this development is unclear.
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It should be noted that this is a logical progression, as viewed from 
within the tradition, and not necessarily a historical sequence, although to 
a considerable degree it probably does correspond to a historical succession 
in which each new school positioned itself as superior to preceding schools. 
In reality, however, at any given time there were a number of competing 
traditions, and schools that were of considerable importance at one stage 
(for example the traditions associated with the deity Tumburu, to which 
we will return in Chapter 12) might at a later stage be reduced to a marginal 
position (Sanderson 1988: 669).

In the course of this movement from ‘lower to ‘higher teachings, the 
role of the female deities also changes, from an entourage surrounding the 
male practitioner to being the primary objects ofworship and identification 
in their own right. We will consider what this development might mean 
after looking at what was happening in the non-Saiva traditions.

It is worth noting here though that one further important development 
takes place in these ‘higher Tantras. This is the introduction of a system 
of ‘internal* yogic practices based on a subde anatomy of internal channels 
(nadt) and meeting places (cakra). In the Saiva context these practices are 
explained in terms of the ascension of the deity KundalinI through the 
cakras and the consequent untying of knots in the nadl (e.g. Silburn 1988). 
These ideas are closely related to the practice of sexual yoga, and they 
enable a reconceptualisation of the sexual practices so that these are no 
longer primarily concerned with linking to the tradition or producing food 
for female spirits but are seen as a practice able to lead to liberating insight 
in its own right.

This important development also takes place in other Tantric traditions, 
and will be considered in some detail in Chapter n .

For the present, though, we might consider what has been something 
of a point of contention in Tantric studies for many years: what was the 
original context of the fierce goddess practices? The two broad positions 
that have been taken are to consider them as part of a pan-Indian religious 
substrate' of some kind, as postulated by Ruegg (1964), an assumption that 
goes back to Paul Mus (e.g. 1975) and earlier scholars, or to regard them as 
an essentially ‘orthogenetic’ development out of the Vedic material. In this 
case, the first approach would seem to require some kind of pre-existing 
goddess cult, a Sakta or at least ‘proto-Sakta’ tradition, which was gradually 
incorporated into Saiva and Buddhist practice.

They appear to represent a regional development promoted by ruling dynasties wichin this general 
area, presumably with the intention of accessing the power of the yonnis for State political ends 
(cf Dehejia 1986).
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The disadvantage of this first approach, as Davidson, following Sander
son, notes, is that evidence for such a nonaffiliated religious system* 
is lacking;, all the personalities, both human and divine, are associated 
with specific institutionalized lineages and not simply free-floating forms* 
(Davidson 2002a: 171—2). The problem with the second approach is that 
the Vedic material simply does not provide the basis for such developments. 
The Vedas undoubtedly include transgressive practices, sexual rituals and 
some material about female deities, but the continuity between these and 
later developments is limited, and easily explainable by the need for Brah- 
manical and Buddhist scholars to justify their practices in terms of their 
own previous traditions.

In fact, we seem to see the progressive introduction of Goddess cult 
material in texts such as the Harivamsa and the Skanda Parana, with 
deities such as Ekanamsa, Kotavi and VindhyavasinI (Couture and Schmid 
2001; Couture 2003; Yokochi 2004) showing every sign of having a sub
stantial local history before they enter the Brahmanical mainstream. Thus 
Yokochi, on the basis of the Harivamsa and the Skandapurana,, reconstructs 
a proto-myth* of VindhyavasinI, the goddess of the Vindhya mountains, 
which she regards as initially independent from either Bhagavata-Vaisnava 
or Saiva myths (Yokochi 2004: 83-96). This proto-myth already includes 
Brahmanical elements in the form Yokochi reconstructs (the demons 
Sumbha and Nisumbha, an abhiseka by the Brahmanical gods, Indra*s 
adoption of VindhyavasinI as his sister), but it would seem entirely plau
sible to suppose that it might derive from a pre-Brahmanical cult of a 
Vindhya mountain goddess.35

There are also clear indications, as we have seen above, of potentially 
malevolent female deities as agents of illness in thzMahabharata and in the 
medical treatises, as well as in the continuing popular religious tradition 
from all over South Asia. The existence of this popular religious tradition 
is worth emphasising as a general issue, as well as in the specific context 
of the cult of disease-goddesses. Its uniformity can be exaggerated, though 
I think that Paul Mus was by no means entirely mistaken in pointing to 
common themes throughout and beyond South Asia (Mus 1975, cf- ^ so 
Samuel 2001a). Its existence though can scarcely be doubted. Even in the 
modern period, after more than two thousand years of Brahmanical and 
Sanskritic presence, much of the religion of Indian village society has a 
strongly local character and is clearly not a simple transform of Vedic and 
Brahmanical cults (see e.g. Marriott 1969b). This is particularly true in 
relation to Goddess cults, although a systematic process of assimilation to

35 On the present-day cult o f VindhyavasinI, see Humes 1996.
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Brahmanical ideas, such as the widespread Durgâ-Mahisamardinï mythol
ogy, is apparent (e.g. Biardeau 1989).

It is important here, as elsewhere, to disaggregate the category o f‘Tantra’ 
(and for that matter ‘Sâkta’) since there are several different elements 
involved in each case. As I have said, local Goddess cults, however lim
ited our direct sources of information, seem to me to be a near-certainty. 
W hat is perhaps a different question is the organised presence of pilgrimage 
sites associated with a widespread Goddess mythology, the so-called Sâkta 
pith as.

As is well-known, these are now associated on the Saiva side with the myth 
of Daksa’s sacrifice and the self-immolation of Sivas consort Sati (=PârvatI) 
(e.g. Sircar 1973). The Buddhist mythology associated with these locations 
is considered briefly later in this chapter. Each of the Sâkta pith as today 
consists of a goddess temple, associated with a named form of the goddess, 
regarded as deriving from a specific part of Satis body that is held to have 
fallen to earth at that point, along with a temple of a named aspect of £iva. 
Often the Goddess s body-part is associated with a specific natural feature, 
such as the tongue’ of flame at JwalamukhI in the Punjab.36

Today, these sites include many of South Asia’s most celebrated pil
grimage sites, such as JwalamukhI (Jâlandhara), Hinglâj in Pakistan 
(Baluchistan), Kàmarüpa in Assam or Kalighat in Calcutta (White 1996: 
121; Desani 1973; S. Gupta 2003; Morinis 1984). In the Saiva and Buddhist 
Tantras from the eighth or ninth centuries onwards we find lists of twenty- 
four sites, of which four are regarded as of particular importance. The 
names mentioned vary from list to list, and are not always identifiable, 
although certain sites are common to most lists (e.g. Davidson 2002a: 
206-11; Heilijgers-Seelen 1994: 152). Several cremation-ground locations 
are also included.

We do not have a clear picture of how this network of pilgrimage sites 
arose. As Davidson notes, they are not necessarily sites associated with 
kapalika-sxylz practice, nor are they generally sites with a previous history 
of Buddhist religious activity. At this stage, I think that we have to leave the 
question open of the milieu within which this network of sites came into 
being, and whether it can meaningfully be labelled ‘Sâkta’ in some sense 
distinct from the general Saiva milieu with which the sites later became 
associated. Assuming, however, that these sites had a material reality in the 
eighth and ninth centuries, it was probably within this general context that 
many of the specific features of kaula and anuttarayoga practice developed.

36 In relation to Jwalamukhi, I am indebted to the unpublished research of Rosemarie Volkmann 
(personal communication, 2003).
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Figure 10.2. CakresvarT. Mount Abu

I t is possible th a t w e are m istaken  in  any  case in  look ing  for a p rim arily  

Saiva o r B u d d h ist identity . T h ese  places m ay  have been from  an  early stage 

location  w here p racu tio n ers  from  d ifferen t trad idons, Saiva, B uddh ist and  

perhaps also early Sufis, along  w ith  ‘hered ita ry ’ low-caste kula specialists, 

m ig h t have gathered  for ritua l purposes.

B U D D H I S T ,  JAI N A N D  VAISNAVA TANT RA

In  any case, the  th ree m ajo r co m p o n en ts  we have seen, the  iden tificadon  

w ith  a  fierce m ale deity, the  cu lt o f  the  fierce goddesses, a n d  th e  in ternal 

‘sub tle  b o d y ’ yoga pracdces, also developed in  the  B uddh ist trad id o n s, an d  

w ith in  m u c h  the  sam e chronological fram e as w ith in  the  Saiva trad idons. 

H ere, again, there is a hierarchical arrangem en t o f  successively m ore and  

m ore p ro fo u n d  o r pow erful styles o f  practice s ta rd n g  w ith  the kriydtantra 
a n d  carydtantra classes an d  m oving  on  to yogatantra, mahdyogatantra, 
etc.37 I t is m ain ly  in  the later stages th a t the new  elem ents enter, in  the mahd- 
yogatantn-as and  yoginitantras.

37 For the various schemes in which these revelations came to be arranged, cf. Snellgrove 1987,1988; 
Orofino 2001; Dalton 2005.
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As we saw in Chapters 6 and 9, the basic orientation of the practice 
of Buddha recollection (buddhantcsmrti) as it appears to have developed in 
‘Mahayana’ circles was to summon up the Buddhas and communicate with 
them, but increasingly also to identify with them as a mode of obtaining 
insight.38 This perhaps happens more naturally in Buddhism, which is non- 
dualistic, and where the Buddha is clearly an ideal which people sought to 
realise from early on.

The early phases of the Buddhist Tantras develop fairly smoothly out 
of the later Mahayana sutras and as mentioned earlier the same text may 
in some cases be given either label. This is still true, for example, for the 
Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra or Tantra (Yamamoto 1990; Wayman and 
Tajima 1992; Hodge 2004), which, Stephen Hodge suggests, appeared in 
around 640 CE. This text was of major importance both in the Tibetan 
tradition, where it is the main text of the caryatantra class and in East 
Asia where it forms one of the two principal scriptures of the Shingon or 
Japanese Tantric tradition.39

From the perspective of the contemporary Tibetan tradition of the 
new’ or ‘reformed’ traditions that grew up from the eleventh century 
onwards, the important subsequent developments are the yogatantras, for 
which the most significant text is the Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha (prob
ably end of seventh century, Matsunaga 1977a: 177-8), and the so-called 
anuttarayogatantras, which are much the most important texts for contem
porary Tibetan practitioners.

In fact, the reconstructed Sanskrit term anuttarayogatantra is not 
entirely appropriate, since it is apparendy based on a Tibetan misunderstan
ding.40 Inidally these Tantras fell into two main groups. The first was known 
as mahayoga, and included texts such as the Guhyasamaja Tantra (perhaps

38 As Hartzell notes, the transition from the situation in the Suvarnaprabhdsa Sutra (translated into 
Chinese in the early fifth century CE so probably dating from the fourth century) where the meditator 
is surrounded by Buddhas in the four directions, and that in the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra, 
where the deity Vairocana takes the central place, still needs to be traced and explained (Hartzell 
1997: 278-9). The Mahavairocanabhisambodhi still feels a need to justify and explain the use o f a 
visualised mandala o f deifies (Hodge 2003: 89) but clearly includes the self-identification of the 
practitioner with the deity (e.g. Hodge 2003:100, where the Vajra-master transforms himself into 
Vajrasattva).

39 The Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra is known as the Dainichi-kyo in Japanese and is one of the 
two fundamental sutras o f Shingon, the other being the Kongocho-gyo {Vajrasekhara), a generic term 
for a number of texts of which the most important is the Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha, translated 
into Chinese by Amoghavajra in 753. This is regarded as the principal text o f the yogatantra class. 
(Yamasaki 1988: 83-6; Linrothe 1999:151-8).

40 See e.g. Isaacson 1998: 28 n. 11. Isaacson suggests yoganiruttara as the original form; Orofino gives 
yogdnuttara (Orofino 2001: 545). See also English 2002: 5, again citing Isaacson but suggesting the 
form yogottara.
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seventh century, though both later and much earlier dates have been sug
gested)41 and Guhyagarbha Tantra (perhaps early eighth century).42 The 
second, probably slighdy later, group was known variously as yogimtantra, 
bhaginltantra ( sister) or prajfid Tantras.43 A variety of classificatory terms 
were used in India and Tibet over the next two centuries (cf. Isaacson 1998; 
Orofino 2001; Dalton 2005). These YoginI Tantras include the Hevajra 
Tantra (perhaps late eighth or early ninth century), Cakrasamvara Tantra 
(sometimes referred to simply as Samvara Tantra, also probably from the 
late eighth or early ninth century) and Kdlacakra Tantra (mid-eleventh cen
tury, see Chapter 12).44 In most of these cases the Tantric cycle is named 
after the central deity.

We should be wary in all these cases about identifying a particular Tantra 
with its core text or ‘root Tantra’; what is significant for the tradition is 
more the ongoing practice lineage. The core texts were not necessarily sta
ble, with additional sections being added and earlier components modified 
for some time, and in some cases, as with the Guhyasamdja Tantra, diver
gent traditions of practice developed (Matsunaga 1977b; Wayman 1977; 
Wedemeyer 1999, 2002, in press).

The Guhyasamdja Tantra was classified as part of the mahayogatantra 
group, as was another important work that has only survived in Tibetan 
translation, the Guhyagarbha Tantra (Dorjei98y). As mentioned, the dating 
of the Guhyasamdja Tantra is controversial. It gives the impression of being 
an early text. The central deities of the Guhyasamdja Tantra (Fig. 10.3) are 
relatively normal Buddha-forms with extra arms and attributes, unlike the 
innovative and clearly Saiva-influenced deities of the later yogini Tantras. 
The teachings in the Guhyasamdja Tantra seem to be presented in such a 
way as to maximise their transgressive and antinomian nature:

[T]hose who take life, who take pleasure in lying, who always covet the wealth o f  
others, who enjoy making love, who purposely consume faeces and urine, these 
are worthy ones for the practice. The yogin who makes love to his mother, sister 
or daughter achieves enormous success in the supreme truth (dharmata) o f the 
Mahayana. (Snellgrove 1987:170—1)

41 See discussion in Linrothe 1999: 241-3; Wedemeyer 2001.
42 On the Guhyagarbha, which contains an early version of the mandalas o f the Peaceful and Fierce 

Deities familiar from the later Tibetan bar-do visualisations, see Dorje 1987; Blezer 1997: 39-56.
43 Bhagini means ‘sister. Prajiia means ‘wisdom’ or ‘insight’, but is probably also in this context a code 

term for the female partner.
44 Complete or partial English translations are available of all of these texts. Fremande 1971 for the 

Guhyasamdja Tantra (there is also a German translation, Gang 1988); Snellgrove 1959, Farrow and 
Menon 1992 and Willemen 1982 for the Hevajra Tantra, Gray 2001 and 2007 for the Cakrasamvara 
Tantra\ Newman 1987, Wallace 2004, Andresen 1997 and Hartzell 1997 for various sections o f the 
Kdlacakra Tantra.
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Figure 10.3. Guhyasamaja. Vajrabhairava Temple, Tsaparang, Western Tibet

Perhaps n o t surprisingly, the  aud ience o f  B odhisattvas is terrified, falls in to  

a sw oon an d  has to  be m agically revived by  the  B uddha.

T hese references to  ap p a ren d y  an tin o m ian  behaviour, however, do  n o t 

appear to  be m e an t literally; the  Guhyasamaja Tantra certain ly  teaches p rac

tices o f  sexual yoga, w h ich  were perhaps already cu rren t in  p re-T antric
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lay Buddhist circles (see Chapter n) but the references to taking life, 
lying, consuming faeces and urine, making love to one’s mother, sister or 
daughter, etc., are undoubtedly meant metaphorically or symbolically. The 
Guhyasamaja Tantra root text was not interpreted in a radically antinomian 
sense by the later Indian or Tibetan tradition (Wedemeyer 2002).

In fact, we can see a series of developments that took place over the 
seventh to tenth centuries that led to the introduction of these new deities. 
The first of these was the idea of identification with a fierce male deity. 
Initially this was Vajrapani (also known as Vajrasattva or ‘Vajra being’ 
although in later Tibetan tradition these are distinct deities), the one-time 
fierczyaksa protector of the Buddha.

Linrothe s book Ruthless Compassion is a study of these fierce deities, on 
the basis of both iconographic and textual material. Linrothe refers to these 
deities as krodha-vighnantaka or ‘fierce destroyers of obstacles’. He sees the 
idea of identification with a wrathful deity at the centre of the mandala as 
happening in three phases (Linrothe 1999). In the first phase, fierce protec
tive deities (Hayagriva, Yamantaka) appear in secondary roles in iconogra
phy. In the second phase (around the seventh century CE?), they appear as 
independent figures: the basic five Tathagata mandala is generally expanded 
in the texts of this period to include the consorts of the deities and four 
krodha-vighnantaka guardian deities, but the consorts or the fierce krodha- 
vighnantaka can also substitute in secondary mandalas for the principal 
deities (the Buddhas or Tathagatas), and a krodha-vighnantaka may occa
sionally be found at the centre of the mandala. Phase Two texts include the 
Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra and the Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha.

In the third phase, appearing in iconography from the late tenth or early 
eleventh century, the krodha-vighnantaka deity normally appears, with or 
without a female consort, at the centre of the mandkila> often surrounded by 
an entourage of eight or a multiple of eight goddesses (the pattern I referred 
to earlier in the chapter). The Hevajra Tantra (Fig. 10.4) and Cakrasamvara 
Tantra would be representative of this phase.

Thus the Buddhist mandala model was progressively adapted by the 
incorporation of the wild goddesses and Bhairava-type deities, initially as 
guardians and protectors at the edges of the mandala but increasingly as 
major figures, as we can see in the Hevajra mandkila. The circle of fierce 
goddesses comes in this last stage, as does the question of identifying direcdy 
with the goddess (rather than a god) at the centre of the manddila (English 
2002).

As implied by my earlier comments, the sexual practices also take on a 
new and different significance in the course of this development. I am not
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Figure 10.4. Hevajra. Abu Cave, Piyang, Western Tibet

clear how  far this is parallel to  the  Saiva developm ent. T here , as w e have 

seen, it seems th a t the  in itia l p o in t is th a t these practices are there to  co nnect 

o ne  to  the fam ily (in  a su itab ly  transgressive m anner) an d  also to  feed the 

fem ale spirits. In  the  B uddh ist con tex t, as we w ill see in  C h ap te r n ,  there 

are suggestions o f  sexual yoga a t an  earlier stage, b u t they  are n o t necessarily 

transgressive.

T h e  M ahayoga T antras how ever inc lude b o th  the  transgressive in itia tio n  

rituals and  the  idea o f  a sexual yoga th a t is in ten d ed  to p roduce a sta te o f
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experience of enlightenment.45 Dalton discusses this in some detail on 
the basis of Dunhuang meditation handbooks apparendy linked with the 
Guhyasamaja Tantra and Guhyagarbha Tantra (see Chapter n). The more 
complex subde-body pracdces however develop at a somewhat later phase, 
and are first fully attested in the texts of the mid to late eighth century 
onwards (.Hevajra Tantra, etc.; see Dalton 2004).

The sexual pracdces raise the quesdon of how far pracddoners were 
celibate. This is a complex issue, but it seems that in the Indian context these 
late Tantras with the associated sexual yogas were not regularly pracdsed in 
the monasdc context. Certainly the iconography is mosdy small-scale and 
apparendy considerably later than the surviving texts. This may suggest 
that the travelling siddha model that we find in the tradidon was not 
endrely inaccurate, and that Tibetan descriptions of the great monasteries 
of northeast India as centres of Tantric teaching, if accurate, refer to a very 
late stage.46 We might also imagine however that these were private interests 
of particular monks rather than being the basis of large-scale monasdc 
ritual.47

If Sanderson is right in arguing that the YoginI Tantras represent a 
Buddhist appropriation of Saiva Tantra, how did this take place? In fact, as 
I have noted above, one can ask how far this really is an adaptation o f‘Saiva 
Tantra’. For both Buddhist and Saiva Tantra the rise to primacy of female

45 Nagarjuna, who is traditionally associated with the Gtihyasamdja Tantra lineage, is regarded in 
later Indian thought as an alchemist and a specialist in sexual techniques. This however raises the 
problematic topic o f whether there was more than one author using the name Nagarjuna (Ray 1997; 
Mabbett 1998). As Wedemeyer notes, the historiographical issues are certainly not fully resolved 
(Wedemeyer 2001), but to assume that the Madhyamika philosopher Nagarjuna was associated 
with the Gtihyasamdja Tantra raises more problems than it solves. Wedemeyer has recendy argued 
that the attribution to Nagarjuna should be understood more in terms of visionary inspiration by 
Nagarjuna and/or the assertion that the tradidon represents a valid condnuadon of Nagarjunas 
teaching; this seems to me to make considerable sense (Wedemeyer 2006).

46 In Tibet, the Bengali monasdc teacher Atiia seems to have hedged his bets somewhat on the issue, 
saying that the sexual pracdces should not be undertaken by monasdcs, but inserdng a proviso that 
they could be performed if the pracddoner had knowledge of sunyata (Samuel 1993: 471). Davidson 
however translates this passage differendy to imply that a celibate yogin can attain knowledge 
of sunyata without recourse to the sexual pracdces (Davidson 1995a: 301). The sexual pracdces 
already had great presdge, and even the school of the great fourteenth century lama Tsong-kha- 
pa, known for its emphasis on celibate pracdce and opposidon to the sexual pracdces, accepted 
that they had to be performed in some form for the attainment of Buddhahood (Samuel 1993: 
276, 511).

47 The rDzogs-chen tradidon also avoided the sexual pracdces. This tradidon developed mosdy in 
Tibet, but seems to go back to India and perhaps to earlier origins outside the subcontinent. It 
presented an alternative path to the attainment of the central liberadng insight o f the tradidon, with 
its own specific methodology, and inidally at least rejected most of the Tantric techniques (Germano 
1994, 2005).
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divinities and the sexual yogas seem to have been a new development. 
These developments seem to have taken place more or less at the same time 
among Buddhists and among Saivas, and borrowings have been traced in 
both directions.48

The female divinities may well best be understood in terms of a distinct 
Sakta milieu from which both Saivas and Buddhists were borrowing; cer
tainly the historical relationship between Sakta and Saiva practices is far 
from clear. I shall discuss the sexual yogas in more detail in Chapter n; 
in this case there are both suggestions of an earlier history in a Buddhist 
context and of borrowings from or connections with circles outside South 
Asia.

Other elements, such as the kapdlika-style practice, and perhaps also the 
use of sexual and other polluting substances in initiation and ritual magic, 
seems more clearly to have had a Saiva prehistory before their Buddhist 
adoption. It is apparent, too, that these elements were seen as problematic 
in the Buddhist context, and as needing some kind of justification; we will 
see below how this was undertaken.

Thepithas, the Sakta cult centres associated with the new practices for the 
Saivas were centres for the Buddhists as well. As mentioned above, we find 
more or less the same lists of sites in sources from both traditions, including 
four main sites and various subsidiary sites, yielding for both the Saiva 
Kubjika tradition and the Buddhist Cakrasamvara three circles of eight 
sites. Many of the sites are also common to both lists. It is not clear however 
how far we should accept the picture of a cultic underground presented by 
the texts, in which practitioners are meeting at the pithas, recognising each 
other through special signs and coded language, and coming together for 
ritual gatherings. It is not intrinsically unlikely that such things happened. 
In fact, we have seen something like this with the shared early Buddhist- 
Jain-Ajivika-Brahmanical renunciate scene, and at a later stage there were 
sharings between Sufis and Hindu yogis, still visible today in the dual 
identities of Nath gurus (van Skyhawk 1993, Khan 2004) and in the Bengali 
Baul traditions (Openshaw 1997, 2002; McDaniel 1989, 1992; Salomon 
1991). However, there was also an alternative mode of practice in which 
practice was largely internalised. I turn further to this in Chapter n .

The incorporation of all this material within the Buddhist tradition 
involved a certain amount of reconceptualisation of Tantric thought within 
the Buddhist frame. Some things could be taken over fairly direcdy.

48 See references given at beginning of chapter.
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The Buddhist equivalent of Bhairava, Mahakala, has virtually the same 
iconography and became the protective deity of Buddhist Tantrics just 
as Bhairava was the protector of Saiva Tantrics (see Stablein 1976; Snell- 
grove 1987:150, 317; Linrothe 1999: 123-4).49 However, it had to be made 
clear that the Buddhist path was pre-eminent, and that Tantra was not 
simply borrowed from the £aivas. Sandy Macdonald (1990), Rob Mayer 
(1996), Toni Huber (1999), Ronald Davidson (1991, 1995b, 2002a) and 
others have helped to show how this was achieved, in particular through 
the Cakrasamvara myth, which legitimates the Buddhist takeover of Saiva 
sacred sites. Mayer summarises this conversion myth as follows:

A variety o f evil non-human spirits occupy and rule over the 24 power places; they 
invite Siva in extreme kapalika form as Bhairava and his consort Kalaratri/Kali to 
be their lord, and they rule the 24 power-places in Bhairava s name. Bhairava is too 
busy making love to Kalaratri/Kali to visit the sites in person, so he sets up lingams 
to represent himself and receive worship in each o f the 24 power places. In this 
way, Bhairava and his following establish control over all who move in the entire 
triple world (khecara, bhucara and nagaloka), and encourage transgressive Tan trie 
practices that lead beings to hell. In response, Buddhist herukas emanate in forms 
identical to Bhairava, kill Bhairava, revive him, convert him to Buddhism, absorb 
all his wealth and power, and seize the power places and Bhairava s accoutrements, 
consorts and retinues and even mantras for their own Buddhist use. Bhairava and 
Kalaratri joyfully offer themselves in devotion as the Herukas seats, as do all their 
following. (Mayer 1996: 119, referring to Kalff 1979: 67-76; Huber 1999: 40-41 
and 236 n.5)

Mayer connects this sequence by which Siva and other deities of his 
entourage are killed, liberated and converted into devotees of the Buddha 
to the well-known Indian pattern of ‘demon devotees’, a term introduced 
by Alf Hiltebeitel (Hiltebeitel 1989). Siva becomes, in effect, the Buddhas 
‘demon devotee’, the symbolic representation of the attachment to self 
which the Buddhist practitioner has to overcome (Mayer 1996:109ff). He 
and related deities (e.g. Mahakala) then take on the role of ‘divine police
men’, protectors and assistants of the peaceful and elevated Buddhist Tantric 
deities.

The conversion process also made it appropriate for Buddhist Tantric 
deities such as Vajrakilaya or Vajrabhairava themselves to take on the fierce 
and aggressive nature of the Saivite Tantric deities. Here the foremost and 
prototype figure was Vajrapani, who was now upgraded from his status as

49 Though Rhie says o f Mahakala only, ‘Possibly there has been some relation to or assimilation of
certain aspects o f the Hindu god Shiva’ (Rhie 2004: 44).
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the Buddhas ̂ ¿¿/¿-protector to be the key representative of the new kind 
of terrifying and aggressive deity who was nevertheless identical with the 
ultimate nature of the Buddha s enlightenment.50

This Buddhist adoption of Tantra also created the opportunity for the 
development of a new and powerful set of meditational techniques, in 
which negative emotions and behavioural modes such as anger could be 
transformed direcdy into the divine anger of the fierce Tantric deity and 
directed towards the destruction of negative forces within the practitioner. 
The visual and dramatic performance of these techniques, in the masked 
ritual dances which are still an important practice in most major Tibetan 
monasteries, maintained the dual orientation or dual interpretation towards 
the destruction of obstacles to the successful pursuit of the goals of every
day life, and the destruction of obstacles for the practitioners progress to 
enlightenment.

The above discussion has focused on Buddhist (Vajrayana) and non
dualist Saiva Tantric traditions. There were other Tantric traditions, both 
among Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical schools, but to the extent that 
these are known to us in any detail they have steered clear from the antino- 
mian and transgressive elements conspicuous in the nondualist Saiva and 
the later Vajrayana traditions. They include Saiva traditions (principally 
Saiva Siddhanta) and the Vaisnava Tantric school known as the Pancaratra 
Agama, which was mentioned briefly in Chapter 8. These two traditions 
are major sources of later Indie ritual procedures, and indeed ‘Tantric in 
this context primarily implies that these are sources of non-Vedic ritual 
procedures (Colas 2003). They also share, however, much of the ritual 
structure, techniques and theoretical presuppositions of the nondualist 
Saiva traditions (Sanderson 1995; S. Gupta 1972, 1989,1992; Flood 2006: 
9 9 - 145).

The Jaina tradition too shared some of these techniques and proce
dures, and developed a specialist class of ritualists performing Tantric-style 
ritual primarily to the various yaksa and yaksl deities associated with the 
Urthankaras (Jaini 1991: 196). These deities appear to have progressively 
developed as male and female protectors’ of the Urthankaras. The earliest 
iconographic and textual evidence is from around the sixth century CE,

50 The Saivas, naturally, developed their own response to these myths o f Buddhist supremacy. Sanderson 
narrates a ‘well known Saiva myth* according to which Brhaspati invented Vajrayana Buddhism, 
complete with its images o f Buddhist deities standing on the heads o f Saiva deities, as a ruse to 
distract the demons from their devotion to Siva so that they could be destroyed (Sanderson 1994: 

93).
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and there appears to be a progressive development from an original male- 
female pair to separate male and female deities for each of the twenty-four 
tirthankara. These yaksa andyaksi deities offered a context in which various 
existing deity-cults could be acknowledged within Jaina practice (Cort 1987; 
J. Sharma 1989). Some of these deities, for example the goddesses Padmavatl 
and JvalamalinI, have elements in common with the fierce goddesses known 
from the Saiva and Buddhist traditions, and would appear to derive from 
a similar context. The same would appear to be true of Vaglsvari, a fierce 
form of Sarasvati whose worship was popular in the mediaeval period, and 
the so-called vidyadevis, such as Cakresvarl (Fig. 10.2), associated with magi
cal powers attained through ascetic practice (Cort 1987: 237—40; cf. also Pal 
1994, Cat.N0.67). Rituals of Padmavatl can be used to perform a set of six 
ritual actions (satkarman) closely similar to sets of four and six ritual actions 
in Buddhist and Saiva sources (pacification, subjugation, etc.) (Cort 1987 
245-6; see also Jhavery 1944). The Digambara and Svetambara Jains have 
somewhat different sets of yaks aŝ  yaksis and vidyadevis (Cort 1987: 253-4 
nn. 30, 33).

None of these cults have a soteriological aim, however, and it appears 
that the Jains employed fierce goddess rituals only for pragmatic purposes. 
There does not seem to be any cult parallel to that of the major Buddhist 
or Saiva Tantric deities, with whom the practitioner identifies as a way of 
accessing the central liberating insight of the tradition. However, as Olle 
Qvarnstrom has noted, much research still remains to be done before we 
have a clear picture of Jaina Tantra (Qvarnstrom 2000: 595).

Thus it seems to have been principally among the two groups I dis
cussed above, the nondualist Saivas and the Mahayana Buddhists, that the 
development of ‘Tantra’ as a transgressive spiritual path took place.

C O N C L U S I O N

I began this chapter, after some preliminary discussion of Western attitudes 
to Tantra, with the low-caste ritual practitioners who supported the role 
of South Indian kings and perhaps had equivalents elsewhere outside the 
Vedic regions of early India. These people were specialists, in a sense, in 
death and misfortune, and their low and polluted status, however necessary 
to society, derived from this involvement.

I then suggested that early Indian renunciants, particularly the Pasupata 
and those who had adopted a kdpalika style of practice, had in a sense 
made a choice to five in this world of death and misfortune rather than the 
everyday world of the householder. We then turned to the fierce goddesses
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of illness and disease and I suggested that the Saptamatrka deities used in 
state ritual by the Gupta kings represented a Brahmanical appropriation of 
these forces of misfortune. It is these dangerous goddesses who come to take 
a leading role in the more transgressive aspects of ‘Tantra’, and the kula or 
‘family’ traditions by which they are initially approached may derive from 
earlier hereditary low-caste practitioners.

All this suggests a convergence of interests in the early stages of the trans
gressive styles of Tantra. This convergence is between low-caste, polluted 
ritualists from hereditary backgrounds, cult-groups of the Pasupata and 
kapdlika kind who were already close to them, and a new style of ritual for 
which the script was perhaps written in large part by the court Brahmins of 
the Gupta kings and others of the new Brahmanical regimes of the fourth 
and fifth centuries onwards.

In this case, the significance of pollution and impurity, as David White 
has suggested (White 1998, 2003) was primarily to do with the power of 
the ritual. Thus the initial rationale for the ritual use of sexual substances 
was that they were extremely polluting, powerful and therefore effective 
when used transgressively, rather than because sex as such was seen as a 
source of spiritual fulfilment. Given the logic of Brahmanical thought, the 
more polluted, extreme and transgressive the ritual and its performers, the 
more powerful it might be. Thus kapalika-type practitioners, to the extent 
that they made a living by selling ritual services to local rulers and other 
wealthy people, had some interest in both exaggerating their transgressive 
behaviour, and in developing a mythic justification for it.

From within the practice tradition, the perspective was quite different. 
For their employers, the important things about these early Tantric prac
titioners is that they were unsavoury, dangerous and therefore effective at 
bringing about the this-worldly ends which the employers wanted. For 
the practitioners themselves, however, this rejection of everyday life had a 
positive spiritual value; it was a path to a liberating insight.

This may already have been the case to some degree for the low-caste 
groups who took on this role in the South Indian state. Anthropologists 
have found that most low Indian castes today have, at the least, caste myths 
which justify a higher status than that assigned to them by the surrounding 
society (e.g. Lynch 1969). Many, too, have adopted religious perspectives, 
such as that of the low-caste saint Ravidas, which see the caste hierarchy 
and the value systems of respectable society as irrelevant to human worth 
(e.g. Khare 1984).

In any case, it makes sense both that the initiation by which renunciates 
took on this new identity was specifically centred around pollution (the
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ingestion of the sexual fluids of guru and consort) and was also seen as an 
occasion for the direct perception of the liberating insight.

The self-identification as a deity which is a key element of Tantric practice 
may have originated primarily as a way of accessing divine power for ritual 
purposes, for example by the ritualist seeking to control a circle of fierce 
goddesses, but this too could easily be read in spiritual terms. Certainly, as 
Paul Muller-Ortega has shown, ‘becoming Bhairava5 by the tenth century 
CE could be reinterpreted by Abhinavagupta in purely spiritual terms, as a 
mode of access to nondual consciousness. ‘Here, Bhairava comes to mean 
the unencompassable and exquisitely blissful light of consciousness that is 
to be discovered as the practitioners true inner identity5 (Muller-Ortega 
2002: 213).

The possibility for such interpretations, which may well go back to quite 
early stages, helps to explain why practices of this kind could appeal to Bud
dhists as well. It is generally assumed that these transgressive practices in 
Buddhism were initially carried out in non-monastic contexts and only at 
a fairly late stage — perhaps tenth or eleventh century — started to become a 
significant part of the monastic scene. By this stage there is evidence, par
ticularly outside India proper, for the Pasupatas and kdpalika-sTy\z practi
tioners having long taken on a role as court ritualists (see Chapter 12). This 
would have brought them into direct competition with the Buddhists, and 
one can see a double attraction of the new approaches for the Buddhists: 
they offered new, more powerful ritual techniques that would be competi
tive with those of their Saivite competitors, and they also offered new, more 
effective and direct, modes of accessing the central goal of Buddhism itself, 
that of Buddhahood.

What we have not yet examined in any detail is how the sexual practices 
might have operated as a form of meditation to achieve liberating insight. 
This question is tied up with the emergence of the subde body practices 
that form the main subject of Chapter n .



C H A P T E R  I I

Subtle bodies, longevity and internal alchemy

As we have seen, a striking innovation in both Saiva and Buddhist tradi
tions in the course of the eighth to tenth centuries was a new series of yogic 
practices and techniques based on a subde anatomy of the practitioners 
body. Specifically, these practices assume an internal subde physiology5 
of the body (or rather of the body-mind complex) made up of channels 
(nadi) through which substances of some kind flow, and points of intersec- 
don (cakra:) at which these channels come together. The pracuces typically 
involve moving these substances through the body, clearing ‘knots5 in the 
flow, and direcdng the substances into a central channel flowing along the 
spine (Fig. h .i ) .  I refer to these pracuces, as do a number of other authors, 
as subde body5 pracuces (Samuel 2005b; White 1996).1 What I shall do in 
this chapter is to track this new pattern and explain how it developed.

A key element of the subde body5 pracuces is their close connection with 
sexual pracuces. Sexual intercourse, real or imagined, is used as a way to 
stimulate the flow of substances along and within the body, a process which 
is associated in various ways with meditative techniques for the attainment 
of health, long life and/or liberating insight. The subde body pracuces thus 
provide a new and different purpose and significance for sexual pracuces 
within the Tantric context and increasingly take over from earlier views of 
sexual practice as being about initiation or feeding fierce female spirits.

S E X U A L  P R A C T IC E S  I N  T H E  G U P T A  P E R IO D

An obvious place to look for the development of sexual practices in early 
mediaeval India would seem to be the kamasdstra literature, the technical

1 The term subtle body’ is also used in English to translate silkp?ia-sarira, which is a key concept in the 
Vedantic philosophy of ¿ankara. This is the second of a series of three increasingly subde ‘bodies’, the 
material or physical body (.sthula-sanra), subde body {stikpna-sanrd) and causal body (karana-sanra), 
beyond which lies identity with the ultimate self, itself identical with Brahman (Samuel 2005b). It 
should be noted that I am using the term here in a wider sense.
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Figure 11.1. Meditator with Cakras and Kundalinl

literatu re o n  erotics, o fw h ich  the  best-know n tex t is o f  course the Kdmasutra 
ofV atsyayana (e.g. U padhyaya 1961). V atsyayana is variously d a ted  betw een 

the first an d  fo u rth  cen turies C E ; D a u d  Ali suggests the early th ird  cen tu ry  

(Ah 1998: 164). V atsyayana represents h im se lf as th e  latest in  a sequence 

o f  au thorities on  kamasdstra, o ften  referring  back  to  the  o p in io n  o f  his
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predecessors. None of the works of these earlier authorities survive, but 
there are many later works on kämasästra,, mosdy considerably shorter than 
Vatsyäyana and reflecting the changed social circumstances of later times 
(Archer 1964; Comfort 1964).

Anyone looking at the Kämasütra, or for that matter at later kämasästra 
texts, for enlightenment on sexual yoga and the subde body will, however, 
be disappointed. It is clear from Indian and Tibetan texts on sexual yoga 
that their authors had some familiarity with the kämasästra literature (e.g. 
George 1974:71-3; G. Dorje 1987:900-7; Guenther 1963:77-8), which was 
evidendy seen as relevant knowledge by pracddoners of these techniques. 
The influence, however, is all one way; there is nothing in the work of 
Vatsyäyana or his successors to suggest any knowledge of or concern with 
sexual yoga. The kämasästra literature is about the pursuit of sexual pleasure 
{kämd), not the quest for liberation (;moksa:).2

At the same time, there are aspects of the Kämasütra that are worth our 
attention. As Daud Ali noted, the Kämasütra is part of what Foucault has 
called a ‘technology of the self (Foucault 1988a, 1988b).3 In other words, 
this is a text that presents a ‘code5 or set of rules on how to live ones 
life. Only one of the seven sections of the Kämasütra deals with the actual 
physiology and technique of sex; most of the book is concerned with laying 
down the appropriate codes of behaviour for men and women within and 
outside marriage. Ali suggests that as a ‘technology of the self5, this courdy 
code of behaviour bears a notable resemblance to the monastic code as 
laid down in the Buddhist monastic Vinaya. He suggests that despite the 
different states of life at which these codes are directed, ‘the technologies 
deployed for the achievement of these states share a common and novel 
conception of reality as a complex system of “signs”, “marks”, and “surfaces” 
to be engaged and disengaged with, manipulated and deconstructed5 (Ali 
1998:159). This novel conception of reality was part of the classical pattern 
discussed in Chapter 9. Ali goes on to argue that ‘the technology of Buddhist 
monastic discipline was [...] constituted in “complementary opposition55 
to the practices of the urban courts5 (Ali 1998:163).

Buddhist treatises, like those of other renunciate traditions, needed to 
bring about this reversal, to seek to transform the code of everyday life into

2 While the Kämasütra begins with a homage to dharma, artha and käma, the three classical aims of 
life {punisärtha) in Indian thought, excluding moksa, a later verse recognises moksa as an appropriate 
pursuit for the closing years o f life (Rocher 1985).

3 Technologies o f the self according to Foucault permit individuals to effect by their own means or with 
the help o f others a certain number o f operadons on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct 
and way o f being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state o f happiness, purity, 
wisdom, perfection, or immortality’ (1988a: 18). See also Samuel 2005a: 335-8, and Chapter 14.
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that of the renuncíate who has stepped outside the concerns of samsara> 
whether or not he or she is still physically present within it. The passage in 
the Mahdydnasütralamkdra (IX, 41—7) of Asañga, a classic Buddhist treatise 
dating probably from the fifth century CE, which Snellgrove has pointed 
out as containing indications of sexual yoga can be understood in these 
terms (Snellgrove 1987: 126-8).4 It forms part of a series of reversals of 
ordinary experience:

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f the five sense-organs with regard 
to the universal operation o f all o f them, associated wth the manifestation o f twelve 
hundred good qualities.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f mental acdvity with the 
consequent self-control with regard to knowledge which is free o f discriminating 
thought and thus totally immaculate.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f appearances and their (imag
ined) significance in a (Buddha-)realm that is thus purified for the blissful vision 
just as desired.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f discriminating thought result
ing in the nonobstruction at all times of all knowledge and acts.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f substrata resulting in that 
imperturbable state o f the Buddhas, nirvana without any substratum.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f sexual intercourse in the 
blissful Buddha-poise and the untrammelled vision o f one s spouse.

Supreme self-control is achieved in the reversal o f spatial perceptions resulting 
in the supernatural production o f thought-forms and in material manifestation in 
phenomenal spheres (gati). (Snellgrove 1987:127-8)

Snellgrove suggests, plausibly, that the reference to the ‘reversal of sexual 
intercourse’ here indicates the deliberate avoidance of male ejaculation in 
a form of sexual yoga:

It is by no means improbable that already by the fifth century when Asañga was 
writing, these techniques o f sexual yoga were being used in reputable Buddhist 
circles, and that Asañga himself accepted such a pracdce as valid. The natural 
power o f the breath, inhaling and exhaling, was certainly accepted as an essential 
force to be controlled in Buddhist as well as Hindu yoga. Why therefore not the 
natural power o f the sexual force? [. . .] Once it is established that sexual yoga 
was already regarded by Asañga as an acceptable yogic practice, it becomes far 
easier to understand how Tantric treatises, despite their apparent contradicdon o f  
previous Buddhist teachings, were so readily canonized in the following centuries. 
(Snellgrove 1987:127)

4 On che interpretación o f this controversial passage see also Thurman 2004: 89.
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The point is well taken, but one should also note that there is nothing par
ticularly transgressive in Asangas text. The reference is explicidy to practices 
carried out in the context of a marital relationship, not by supposedly celi
bate Buddhist practitioners.5 There is no suggestion here of a context such 
as that of the kdpalika-s tyle practitioner, with its transgressive use of sexual 
substances in frightening and dangerous places to attract dangerous female 
spirits. We need to be careful here of the temptation to lump all sexual 
practices together.

At most we might note that sexuality is closely tied up with samsaric 
existence, so that its occurrence in this context seems somewhat paradoxical. 
However the Mahdydnasutrdlamkara elsewhere notes (XIII.11,13):

There is no element (dharma:) apart from the elemental sphere (<dharmadhatu),
So passion, etc. (viz., wrath and delusion) serve as their own extrication in the 

opinion o f the Buddhas. [. . .] In that one has recourse to them, passion and the 
rest, at the source (yonisah) one is released by their means; thus they are their own 
extrication. (Snellgrove 1987:126)6

This is essentially the same justification that was later to be offered by the 
Tantric texts themselves: through passion one becomes free from passion.

Here we might return to Ali s discussion of the Kdmasutra and the wider 
courdy culture of the period, which regarded sexual pleasure both as an 
entirely legitimate object of pursuit for men and for women but also as 
a source of danger if one did not maintain an appropriate degree of self- 
discipline and self-mastery in ones approach to it (Ali 1998, 2004: 240—1). 
Over-attachment to sexual pleasure could lead to the ‘royal disease1, 
rdjayakpnan (AH 2004: 242-5), a weakening and wasting away of the 
body caused less, AH suggests, by physical over-indulgence than by ‘an 
excessive predisposition or inclination o f the mind towards sexual desire1 
(2004: 243)7 One could imagine a ready opening in a culture preoccupied 
with such matters for teachings that involved male seminal control and

5 Snellgrove’s spouse’ translaces dam, ‘wife’, so it is dear that the partners are married. The lack 
of reference in the Chinese pilgrims’ accouncs suggests that such practices, and indeed any dis
tinctively ‘Tantric’ observances, were absent from monastic contexts up to the early seventh 
century.

6 Thurman translates: ‘Since no thing is found outside o f the ultimate realm, the buddhas consider that 
passions and so on constitute their own transcendence [...] Thus, one properly engages with the pas
sions and so forth, and thereby becomes liberated from them; such is their transcendence’ (Thurman 
2004:169—70). Snellgrove suggests {h^iyofiisab (at the source’) here may have an intentional double 
meaning (yoni =  vagina) (Snellgrove 1987:126).

7 The disease of rdjayaksman is described in Carakas medical treatise (Ali 2004: 242-3). See also David 
White, who points out the connections between ideas o f rdjayaksman and the underlying logic 
of rasdyana (elixir or rejuvenation therapy) and vdjikarana (sexual rehabilitation therapy), major 
concerns for both the Ayurvedic tradition and the related discipline o f medical alchemy (1996: 24-5).
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self-mastery in the sexual context. Our evidence for such practices is, how
ever, only indirect.

There is at least a possibility, then, that some kind of sexual yoga existed 
in the fourth or fifth centuries. Substantial evidence for such practices, 
however, dates from considerably later, from the seventh and eighth cen
turies, and derives from Saiva and Buddhist Tantric circles. Here we see 
sexual yoga as part of a specific complex of practices. On the Saiva side 
this is associated with a series of named teachers in South and North India, 
the Cittar (Siddha) teachers in the south, including Tirumülar and Bogar, 
and the so-called Nàth teachers in the north, where the principal names 
are Matsyendra (Matsyendranath) and Gorakh (Gorakhnâth). On the 
Buddhist side, it is associated with so-called mahâyoga Tantras. These devel
opments appear to be happening at more or less the same time in all three 
areas, again suggesting a shared ascetic culture. We begin with the Saiva 
developments.

T H E  T A M IL  C IT T A R S  A N D  T H E  N A T H  R E F O R M S

The Tamil Cittars in the South and Matsyendra(-nâth) and his companions 
in the North are all legendary figures in the form that we know them. 
Their names are however attached to a coherent body of approaches and 
techniques. The elements of the pattern include practices aimed at health, 
long life and immortality, sexual practices, internal subde body’ practices, 
and alchemical practices (rasâyana:) associated with mercury-based elixirs.

Sanderson and White associate Matsyendra with the translation from 
the kula traditions, with their cremation ground associations and symbol
ism, to the reformed, domesticated, kaula traditions (Sanderson 1985: 214 
n.no; White 1998: 173). This enabled the techniques developed among 
kâpâlika-sxy\z ascetics to be adopted by the wider community of married 
householders’ (Sanderson 1988: 679). In these cults sexual ritual has been 
aestheticised’:

The magical properties o f the mingled sexual fluids are not forgotten: those seeking 
powers (siddhis) consumed it and even those who worshipped for salvation alone 
offered the products o f  orgasm to the deities. However the emphasis has now moved 
to orgasm itself. It is no longer principally a means o f production. It is a privileged 
means o f access to a blissful expansion o f consciousness in which the deities o f  
the Kula permeate and obliterate the ego o f the worshipper. The consumption 
o f meat and alcohol is interpreted along the same lines. Their purpose, like that of 
everything in the liturgy, is to intensify experience, to gratify the goddesses o f the 
senses. (Sanderson 1988: 680)
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Something else however can also be seen in the Cittar and Nath teachings 
than the blissful expansion of consciousness, and this is the emphasis on the 
practices as giving rejuvenation and immortality. This is a major theme, for 
example, in the Kaulajnananirnaya> a text often ascribed to Matsyendranath 
and apparendy dating from the ninth or tenth century (White 1996: 73):

Devi said—O Grace Giver, Mahadeva, speak freely o f the conquering o f death. [.. .]  
Speak from Your inmost being, Mahadeva, (of that method by which) a person 
may roam on earth immortal! [.. .]

Dear One, listen one-pointedly to the details (of this knowledge) I speak of. 
(One should meditate) inwardly on a pure, white, cool, celesdal, fragrant and vast 
effulgence, the heavenly cause o f all lunar refreshment, like the centre o f space, 
flowing within oneself, through all the many channels. Doing this one becomes 
long-lived and conquers death. (Kaulajndnanirnaya 5,1-6, Bagchi and Magee 1986: 
text, 13-14)

The remainder of this patala or chapter of the Kaulajndnanirnaya gives 
further details, again focusing on the imagery of the inner moon and its cool 
moist white rays;8 subsequent chapters give further methods for defeating 
old age and disease. Later chapters present another key element of the 
Nath tradition, the sequence of cakras along the spinal column and the 
importance of the ‘raising5 of the goddess {sakti, Kundalini) from the lowest 
cakra up through the cakras, so ‘piercing5 through the upper cakras and 
attaining the liberating insight of this tradition. This practice is closely 
associated with sexual yoga, and the earliest descriptions of it in Saiva 
sources come from this text and the Kubjikdtantra,, a text belonging to a 
slightly later branch of the kaula reform movement (cf. Sanderson 1988: 
686-8; Heilijgers-Seelen 1994; White 1996:134-5).

The emphasis on defeating old age and disease extends beyond these 
inner yogic practices, since these Siddha traditions were also involved in 
physical alchemy with the aim of producing elixirs of immortality. These 
were mostly based on mercury, which shared the cool white lunar associa
tions visible in the above quotation from the Kaulajndnanirnaya. As White 
has pointed out, the imagery of elemental mercury also links up with soma 
(another name for the moon, as well as the sacrificial substance of Vedic 
ritual), and seminal fluid, whose preservation and use is a central issue for 
the sexual yogic practices. Mercury is identified with the seed of the god

8 Variants o f chis cool white light practice are common in the Saiva and Buddhist literature; a dateable 
example from a literary source comes from Ratnakaras Haravijaya (between 826 and 838; D. Smith 
1985: 265). The Vajrasattva purification practices o f present-day Tibetan Vajrayana have a similar 
structure, involving visualisations of purifying white nectar pervading the practitioners body (e.g. 
Beyer 1973: 434~5)-



Siva, caught in the mouth of Agni the fire god and scattered in deep wells in 
the earth, while the other principal substance of Indian alchemy, sulphur, 
is associated with the menstrual blood of the Goddess (White 1996:191-3, 
213). Outer or physical alchemy (rasâyana) was most fully developed by the 
rasâyana siddhas of Western India, but it was important in the Tamil Cittar 
tradition and appears in association with inner alchemy throughout these 
traditions.9

T H E  O R I G I N S  OF T H E  SEXUAL A N D  AL C H E M IC A L  PRAC TIC ES

Where though did this new body of complexes come from? How did it 
originate? Here we can examine individual elements of the complex, and 
we can also look at the complex as a whole. If we take the second option, 
the similarities with Chinese alchemical practices and technologies of the 
self are striking and have long been observed (Filliozat 1969; White 1996: 
53—4, 61—5). These Chinese practices, closely associated with Daoism, have 
been described in detail by a number of scholars (for recent accounts see 
Schipper 1994; L. Kohn 2006a), and there is litde doubt that they predate 
the Indie versions by several centuries. Early versions of these practices are 
found in the Mawangdui manuscripts, recovered from a burial dated to 
168 BCE (D. Harper 1987, 1997). They include sexual practices based on 
the internal movement of ‘subtle1 bodily substances {qi)3 are aimed at long 
life, health and immortality, and are again linked to alchemical practices 
associated with mercury-based elixirs (e.g. Schipper 1994:174—81).10

The similarities here are quite close; thus one can parallel the Daoist prac
tise o f ‘living without grains1 (bigu), involving extended fasts during which 
the practitioner eats only specially-prepared alchemical compounds (Shawn 
2006, Jackowitz 2006, Schipper 1996:167—70), with similar rasâyana prac
tices, still carried out in the Tibetan tradition (bcud len)}1 One might also

9 For Buddhisc versions o f these alchemical practices, see Fenner 1979; Walter 1980; Samuel 2006b.
10 Mercury-based medicines are mentioned in the Ayurvedic treatise o f Vagbhatta, so it appears that 

they were already entering the Ayurvedic pharmacopoeia at around the same time. Apart from 
possible Chinese relationships, in this case there are also possible connections with Islamic alchemy, 
whose rather more historical founding figure Jabir ibn Hayyan also dates from the eighth century. 
There was certainly a developed alchemical tradition in Western India at a slighdy later point.

11 One also might note that the original mise-en-scene o f the Chinese ‘bedroom arts’ is said to be the 
need o f Chinese emperors to maintain the sexual abilities needed to deal with their large harems and 
produce enough descendants, as well as to attain longevity (Winn 2006: 153). Early Chinese texts 
on sexology, such as the Sunii Jhig, are often presented in the form of a dialogue between a female 
sexual adept and the Yellow Emperor, the mythical founding-figure o f the first Chinese imperial 
dynasty (see also Mussat 1978; Wile 1992). Here we might note the significance o f rdjayakpna or 
‘royal consumption’ as a disease in Indian medical and literary convention (White 1996: 24-6).
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point to the similarity between the Chinese meditational practice of the 
‘microcosmic orbit’, in which qi is directed along a circuit which moves 
up the spine from the perineum and returns down the front of the body 
and the Indian kriya practices which utilise the same circuit. In both cases, 
a crucial link is made by contact between the tongue and the back of the 
upper palate (known as khecarlmudra in Sanskrit) ,12 In both cases, Chinese 
and Indian, physical exercises are also used to bring the body as a whole 
into a suitable condition to perform the internal practices. These are the 
exercises that later become known in various versions as daoyin or qigong in 
the Chinese context, as hatha yoga in the Saiva context, and as 3phrul \khor 
in the context of the Tibetan Vajrayana.13

At the same time, there is no doubt that the Indian version of these 
practices is as thoroughly Indian in its vocabulary and conceptual structure 
as the Chinese version is Chinese. Compare the internal landscape of the 
Chinese practices according to the Huangting Jing (‘Book of the Yellow 
Court’):

In the Yellow Court sits someone dressed in scarlet.
The door is locked, its two leaves tighdy closed.
The Dark Towers rise to vertiginous heights.
In the Cinnabar Field, semen14 and breath subdy mingle.
Above, the clear water o f the Jade Fountain flows abundandy,
Making the Divine Root sturdy and hard; it will not ever weaken.
In the Center lake a noble person, dressed in red.
Below lies the Field, three inches away; that is where the god lives.
Lock the passage between the Inner and Outer with a double lock.
Always keep the Hut spodessly clean.
When suddenly you receive through the tunnel o f the Mysterious
Meridian the semen s signal,
You should quickly retain semen and hold yourself together.

(Schipper 1994:140-1)

with that of the Satcakranirupana (‘Description of the Six Cakras’):

However, rdjayakpna was already a matter o f concern for Ayurvedic texts before the development 
of Chinese-style sexual yogic practices.

12 For modem versions o f these practices, see Chia 1983 for China; Saraswari 1985 for India. On the 
importance o f the khecarl mudra in India, see White 1996: 252-4.

13 O f these, the 'phrul 'khor exercises are the least known to Western scholars; the only substantial 
academic publication so far is Loseries-Leick 1997. On the Tantric origins o f hatha yoga, see Alter 
2005. Kohn 2006b describes daoyin and compares them with yoga, but discounts the possibility o f  
mutual influence because of yogas strong otherworldly and theistic orientation’ (2006b: 129). Here 
she is perhaps misled by popular Vedantic-influenced Western accounts o f yoga. It is noticeable 
however that she sees hatha yoga as developed by the Nath yogis as being closest in orientation to 
daoyin (L. Kohn: 2006b: 141-2).

14 According to Schipper, the term used can also refer to female sexual secredons (Schipper 1994:140).
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Near the mouth o f the Nadi called Vajra, and in the pericarp (of the Adhara Lotus), 
there constantly shines the beautifully luminous and soft, lightning-like triangle 
which is Kamarupa, and known as Traipura. There is always and everywhere the 
Vayu called Kandarpa, who is o f a deeper red than the Bandhujlva flower, and is 
the Lord o f Beings and resplendent like ten million suns.

Inside it (the triangle) is Svayambhu in His Lihga-form, beautiful like molten 
gold, with His head downwards. He is revealed by Knowledge [jnana] and 
Medication \dhyana], and is o f the shape and colour o f a new leaf. As the cool 
rays o f lightning and o f the full moon charm, so does His beauty. The Deva who 
resides happily here as in Kail is in forms like a whirlpool.

Over it shines the sleeping KundalinI, fine as the fibre o f the lotus-stalk. She is 
the world-bewilderer, gently coveting the mouth o f Brahma-dvara by Her own. 
Like the spiral o f the conch-shell, Her shining snake-like form goes three and a 
half times round Siva, and Her lustre is as that o f a strong flash o f young strong 
lightning. Her sweet murmur is like the indistinct hum of swarms o f love-mad 
bees. She produces melodious poetry and Bandha and all other compositions in 
prose or verse in sequence or otherwise in Samskrta, Prakrta and other languages. 
It is She who maintains all the beings o f the world by means o f inspiration and 
expiration, and shines in the cavity o f the root (Mula) Lotus like a chain of brilliant 
lights. (Satcakranirupana verses 8 -n , trans. Woodroffe 1974: 340, 343, 346-7)

The Indian account represents the lowest of the series of cakras through 
thoroughly Indian imagery, including a homology with the Tzntncpitha  of 
Kamarupa and a Siva-linga that is compared to that at Kasl. One might also 
refer to the way in which mercury, the prime alchemical substance, is treated 
in Indian alchemy in terms of a complex series of symbolic connections 
that identify it with the Moon, semen and with Vedic soma, also seen as a 
source of immortality.

It is not surprising that the question of orthogenetic explanation comes 
up again in this context. David Gordon White argues both sides in his 
Alchemical Body. He notes the likelihood of contacts via the sea route from 
South India to China (which was in fact the chief supply route for mercury, 
an import from China):

Since India’s original fascination with alchemy most probably arose out o f early 
contacts with a China [.. .] whose Taoist speculative alchemical tradition had 
been developing since the second century A .D ./5 one might conclude that such 
traditions reached south India via a maritime route. (White 1996: 53)

Elsewhere, he points to the similarities between the South Indian Cittar 
tradition and the physiological alchemy (neidan) of Daoist traditions 
(1996: 55). However, he wants to deny that we are dealing with the import 
of the whole complex of ideas:

IS The Mawangdui texts would now enable us to push this back to the second century BCE.
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While Chinese (Taoist alchemy) and Persian (the Shi’a Jabirian school) traditions 
no doubt interacted with Tantric alchemy, the Indian material is so specifically 
Indian-as much in the subcontinental provenance o f its materiae primae as in its 
nearly exclusive Hindu religious and metaphysical presuppositions -  as to preclude 
any possibility o f this being a matter o f wholesale borrowing. (White 1996: 54-5)

What counts as wholesale borrowing1 is perhaps arbitrary; it is partly a 
matter of how one defines ‘the Indian material1. It is certainly possible to 
make a good case for individual components of Tantric ideas, including 
aspects of the subde-body practices and even sexual rituals, going back to 
the ‘Vedic1 culture of Kuru-Pancala, or at least to the Upanisads. However, 
in the eighth-century material these elements have come to be combined 
in a pattern of behaviours, a cultural complex, that is recognisably not 
Vedic or even Upanisadic or Buddhist. The elaborate internal structure of 
the subtle body, with the series of cakras along the central channel, has no 
real precedent in Indian material, for all that the language in which it is 
described is entirely Indie.

It seems also that links between South India, probably the earliest Indian 
location for the complex of sexual practices, inner and outer alchemy, and 
China, where the same complex had taken form at a considerably earlier 
date, are plausible. The Cittar tradition has stories of teachers with Chinese 
connections, but our sources for these appear to be relatively late (White 
1996: 61—3). They mostly centre around the figure of Bogar, described 
either as a Indian alchemist who studied in China or as a Chinese adept 
who came to India. He is connected with the famous Murugan shrine at 
Palani in South India, where he is credited with making the main shrine- 
image of Murugan from a compound of nine poisonous metals. The image 
is bathed with substances that are then regarded as medically potent and 
are sold off to visitors to the pilgrimage site. Bogar himself is supposed to 
have gained the siddhi of long life and still dwells somewhere inside the 
hill of Palani (White 1996: 61; Samuel 2001a). A realistic picture, as White 
suggests, might be of an ongoing exchange along the India-China route, 
though it seems that most of the innovations came from the Chinese end 
(White 1996: 63).16

In this connection, it is worth pointing out that the material we are 
looking at has a degree of conceptual unity in its early Chinese context that 
is less obvious in its later Indian versions. In the Mawangdui texts both 
medical and sexual prescriptions are essentially to do with maintaining the

,6 Ocher material suggestive o f Chinese connections includes the story of Vasischa and the Clnacara 
practices (e.g. Bharati 1965: 65—79) lhe Chinese associations o f the rDzogs-chen teacher Sri 
Singha (Guenther 1974).
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optimal health of the human organism. It has been argued persuasively 
that early concepts of qi also grew out of medical practice, and that the 
whole idea of learning sensitivity to qi derives from the doctor learning to 
be sensitive to the movement of sensation in a patient s body (Hsu 2005). 
In later forms of Chinese medicine this is best known in the context of the 
sophisticated techniques of pulse-reading. These are now a standard part of 
Ayurvedic practice, but they almost certainly spread from China to India, 
since they do not occur in the early Ayurvedic texts. They came to form 
part of the Siddha medical tradition in South India (Daniel 1984), and are 
also a principal means of diagnosis in Tibetan medicine (Samuel 2001c).

In the next section, however, I turn to look briefly at precedents for these 
practices in Indie traditions.

V E D IC  A N D  I N D I C  C O M P O N E N T S  IN  T H E  T A N T R IC  S Y N T H E S IS

Firstly, we should note that sexual practices’ in a generic sense were present 
in the Vedic and Upanisadic material. I have already discussed some of these 
in relation to the transgressive’ aspects of the horse-sacrifice (asvamedha:) 
and the Vratyas, and considered the close relationship between sexual 
energy and ascetic practice in the Vedic material (see Chapter 7). As is well 
known, late Vedic texts treat sexual intercourse as symbolically equivalent 
to the Vedic sacrifice, and ejaculation of semen as the offering. This theme 
occurs in the Jaiminiya Brahmana (Hartzell 1997: 86-7) and the Chandogya 
Upanisad (5.8.1), as well as in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, which has a 
particularly elaborate version:

Her vulva is the sacrificial ground; her pubic hair is the sacred grass; her labia 
majora are the Soma-press; and her labia minora are the fire blazing at the centre. 
A man who engages in sexual intercourse with this knowledge obtains as great a 
world as a man who performs a Soma sacrifice, and he appropriates to himself 
the merits o f the women with whom he has sex. The women, on the other hand, 
appropriate to themselves the merits o f a man who engages in sexual intercourse 
with them without this knowledge. (Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 6.4.3, trans. Olivelle 
1998: 88)

The Brhadaranyaka Upanisad goes on to specify a series of sexual rituals 
and practices, mosdy directed to obtaining a child of a particular kind, 
but also including rituals to be carried out before and after the birth of a 
child (6.4.9-28 =  Olivelle 1998: 88-93). The concern in this text with male 
loss of virility and power is striking, and as is well known this has been a
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continuing theme in Indian thought up to modern times (e.g. Carstairs 
1957; Alter 1997).

W hat we are dealing with in the new sexual rituals of the seventh and 
eighth centuries is different, although there is a certain relationship, in that 
avoidance of ejaculation fits into the logic of the need for seminal continence 
to preserve male vitality and virility (see Chapter 8; the same theme is found 
in Chinese material). Rather than sexual intercourse being homologised 
with the sacrifice, the process of sexual excitation is now homologised with 
the movement of internal substances or energies within the body.17 As is 
well known, the most familiar Saiva imagery here is of the arousal of the 
serpentine goddess Kundalinl, conceived of as dwelling in the lowest of the 
cakras within the human body, and her ascent through the higher cakras 
(e.g. Silburn 1988). Silburn s account is particularly useful because it is 
based on the earlier Trika texts, particularly the work of Abhinavagupta 
and his commentator Jayaratha, and so predates the development of the 
elaborate imagery of deities, multi-petalled lotuses and so on familiar from 
later material:

During the rising of Kundalinl, since the yogin experiences a vigorous whirling at 
the level o f the centres located along the central axis, the latter are called whirling 
wheels*. From there the divine energies spread out and become active in the body. 
Each wheel has a definite number o f spokes; fifty in all have been listed for the 
whole body. [.. .] In ordinary persons these wheels neither revolve nor vibrate, 
they form inextricable tangles o f coils, called accordingly ‘knots* (granthi), because 
they ‘knot* spirit and matter, thus strengthening the sense o f ego. [.. .] Together 
they constitute the unconscious complexes (samskara) woven by illusion, and the 
weight and rigidity o f the past offers a strong opposition to the passage o f the 
spiritual force. Each knot, being an obstruction, must be loosened so that the 
energy released by the centres can be absorbed by the Kundalinl and thus regain 
its universality. These wheels are by no means physiological and static centres of 
the gross body, but centres o f power belonging to the subde body, centres that the 
yogin alone, during the unfolding o f Kundalinl, can locate with as much accuracy 
as if  they belonged to the body. (Silburn 1988: 25-6)

Abhinavaguptas scheme employs five cakras rather than the seven more 
familiar from more modern accounts (Silburn 1988: 27—30):l8

17 It is worth noting that there are also statements in the Brahmanas where orgasm is identified with 
divine bliss (anandd), see Olivelle 1997. I would see these more as indicative o f a theme that was 
taken up in the later sexual practices rather than as a direct precursor o f those practices.

18 Another early source, the Kaulajnananirnaya, discusses a number of different schemes, includ
ing one with eleven cakras (ch.5, w.25—7) and one with eight (ch.io; cf. Bagchi and Magee 
1986).
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mu lad bar a or mulabhumi Base o f spine

While there is no direct precedent for such a scheme in earlier Brahmanical 
sources, there are certainly suggestions of an internal ‘subtle physiology*. 
These include the five-body structure of the Taittiriya Upanisad II.1-5.20 
These bodies were later developed by Vedantic writers into five sheaths* 
or kosa obscuring the inner self (e.g. in Sankara’s Vivekacudam aniThe 
Taittiriya Upanisad is generally regarded as one of the earliest Upanisads; 
Olivelle dates it to the fourth or fifth century BCE, though the dating is 
far from certain (Olivelle 1996: xxxvii).21

Apart from the discussion of the five bodies, the Taittiriya Upanisad also 
includes a passage (1.6) suggestive of ideas regarding an internal anatomy of 
the subde body, with a central channel through the body and the possibility 
of movement in different directions from that central channel. Similar ideas 
can be found in other probably early texts in the Upanisadic corpus, as well 
as in Greek thought at what was perhaps around the same time (McEvilley 
2002).22 The idea of five breaths or forms ofprana within the body is also 
found in the later Vedic material, and homologised in various ways with 
the sacrificial ritual (e.g. Hartzell 1987:100—7). Connolly comments on the 
concept of prana in the Satapatha Brahmana that

It exists in two principal modes, a unitary one, when it is the foundation o f all 
existence and the inner controller o f the individual, and diversified one, when it 
is the various cosmic forces and the breaths and faculties which exist in the body. 
[.. .] The unified prana enters the body by way o f the head and then spreads

19 The bhriimadhya centre is also often known as bindu (point) ‘because, when this centre is pierced, 
the pent-up energy that has accumulated there is realeased, and a dot o f dazzling light appears, “a 
subde fire flashing forth as a flame”. This is the ubindu”, a dimensionless point — free therefore 
from duality — in which a maximum of power is concentrated’ (Silburn 1988: 29.) Bindu (thig-le in 
Tibetan) is a key term in the Buddhist versions of these pracdces as well, though it is there given a 
somewhat different meaning.

20 These start from the physical body formed by food {anna-maya) and proceed through a series of 
other, subder bodies or selves, each one shaped like a human being and pervading the one before: 
the body or self made of vital breath {prana-maya)\ the body or self made of mind (mano-mayd)\ the 
body or self made o f consciousness or intellect (vijnana-maya), and finally the body or self made of 
bliss (ananda-maya).

21 I have moved Olivelles dates in the main text forward a century in accordance with his note at 1996: 
xxxvi n.21, since I have assumed the ‘later chronology for the Buddha in this book.

22 McEvilley cites the Chandogya and M aitri Upanisads, Plato’s Timaeus, and the early Greek medical 
tradition (2002:93-6). I should add that I do not endorse some of the later, more speculative sections 
of McEvilley s article.
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throughout, infusing every limb. In doing so it nourishes and vitalizes the body. 
Those parts not reached by theprdna dry up and wither away. The distribution o f  
prdna appears to be effected by means o f definite pathways, though the text is not 
clear on this. (Connolly 1997: 24)

However, the idea of breath/ prdna as a substance to be moved consciously 
around the body does not appear to be present in any of the early sources 
discussed by Connolly. All of this material is suggestive in various ways 
of later developments, and it can hardly be denied that the language of 
the internal yogas as it was later formulated was influenced by these ideas, 
but there is nothing here which implies yogic practices in which prdna or 
other similar substances are consciously moved along internal channels. It 
is certainly not predictive of them.

We are unlikely ever to know precisely how the ‘internal yogas’ of Tantric 
Saivism and Buddhism developed. All we can really say at this stage is (1) 
we have evidence for similar practices in China many centuries before our 
earliest Indian evidence, and we know that there had been several centuries 
of active interchange along the China-India trade routes by the time that 
these practices appeared in India, and (2) from their earliest appearance in 
India, these practices were conceptualised (or reconceptualised) within a 
specifically Indie vocabulary.23

B U D D H I S T  A N D  J A I N  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The earliest explicit versions of these practices in North Indian Saiva mate
rial (in the Kaulajnananirnaya and Kubjikatantra) probably date from the 
ninth and tenth centuries. If the Tirumantiram, ascribed to the Tamil saint 
Tirumular, can really be dated to the seventh century CE, it would seem to 
be the earliest Indie account of these practices (see Zvelebil 1973:73-80, esp. 
78-9; 1996:121), but the dating of this work is by no means certain.24 On 
the Buddhist side, the Hevajra Tantra, perhaps dating from the late ninth 
century in its present form, represents a stage similar to that discussed above 
by Silburn on the Saiva side. Book One, Chapter 1 of the Hevajra describes 
thirty-two named nadis (channels) of which the three principal ones are 
Lai an a, Rasana and Avadhuti, and four cakras (the lowest cakra of the Saiva 
scheme is omitted):

23 It is worth mentioning that we have clear evidence for such radical reconceptualisation of Tantric 
yoga in at least one more recent context: in the songs o f the nineteenth century Bengali saint Lalon 
Fakir and his fellow ‘Bauds’ we find the internal practices rewritten in Islamic terms (Salomon 1991).

24 Venkatraman argues for a tenth to eleventh century date on the grounds that the text refers to the 
Nine Naths, the teachings o f  Matsyendranatha and Goraknath, and the Kalacakra (1990: 42-8; see 
also N . Subrahmanians comments in his foreword, 1990: xi-xiii).
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mahàsukhacakra (‘Centre o f Great Bliss’) Head25
sambhogacakra (‘Centre o f  Enjoyment’) Throat
dharmacakra (‘Centre o f Essential Nature’) Heart
nirmanacakra (‘Centre o f Creation’) [Navel]

As the names suggest, these cakras are named after the four bodies of the 
Buddha (an expansion of the more familiar set of three bodies, nirmânakâya) 
sambhogakâya, dharmakâya). They are then correlated with various further 
components of the Buddhist teachings (Farrow and Menon 1992: 16-21). 
The last verse of the chapter presents the equivalent to the arousal of 
Kundalini in a highly condensed form:

Candall blazes up in the navel. She burns the Five Buddhas. She burns Locanâ and 
the others. Aham [‘I’] is burnt and the Moon flows down. (Farrow and Menon 
1992: 21)

Candall, another fierce goddess, here occupies the place of Kundalini in the 
Saiva system.26 The ninth century Yogaratnamâlâ commentary interprets 
the name in terms of Canda =  ‘fierce', but Candall also means a woman of 
the Candala low-caste group, suggesting a connection with polluted' social 
groups. Candall is also one of the eight goddesses of the Hevajra mandala, 
discussed in Chapter 10; others bear names relating to other polluting 
occupational groups (Dombl) or tribal populations (Savarl).

As I mentioned in Chapter 10, we can to some degree at least trace the 
adoption and development of these practices within the Buddhist tradition 
from the eighth century onwards. There appears to be a gradual evolution 
from the tantras classed by the later tradition as kriyâ and caryâ, which are 
primarily about ‘external' ritual practices, to t'he. yogatantra (c. 700-c. 750 
CE) where the emphasis becomes much more on the achievement of 
inner purity, and we first find the identification of the practitioner with a 
Tantric deity, a form of the Buddha. From then on, as Dalton has noted, 
there is a progressive intériorisation of the ritual, leading eventually to the 
major Tantric cycles of the so-called anuttarayoga Tantra, the Hevajra, 
Cakrasamvara, etc., in the late ninth century.

The Tantric interiorization o f Buddhist ritual was not a rejection o f ritual. Nor 
was it a psychologization [. . .].  This shift took place in the physical realm. Its 
beginnings can be traced to the first half o f the eighth century, and the ritual 
technologies it spawned continued to develop through the ninth century. By the

25 The locations o f the four cateras are not stated directly in the root text o f the Hevajra Tantra. The 
upper three are specified in the ninth century Yogaratnamâlâ commentary (Farrow and Menon 1992: 
14-16). Verse 32 makes it clear that the lowest centre is at the navel.

16 The Tibetan for Candall is gtnm-mo, the term for the well-known ‘psychic heat’ or ‘mystic heat’ 
practices which derive from the yogic processes discussed here (e.g. Guenther 1963: 53-60; Huber 
1999: 86-90).
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end o f these two crucial centuries, a new ritual discourse o f the bodily interior was 
in place. The Tantric subject had become the site for the entire ritual performance; 
the bodys interior provided the devotee, the altar, the oblations, and the buddha 
to be worshipped. (Dalton 2004: 2)

Dalton’s recent study focuses on the period between the yoga Tantra and 
the anuttarayoga Tantra. The key category here, mahdyoga Tantra, has been 
elided from the dominant ‘New Tantra’ classification in Tibet, but was 
important in India and remains part of the ‘Old Tantra’ (rNying-ma-pa) 
classification. Dalton notes that it was the mahdyoga Tantras, such as the 
Guhyasamaja and Guhyagarbha, which introduced ‘the ritualized sexual 
practices for which tantra has since become so notorious. They focused on 
the body’s interior, on the anatomical details of the male and female sexual 
organs and the pleasure generated through sexual union’ (2004: 3).

The development of the initiation ceremony, and specifically the intro
duction of the second initiation, the guhydbhiseka where the initiate con
sumed a drop of the combined sexual fluids of the Tantric master and his 
consort, was a particularly significant part of this development. As noted 
in Chapter 10, this was a key component of Saiva tradition as well, where 
it was seen as ingesting the essence of the clan or lineage of practice.

While the sexual practices hinted at by Asanga in the Mahaydna- 
sutralamkara were not necessarily transgressive, there is litde doubt that 
this initiation would have been a transgressive act for those taking part. 
W hat is also striking is that it was seen as an occasion for the direct expe
rience of the central liberating insight of the tradition, and also as a model 
for later sadhana or ritual practice, in which the disciple would himself 
re-enact the rite with a female consort.

This is most explicit in ritual manuals from Dunhuang in Central Asia, 
which appear to present a picture of the mahdyoga Tantras as practised in the 
ninth and tenth centuries, than in the later Indian and Tibetan commentar- 
ial material, particularly that of the ‘Arya tradition, where the sexual aspects 
are often significantly downplayed (Dalton 2004: 9; cf. Wedemeyer 2002). 
In these Dunhuang meditation texts we find the identification of bodhicitta, 
the classic altruistic motivation to achieve Buddhahood in order to relieve 
all sentient beings of their suffering, with the seminal drop held at the 
tip of the penis in the Perfection Stage, the second of the two stages of 
the practice.27 Dalton suggests that the symbolism here is of procreating

17 In later Tibetan versions o f the Perfection Stage, male and female sexual substances, both seen as 
internal to the body o f either male or female practitioner, are directed into the central channel o f  
the body (Huntingdon and Bangdel 2003: 240-51). As Beyer comments, however, the ‘experiential 
dimensions o f Great Bliss and Clear Light’ were always balanced with the ‘intellectual categories o f  
Emptiness’; ‘bliss or light without Emptiness was simple sensual indulgence’ (Beyer 1973:133).
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the Buddha; in the first (generation) stage, the practitioner chas imagined 
himself as a son of the Buddha, generated out of the buddhas seed syllable, 
[w]hereas in the second stage the Buddha is generated out of the practi
tioners own seed, a syllable that arises at the tip of his penis inside the 
vagina of the female partner (Dalton 2004: 9):

The practitioner is then instructed to worship the mandala, using the blissful 
sensations flowing through his body. Such instructions seem to reflect an early 
prototype o f the subtle body systems that were articulated in more complex forms in 
later works. The later systems involved intricate arrangements o f cakras and energy 
channels mapped across the body’s interior. In the early Mahayoga texts, however, 
the technologies are simpler, the descriptions limited to the energies associated 
with sexual pleasure which rushes through the practitioner s torso. (Dalton 2004: 
i o - i i )

Dalton suggests that these more complex systems only appear in the Per
fection Stage yogas in the late ninth and tenth centuries. At this earlier 
stage, the sexual energy is more a raw physical force that is used to worship 
and energise the buddhas’ (2004: 12). The ritual ends with the consump
tion of a sacrament (samaya\ the term also means vow’ or commtment), 
presumably the combined sexual fluids of the two participants, by both 
partners, taken from the female partners vagina, thus re-enacting the ini
tiation rite in the form of a self-consecration (2004:15—16). Dalton argues 
that this practice was the ‘defining characteristic’ of mahayoga practice at 
this period, although it later dropped out of the tradition.28

In fact, while mahayoga practice (at least as interpreted by Dalton) 
includes the moderately transgressive and polluting element of the con
sumption of sexual fluids from the female partner’s vagina,29 it seems in 
other respects rather close to the kind of early sexual yoga implied by Asanga, 
with the seminal restraint being a key element during the ‘Perfection Stage’ 
of the practice.30 The imagery becomes much more transgressive with the

22 Dalton also suggests that the initial context o f the term ‘Great Perfection’ (Tibetan rdzogs chen), also
described in the Gtthyagarbha Tantra as a samaya or sacrament, was the state o f liberating insight
associated with this self-consecration (2004: 8,17—20 and n.56). Note here Isaacsons discussion of
the various interpretations o f the four consecrations associated with the initiation proper (1998: 32).

29 Doubdess somewhat more transgressive if the male practitioner was high caste and the woman was
from a low caste background. The Gtihyasamaja Tantra, as noted in Chapter 10, presents itself as a
shocking and radical nesv teaching, but the radically antinomian language for which it is known is
not for the most part intended to be taken literally.

30 If the sacrament is made up of the combined sexual fluids o f the two partners, the male obviously 
does ejaculate before this stage; Dalton cites another Dunhuang text in which the fall o f the bodbicitta 
(i.e. semen) is seen as an offering to the goddess (PT841, see Dalton 2004:16). See also Gtihyasamaja 
Tantra 7.33-4: ‘What is that meditation on recollection of the pledge [sa maya] ? In accordance with the 
pledge, he who desires the fruit should pour out his seed and drink it according to the rite; he should
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late ninth and early tenth century anuttarayoga oryogim tantras such as the 
Hevajra and Cakrasamvara, with their cremation-ground symbolism, the 
central role of fierce goddesses, and similar kdpalika or Sakta material.

As far as the ‘internal’ yogic practices are concerned, there is a significant 
step from the kind of practice Dalton is suggesting, where sexual practice 
is used to energise the ritual and perhaps create the state of bliss and loss of 
personal identity which is homologised with liberating insight, to the cakra 
and nodi practices. One could read the development of the new system in 
either of two ways, as an indigenous inspiration suggested by continued 
yogic practice in mahdyoga style, or as a set of concepts and processes 
incorporated from another source into the more basic sexual yoga discussed 
here. To me, the second alternative seems more likely, especially given 
the presence of such ideas in the cognate Chinese practices. If Buddhist 
practitioners were already employing sexual yoga of the kind suggested 
here, the cakra system would provide both a structure to aid practitioners 
in directing their sensations, and a grid through which associations could 
be built up with other elements of the symbolic world within which the 
practice was taking place. There are no obvious grounds here for deciding 
whether the cakra-baszd. sexual practices first arose in a Saiva or Buddhist 
context, but it is evident that they were being actively developed in both 
by the tenth century.31

Some Jainas also appear to have adopted the internal yogic practices 
involving the circulation ofprdna, but as far as I know there is no evidence 
for Jaina use of sexual yoga. Since the principal evidence for Jaina meditation 
practices derives from the writings of Hemacandra in the twelfth century I 
shall leave discussion of them to Chapter 13, where I shall be dealing with 
that period.

C O N C L U S I O N

As we have seen, these new Tantric traditions are a confluence of a variety 
of different factors and components: mandala and mantra practices going 
back to the late Mahayana sutras and early Tantras, internal sexual yogic 
practices of the kind discussed in this chapter, with the incorporation of 
fierce male and female deities and cremation-ground symbolism apparendy

kill the host o f Tathagatas and attain supreme perfection. What is that meditadon on recollecuon 
of the pledge of transcendent wisdom? All are naturally luminous, unarisen, uninfluenced; there is 
no enlightenment, no realisation, no end and no origin’ (Fremande 1990:109,113).

31 For a summary of the developed Tibetan approach to Guhyasamaja practice, see Thurman 1997: 

135-43-



from kapdlika and other Saiva contexts, all within a philosophical and con
ceptual frame which goes back to the early Mahayana and in some respects 
to the common Indian background of the early renouncer traditions. It is 
natural to wonder why Buddhist practitioners might choose to put together 
this particular complex of ideas and practices. But before we look further 
at this question, we should turn to look at the people who employed these 
practitioners, above all the rulers and states of the time.
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C H A P T E R  12

Tantra and the state

As we saw in Chapters 10 and n , there were striking innovations in 
both Saiva and Buddhist practices from the seventh and eighth centuries 
onwards.1 While these innovations have been frequendy lumped together 
under the label of ‘Tantra’, they include a variety of different components 
on both Saiva and Buddhist sides.

To summarise, on the Saiva side, a ‘transgressive’ tradidon of rituals 
involving cremation grounds, polluting substances associated with sex and 
death, fierce gods and pardcularly goddesses appears to have been originally 
carried out as ritual sorcery by hereditary caste groups ([kula:). The initiation 
rituals for these tradidons involved the consumpdon of the clan essence’, 
the mixed sexual secredons of male guru and female consort.

These pracdces were adopted by renunciate practitioners in the so-called 
kâpâlika style and gained increasing importance in the seventh to ninth cen
turies (the kaula lineages associated with the early Nâth siddhas). The more 
extreme elements were mosdy dropped and the ‘external’ pracdces were 
progressively substituted by ‘internal’ yogic pracdces which have a marked 
sexual component and involve a subde body physiology of cakras and inter
nal flows and channels. Within these pracdces, sexual ritual became a mode 
of access to a state of the body-mind in which the liberating insight central 
to the tradition could be direcdy perceived.

On the Buddhist side, early ‘Tantric’ pracdces (sixth and seventh cen
turies) were mosdy a further development of established deity-visualisadon 
pracdces in the later Mahàyàna sütras, with fierce, mosdy male deities ini
tially introduced as secondary figures in the mandala. In the eighth to 
tenth centuries, fierce Saiva-style male and female deities, and couples in 
sexual union, took over as primary figures at the centre of the mandala,, 
kula-sxyle, initiation rituals were adopted, and there was a progressive shift

1 The Vaisnava Tantric tradition o f the Pàncarâtra seems by and large to have stayed clear o f these 
developments, and Jaina involvement also appears to have been relatively limited.
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to ‘internal* yogic practices closely parallel to those which were developing 
at around the same time or a litde later in the Saiva tradition. Again, sex
ual ritual became a mode of access to a state of the body-mind in which 
the liberating insight central to the tradition could be direcdy perceived. 
Circles of fierce Saiva-style deities were incorporated into the structure of 
Buddhist mandalas. These new practices formed the basis of the Mahayoga 
and YoginI (‘Anuttarayoga*) Tantras.

It is not clear to what extent practices involving sexual intercourse were 
undertaken literally by supposedly celibate practitioners,2 though there are 
certainly stories of formerly celibate Buddhist practitioners abandoning 
their vows to take on these new ‘Siddha* practices. In the later Tibetan 
Buddhist context, where these Tan trie lineages were performed by celibate 
practitioners, they were mosdy undertaken in symbolic form. This is also 
true of much later Saiva pracdce. In the eighth to tenth century Indian 
context, however, it would seem that they were mosdy performed liter
ally, by both Saiva and Buddhist non-celibate practitioners, who might be 
renunciates or (parucularly in the later stages) ordinary lay people.

I w ill consider som e o f  the later history o f  these pracuces in  Chapter 13. 

In the present chapter, I look  at the initial developm ent o f  these pracuces 

and attem pt to relate it to the wider social and political context in  w hich  

they took place. I begin w ith  a brief introduction o f  political developm ents.

I N D I C  ST A T E S IN  T H E  E I G H T H  TO T E N T H  C E N T U R I E S

Gupta and Vakataka rule cam e to an end in the early sixth century; the 

precipitating factor in the Gupta case m ay have been the invasions o f  the 

H uns (more properly, the H ephthalite H una peoples). Ronald D avidson  

has attem pted to catalogue the num erous, often short-lived, dynasties and 

the political interplay o f  the succeeding centuries; the results understand

ably verge on the unreadable, but give som e indication o f  the com plex and 

chaotic politics o f  the period (D avidson 2002a: 30—62). States between the 

early sixth and m id  eighth centuries were for the m ost part relatively short

lived and unable to m aintain control o f  substantial areas for sustained

2 Sanderson notes thac ‘[t]he tradition o f Abhayakaragupta and Darpanacarya remained true to the 
early tradition, insisting that any Buddhist, layperson or monk, may take the Tantric vows and receive 
all the consecrations, including the problematic consecrations involving sexual intercourse, provided 
he has achieved insight into the doctrine o f emptiness1 (1994: 97). This also appears to have been 
the position o f the Indian guru Atisa, who came to Tibet in the mid-eleventh century (Samuel 1993: 
470-1). In the longer run, however, as Sanderson again notes, the rituals were generally modified to 
avoid transgressing vows o f celibacy, as in Tibet, or practised only by non-celibates, as among the 
Newars (Sanderson 1994: 97).
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periods of time. In the early seventh century much of North India was 
temporarily unified under King Harsa (c. 606-47 CE); we are particularly 
well informed about this period through the accounts both of Harsa s court 
poet Bána and the Chinese Buddhist visitor Xuanzang, who visited India 
between approximately 629 and 645 CE. However, Harsa s empire fell apart 
at his death, and another century of rapidly changing short-lived regimes 
followed.

The mid-eighth century marked the emergence of a more stable situ
ation, with three major empires, the Gurjara-Pratlhára dynasty, based at 
Ujjain and extending over much of North-West India, the Pala state, based 
in Bengal and Bihar, and the Rástraküta kings, based in the southern Dec
can. North India was contested territory between the Gurjara-Pratlhára 
and Pala states. In South India, the Cola dynasty also established a stable 
and long-lasting state, centred at Tanjore in modern Tamilnadu (Fig. 12.1).

W hat is more significant than the details of dynastic conflicts and shift 
in territorial control from the sixth to eighth centuries are the new social 
and cultural patterns that emerged during this period. Davidson speaks 
of a culture of military adventurism’, leading to ‘decentralisation and the 
coalescence of fiefdoms’; military defence became a prime imperative, with 
a rapid increase of casdes and other other fortifications (Davidson 2002:67).

The key political concept of the new order was the feudal lord [samanta) , 
with each major state ideally surrounded by a circle of lesser states whose 
rulers paid homage to the king at the centre and replicated his style at 
the local level. This political structure was referred to as a mandala> and 
formed a conscious model for the Tantric Buddhist mandala, with its central 
divinity surrounded by lesser deities in the four or eight directions. As 
Davidson notes, the samantisation’ of Indian society was mirrored by the 
‘samantisation’ of the deities, who increasingly came to be viewed on the 
model of feudal lords and ladies (Davidson 2002a: 71—2).

The wisdom king’ ethic of the Ramayana had been in part a literary 
fantasy, but it had also been an ideal to which rulers in the first few centuries 
CE paid at least lip-service. Davidson points to a new trend emerging from 
the late fifth century onwards: the ‘divine erotization of kingship and, 
ultimately, of warfare’ (2002a: 68). War was the domain of Siva and of the 
fierce goddesses, and it is not surprising that rulers turned increasingly to 
these cults in both non-Tantric and Tantric forms.

The Pala dynasty was pro-Buddhist, and was responsible for the creation 
of a major series of new monastic centres in the late eighth and early 
ninth centuries. The Gurjara-Pratíhára, Rastraküta and Cola were pro- 
Brahmanical, as were most of the smaller powers of the period, and while
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Figure 12.1. Map of South Asia, eighth to tenth centuries
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a general pattern of religious pluralism continued, state support for the non- 
Brahmanical traditions was decreasing. Jainas were occasionally successful at 
gaining royal protection and support, as in Gujarat during the time of King 
Kumaragupta and the Jaina teacher Hemacandra (mid-twelfth century), but 
they too were increasingly marginalised during this period. The weakening 
of long-distance trade consequent on the Muslim expansion into Iran, 
Afghanistan, and the northwestern parts of South Asia, and the general 
disturbance of urban life due to the constant warfare of these centuries, may 
also have affected the economic base on which the Buddhists and Jainas, 
with their close links to merchant and artisan communities, depended.

Buddhism was by now becoming established in parts of Southeast Asia, 
but the samanta model and the accompanying religious cults were also 
increasingly exported from South Asia. By the eighth and ninth centuries, 
the major states in the region were Pagan in present-day Burma, the Khmer 
state (Kambuja), Champa in present-day Vietnam and Srivijaya in penin
sular Malaysia, Sumatra and Western Java (Fig. 12.2). These regions were 
increasingly part of the wider Indie cultural orbit, and we find, for example, 
Buddhist scholars such as Atisa travelling to Southeast Asia to study with 
local Vajrayana Buddhist teachers (Chattopadhyaya 1967).

Northwest India and Central Asia were still important parts of the Indie 
cultural sphere up to the Muslim conquests, and there remained a scat
tering of significant Sakta and Tantric centres in the Northwest, including 
the important pilgrimage site of Hinglaj (White 1996: 66, 121-2) and the 
major Tantric centre of Oddiyana, which is now generally accepted as being 
located, as the Tibetan pilgrims believed, in the Swat Valley (Davidson 
2002b: 160). By the ninth century, however, these regions were increasingly 
cut off from direct contact with the surviving Buddhist communities in 
India, and they were significant more as legendary locations for the origins 
of Tantric teachings than as real places (Davidson 2002b: 160-3). The cul
mination of these imaginings was the mythic realm of Sambhala, origin of 
the Kalacakra Tantra which arrived in northern India in the early eleventh 
century (Davidson 2002b: 166-8; Bernbaum 1980; Newman 1998). Those 
parts of Central Asia that remained Buddhist, such as the oasis state of 
Dunhuang, the Tangut (Xixia) kingdom at Karakhoto, or the Mongols, 
turned to the Tibetans and Chinese for continuing contact and renewal.3

3 As we saw in Chapter u, Dunhuang includes a large body o f Buddhist texts in Tibetan representing the 
latest developments in Tantric Buddhism in Tibet at the time. Shen Weirong has recendy shown how 
the Buddhist scholars o f Karakhoto in the eleventh and twelfth centuries were producing transladons 
of works by sGam-po-pa and other Tibetan scholars within a few years o f their composition (Shen 
2006).
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P O L I T I C S  A N D  T A N T R A  I N  S O U T H  A S I A

To return to South Asia proper, the process o f ‘samantisation’ and military 
adventurism described by Davidson doubdess goes a long way to explain 
the increasing interest in fierce deity cults and Tantric ritual in general by 
the rulers of this period. We saw what was probably an early example of this
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in the relief carvings of the Saptamatrka deities at Udayagiri, patronised 
by Candragupta II in 401—2, which I discussed in Chapter 10. It is unclear 
whether Saptamatrka rituals at Udayagiri were carried out by an old-style 
royal purohita from an Atharvavedic Brahmin background, as suggested 
by Michael Willis, or by non-Vedic priests who specialised in these new 
rituals. If the director of the ritual was a Vedic Brahmin, then he was 
certainly employing techniques that go well beyond anything found in the 
Atharvaveda, and which we later see in specifically kaula and Tantric con
texts. Within the next few centuries, at any-rate, Tantric-type deity-cults 
employing fierce goddesses such as the Saptamatrka deities would seem 
to have progressively taken over in state ritual throughout South and 
Southeast Asia.

In this connection, Sanjukta Gupta and Richard Gombrich argued some 
years ago that

for at least the last thousand years, perhaps longer, the concept of power in its polit
ical and social application has been intimately connected with Tantric theology — 
so intimately, one might suggest, that the one cannot be adequately understood 
apart from the other. (Gupta and Gombrich 1986:123)

They noted that images of Durga start to show many royal insignia from 
about 500 AD on’ (1986:132). Durga is the most common exoteric represen
tation of sakti or power in Tantric terms, and she is particularly associated 
with batde. Gupta and Gombrich imply that this shift in symbolism reflects 
the importance Durga increasingly had for Hindu kingdoms from this time 
onwards. The king was symbolically married to Durga when he ascended 
the simhasana or clion throne’, and the annual Durga festival of navaratrl 
was a major political occasion and an ‘annual ceremony of reintegration in 
Hindu kingdoms into modern times (1986:133). Typically, kings were also 
symbolically married to other more local or esoteric Tantric goddesses; the 
king was regarded as an earthly representative of whichever male god was 
currendy regarded as most important (typically a form of Visnu or Siva) 
and so as married to whichever local goddesses were treated as that deity’s 
consort (Gupta and Gombrich 124-5; Vergad-Stahl 1979).

The Saptamatrka goddesses lost much of their importance after the 
eighth century, to be replaced by a variety of other female deides, including 
Durga, Gaurl, LaksmI, Parvatl and others. They were, however, absorbed 
into sets of eight or more goddesses who formed one of the circles of 
the mandala. Ritual forms based on these goddesses have survived into 
modern times, and have been studied in reladon to the Newar cides 
of Kathmandu Valley, primarily Bhaktapur, Patan or Kathmandu. Each
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of these Kathmandu Valley cities, formerly the capitals of small Newar 
kingdoms, is surrounded by a protective circle of eight Matrka temples 
(Gutschow 1982,1993; Levy 1987,1992). These goddesses, accompanied by 
Bhairava and Ganesa, and generally referred to now as Navadurga (the ‘Nine 
Durgas1), assume human form through masked low-caste trance-dancers in 
annual ritual dances throughout the valley (Gutschow and Basukala 1987; 
litis 1987, van der Hoek 2005; Korvald 2005; Sardar n.d.). We find masked- 
dance traditions of this kind in many parts of South Asia and there seems 
every reason to assume that they go back to the early mediaeval period that 
we are discussing here. I consider these practices in a litde more detail later 
in this chapter.

First, however, we look at further evidence from Indian textual material. 
One of the most striking pieces of evidence is provided by the Netra Tantra, 
a text probably composed in Kashmir in the eighth or (more likely) early 
ninth century. In a recent article, Alexis Sanderson has argued that this 
text constitutes, in effect, a manual for a Tantric Saivite priest to take over 
virtually the complete role of the royal purohita and rajaguru. This includes 
the entire cult of non-Tantric deities such as Visnu, Surya, Brahma, the 
Buddha and Ganesa, along with deities from a wide variety of other Tantric 
cycles, all of whom are regarded by the Neta Tantra priest as transforms of his 
own central Tantric deities, Amrtesvara (also known as Amrtesabhairava) 
and Sri (AmrtalaksmI) (Sanderson 2004: 245). It is no great surprise to 
find a set of eight matrka goddesses in a circle around Amrtesvara and 
AmrtalaksmI, though they are worshipped in this case in order to ward off 
ills rather than invoke them on ones enemies (2004: 245—6). Sanderson 
argues that

[The Saiva Mantramarga] succeeded in forging close links with the institution 
o f kingship and thereby with the principal source o f patronage. I see four main 
elements here: (1) the occupying by Saiva officiants o f the office o f Royal Preceptor 
{rajaguruh) and in this position their giving Saiva initiation (dlksa:) to the monarch 
followed by a specially modified version o f the Saiva consecration ritual (abhisekah) 
as an empowerment to rule beyond that conferred by the conventional brahman- 
ical royal consecration {rdjyabhisekah)', (2) the promoting by Saiva officiants o f 
the practice o f displaying and legitimating a dynasty s power by their officiating 
in the founding o f Saiva temples in which the new Sivas that they enshrined 
bore as the individuating first half o f their names that o f the royal founder or, 
where complexes o f royal Siva temples were established, those o f the founder and 
any kin that he might designate for this purpose; (3) the provision o f a reper
toire of protective, therapeutic and aggressive rites for the benefit o f the monarch 
and his kingdom; and (4) the development o f Saiva rituals and their applications
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to enable a specialized class o f 6aiva officiants to encroach on the territory o f  
the Rajapurohita, the brahmanical expert in the rites o f the Atharvaveda.who 
served as the personal priest o f the king, warding off all manner o f ills from him  
through apotropaic rites, using sorcery to attack his enemies, fulfilling the manifold 
duties o f regular and occasional worship on his behalf, and performing the funer
ary and other postmortuary rites when he or other members o f the royal family 
died. (Sanderson 2004: 232—3)

Apart from taking over the office of official royal chaplain and purohita, 
Tantric officiants might be independent practidoners called upon at times 
of need. Sanderson cites a twelfth-century example in a Cola inscrip- 
uon, where the ruler called on a Tantric specialist to destroy an invad
ing Sri Lankan army (2004: 233—4), ^ d  also discusses the well-known 
Sdok kak Thom inscripdon from Cambodia, which.I will consider later in 
this chapter (see also Sanderson 2003—4). We will see further examples in 
Buddhist contexts from East Asia.

From Sandersons account, it seems that the Kashmiri kings adopted the 
new Tantric procedures. The popularity of kaula thought in Kashmir is 
also demonstrated by the extensive reference to kaula ideas in the Haravi- 
jaya, a Sanskrit court epic composed in Kashmir between 826 and 838 CE 
(D. Smith 1985: 262-5).

Elsewhere in South Asia, kaula ideas were also widely adopted (e.g. Gupta 
and Gombrich 1986; A. Cohen 1992,1997). David Gordon White has noted 
that

In their seventh-to-eleventh century heyday, these forms o f Kaula theory and 
pracuce were so compelling, as direct paths to gnosis, power, and godhead, that they 
won the adherence o f some o f the great royal houses o f the period: the Somavamfis, 
Chandellas and Kalacuris, whose kingdoms stretched across the Vindhya range and 
beyond, from Rajasthan to Assam. It was these royal patrons who constructed many 
of the Yogini temples whose unusual architectural ruins dot this swathe o f central 
India, who built the erotic* temple complexes at such sites as Bhubanesvara and 
Khajuraho, and who undoubtedly sought out Kula and Kaula specialists for their 
expertise in both the sacred and secular spheres. (White 1998:198)

W hites reference to the erotic temple complexes is significant, and this 
theme requires further discussion. We have seen something of the internal 
alchemical aspects of Tantra in Chapter n , and of their close association 
with sexual rituals. It seems likely enough that the promise of health, long 
life and magical power through sexual practices was an appealing mixture 
for members of the ruling dynasties of these times.
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I referred earlier to Davidson s comment on the eroticisation of warfare 
during this period; kingship was being made over in the image of a heroic 
male figure whose sexual powers were homologised with his military power 
and his very ability to fill the royal role. Thomas Donaldson notes the poetic 
use of double meanings at this time, in which a king may be eulogised at 
one and the same time as a lover and as a great warrior (Donaldson 1986: 
315). He cites as an example the Somavamál king Yayáti II Chandlhara 
Mahaiivagupta III (c. 1015—40 CE) of Orissa, of whom one of his charters 
states that he,

is a winking sensualist in (curing) the love-fever (the war-fever) o f Karnáta, Lata 
and the lord o f Gurjjara; [ .. .]  an expert voluptuary in removing the jingling girdles 
o f women (in removing the warring Kancl, i.e. the Colas); [ ...]  a fierce wind in 
opening and taking away the clothes o f Gauda and Radhá ([...]  a fierce wind in 
the sky o f Gauda and Radhá for capturing and exposing) and [ ...]  a full moon 
in the clean clothes o f the love-afflicted body o f Vañga ([...]  a full moon in the 
bright sky o f the peaceful Vañga). (Donaldson 1987: 315)

In this series of double-entendres, the king s wars against neighbouring coun
tries are portrayed as a series of erotic encounters.

The hypereroticism of Indian temple architecture at this period is well 
known. The relatively restrained mithuna figures which we find as aus
picious devices on earlier Buddhist shrines and temples (Agrawala 1983, 
e.g. plates 73-83; Stone 1994: plates 128-32, 168-71, 214-15) now became 
occasions for increasingly exaggerated erotic display, culminating in the 
well-known temples of Khajuraho (mid-tenth to mid-eleventh centuries) 
and Konarak (mid-thirteenth century); Rabes analysis of the Khajuraho 
temples as a kind of celestial transform of the royal harem, focused around 
the king as their implicit male partner, seems entirely appropriate (Rabe 
1996).4 The earlier auspicious function of the mithuna images seems to 
have been buried under exuberant sexual display.

4 A charter of an earlier Somavamil ruler, Yayáti I Mahaiivagupta (c. 922-55 CE) provides an extraor
dinary description of the royal city, Yayatinagara, as a kind of sexual paradise, as ‘Kamadeva s pleasure 
garden in Donaldsons phrase, ‘where the enjoyment o f love is being continually intensified and still 
more intensified by the close embraces (of lovers), by which fatigue is removed, in which hissingsound 
often appears and in which hairs stand on their ends, although such enjoyment suffers interruptions 
as the ardent young couple show their skill in the various processes o f conjugal enjoyment with their 
eyes dilated (with excitement) and with their minds subdued and fascinated by amorous thoughts; 
where, even in the midst o f quarrels arising from jealousy, lovers, beaten by lotuses from the ears of 
women who have cast the beauty o f the celestial damsels into shade by the greatness of their endless 
and peculiar charms, have all their mental anguishes roused to action by the entrance o f the sharp 
arrows of Cupid’, and so on for several more lines (Donaldson 1987: 316; see also Dehejia 1979: 203 
n. 4).
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The poetry and the temple architecture I have referred to are for the most 
part erotic (and by implication martial) rather than Tantric, though explicit 
Tantric themes are occasionally found in temple imagery (e.g. White 2003: 
97—9).5 One can begin to see here though how Tantra provided both a 
ritual celebration of the new ideal and a set of techniques that promised 
to preserve and strengthen the sexual ability and personal power of the 
initiate, in part by giving him control over a pantheon of terrifying (but 
also enticing) female deities (see also White 2003:123—59).

One can also imagine the vulnerability of rulers in such a climate to those 
who offered these techniques. A king who could not fulfil the conjoined 
military and sexual demands of his role, after all, would feel under consider
able threat of being replaced by a younger and more virile man. Consider in 
this connection the description of the Kashmiri king Harsa (reigned 1089- 
1101) in Kalhanas Rdjataranginl, in which the king is being ridiculed for 
his addiction to what were clearly Tantric sexual and alchemical practices 
aimed at health and long life:

Others brought slave girls before him and said they were goddesses. He worshipped 
them, and abandoning his exalted position and wealth was laughed at by the people. 
These [slave girls], instructed by the parasites, who taught them [to give] counsels 
etc. [pretended to have obtained] from conversations with the gods, confused 
his mind. Some among these [slave girls] showed themselves eager for amorous 
intercourse at those occasions, and the king forsook his good fortune by touching 
them with his own body.

As he was anxious to live for a very long time, they [the goddesses] granted 
him, when in his foolishness he asked for a long life, hundreds o f years to 
live.

When he desired to give magic perfection to his body (pindasiddhi) some domba 
[low-caste laundress] made him swallow a drink which he pretended was an elixir 
having that power. [ ...]

What respectable man could relate the other even more shameful practices o f  
his which he followed to obtain strength and beauty? (cited in Rabe 1996)

It is easy enough perhaps to make fun of king Harsa. No doubt most 
sizeable Indian courts of the time had their quota of snake-oil merchants. 
However, Kalhanas comments, or those of the twelfth-century Kashmiri 
satirist Ksemendra (Gupta and Gombrich 1986:132; see also Wojtilla 1984, 
1990) would make litde sense if the idea of kings seeking long life and bodily

5 The small group ofyogim  temples which have survived in Central and East India, which appear to 
have been explicidy designed as locations for kattla-scyle Tantric ritual (Dehejia 1986; White 2003 
and see Chapter 10) are by contrast more restrained; the images here are more serious and central to 
the business at hand. They are figures o f power, not o f erotic display.
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perfection through sexual practices was not in fact common currency at 
the time.6

Much of the imagery of Khajuraho and Konarak has righdy been valued 
as among the world s finest artistic achievements in the visual celebration 
of sexual love, but there is an uncomfortable undertow to the royal cult of 
Tantra that gave rise to it. For all of the exotic imagery of King Yayati Us 
royal charter, its combination of martial violence and eroticism strikes a 
note that is both profoundly disturbing and all too familiar from our own 
time, in which the fantasy world of contemporary cinema constandy retails 
much the same story. Doubdess the association between sex and violence 
is grounded in some basic elements of human ethology, but a culture that 
allows itself to indulge too far in such fantasies runs the risk of distorting 
the basic relationships between men and women, and between men and 
men, in damaging ways.

Certainly, if perhaps ironically, as women were increasingly displayed 
as sexualised and spiritualised objects on the one hand, or invoked as 
powerful protective goddesses on the other, their role and autonomy in 
everyday life was progressively diminishing. Davidson has pointed to the 
striking decrease in female donors, especially autonomous female donors, 
at Buddhist sites (Davidson 2002a: 91-8). At SaficI, an early site, there are 
almost as many female donations as male, many of them from nuns. At 
Nalanda, founded in the sixth century, personal sealings and inscriptions 
attributable to women are a tiny minority. Inscriptions on Pala and Sena 
period sculptures (late seventh to twelfth centuries) include only a small 
number of references to women. The few women who are mentioned are 
either members of the royal family, or otherwise defined by their relation 
to men (Davidson 2002a: 93-5).

Miranda Shaw has suggested that women took a central role in Tantric 
Buddhist practice but in reality there is little concrete evidence for this 
(M. Shaw 1994). There are indications of women acting as Tantric gurus 
in their own right, and as originating particular Tantric lineages, but they 
are relatively few in number. It is true that Vajrayana Tantric vows required 
respectful behaviour towards women, in a society where they were clearly 
second-class citizens, and that the role of Tantric consort might legitimate 
a degree of independence which was increasingly difficult to find in the 
wider social context, but the evidence we have suggests that the Buddhist

6 On ocher occasions, rather than imported slave girls, the members of the court might themselves take 
on the roles of Tantric deities. This is the sicuacion envisaged, for example, in the doubdess legendary 
account o f the physical enactment o f the Vajradhatu mandala at the court o f King Indrabhuti of 
Zahor (Davidson 2002a: 243).
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Tantric cults, and doubdess also the Saivite kaula and Tantric cults, were 
male-directed and male-controlled.7

W. G. Archer suggested some years ago that the growth in mystical 
and symbolic interpretations of sexuality, and in sculptural representa
tions of sexuality, was a kind of compensatory development in a society 
where morality was becoming ever more restrictive and womens position 
was increasingly subordinate (Archer 1964: 17-25): ‘What is condemned 
in actual life is countenanced in sculpture and religion (1964: 25). No 
doubt the increasingly patriarchal and Brahmanical influence associated 
with samantization progressively brought to an end the relatively liberal 
gender climate I noted in the early period; purity and chastity become key 
themes. It is among the new martial elite groups, the Rajputs, that the 
cult of satt developed (Harlan 1992). Womens new situation, increasingly 
enclosed and controlled by their menfolk, mirrored that which was found 
in the Islamic states who were beginning to make inroads into South Asia 
at the start of this period (seventh to eighth centuries) and would control 
most of the subcontinent by its end (late twelfth and thirteenth centuries).8

It is unclear at this distance how far the sources of this increasingly 
restrictive situation for women were internal or external. India already had 
its own sources for notions of female purity, in texts such as the Laws of 
Manu or myths such as that of Kannaki (Pandian 1982), and the process of 
samantization’ was driven as much by internal factors as by external attack. 
W hat one can say perhaps is that the conflict with Islam led to a polarisation 
and a militarisation on both sides. The early Rajputs, increasingly militandy 
Hindu and with Tantric overtones in many cases, were the classic Hindu 
form of leadership to evolve.

7 Unfortunately, mosc of these indications, including the few female members in the Mahasiddha lists, 
are difficult to pin down. The Shangs-pa bka’-brgyud tradition of Tibet claims to go back to a series o f  
women teachers in India, including Sukhasiddhi, but their historicity is problematic (Kapstein 1980, 
1997,2005). Sukhasiddhi is however also named in a short text attributed to Tilopa, which survives in 
a Tibetan version as the source o f bar do (intermediate state) and consciousness-transference practices 
associated with the ‘Six Yogas o f Naropa* (Mullin 2006: 28-9). There are a number o f other similar 
examples (Shaw 1994). In the modem South Asian context, Tantric sexual practices seem to vary 
from situations of relative equality (e.g. among the Bauls, McDaniel 1992) to those where women act 
as Tantric consorts on a commercial basis.

8 Another sign of this change can be seen in the way in which, towards the end of this period, dress 
codes for women become much more confining. Neither men nor women in the first millennium 
routinely covered the upper part o f the body; this remained the case in non-Muslim parts o f rural 
Southeast Asia (Thailand, Laos, Bah’, etc.) into modem times, as in parts o f South Asia itself (Kerala, 
see Devika 2005). Court versions o f womens clothing were often sexually revealing, as a vast body 
of evidence from Indian sculpture and literature makes clear. One can see a progressive change from 
the late first millennium onwards, although the near-total body cover o f  the modem sari is in fact a 
very late development (Fabri 1994).
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T U M B U R U  A N D  H IS  S IS T E R S  IN  C A M B O D IA

While the pattern of Saivite Tantric ritual for state purposes in South Asia 
is evident in many places, the textual documentation for such ritual is 
fairly limited. W hat is probably the best-known historical example of such 
documentation comes from Southeast Asia (Cambodia), in the form of 
an inscription at Sdok kak Thom, written in Sanskrit and Khmer and 
dated from 1 0 5 2 . This refers to the introduction of a new official cult by 
Jayavarman II, a Khmer king of the early ninth century.

We have evidence of a Pasupata presence in the early years of the Khmer 
state, in seventh-century inscriptions (Wolters 1 9 7 9 :  431; Snellgrove 2 0 0 0 :  

4 4 3 )  and Saivite forms of religion were evidendy established from quite 
early on. By the time of kings Indravarman ( 8 7 7 —8 9 )  and Yasovarman ( 8 8 9 — 

9 0 0 ) ,  extensive Saivite temples and monasteries were being erected. There 
are signs of support for other Brahmanical communiues and for Buddhists 
as well, but substantial signs of Buddhist support are mosdy rather later and 
on a smaller scale; the only Khmer king to construct large-scale Buddhist 
monuments was Jayavarman VII ( i i 8 i -? I2 I9 )  (Snellgrove 2 0 0 0 :  4 5 8 - 8 7 ) .  

The dominant elements of the Buddhist pantheon were the triad of the 
Buddha, Avalokitesvara and the female deity Prajnaparamita (Felten and 
Lerner 1 989:  2 3 7 —8 and no. 3 8 ) ,  suggesting kriyd or carya Tantra practice, 
but there are also substantial indications of the presence of the Hevajra 
Tantra and other anuttarayoga material.9

The Sdok kak Thom inscription however is one our most substantial 
pieces of evidence for Saiva state ritual. There have been a number of studies 
of this inscription, among the most recent being those of Ronald Davidson 
(2002a: 204-6) and Alexis Sanderson (2003-4, cf- ^ so 2.004: 234-5). h  
describes how a Brahmin named Hiranyadama, an expert in the science of 
siddhis (here meaning Tantric powers) revealed a unique siddhi to the king. 
At the kings invitation, he performed a ceremony intended to accomplish 
the total independence of Kambuja from Java10 and to establish Jayavar- 
mans position as a cakravartin. The ceremony was performed according 
to the Vindsikha, a Tantric text that corresponds to and is spoken by one 
of the four faces of the deity Tumburu. Again with the kings permission, 
Hiranyadama taught the siddhis of the Vindsikha Tantra and the other three 
Tantras corresponding to the other three faces, along with the methods of 
realising them, to Sivakaivalya, the kings own religious teacher.

9 Cf. recent work by Peter Sharrock (personal communication, 2004).
10 It is not dear what ‘Java’ meant at this period, but the reference may be to the kingdom o f  Srivijaya

in peninsular Malaysia and Sumatra (Sanderson 2004: 234 n. 8).
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The inscription was actually put up in 1052 CE by a descendant of 
Sivakaivalya. Sivakaivalya s family claimed to have continued as court ritu
alists to the Khmer kings, and managers of the Tumburu cult, as well as of 
the devaraja> which was perhaps a moveable cult-image associated with the 
cult, in the intermediate two and a half centuries. In reality, as Davidson 
(2002a: 204-6) has pointed out, our evidence refers to the mid-eleventh 
century, not to the early ninth, but it still provides definite evidence for the 
use of the Vtnasikha Tantra and the cult of Tumburu at this later date.

In 1973, Teun Goudriaan summarised the then-available sources on 
Tumburu (Goudriaan 1973). In brief, Tumburu is known from three 
main contexts. He occurs in mainstream Brahmanical texts as a gand- 
harva or minor celestial deity. He is described in several Saivite and Tantric 
texts (Yogavasistha, Visnudharmottara Parana, Agni Parana, Saradatilaka, 
Satkarmadlpika, etc.) as a (usually) four-headed form of Siva, always in asso
ciation with four or seven Matrka-type goddesses who are his consorts, and 
he occurs in one Buddhist Tantric text (the Manjusnmulakalpa) , where 
he is accompanied by four goddesses described as his sisters. Goudriaan 
summarised this material as follows:

From all these references a picture emerges o f Tumburu as a healing god o f  
sovereignty seated in the midst o f four fierce goddesses with allegorical names 
expressive o f various aspects o f victory. The god commands these and occasionally 
counteracts their evil influence. (Goudriaan 1985: 23)

Some years later, a copy of the Vinasikha Tantra itself turned up in the 
National Archives of Nepal, and Goudriaan subsequendy edited and trans
lated this text. It takes the usual form of a dialogue between Siva and his 
consort, who are seated on Mount Kailas, surrounded by Gan as (headed 
by Mahakala), Siddhas, sages and other supernatural beings’ (Goudriaan 
1985: 30).

The picture of the god that emerges in this text is much the same as that 
in the previously known sources: a royal manifestation of Siva, particularly 
associated with healing, but clearly able to exercise more destructive powers. 
The Goddess, interestingly, says that the three other Tantras Siva has spoken 
so far (which correspond to the texts associated with the three other faces 
of Siva by the Sdok kak Thom inscription) are about the realisation of 
higher wisdom, whereas humankind needs techniques to deal with everyday 
problems. The text goes on to describe preparatory rituals, the construction 
of the mandala and the worship of the deities, and the structure of nadts 
and cakras, etc. The goddesses and four further attendant goddesses are 
described as fear-inspiring and the symbolism reinforces this in various
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ways (for example, one is seated on a corpse). These are still definitely wild 
and dangerous goddesses who Tumburu controls — and allows the sadhaka 
or practitioner to control and employ.

The Tantra goes on to explain how to use the Tumburu practice to achieve 
various magical results: to attract a woman or man, to destroy a person 
through sorcery, to subjugate someone, to eradicate or expel an enemy army, 
to cause dissension among friends, to restore a person to health and pro
tect them from danger, and so on. A subsequent section provides a further 
series of rituals, many of them love magic of various kinds: to make some
one impotent, to increase sexual potency, and the like. There are various 
additional instructions on meditation and ritual, including directions for 
performing a fire offering fboma:).

These are all very typical contents and ritual purposes for both Saivite 
and Buddhist Tantra. Many texts also give techniques for the attainment of 
higher knowledge, liberation or enlightenment. This particular Tantra, as 
the Goddess s opening request implies, is not concerned with such matters. 
The significant thing about the Vtnasikha Tantra however is that we have a 
dated historical reference stating that rituals according to this Tantra were 
performed over a period of two and a half centuries on behalf of Khmer 
royalty. While one can never be sure that a particular Tantric text which has 
survived to modern times is actually the same as that which is mentioned in 
an eleventh-century description, Goudriaan clearly felt that the similarities 
here were close enough that we were probably dealing with the same or a 
closely related text.

Tumburu s healing powers occupy a rather small part in this text, but in 
general healing and in particular the restoration of youth and sexual potency 
appear to have been an important component of what Tantric priests had 
to offer, often augmented by material medicines from the techniques of 
physical alchemy. We have already seen that much of the appeal of the 
possibly fraudulent Tantrics to King Harsa was that they would provide 
him with long life and a perfect body.11

Certainly in East Asia, which we turn to next, the ability of Buddhist 
Tantra to provide healing seems to have been a major pan of its appeal to 
Chinese and Japanese rulers, as the frequency of the iconography of the 
Healing Buddha, Bhaisajyaguru, shows. There are also reports of incidents 
where the successful performance of Bhaisajyaguru rituals for members 
of the ruling family led to state patronage of Bhaisajyaguru and of the

u Another Kashmiri text, Ksemendras Samayamatrka, provides a range of further examples o f the use
of Tantric ritual, again told in satirical style (Wojtilla 1984,1990).
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Tantric ritualists associated with his cult. However, it is worth noting that 
Bhaisjyaguru himself is not only a healing deity. He has his own mandala 
ofyaksa generals who will protect those who reverence him (e.g. Kobayashi 
1975:119; Sugiyama 1982).

The conclusion of Goudriaan s introduction to the Vindsikha Tantra is 
worth quoting:

Just like his deity, the Sádhaka is ambivalent: he can protect and destroy. It can be 
imagined that such claims, if  supported by a powerful and resourceful personality 
(his mental power enhanced by concentration on the internal deity), could be 
of interest to the South East Asian rulers who would be unable to find a similar 
competence among native practitioners. (Goudriaaan 1985: til—2)

There is a nice balance in this quote. Goudriaan sees meditation on the deity 
as enhancing the mental power of the practitioner, but also gives full value 
to the pragmatic demands and credulity of the Khmer kings. Goudriaan 
goes on to say that ‘It is in any case a remarkable fact that a tradition 
considered as inferior in India was able to strengthen its position in South 
East Asia by royal support* (1985: 62). There may well be some truth in this 
picture of Tantric ritual being most prevalent at the frontier areas, but in 
fact we would seem by now to have enough inscriptional, iconographical 
and textual evidence to suggest that kings in the Indian subcontinent were 
also calling on the services of Saiva Tantric gurus.

As for Buddhist Tantra, our main evidence for mainland South Asia 
comes from the Pála state and from the Tibetan chronicles, since the 
Tibetans acquired much of their own version of the Buddhist Tantric teach
ings from the great monastic universities of the Pálas in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries. Our evidence here is supplemented in part by the remains 
of Buddhist monasteries and by surviving Buddhist images in South and 
Southeast Asia; the Khmer state is particularly rich in Hevajra iconography.

The prevalence of mandala schemes in temple and monastery archi
tecture is one significant indicator of the importance of Tantric practice 
for their builders. A particularly common temple form of the period, first 
found in the Pála and Samatata states from the late eighth century onwards, 
consists of four ritual halls in the four directions, as at the great monastery 
of Paharpur in northern Bangladesh (Samuel 2002c). Here we are probably 
concerned vfiúiyogatantra and perhaps with the idea of four kinds of ritual 
action. Other monasteries excavated in Bangladesh and East India also 
seem to follow this pattern of a large mandala-sty\t temple in a courtyard. 
The central temple of the monastery of Samye (bSam yas) in Tibet is also 
built according to a mandala scheme, and is said to have been modelled on
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another major Indian monastery, Odantapuri, the locadon of which has 
not yet been identified.

Paharpur is in the core area of the Pala state, which along with Nepal 
and Kashmir was the main part of the subcontinent where Mahayana and 
Vajrayana Buddhism continued to be patronised from the seventh century 
onwards. While this region was later to be the source of many of the 
Tantric teachers who brought Buddhism to Tibet and elsewhere, it seems 
that Buddhism here was relatively conservative in the early Pala period, 
with a stress on the role of the historical Buddha Sakyamuni, and the sites 
associated with him.12 It is only in the late ninth and tenth centuries that 
anuttarayoga- type material, with the cult of the fierce goddesses and Saivite- 
derived male deities such as Hevajra and Cakrasamvara, begins to appear 
in the iconographic record at sites such as the monastery of Ratnagiri in 
Orissa (Hock 1987).

By this stage, the Pala state was the only major Indian state where 
Buddhism was still flourishing; Susan Huntington has described it as 
‘an anomaly in the otherwise totally Hindu world of India at the time’ 
(S. Huntington 1990: 70), though this perhaps understates the survival 
of Buddhist institutions elsewhere, particularly perhaps in South India, 
Nepal and Kashmir. Huntington is probably right however to argue that 
the expanding presence of Buddhism overseas was a major source of patron
age which enabled the Buddhist institutions of the Pala state to keep afloat:

[RJecent research has demonstrated that only a few of the the Pala kings were 
exclusively Buddhist and that royal patronage constituted only one o f the many 
sources o f support for the religious institutions o f the day. Instead, it may be posited 
that the survival o f this island o f Buddhism in India’s Hindu world was in great 
measure due to the international activity o f the period, which not only fostered 
the religious institutions but must have contributed gready to the economy of the 
region. (S. Huntington 1990: 70-1)

Here, as earlier in its history, Buddhism was an internationalist religion, 
doubtless preserving its close association with the mercantile class but also 
as a consequence vulnerable to the disruption of long-distance trade and 
to the need for traders to keep on good terms with the local political elites. 
How far the eventual collapse of Buddhism in the region was a result of 
direct military activity, how far to the loss of state patronage, and how far 
to the fact that its traditional lay support base was no longer in a position 
to support it is difficult to decide at this distance. Probably all these factors

12 Kinnard 1997 contrasts the conservatism of early Pala Buddhism with Rastxakuta-patronised
Buddhism in the Deccan, where the new mandala schemes appear earlier.
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played a part. International support was undoubtedly a factor, however, 
and it is noticeable that by the twelfth and thirteenth century there appears 
to be a shift away from Tantric mandala-form temples, perhaps resulting 
from an increasing reliance for patronage on the territories of Arakan and 
Burma to the east, where Mahayana and Vajrayana Buddhism was being 
increasingly replaced by Theravadin orthodoxy (Samuel 2002c). In time, 
what was left of Buddhism in East Bengal would be re-oriented towards 
Arakan and the Theravada (Tinti 1998).

B U D D H I S T  T A N T R IC  RI TUA L I N  C H I N A ,  JAPAN A N D  KOREA

In the eighth to tenth centuries, despite the progressive incursions of Islam 
in the West, the Buddhist support base continued to grow in East Asia. 
Further evidence for the state use of Buddhist ritual procedures comes 
from this region, where these procedures were at various times adopted by 
the Chinese, Korean and Japanese states. Here, with the aid of the dated 
Chinese translations and the generally better East Asian historical record, 
one can see the progressive development of Buddhist rituals for the state 
over several centuries.

Thus the Suvarnabhasottama or Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra, the non-Tantric 
text that I referred to in Chapter 9 as providing the earliest evidence 
for Buddhist Tantric mandakis, gives considerable importance to politi
cal issues. The Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra was translated into Chinese between 
414 and 421. It was in fact classified in Japan as one of three ‘State Protecting 
Sutras’. The other two were the Saddharmapundarika or ‘Lotus Sutra’ and 
the so-called Renwangjing, a text in the style of a Prajnaparamita Sutra that 
is generally regarded as a Chinese production.13

Thus, in Chapter 6 of the Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra, the Four Great Kings, 
the foury¿/¿-style deities of the four directions whom we encountered in 
Chapter 5 of this book, approach the Buddha. They proclaim that should 
a king of men who has heard this sutra protect and support monks who 
hold this and the other chief sutras, they, the four Great Kings, along with 
their twenty-eight y £ /#  generals and numerous hundreds of thousands of 
yaksas, will protect and assist that king and ensure him peace and welfare.

13 In a recent book review, Whalen Lai has suggesced that the Suvarnaprabhasa might have been used 
as the basis o f a pact among early Buddhist kings dedicated to the propagation and protection of the 
Dharma, in early Mahayana Northwest India’. It was apparendy used in this way in the Northern 
Dynasdes in China. The Renwang Jing was used in a similar way. (H-Net book review o f Wang 
Zhenpings Ambassadors from the Islands o f Immortals, published by H-Buddhism@h-net.msu.edu, 
September 2006.)

mailto:H-Buddhism@h-net.msu.edu
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Similarly, if he makes gifts to the monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen who 
hold the chief sutras, the Four Kings will make his population prosperous. 
(Emmerick 1970: 24—5) They also promise to cause dissension and trouble 
for any neighbouring king who wants to invade his territory. Venerating 
and reciting the sutra will itself strengthen the Four Great Kings, while if 
this is not done the region in question will suffer various kinds of trouble.

In subsequent chapters of the Suvarnaprabhdsa the message is reinforced. 
The earth-goddess promises to make the earth stronger and more fertile 
where the sutra is preached and to produce more fragrant, moist, tasty and 
beautiful leaves, flowers, fruits and crops, so that people who eat them will 
be stronger, more beautiful and live longer. Chapter 12 is an ‘Instruction 
concerning Divine Kings’ stressing that kings should act jusdy and that 
disaster will follow should they fail to do so. A long series of yaksas and 
other spirits promise protection to those who hear the sutra.

I shall leave aside the Saddharmapundarika., though it was, of course, 
to assume immense importance in East Asian Buddhism in later times, 
and look briefly at the Rentuang Jing. The Rentuang Jings full tide can 
be translated as The Prajnaparamitd Sutra Which Explains How Benevolent 
Kings May protect Their Countries. It is extant in two Chinese translations, 
the first by Kumarajlva, dating from 401, and the second by Amoghavajra, 
dating from 765. There were, however, doubts from early times about 
the existence of a Sanskrit original for this text: Stanley 'Weinstein in his 
Buddhism under the T ’ang suggests that it originated in China, and that 
‘[I]ts anonymous author was apparendy attempting to dissuade Northern 
Wei rulers from interfering with the autonomy of the [Buddhist sangha] ’ 
(Weinstein 1987: 176 n. 6; see also De Visser 1928-35; Conze 1973, 1978; 
Orzech 1998).

Whatever the case, this text, which is described as being preached to the 
sixteen kings of the mahajanapadas, led by King Prasenajit of Sravasu, was 
to become an important text both in China, and also in Japan. Chapter 5 of 
this sutra recommends that kings sponsor elaborate rituals, based around 
the reading of the sutm, for times when ‘riots are imminent, calamities 
are descending, or robbers are coming to destroy’. Chapter 7 prescribes a 
further ceremony that can be performed to protect from other difficulties, 
and promises that the Five Bodhisattvas of Great Power and various other 
deities will protect the countries of kings who receive and keep the Buddha, 
dharma and sangha.

A variety of other sutras including rituals for various pragmatic ends 
were translated into Chinese from the early fifth century onwards, but 
the two texts which were to form the basis of East Asian Tantra, the
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Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha and the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra, 
were not translated until 723 and 724 respectively. Both seem to have been 
written considerably before that time, with the Mahavairocana Sutra prob
ably being the earlier (Matsunaga 1997a: 177-8; Hodge 2003). In fact, 
the Chinese Buddhist traveller Wuxing had already obtained a copy of 
the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra in India in 685 CE. The delay in the 
Chinese translations was due to internal political factors in China.

Buddhism had reached China quite early and began to gain popularity 
among the Chinese from the first century CE. By the fourth century it 
had a widespread following among all levels of society, and the various 
rulers of the Northern and Southern Chinese dynasties at this period were 
all basically supportive of Buddhism. The Tang Dynasty was a different 
matter, and the establishment of the Tang state was immediately followed 
by a repressive edict against Buddhism, in 621 CE.

While Buddhism in South and Southeast Asia was primarily compet
ing against Brahmanical religion, and in some areas also the Jain religion, 
in China the competition was from the Daoists. Gaozu, the first T ’ang 
emperor, was pro-Daoist, declared Buddhism a foreign religion and moved 
to reduce the power of the Buddhist clergy. The second T ’ang emperor, 
Taizong (620-49), was also by and large anti-Buddhist, and decreed, 
for example, that Daoist monks and nuns should take precedence over 
Buddhist monks and nuns, although he patronised the famous translator 
Xuanzang towards the end of his life (Weinstein 1987).

Xuanzang continued to be influential under the early years of the follow
ing emperor, Gaozong (649-83). Xuanzang was unsympathetic to Tantric 
traditions and apparently used his influence at court to block the introduc
tion of Tantric teachings by an Indian pandita who arrived in China in 655. 
It seems that some Tantric teachers continued to be active in China during 
this period, all the same, since the Korean monk Myongnang is said to have 
studied Tantric ritual in China at this time. After Myongnangs return to 
the Korean kingdom of Silla, he was responsible for the Silla state s ritual 
defence against attempted Tang invasions in 668 and 669. His rituals were 
successful, and on each occasion the Tang fleet heading for Silla was sunk 
at sea (Grayson 1989: 59).

After Xuanzang s death, the emperor Gaozong blocked further transla
tion activities. However, the emperor had a stroke and his wife, the famous 
or notorious Empress Wu (Wu Zetian), who took over from him, was 
strongly pro-Buddhist. A reaction followed after Empress Wu s reign, and 
the next significant Emperor, Xuanzong (712-56) again moved to restrict the 
power of the Buddhist clergy. Xuanzong was, however, interested in Tantric
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Buddhism, and it was during his reign and that of his two immediate suc
cessors, Suzong (756-62) and Daizong (762-79), that the main translations 
of Tantric texts were undertaken. These were made by the Indian Tan trie 
masters Subhakarasimha (arrived in China 716, died 735) and Vajrabodhi 
(arrived in China 719, d.741) and by Vajrabodhi s students Yixing (d.727) 
and Amoghavajra (also known as Bukong, d.774) (Weinstein 1987). This 
was a period of Tibetan and Uighur invasions and Chinese civil wars, and 
there was plenty of demand for Tantric defensive ritual at court. As I men
tioned above, theMahdvairocanabhisambodhi Siitra and the Sarvatathdgata- 
tattvasamgraha Siitra were translated in the 720s. These correspond to the 
earlier stages of Indian Buddhist Tantra, those which Tibetans nowadays 
classify as kriyd, carya, and yoga Tantra, and the emphasis here is on peace
ful deities, although some fierce and violent deities are included. These two 
texts were transmitted on to Japan within a few years and formed the basis 
of Japanese Tantric or esoteric Buddhism (Yamasaki 1988).

I have elsewhere narrated the famous story of the defeat of a Tibetan, Arab 
and Sogdian attack in 742 by Amoghavajra, using rituals derived from the 
Renwangjing (Samuel 2002d). Weinstein (1987:170 n.41) regards the story 
as suspect, since it is not in the early biographical sources on Xuanzongs 
reign, but there is litde doubt that, as Lokesh Chandra has argued, the 
translations of Tantric texts at this time were carried out in large part Tor 
the security and stability of the State against the attacks of Tibetans and 
Arabs . . .  Reverses on the battlefield were followed by renewed vigour in 
translating the Tantras’ (Chandra 1992b: 266; see also Chandra 1992c).

Some more translation activity followed in China in the late eighth 
century, but the increasingly chaotic conditions of the later Tang were 
unfavourable to Buddhism. A massive purge of the Buddhist sangha took 
place in 835, followed by a period of brutal suppression under the emperor 
Wiizong (840-6), beginning in 842 and climaxing in 845 and 846 with the 
closing and destruction of almost all monasteries, the burning of scriptures 
and the forcible disrobing of the sangha. The Emperors death brought 
this to an end but the extent of the destruction, followed by a devastating 
rebellion some thirty years later (875-84), effectively brought all schools 
of Buddhism in China except Chan and Pure Land to an end (Weinstein 
1987). The later Anuttarayoga Tantric material, in which the fierce Saivite 
gods and goddesses move to the centre, thus did not reach China or Korea 
until it arrived with the Mongol court some four centuries later, and it was 
never really assimilated into Chinese Buddhist practice.

The Mahayana State Protecting Sutras and the earlier phases of Tantric 
Buddhism continued to be influential in Korea and particularly Japan,
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and again I have narrated some of this story elsewhere (Samuel loozd). In 
Japan, the Renwang Jing,, or the Ninno-kyo as it is called in Japanese, was 
extensively used in state-protecting rituals. Marinus De Vissers Ancient 
Buddhism in Japan refers to many occasions on which such rituals were 
in fact performed in Japan, for example in 940 CE by the Tendai priest 
Jozo, when the Japanese state was threatened by the rebellion of Taira no 
Masakado (de Visser 1928-35; Chandra 1992a).

The well-known Naritasan Shinshoji temple, in the small town of Narita 
close to Tokyo’s main airport, owes its legendary origins to another set of 
rituals held to suppress this same rebellion. In this case, they involved a 
specifically Tantric deity, Fudd (Acala), who is an important figure in the 
Mahavairocanabhisambodhi Sutra {Dainichi-kyo in Japanese) (see Linrothe 
I999: 151-3; Yamasaki 1988:12, 83-4,172-5). The Shingon priest Kanjo was 
directed by the Emperor to bring an image of Fudo to Narita in order 
to defeat the rebellion. This image had been carved and consecrated by 
Kobo Daishi (c. 774-835 CE), the founder of the Shingon tradition. After 
three weeks of continual fire offerings, the leader of the rebellion, Taira no 
Masakado, was killed by the Emperors forces and peace was restored. At 
least some of the credit for this was given to the Fudo rituals. The image 
itself refused to move back to Kyoto (Acala means ‘immoveable’ in Sanskrit 
so it was just living up to its name), and Fudo directed Kanjo in a vision to 
build a temple for the image at Narita. This was the origin of the Naritasan 
Shinshoji temple.

Perhaps this is enough to make the point: both sutras and tantras were 
employed to defend the Chinese, Korean and Japanese states against attack, 
and it seems clear that the translation of these texts into Chinese and the 
establishment of monasteries to maintain the ritual traditions associated 
with them was motivated in large part by their believed usefulness to the 
state. We have litde direct evidence to demonstrate that the same was true 
of Buddhist Tantras in South or Southeast Asia, but it seems likely that 
this was the case. We might consider, for example, the Buddhist and Saiva 
establishments supported at a slighdy later date by the Javanese court of 
Mataram (Becker 1993). The Javanese pattern of dual support for Saiva and 
Buddhist Tantric ritualists continued into modern times in Bali, which still 
has both Saiva and Buddhist hereditary Brahmin priests.

T H E  N E W  P A T T E R N : K A T H M A N D U  V A L L E Y  AS E X E M P L A R

In Chapters 6 and 7 I gave the cities of Chiang Mai in Thailand and 
Madurai in Southern India as examples of the Theravada Buddhist and
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Brahmanical Hindu patterns as they developed in later times. If the Tantric 
pattern represents a third option, the place that comes closest to representing 
it in modern times is probably the Kathmandu Valley. The valley today is 
nearly a thousand years distant from the period of which we are speaking, 
as are Chiang Mai and Madurai, and it has undergone two centuries of 
strongly pro-Hindu rule since the Gurkha conquest, but it is still suggesdve 
in many ways of how a mediaeval Tantric polity might have operated.14

The Valley is a pluralistic society in both ethnic and religious terms, with 
major pilgrimage sites associated with both Buddhism (the two great stupas 
at Svayambhu and Bauddha, along with many lesser sites) and the Saiva- 
Sakta traditions (including Pasupatinath, Guhyesvarl and a host of other 
temples). The main urban population, the Newars, have a strongly mer
cantile and artisan component15 and have both Buddhist and Brahmanical 
groupings, with religious identity being mainly a question of whether ones 
family traditionally calls on a Buddhist or Brahmanical Tantric priest for 
family rituals (G. S. Nepali 1965; Gellner 1992; Toffin 1984; Gellner and 
Quigley 1995).

Buddhist Tantric priests have traditional associations with one or another 
monastery’ (bdhdh or baht, Locke 1985; Gellner 1992), but monasticism 
as such ceased to be practised some centuries ago in traditional Newar 
society. Boys of the appropriate high Buddhist castes spend a week as monks 
before formally renouncing the monastic life.16 Tantric priests are initiated 
in the anuttarayoga Tantra traditions of Vajrayana Buddhism. Vajrayana 
Buddhism has explicidy exoteric and esoteric components, with separate 
shrines and also multiple layers of meaning and interpretation associated 
with individual shrines and images (Gellner 1992). The same would seem 
to be true on the Saiva side, although there has been less work on this. 
Major valley cults such as that of the deity Bumgadyah (Lokesvara) again 
have multiple meanings and multiple identities, in this and some other 
cases including both Buddhist and ‘Hindu’ identities (Locke 1980; Owens 
1995; Tuladhar-Douglas 2005).

Another example here is the cult of the Buddhist deity Hariu, whom 
we met in Chapter 5 as convertedyaksa, and possibly also as an important 
deity of Gandhara and Mathura. She remains a significant figure in the

14 The Hindu-Buddhist society o f  Ball in Indonesia has many parallels to Newar sociecy (Samuel 1982). 
While Vajrayana Buddhism is also the principal religion of Tibetan societies, they have there become 
part o f a quite different social structure, for reasons sketched in Samuel 1982 and discussed at length 
in Samuel 1993.

15 See e.g. Lewis 2000: 50-4.
16 In the early twentieth century, the Theravada monastic tradition was imported into the Valley, and 

has now become quite significant.
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Kathmandu Valley, where she is linked to a Tantric healing cult which is 
still of some importance in the valley (litis 2002; Merz 1996). The principal 
temple of Hariti, on the hill at Svayambhu, nowadays has a second identity 
for Hindu worshippers as a temple of Sltala, one of the principal disease- 
goddesses of the Brahmanical pantheon.

At the time of the Gurkha conquest, the Valley had been divided for some 
time into three small Newar kingdoms, each with a chief town (Kathmandu, 
Patan, Bhaktapur) and a palace complex centred on the temple of the royal 
deity, Taleju, a fierce goddess regarded as a form of Durga (Vergati-Stahl 
1979). Each of these cities is surrounded by circles of temples, including sets 
of the eight Matrka deities (Slusser 1982; Gutschow 1982,1993; Gutschow 
and Basukala 1987). As mentioned earlier, these deities are brought to life 
in annual cycles of ritual dances that form part of an extremely complex 
ritual choreography that encompasses the whole Valley throughout the 
year (Levy 1987, 1992; Tofifin 1996, 1999; Gutschow 1996; van den Hoek 
2005; Korvald 2005). The dancers are collectively known as Navadurga (the 
Nine Durgas). Alongside the various Goddesses (Fig. 12.3), they also include 
Ganesa and Bhairava. These rituals are mosdy sponsored by associations 
(guthi) linked to one or another religious institution, a pattern that goes 
back in some respects to the guild structure of mediaeval India and has 
largely disappeared elsewhere in the subcontinent (Vergati 1986).17

This is a highly simplified sketch of a complex and fortunately well- 
studied society, but it may serve to suggest some of the lines along which 
the mediaeval Tantric polity functioned, both in terms of the way it was 
instantiated in civic and royal ritual, and in regard to how sites maintained 
multiple meanings and interpretations for the various social, religious and 
ethnic groups within the Valley.

M A S K E D  R IT U A L  D A N C E  T R A D I T I O N S  I N  T H E  N E P A L  VA L LEY  

A N D  E L S E W H E R E

I mentioned the masked ritual dances through which the Astamatrka deities 
are embodied in the Kathmandu Valley. Even today, these are not entirely 
safe folkloristic performances. The dancers are in a trance, they carry swords 
and burning torches that may be thrown at the audience, and they drink the 
blood of sacrificed animals. There are legends of human sacrifice associated

17 For the rather different tradition o f  the Newar Buddhist town o f  Sankhu, in which the three dancers 
(Devi, Candi, Bhairava) are seen as representing the Buddhist goddess Vajrayoginl, see Shrestha 

J999* The role o f  Vajrayoginl in Sankhu is discussed further in Zanen 1986.
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with the dances; Toffin notes that in Theco village, where the dancers are 
brought out for two village festivals each year, their emergence

is much feared. Every year, it is believed that a person will die in the village or in 
the neighbourhood during these two fesuvals. The fierce goddesses, it is said, “eat” 
this ill-fated villager. Kumarl and VisnudevI [ ...]  are the most dangerous deides. 
They have to swing their faces continuously during the dance and the processions 
in the streets since if  they fixed a devotee for a few seconds without moving their 
head he would die at once. (Toffin 1996: 233)

A major fesdval is held every twelve years when the masks are renewed, and 
there is a strong belief that human sacrifice formed part of this ritual in the 
past and occasionally still does so today.

Even today, a feeling o f insecurity and fear spreads around the village and the 
neighbouring localities during the twelfth year fesdval. The families do not walk 
out at night, and they watch over their children with special attention. (Toffin 
1996: 245)

As this suggests, children are seen as particularly at risk, and the disappear
ance of small children in the recent past has been associated with genuine 
fears that they may have been killed as offerings to the dancers. This is acted 
out in a sequence in another set of these dances today in which a dancer, 
representing a form of Bhairava, chases and tries to catch the local children 
(Sardar n.d.).

Obviously there is an element of play here, but there is also an underlying 
presence of something else. I would suggest that the dangerousness or perhaps 
one should say rather the scaryness’ of these deities — the stories of human 
sacrifice and of villagers who die during the annual dances, the frightening 
aspects of the dance performances — is an important part of how they 
operate now and an important indication of how they operated in the past.

A significant issue raised by practices such as this is what could be called 
the emotional and psychic force of divine forms in popular conscious
ness. Tantric ritual is about powerful and dangerous forces, which must be 
encountered and dealt with for the good of the community. These forces 
can only be manipulated by specialist priests and ritualists, and even then 
there is still a risk that things can go wrong’. The seven wild and danger
ous goddesses who dance through the villages of the Kathmandu Valley in 
the company of Bhairava and Ganeša are participants in one of a series of 
Tantric rituals that undergirded and maintained the Newar state and which 
were continued by the Nepali state that followed it. One can imagine that 
in a pre-modern society, without the corrosive presence of modernity or
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Figure 11.4. ’Cham dancer ac Zangs mdog dpal ri dgon pa, Kalimpong

the competing visual claims of the cinematic or television fantasies, such 
rituals would have some real purchase on the collective psyche.

We can see versions of these masked ritual dance traditions in many places 
throughout South and Southeast Asia, and it is worth referring to a few 
other examples. O f these traditions, the Tibetan masked ritual drama of the
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Jcham, which ha5 also received the most intensive study, is the most sophi
sticated and complex (Fig. 12.4). This is normally performed by monks, and 
in fact almost all large monasteries perform ’cham annually Most of the 
deities are male, including transforms of Mahakala and forms of Padmasam- 
bhava as well as Tibetan local gods, though in some versions, such as the 
Bon-po cham of the goddess Srid pa’i rgyal mo (Schrempf 1999,2001), there 
are important deities of the wild goddess' class. As I pointed out in Civilized 
Shamans, relying in large part on the work of Stephan Beyer (1973), the ’cham 
is structurally a modification of a standard Tibetan ritual procedure of Indie 
origin, the tshogs 01 ganapuja ritual, in which the power of Tantra is directed 
to the destruction in symbolic form of obstacles' to the spiritual progress of 
the monks and the well-being of the associated village community (Samuel 
1993: 265—7). The dancers represent in external physical form the deiues of 
the mandala who would otherwise simply be visualised internally by the 
performers of the ritual (see also R. Kohn 1988, 2001).

There is litde sense here of possession by the deity or of the element 
of risk and danger which goes along with it. Perhaps at the other extreme 
are the teyyam rituals of Kerala and the bhuta rituals of southern Kannada. 
In both of these cases, ferocious deides, mosdy of the wild goddess’ type, 
are held to possess masked low-caste dancers. Normally in these cases one 
dancer appears at a time, wearing the elaborate costume of a specific named 
deity. He is expected to be possessed by the god or goddess. The deides here 
mosdy have Sanskridc idenddes and include many familiar figures, such as 
Bhairava, Kali and Camunda. Richard Freeman and Gavin Flood, who have 
studied the teyyam rituals in detail, note the overlap here between spirit- 
possession (or more accurately spirit-mediumship) and local Tantric tradi
tions. The dance of the teyyam cannot be simply classed as a form of popular 
spirit-possession ritual, nor as a learned Tantric procedure (Freeman 1993, 
1994, 1999; Flood 1997; Pallath 1995). As Flood makes clear, it needs to 
be analysed at several levels. However, it is undoubtedly an occasion of 
heightened emotion, deriving from the controlled violence at its heart: 
{[t]he emotion evoked in the crowd is [...] integral to the structure and 
process of the ritual' (Flood 1997:177).

The bhuta dances of South Kanara (Tulunad, Fig. 12.5) seem close to 
teyyam (e.g. Claus 1973,1979,1984,1993; Nichter 1977). One can see obvious 
resemblances too in th tyak tovil, the Sri Lankan tradition of masked exorcis- 
tic dances, but there are notable differences here too — yak tovil is normally 
performed today as a healing and exorcistic ritual, in which specific malevo
lent deities are persuaded to stop afflicting a patient. There are, I think, 
important commonalities, but these rituals require more extensive treat
ment than I can give them in this context (Kapferer 1979,1983; Vogt 1999).
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Figure 12.5. Bhuta dancer, South Kanara District

Other dance traditions that appear to share some of the same fundamental 
assumptions can be found in Orissa (Emigh 1984) and elsewhere in South 
Asia.

We can also see significant resemblances with some of the Indonesian 
masked dance tradidons, such as or the well-known Rangda-Barong dances 
of Bali (e.g. Belo 1949; Geertz 1975).18 While there is a dramadc structure 
of sorts to the Rangda-Barong dances, they are essendally centred around

18 Another Indonesian example is the warok tradidon o f  Ponotogo in Eastern Java, where the association 
o f  male Tancric power remains quite scrong (I. W ilson 1999). On the use o f  Tancric power in
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a struggle between two contending powers, a male being who has the form 
of a lion and is, like Bhairava, explicitly identified as a transform of Siva, 
and a female figure, Rangda, who takes the form of a terrifying witch, and 
is closely linked to the Balinese form of Durgâ (see Stephen 2001 for these 
identifications). Leo Howe says of these dance-dramas:

The drama is usually put on in times o f trouble for the village or as part o f the 
celebrations of the annual festival o f the ‘death’ temple. It is often performed 
near the graveyard. It begins quietly with much joking and slapstick, but around 
midnight, when the anticipation and tension in the audience is high, Rangda erupts 
into the arena causing mayhem and fear. Rangdas acolytes possess the Barongs 
supporters, who try to stab themselves with daggers while the Barong tries to 
safeguard them. Sometimes Rangda shoots off into the crowd scattering it in all 
directions, and people are genuinely afraid. The performance ends in a stand-off 
between Rangda and Barong [ .. .] ,  but there is always the fear that the dangerous 
magical forces released may get out o f control. (Howe 2000: 71-2)

As with the Newar and Keralan dances, when performed as a serious part of 
a temple festival, for all that everybody knows what is going to happen, this 
can be a genuinely scary occasion even today. There is also a transgressive 
element, both in Rangda s introduction of the unsavoury powers of night, 
death and sorcery, and in the risk of spectators losing control and being 
caught up in the possession-state that Rangda invokes on Barong s followers. 
One can sense on such occasions the ways in which Tantric styles of ritual 
generated the conviction necessary to perform their state- and society- 
supporting function.19

The reported use of human sacrifice in Tantric rituals of state in the 
past can also be read in this way. I have already mentioned the association 
of the Newari Navadurgâ dancers with rumours of child-sacrifice. The 
use of human sacrifice in foundation rituals for cities and other major 
state enterprises in the past seems well-attested, though again one cannot 
be sure how much of this is rumour and how much reality. Examples 
include foundation sacrifices in Burma in the early nineteenth century, for 
the construction of the city of Mandalay (Houtman 1996; see also Jordaan

contemporary Bali by policemen, tax-collectors and others who wish to bolster their personal abilities 
wich Tantric magic, see Connor 1995.

19 I have not attempted to speculate on when these masked dance practices may have arisen. There 
are indications o f participants in ritual gatherings taking on the role o f Tantric deities, for example 
with the Saptamâtrkâs in the Kiilacüdàmani Tantra (Finn 1986), and there are also indications in 
early South Indian material and elsewhere of spirit-possession cults and dance rituals (e.g. Hart 
1975). The Tantric masked dances seem to integrate elements from both, and might be seen as a 
progressive development under the influence of court ritualists. For all we know, they could go back 
to the Gupta Saptamàtrkà cults. We do not however appear to have any iconographie record of early 
versions of such practices.
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and Wessing 1999), routine foundation sacrifices of low-caste men in pre- 
modern Kerala (Uchiyamada 2000), and human sacrifice in nineteenth- 
century Bali to empower the local râjas magical weapons (Wiener 1995).

C O N C L U S I O N

One can portray a picture in which Tantric ritual dominates mediaeval 
South Asian society, but this would perhaps be exaggerated. This is in 
part a question of balance. The mass of the population were committed 
to the slowly ‘Brahminising’ village cults, while the official royal cults were 
for the most part Vaisnnava or orthodox’ Saiva. Tantric practice, in the 
sense we are discussing here, was part of the ritual technology of the state, 
but probably a relatively minor part in most cases; most state ritual did 
not employ ferocious goddesses or transgressive imagery or inhabit this 
dangerous fringe territory between the respectable and ordered world of the 
social community and the realm of misfortune, terror and death. The use of 
Tantric practitioners for pragmatic purposes was doubdess widespread, but 
hardly everyday; most people would approach such ritualists, rather like 
the mudang of contemporary Korea (C. Kim 2003) unwillingly and only 
when other more straightforward solutions to their problems had failed.

There was also a continuing issue about whether these practices were 
legitimate and appropriate, which is perhaps hardly surprising because their 
position on or beyond the edge of the legitimate was intrinsic to their power. 
Sankara, the great Indian Vedântic philosopher, who probably lived in the 
early ninth century, is portrayed in his biography, the Sankaravijaya, as 
condemning the approaches of various kinds of Tantric practitioners and 
defeating them through argument or spiritual power (e.g. Lorenzen 1991: 

31—4 8 ;  Courtright 1985: 218—1 9 ). He *s ^ so associated with the replacement 
of fierce goddess cults with those of benign female deities through the 
encouragement of the Srîvidyâ tradition, and thus with the ‘establishment 
of a chaste Vedic (vaidika:) goddess worship untainted by Tantric elements 
{tantrika) and the elimination of “objectionable” practices such as obla
tions of blood, alcohol, human flesh and sexual rites’ (Wilke 1 9 9 6 : 1 2 3 —4 ) .  

Whether the historical Sankara actually campaigned against transgressive 
Tantric practices is far from certain, but he came to stand in later Indian 
tradition for the purification of ritual and the removal of these practices.

Further north, we have already met Kalhana and Ksemendra’s attacks 
on the Kashmiri kings who indulged in Tantric practices. In Buddhist 
Southeast Asia, King Aniruddha (Anawratha) of Burma is supposed to have 
disbanded the ‘Tantric’ ari monks (Ferguson and Mendelson 1981), and
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Theravadin monarchs elsewhere similarly opposed Tantriostyle practices 
(Tambiah 1984). These practices never completely disappeared, but they 
were increasingly marginalised. Much the same was true in large parts of 
South Asia.

In my earlier book, Civilized Shamans, I suggested that the anomalous 
character of the Tibetan religious and political system in comparison with 
the Buddhist societies of Southeast Asia was because, unlike those societies, 
it had never had an effective centralised state that was able to control and 
marginalise Tantric practices (Samuel 1993: 24—36). My argument did not 
imply that the state was incompatible with Tantra as such, and I had pre
viously discussed the Newars and Balinese as examples of centralised states 
where Tantric practice had retained a relatively central position (Samuel 
1982). It is clear though that Tantra was a double-edged sword when wielded 
by a king. It offered the possibility of strengthening his power, but might 
also constitute a threat to his legitimacy. As in Kashmir or Burma, a new 
ruler might justify his kingship in terms of the inappropriate use of Tantric 
power by his predecessors. Those states that maintained a transgressive 
Tantric element to their ritual life often tended to keep it relatively under
cover, as with the secret’ Tantric meanings of the devadasi rituals of Puri 
(Marglin 1985b: 217-42).

In Chapter 13 I will discuss developments in Saiva and Buddhist Tantra, 
at the end of our period, the tenth to twelfth centuries, and will also sketch 
the transformations undergone by these practices in subsequent centuries 
and in recent times.



CHAPTER 13

The later history of yoga and Tantra

Chapter 12 emphasised the ways in which the transgressive Tantra of die 
fierce goddesses, criminal gods and destructive magic, in both Brahmanical 
and Buddhist variants, was a part of state policy, adopted and supported 
by Indie and Indic-influenced states both in South Asia and overseas. In 
the Brahmanical states, as Gupta and Gombrich have noted, royal power 
and Tantric theology became closely intertwined, so much so that, as they 
note one cannot be adequately understood without the other (Gupta and 
Gombrich 1986). The Buddhists provided similar services to the East Asian 
states, while in Southeast Asia we find elements from both Buddhist and 
Brahmanical sides.

It seems scarcely deniable that these pragmatic uses of Tantra provided 
a major context for the growth and development of Tantric religion. We 
can see early signs of this accommodation of state needs in Buddhist texts 
by the start of the fifth century, with the proto-Tantric mandala and the 
state-supporting rituals of the Suvarnaprabhdsa Sutra and the Renwang 
Jing. We can see the development fully under way by the eighth and ninth 
century, with Buddhist Tantric rituals for state purposes being translated 
into Chinese and transmitted on to Japan, court patronage of Saiva Tantra 
in Kashmir, and Saivite rituals being used for state consecrations and state- 
protective rituals by the Khmer kings. Doubtless there was plenty of smaller- 
scale employment of Tantric religion, at any rate by those wealthy enough 
to employ Tantric ritualists.

One can imagine a situation similar to that in Bali in recent times, where 
Saivite and Buddhist Brahmins officiate at important temple ceremonies 
and for high-status families, and other priests, often using rituals derivative 
from Saiva or Buddhist Tantra, perform rituals in less important contexts 
or for lower status families (e.g. Hooykaas 1973a, 1973b). For that matter, 
one can see a relatively similar picture in Burma or Thailand, where the 
label ‘Tantra’ has disappeared, but pragmatic ritual procedures similar to 
those of Tantra are still part of religious life at all levels (e.g. Spiro 1967,1971;

324
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Mendelson 1961a, 1961b. 1963; Ferguson and Mendelson 1981 for Burma; 
Tambiah 1984; Terwiel 1975; Mulder 1992: 15-41 for Thailand).1 In India 
itself, while much of the more dramatic and transgressive varieties of Tantric 
ritual, particularly at the state level, has disappeared along with the spread 
of bhakti religion and dramatic political transformations since the time I 
have been speaking of, it is not hard to find traces of pragmatic, results- 
oriented Tantric ritual in all kinds of context (e.g. Diehl 1956 for South 
India; McDaniel 2004 f°r Bengal).

All this is a very different picture of Tantra from that with which we are 
familiar today, particularly as taught by contemporary Tibetan lamas, but 
equally within the Saivite ascetic traditions of India. Tantra, as we tend to 
experience it with contemporary Tantric teachers, is primarily about the 
individual quest for self-realisation: the performance of public ritual for 
rulers or lesser clients is a distraction from the true nature of the Tantric 
quest.

We can see the move to this view of Tantra as primarily a quest for 
individual liberation or self-realisation prefigured in the Saivite kaula and 
the Buddhist mahâyoga traditions, with their progressive internalisation of 
ritual. There is undoubtedly still a concern here with state patronage, and 
in fact many of the examples of such patronage cited in Chapter 11 referred 
to Tantric traditions with ‘internalised’ ritual components (e.g. the Netra 
Tantra and the Vïnàsikha Tantra). The progressive phasing out of the more 
‘transgressive’ elements, such as the cremation-ground practices, prepared 
the ground, however, for a move to a Tantric cult that could be presented 
as primarily soteriological and which could be carried out on an individual 
basis by both lay and monastic practitioners. The ‘privatisation of Tantra’ 
in the tide of this chapter refers to these developments.

Thus, on both the Saiva side and the Buddhist side, we can see by the 
tenth and eleventh centuries a recasting of Tantric ideas in forms that are 
much less open to negative stereotyping and where the more transgressive 
elements are removed or practised only in secret. On the Saiva side, this 
has been associated above all with the activity of the great Kashmiri Tantric 
master Abhinavagupta and his students and followers, and the Trika system 
of which Abhinavagupta was the most eminent exponent (Silburn 1988; 
Sanderson 1988,1995; Dupuche 2003; Dyczkowski 1989; White 1998). On 
the Buddhist side, it can be linked with the gradual appropriation of Tantra 
by practitioners who were based or at least trained in a monastic milieu, 
and who were concerned to incorporate or justify Tantric procedures much

1 See also Cousins 1997 on esoteric cradicions within Southern (‘Theravada’) Buddhism.



more explicitly within the general context of Mahàyâna Buddhism. I begin 
with the Saiva developments.

T H E  T R A N S F O R M A T IO N  O F S A IV A  T A N T R A

David White, following in part from Sandersons work, periodises Saiva 
Tantra into three phases. The first of these is kula (clan’) practice: 
cremation-ground practice centred on the “terrible” worship of Siva- 
Bhairava together with his consort, the Goddess . . . and clans of Yoginls 
and/or the worship of the goddess Kàiï, independent of a male consort but 
surrounded by circles of female deities’ (White 1998:173). This is where the 
kâpâlika-style. practice and the magical uses of sexual substances are first 
found.

Phase Two, the kaula (clan-derived’) phase, resulted from a reform 
in about the ninth century, associated with the semi-legendary figure of 
Matsyendranâth. Here we find more emphasis on the erotic element and 
less on the cremation-ground location, the skulls and bones and so forth, 
and a variety of cults associated with sexual initiation of the kind discussed 
in earlier chapters. These kaula practices formed the basis of the Nath 
Siddha tradition (cf. Briggs 1989).

Phase Three results from a further reform which took place in Kashmir 
in the eleventh century, leading to the Trika and similar systems. The 
theoreticians of this school (above all Abhinavagupta) developed a sophis
ticated philosophical basis for kaula practice, based on reversing the process 
of divine manifestation through light and sound so that the practitioner 
could identify with its origins.

Here, in the socioreligious context o f eleventh-century Kashmir, these reformers 
of the Trika sought to win the hearts and minds o f the populace by presenting a 
whitewashed version o f kaula theory and practice for public consumption, while 
continuing to observe the authentic kaula practices in secret, among the initiated. 
This eleventh-century development was Tantra, a religion o f dissimulation and 
o f the progressive refinement o f  antinomian practice into a gnoseological system 
grounded in the aesthetics o f vision and audition. (White 1998:173)

This was the basis of the Srîvidyâ system, which was exported soon after to 
South India where it has remained an important tradition to modern times 
(Brooks 1990,1992a, 1992b). White prefers to reserve the label ‘Tantra’ to 
this last phase, which he also refers to as ‘high Hindu Tantra’.

While this périodisation is a good starting point in general terms, there 
are some problems with it. In particular, it should be noted that the kula
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period (Phase One) is largely conjectural; we have no direct textual material 
regarding this period, although there are certainly plausible reasons to asso
ciate it with the widespread kapalika trope in Sanskrit literature of the time. 
Since the kaula phase (Phase Two)’ is already in part ‘reformed’, the ques
tion of whether the kula phase existed as a historical reality, and of what it 
might have consisted, remains somewhat open. On the whole, I am sympa
thetic to White s position here, given the early Tamil evidence for low-caste 
ritualists and the indications at Udayagiri and in textual sources of early 
destructive magical rituals on behalf of the state. Large gaps nevertheless 
remain in our account.

On White s analysis, the primary functions of sexual practice in Phase 
One were to do with initiation and with generating magically potent sub
stances. In the context of initiation, transgressive sexual practice served to 
connect the practitioner with the origin of the lineage through the trans
mission of sexual fluids from male guru to student in conjunction with the 
sexual secredons of a female partner. Offerings of sexual and other polluted 
substances also served to gratify the fierce female deides and secure their 
assistance. The use of sexual and transgressive substances was an ongoing 
part of the ritual pracdce — the Kulacuddmani tantia for example prescribes 
that the basic yantra for the ritual should be drawn with a mixture of men
strual blood, sexual substances and various red and yellow pigments — but 
Phase One was not concerned with the spiritualisation of erode experience.2 
The key element was transgression and impurity as generating power.

The significant innovation in the kaula phase (Phase Two) was the 
internalisation of the practice through sexual yoga, perhaps, as I noted 
in Chapter n , through contact with similar Chinese practices. This would 
have radically transformed the meanings associated with the whole system, 
as it did in the case of the Buddhist Tantras as well. However, the idea 
of transgression and impurity as generating power remained important. 
It continued to be so even in the work of Abhinavagupta, the key the
orist of White s Phase Three. As Alexis Sanderson has put it, referring to 
Abhinavagupta, ‘the Tantric s sense of power was inseparable from his sense 
of transgression (Sanderson 1985: 211 n. 61).

However, the incorporation of the internal sexual yogas in the kaula 
practices meant that the transmutation of sexual experience was an increas
ingly central part of the process. This was particularly so as the third phase 
involved the progressive internalisation of the Tan trie ritual scenario. The

- Nor, I think, was Tantra ever centrally about popular protest against religious orthodoxy, although 
this can be found as a secondary theme in some Tantric writings, and one or two modem scholars 
have been tempted to appropriate the Tantric stddhas for this purpose (e.g. Meenakshi 1996).
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deities and the ritual locations were increasingly seen as entities and loca
tions within the practitioners body. W ith Kali and Bhairava now seen less 
as cosmic powers that could be evoked and used for ritual purposes, and 
more as symbols of the practitioner s internal transcendence of the limits of 
ordinary consciousness, the role of sexuality and transgression within the 
system could also transform. Thus, Sanderson writes that ‘The act of sexual 
union which produced the quintessences necessary to invocation, became 
in this inner idealism the vehicle of illumination itself; for it was in orgasm 
that the deity revealed itself as the transcendental core of the energies of 
cognition and action, the unity of light and emptiness (Sanderson 1985: 
202). This, Sanderson says, enables the tradition to colonise the mental life 
of the Kashmirian householder and indeed to deeply penetrate the court 
and the intelligentsia (1985: 203).

B U D D H I S T  A N D  J A I N A  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The Buddhist context was rather different, since a key issue here was the 
relationship to the monastic context, although some level of adoption, of 
Tantric practices among court circles and wealthy householders in Pala- 
period Bengal is likely; late siddhas like Naropa clearly built up a sub
stantial following, and the local raja felt it worthwhile calling to pay his 
respects (Davidson 2002a: 317). We have litde direct information regarding 
developments among the laity, however, to put alongside such sources as the 
satires of Ksemendra (Sanderson 1985: 203; WojtiUa 1984,1990; Meyer 1903) 
and the history of Kalhana (Stein 1900) for lay Saivite practice in Kashmir. 
We have plenty of Buddhist ritual texts, and quite a lot of stories about the 
various Tantric masters, but these are for the most part legendary rather 
than historical.

However, it is clear enough that a similar transformation can be traced 
on the Buddhist side, and at around the same time. If Matsyendranath 
and his close associates, such as Goraknath and Cauranginath, are the 
semi-historical originators of kaula practice on the Saiva side, other figures 
among the so-called mahasiddhas, or ‘Great Perfected Ones’, such as Saraha, 
Krsnacarya (Kanha) and Nagarjuna, played a similar role on the Buddhist 
side (see Linrothe 2006). Our accounts of these figures, dating from the 
late eleventh century or later, are, as noted above, more story than history, 
but they give a picture of the context within which the sexual practices and 
the fierce deities were progressively incorporated into Buddhist practice 
(J. Robinson 1979; Dowman 1985; Yuthok 1990). These Tantric masters 
are described as primarily concerned with the Guhyasamaja, Cakrasamvara



and Hevajra Tantra cycles, in other words with the mahayoga and yoginl 
(anuttarayoga:) phase of Buddhist Tantra.

The material in Chapter 12 suggests that the critical transformation, 
corresponding to White s Phase Two,3 took place with the Guhyasamaja and 
other Mahayoga practitioners, and that it was already taken for granted in 
the Cakrasamvara and Hevajra systems which dominate Abhayadatta s late- 
eleventh or early-twelfth century hagiographic sketches of the eighty-four 
Mahasiddhas (J. Robinson 1979: 285~8).4

A Buddhist equivalent to W hites third Saivite phase can be seen as 
commencing with some of the latest figures among the mahasiddhas, figures 
such as Naropa who lived in the late tenth and early eleventh century. It 
is fully developed in the Kdlacakra Tantra,, the last major Indian Buddhist 
Tantra, also from the early eleventh century, to which I shall turn shordy. 
By the late eleventh century and twelfth century we find a variety of figures 
such as Abhayakaragupta (Lee 2003) who are producing scholarly treatises 
and commentaries on the basis of the new Tantras, as well as indications 
of their adoption in the monastic context. As I have noted elsewhere, 
the surviving icons are mosdy small, suggesting that we are dealing with 
individuals within the monastery who are specialists in the new pracdces, 
rather than full-scale adopdon as the major ritual practices of the monastery 
as a whole (Samuel 1993: 412). We have textual material from this period, 
however, which provides rituals based on mahayoga-type procedures for 
all kinds of major rituals, including the construcdon and consecration of 
monasteries and stupas (e.g. the Kriyasamg)aha\ Skorupski 1998).

It is primarily in Tibet, however, that we see the development of synthetic 
schemes in which the new Tantric procedures are included as part of a 
progressive scheme of teachings, commencing with the siitra teachings. 
The Bengali teacher Atlsa, who came to Tibet in the early eleventh century, 
wrote a short text, the Bodhipathapradipa, of this kind (Sherburne 1983; 
Snellgrove 1987:481-4) and this became the basis of the lam rim or ‘Gradual 
Path’ teachings of the dGe-lugs-pa school in Tibet (Wayman 1978). In the 
developed Tibetan version of these teachings, Vajrayana, particularly as 
presented in the anuttarayoga texts, was accepted as the central means to 
the attainment of Buddhist Enlightenment, but its full practice was seen

3 Linrothes three-phase periodisation of Buddhisc Tantra (or rather Esoteric Buddhism), which I 
discussed in Chapter 10, is based on different principles (the evolution o f the krodha-vighnantaka 
theme) so does not correspond to Whites three phases. The Guhyasamaja is an early text within 
Linrothes third phase (1999: 226).

4 For the forty-one cases where Abhayadatta identifies the Tantric cycle involved, eighteen refer to 
Cakrasamvara, sixteen refer to Hevajra, and seven to Guhyasamaja (J. Robinson 1979: 285-8).
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as suitable only for an elite group of highly-qualified initiates.5 Part of 
the problem here was how to reconcile a set of teachings in which sexual 
practices played a central role with a context in which practitioners were 
increasingly expected to be celibate monks. In the long term, the Tibetan 
version ofVajrayana resolved this tension by reducing the significance of the 
sexual practices. While these practices were never entirely eliminated, they 
have a marginal position within contemporary Tibetan Buddhism (Samuel 
1993: 206-7, 240-1, 275-8).

T H E  KALACAKRA TAN TRA

The most complete expression of the ‘third phase’ on the Buddhist side 
was the last major Buddhist Tantra, the Kalacakra Tantra. This is dateable 
to the early eleventh century (Wallace 2001: 3; Newman 1998). The basic 
structure of the Kalacakra practices does not differ dramatically from the 
other anuttarayoga Tantras, though there are variations in matters of Tantric 
physiology; the Kalacakra s system of nadis and cakras, internal channels 
and psychic centres, is somewhat different from those of the earlier Tantras. 
There is also a significant elaboration of the early and introductory stages, 
with an extensive series of preliminary empowerments (e.g. Sopa 1985: 
95—6). The main text of the Kalacakra Tantra, which is held to have been 
compiled by Manjusri Yasas, the eighth king of Sambhala, presents itself 
as an abridged version of a full Tantra. The full Tantra is said to have 
been originally revealed in India, at the Dhanyakataka stupa at Amaravatl 
in Andhra Pradesh but preserved in Sambhala, a probably mythical land 
to the West where it was transmitted onwards through the succession of 
kings of Sambhala (Bernbaum 1980; Sopa, Jackson and Newman 1985). 
This abridged Kalacakra Tantra text, along with the early Vimalaprabhd 
commentary attributed to a later Sambhala king, Pundarlka, places the 
Tantric practices in a different and new kind of social and intellectual 
context.6 While the root texts of Tantras such as the Hevajra are primarily 
ritual handbooks, and make litde attempt to situate their teachings in a 
wider context, the Kalacakra Tantra is notable for its broad and synthetic

5 The lam Jbras or ‘Path and Result’ cycle o f teachings of the Sa-skya school (cf Ngorchen 1987; 
Yuthok 1990,1997) formed another such scheme. The Indian root text attributed to the mahasiddha 
Virupa, however, on which the lam 'bras is based, is almosc entirely Tantric in content. The extensive 
non-Tantric teachings which are now presented as part o f the lam bras are based on three lines of the 
original text (cf. Davidson 2005: 477 and Ngorchen 1987).

6 The commentary and the text seem to have appeared together in India and may well have been 
composed together, despite being attributed to different (presumably both legendary or mythical) 
figures.
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approach. It is not just a system for the advanced adept involved in Tantric 
practice, but provides a virtual encyclopaedia of knowledge on a wide range 
of topics.

Thus the first of the Kalacakras five sections, the ‘Outer Kalacakra’ 
or description of the world-system, includes an extensive treatment of 
cosmological and astronomical topics (Newman 1987), while the second, 
the ‘Inner Kalacakra’ or description of the individual, includes a detailed 
description of embryology, an analysis of the person in terms of abhid- 
harma categories, and a very elaborate account of the cakras and channels 
of the body. All of this is related back to the Kalacakra mandala> which 
with its 722 deities is perhaps the most complex of all Tibetan mandalas 
(Wallace 1995, 2001, 2004). The ‘Inner Kalacakra’ chapter also includes 
practices to lengthen life, and alchemical practices, along with an exten
sive critique of other systems of thought, Buddhist and non-Buddhist. 
The third and fourth chapters cover the more conventional topics of initia
tion and generation-stage processes respectively, while the fifth includes the 
completion-stage processes and the path to Buddhahood (Hartzell 1997).

Vesna Wallace, in a recent book on the second section of the Kalacakra 
Tantra, suggests that the author of the Kalacakra was openly aiming at 
the conversion of heterodox groups, Buddhist and non-Buddhist. The text 
refers extensively to non-Buddhist teachings, although it also disparages 
and criticises them (Wallace 2001: 38-9). At the same time, features of the 
system seem to have been deliberately designed to make it easier for non- 
Buddhists to approach Kalacakra practice (2001: 40-1). Wallace speculates 
that the author of the Kalacakra Tantia ‘may well have sought to form a 
united front of heterodox groups and Buddhists’ against the common foe 
of the Islamic invasions (2001: 42; see also Orofino 1997).

Another notable feature of the Kalacakra regards its attitude to the sex
ual practices, which have a much more central and explicit place here 
than in previous systems. The Vimalaprabha comments that in previous 
Tantras, including the Guhyasamaja Tantra and the Cakrasamvara Tantra,, 
the Buddha ‘taught the blissful state that arises from sexual union, but con
cealed it out of his great compassion for the sake of the spiritual maturation 
of simple-minded people’. In the Kalacakra, the use of sexual practices as 
part of the spiritual path is quite explicit. Thus Wallace notes (2001: n-12) 
that

The generation o f sexual bliss without emission o f regeneradve fluids is regarded in 
this Tantra as the most direct method of generating the mental bliss that refines the 
mind by diminishing conceptualisations and thus makes it fit for the realizauon o f
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the empty nature o f phenomena. One who practices the generation o f sexual bliss 
without emission, which is referred to as sublime, imperishable bliss, is considered 
to be like a young virgin. Such bliss is believed to empower one s mind, just as 
the mind o f a young virgin, who has not experienced sexual bliss with emission, 
can be empowered by deities and mantras that enable her to see appearances in a 
prognostic mirror.

At the same time, the author of the Kdlacakrawzs concerned to minimise the 
conflict that might be caused by antinomian and transgressive practices with 
the wider society. Thus ‘[t]he Tantric beginner is advised to eat, drink, and 
have sexual relations according to the customs of his own country> (Wallace 
2001: 121) until he attains a suitably high level of realisation. The use of 
impure substances is not to be prescribed to beginners, but only to yogis 
who ‘by the power of their mantras and meditative concentration are able 
to transmute these poisons into ambrosias (am rtaf (Wallace 2001:121—2). 
Here one can see the move to a ‘religion of dissimulation* similar to that 
described by Sanderson and White for the third phase of Saiva Tantra. If the 
watchword o f‘high Hindu Tantra* was ‘privately a Sakta, outwardly a Saiva, 
among people a Vaisnava* (White 1998: 173, quoting the Yoni Tantra), the 
Buddhist equivalent was ‘outwardly Hinayana, inwardly Mahayana, secredy 
Vajrayana*.7

JA I N A  PR AC TI CE S IN T H E  T E N T H  A N D  E L E V E N T H  C E N T U R I E S

We have less informarion on Jaina developments during this period. Briggs 
mentions two Nath subgroups who are named for two ‘sons* of Matsyen- 
dranath, Nlmnath and Parasnath, in his classic account of the Naths (Briggs 
[1938] 1989: 72). These are the names of two of the Jaina tirthankaras, Nemi 
and Parsva. It is not clear from Briggs* account whether the members of 
these subgroups were actually Jains.8 There were certainly Jains involved in 
alchemy, however (White 1996:114, 372 n.16), and several important Jain 
pilgrimage sites, including Girnar and Mount Abu, also have strong Nath 
Siddha connections (White 1996:114—20, 331—4). It seems likely that there 
were close relationships between Jain ascetics and Nath Siddhas at these 
locations.

One of the most famous of all Jaina writers, however, the Svetambara 
scholar and ascetic Hemacandra (c. 1089-1172) gives extensive material on 
Tantric-type practices in his Yogasastra (Qvarnstrom 2000, 2002, 2003).

7 A traditional Tibetan saying which I first heard from the late Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey (personal
communication, 1972).

8 White assumes so at 1996:119, but Briggs may only be saying that Nlmnath and Parasnath were Jains.



The Yogasdstra is a kind of general handbook on Svetambara Jainism and 
it was mostly known in later centuries for its first four chapters, which 
present a detailed account of the Jaina path. The remaining seven chapters 
deal with meditational and yogic practices. Chapters 5 and 6 cover such 
topics as breathing, including the internal circulation and control ofprana 
and the predicdon of death from breathing and other signs, as well as a 
technique for taking over the body of another being (Chapter 6, 264—72). 
Chapters 8 to 10 include various forms of meditadon {dhyana) including 
elaborate internal cakra meditations closely paralleling those in the Saiva 
Tantra traditions (e.g. Chapter 8, 1—28, 47-56) and including techniques 
to bring about the four kinds of ritual action (Chapter 8, 29-32), recollec
tions of the qualities of xh tjina  (Chapter 9, 1-15; Chapter 10, 1-6), and 
so on. Hemacandra is clearly concerned to justify the validity of the prac
tices he describes, none of which stricdy speaking would be forbidden by 
monastic vows. They are described as useful for converting and otherwise 
aiding other beings, as reducing attachment (e.g. Chapter 9,13; Chapter 10, 
18—24) m  some cases, as leading to liberation (e.g. Chapter 8, 40,

43> 59 > 78) .

Chapter 11 covers the canonical topic of pure meditation {sukladhyand) 
which as I noted earlier (in Chapter 9 of this book) was regarded as 
beyond the capacities of ordinary human beings, but Chapter 12 provides a 
somewhat abstract account of Hemacandras own meditational experiences 
which according to Qvarnstrom shows clear signs of Nath Siddha influence 
(e.g. 2002:11,191 n. 4; 2003).

The cautious tone in which Hemacandra discusses these practices doubt
less reflects his own status as a celibate monastic and perhaps also the 
Yogasdstra s role as an official presentation of the Jaina teachings for the 
Caulukya king of Gujarat, Kumarapala (Qyarnstrom 2002: 2—5). It is strik
ing that Hemacandra is nevertheless familiar with, and feels it appropriate 
to expound, such a wide range of kaula and Nath practices, suggesting that 
these practices were widespread among the Jaina community in his time. 
It is noticeable that he does not discuss any of the ‘Tantric vidyadevi prac
tices that appear to have been current in both Svetambara and Digambara 
circles at around the same time (Cort 1987). These were perhaps more spe
cialist practices and less appropriate for inclusion in a general text of this 
kind. Many of the practices given by Hemacandra are relatively simple and 
straightforward and might be seen as suitable for a lay practitioner, though 
some, such as the practices for taking over the body of another person, 
or the various practices to predict the time of death, are hardly , of this 
type.
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LAY A N D  H O U S E H O L D E R  P R A C T IC E

The whole question of lay practice at this stage is worth considering in 
some more detail. The sexual practices clearly create problems for practice 
by celibate monastics, whether Buddhist or Jaina, though these might be 
justified in some way as not in fact breaking the rules,9 or by-passed through 
symbolic performance. This aside, much of the clientele envisaged in the 
Tantric texts or referred to in Sanskrit literature of the time appears to 
consist of professional practitioners, whether from hereditary or renunciate 
ascetic backgrounds. The state sorcery rituals at Udayagiri would surely 
have been performed by professionals who were hired for the job, and the 
various ritual performers at the Kashmiri, Khmer and East Asian courts 
were clearly also full-time practitioners. Indeed, the sheer complexity of 
much Tantric ritual would make it difficult to undertake without at least 
one or more highly-trained experts. Tibetans such as Mar-pa who came 
south across the Himalayas to acquire Tantric teachings also appear to have 
taken it for granted that they were going back home afterwards to start a 
family business as ritual practitioners (or, perhaps, to revive one with the 
aid of some new techniques) (Samuel 1993: 459-60).

However, Tantric priests seem ready enough to initiate kings and mem
bers of royal courts into Tantric practice; apart from the examples of King 
Harsa of Kashmir and the legendary King Indrabhuti of Zahor, which have 
been cited already, one could cite as distinguished a figure as Khubilai Khan, 
who received the Kdlacakra empowerment from O-rgyan-pa and Hevajra 
empowerments from the Sa-skya hierarch Thags-pa (Shakabpa 1967: 64—71; 
Roerich 1976: 701). Twenty-five of his ministers are also said to have been 
initiated into the Hevajra cult.

In any case, the second’ and particularly the ‘third phase’ Saivite Tantric 
teachings, and the new ‘internalised’ Buddhist practices both seem to be 
oriented at least in part to the needs of lay (non-professional) followers. The 
laity here are seen not just as clients for ritual services but as participants 
within the ritual context. We could see this in instrumental terms, as part 
of a move into a new market area, and there is doubdess some truth in this. 
It would be a mistake, however, to reduce this to a purely instrumental 
business. This would imply that Saivite and Buddhist ritualists were living 
in the same demythologised universe as most contemporary Western aca
demics. This is unlikely; it makes much more sense to see Abhinavagupta’s

9 As in Auias argumenc that che practices could be undertaken by celibates provided that they had a 
true understanding o f sunyatd (Samuel 1993: 471).
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circle or the propagators of the Kdlacakra as people who genuinely felt that 
they possessed something of great value that they wished to make available 
to others. We might also wonder how far the Kalacakra mythos fed into a 
general consciousness at the time of a society under threat from external 
forces.

T A N T R IC  P R A C T IC E  IN  L A T E R  T IM E S

It is unclear how widespread Tantric practice became at the householder 
level throughout Indian society in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
Today it exists in a number of places, including the Srlvidya practitioners 
of South India (Brooks 1992a, 1992b), the householder Naths of Rajasthan 
(D. Gold and A. Gold 1984; A. Gold 1993), and the so-called Bauls and 
other lay Tantric practitioners of Bengal (McDaniel 1989, 2004; Openshaw 
1997, 2.002.; R. Das 1992; Hanssen 2002).

Tantric or closely related practices also continued within the similar Sufi 
context, where traditions of dissimulation and transgressive behaviour had 
long had a role. In fact, contacts between Sufi or earlier Islamic mystical 
traditions and the Saiva and Buddhist yogic contexts long pre-dated the 
Islamic takeover of most of North India in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. The Bengali Bauls present their teachings and practices in both 
Vaisnava and Islamic forms, and are able to translate freely between the two 
(Salomon 1991). Similarly fluid identities can be found in Western India 
and the Deccan, especially among the Ismailis, though increasingly under 
threat from modern purist religious forms on both the Hindu and Muslim 
sides (Khan 2005; Van Skyhawk 1993).

New devotional styles of Brahmanical Hinduism were, however, to take 
over as the dominant religious style of much of India over the succeed
ing centuries, including the urban upper and middle classes which would 
have constituted the natural target group for the Phase Three Tantric prac
tices. These new devotional styles of religion, with their emphasis on emo
tional submission to a supreme saviour-deity, whether Saivite or Vaisnavite, 
were better adapted, perhaps, to the subaltern role of non-Muslim groups 
under Muslim rule (Hein 1982). It is difficult to know how widespread 
Tantric practice remained among the general population before the mod
ernist movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. White cites 
reports from Bihar in the early 1800s suggesting that over 40 per cent of 
the population were either Tantric or Sakta but his assumptions are opti
mistic and East India (Bihar, Bengal, Orissa, Assam) is an area where one
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might perhaps expect higher levels of support for Tantra than elsewhere in 
South Asia.10

Ascetic practice of Tantra among renunciates was more widespread; 
in fact most Saivite ascetics appear to have adopted some version of Tantric 
practice, both as their personal sádhana or spiritual practice and as the basis 
for the ritual services they performed for their lay clientele. This is still the 
case today, although Vaisnava ascetics now form a significant part of the 
Indian renuncíate scene and are less likely to be primarily Tantric in their 
practice.

At a more exalted social level, Tantric ritualists continued to play a 
significant role at some Hindu courts. We can see them, for example, in 
Frédérique Marglins excellent ethnography of the temple dancers at the 
Jagannath Temple at Puri, which was closely associated with the Kings of 
Orissa until modern times (Marglin 1985b).

The development of modernist forms of Hinduism in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries (e.g. Flood 1996: 250-73; King 1999) led to 
a revival of yoga but also a radical reff aming of yogic practices away from 
the Tantric context. As Alter has noted, hatha yoga, the basis of modern 
forms of health, medical and recreational yoga, originated as an adjunct 
to Nath Tantric practice (Alter 2005). The principal hatha yoga text, the 
Hathayogapradlpiká, is an explicidy Nath text directed towards the classic 
Náth internal yogic and sexual practices. Given the extremely negative 
views of Tantra and its sexual and magical practices which prevailed in 
middle-class India in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and still 
largely prevail today, this was an embarrassing heritage. Much effort was 
given by people such as Swami Vivekananda into reconstructing yoga, 
generally in terms of a selective Vedántic reading of Patañjali s Yogasütna 
(de Michelis 2004). The effort was largely successful, and many modern 
Western practitioners of yoga for health and relaxation have litde or no 
knowledge of its original function as a preparation for the internal sexual 
practices of the Náth tradition.

IO See '‘White 2003: 5. Specifically, White assumes that when Francis Buchanans pandit informants 
reported that one-fourth of the populations religion was “unworthy of the note o f any sagen’ this 
implied that ‘they consisted of cults o f (predominandy female) village deiues whose worship was 
often conducted by the socially and culturally marginalized, in other words, Tantric cults’ (2003:5). 
This sounds like a very broad definition of Tantra. To this he adds the one-quarter o f the remaining 
three-quarters (i.e. 18.75 Per cent) who are described as áákta, but, even leaving aside the rather 
approximate numbers, Sakta covers a variety of folk religious forms (cf. McDaniel 2004), and 
assimilating them into a general Sákta-Tantra category may be misleading. What Whites figures do 
however demonstrate is that orthodox’ ¿aiva and Vaisnava cults were far from dominadng village 
religious life. My limited impressions o f village religion from the nearby Maithili region o f Nepal 
in the 1990s suggests that this is still the case (Samuel 2001a).
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W ithin Buddhism, Tantric practice survived in a number of some
what marginal contexts: as an elite tradition of hereditary Tantric priests 
in the Kathmandu Valley (Gellner 1992; Stablein 1991) and in Bah, where 
the remains of the Tantric-oriented court culture of Java regrouped after 
the Muslim takeover of Java (Hooykaas 1973a, 1973b); as one of a variety 
of ritual traditions in Japan (Yamasaki 1988); and in a transformed version 
among the Tibetans and Mongolians, a story the Tibetan part of which I 
have told elsewhere at considerable length (Samuel 1993).

In the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, there was still a significant Tantric 
presence throughout much of Southeast Asia. In some ways, arguably, there 
still is, in that sophisticated traditions of quasi-Tantric practice of magical 
rituals have remained important in Thailand, Burma and Cambodia into 
modern times. Stanley Tambiah has argued that the Thai practitioners of 
this kind represent a ‘Tantric’ modality within Thailand (Tambiah 1984), 
and if one can use the term of the forest monks and other magical ritualists 
of Thailand, the occult masters of Burma would certainly deserve the tide 
as well (Mendelson 1961a, 1961b, 1963; Ferguson and Mendelson 1981; Spiro 
1967,1971). These practitioners no longer call themselves Tantric, however, 
and while some, at least, of the specific Tantric initiation and teaching 
lineages associated with the major Buddhist Tantric cycles were still present 
in Southeast Asia as late as the fourteenth century, they appear to have 
vanished over the succeeding centuries.

In part, this was a product of a consistent theme within the puristic 
Theravada-style Buddhism which became the norm in Southeast Asia and 
Sri Lanka: the need for a regular purification of a corrupt sangha by 
Buddhist kings and rulers. One can see this as an ideological statement 
of the morality and strength of new rulers, often associated with a black
ening of the reputation of their predecessors as dabblers in dubious occult 
arts and immoral practices. One can also see it, as Tambiah has noted, as an 
assertion of state control over the aspects of Buddhism that are most likely 
to lead to autonomous centres of power and resistance to royal authority. 
Either way, the periodic purifications of the Buddhist community left litde 
space for the elaborate ritual structures and practices of the major Tantric 
lineages (Tambiah 1984; cf. Samuel 1993). Magical ritual for pragmatic ends 
never disappeared from Southeast Asia, and it remained linked to dhyana- 
style meditation practices (Pali samatha =  Skt. samatha:), associated in par
ticular with the ascetic forest-monk tradition (Tambiah 1984; Tiyavanich 
1997, 2004; Carrithers 1983), but the formal Tantric teaching lineages, 
with their explicit connection to Buddhist soteriological ends, gradually 
vanished.
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The modernist forms of Theravada Buddhism that developed from the 
late nineteenth century onwards (e.g. Gombrich and Obeyesekere 1990; 
King 1999) tend to present Buddhism as a rational, scientific tradition and to 
play down religious and magical aspects. Samatha meditation, which retains 
an association with the attainment of magical power, has been generally 
reduced to a brief introduction to vipassana or ‘insight meditation’, with 
a focus on awareness of breathing and other bodily sensation rather than 
the systematic reshaping and transformation of experience involved in the 
older techniques (Cousins 1984, 1996b). However, the increasing global 
presence of Tibetan lamas in the aftermath of the takeover of Tibet by 
the People s Republic of China has meant that these techniques are now 
competing in the global marketplace against the much more elaborate and 
largely unreconstructed Tibetan practices, which have gained for at least 
one form of Tantra a global following its original creators could hardly have 
envisaged.



C H A P T E R  1 4

Postlude

In this final chapter, I reflect back on some of the material in the book as a 
whole. I begin with the whole question of meditation, yoga and mind-body 
processes, which has been central to this book. What do we make today 
of these techniques, which are, as I noted in my introduction, rapidly 
becoming a significant part of contemporary global society, if often in 
much modified and adapted versions? Such techniques are of course not 
unknown in other societies, and can generally be classed, in Foucaults 
phrase, as ‘technologies of the self. Foucault introduced this term to refer 
to methods by which human beings act upon their minds and/or bodies 
(perhaps we should speak more generally of the mind-body complex) with 
the intention of bringing about transformations of some kind (Foucault 
1988a, 1988b; cf. Samuel 2005a: 335—7). Indie societies appear to have been 
particularly rich in these techniques, at least as compared to other large-scale 
literate cultures, and to have seen them as bound up with the acquisition 
of some kind of liberating insight. I begin then by asking what we might 
make of the historical evolution of meditation, yoga and Tantra within 
Indie societies and religions.

If we look at the evolution of these techniques historically, we can see an 
overall development from simple to more complex approaches. The early 
(pre-Buddhist) sramana traditions seem to have had a concept of liberating 
insight, but no systematic means for achieving it via training of the mind- 
body complex. Instead they relied on simple ascetic practices aimed at the 
forceful stopping of physical and mental activities. A critical step forward 
was that taken by, or at least attributed to, the Buddha, the systematic 
cultivation {samadhi) of a specific state or series of states (dhyana) of the 
mind-body complex within which the liberating insight might arise. The 
Jainas may also have had and then lost an early version of these dhyana 
practices.

Early Vedic procedures were centred more on the visionary revelation 
of sacred knowledge in the form of hymns and statements of sacred truth,
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which could then be used in ritual contexts. Initially, these were for the 
most part perhaps chemically induced (assuming that soma is interpreted 
as a psychedelic substance or entheogen of some kind) and appear to 
have had affinities to ‘shamanic procedures in many other societies, using 
‘shamanic’ in a wide sense.1 This tradition was lost, perhaps because of the 
non-availability of the original soma> and the Brahmanical ascetic tradi
tion gradually developed a version of the Buddhist practices, as seen in the 
Yogasutra.

Another central emphasis of the Vedic-Brahmanical tradition was on 
a right death and a proper transition to a heavenly afterlife; this was an 
important issue within the Upanisads, and, as we have seen in Chapter 9, 
was one of the primary contexts of the term yoga in the Mahabhdrata, 
along with the idea o f yoga as a technique for entering the body of another 
human being (White 2006). These were both seen as skills to be developed 
by warriors as well as by sages, a connection that perhaps makes more 
plausible the linkage postulated by Bollee and Dundas between the vrdtyas 
and the early sramana traditions.

In the later Indian Buddhist tradition, as represented by the Mahayana 
siitras, from around the second or first century BCE onwards, the dhyana 
techniques were combined with increasingly elaborate visionary proce
dures, based for the most part around the imaginative summoning of one 
or another Buddha-form. These techniques, described in terms of entry 
into various specific samadhi states, provided the basis for a cult of vision
ary communication with the Buddhas and perhaps also for the production 
of the Mahayana Sutras themselves (Chapter 9). Early Buddhist mandala 
structures such as those in the Suvarnaprabhdsa Sutra appear closely related 
to these procedures, as do the early stages of what are known in the Bud
dhist tradition as kriyd, caryd and yoga Tantras, which were developing 
by the sixth and seventh centuries CE. Later versions of these practices 
began to incorporate the self-identification of the practitioner with the 
main Buddha-form as a central feature, and a number of ferocious deities, 
mosdy male to start with, as outer figures in the mandala (cf. Linrothe 

1999)-

1 Even Eliade, who was insistent on the distinction between shamanic ecstasy* and yogic entasy’, 
seems prepared to concede a shamanic origin for yoga: ‘As a developed spiritual technique (we are 
not discussing its possible “origins”), Yoga cannot possibly be confused with shamanism or classed 
among the techniques o f ecstasy’ (Eliade 1958: 339). I should note in this connection that, given the 
close links between yoga and Tantra, and the presence of both ecstatic procedures and concepts of 
magical flight in the latter (e.g. White 2003: 188-218), as indeed the vision-quest theme that runs 
throughout Buddhist practices, Eliades distinction is difficult to maintain. Rather than insisdng on 
the identity o f shamanism(s) and yoga, however, I would like to see a more subde and fine-grained 
understanding of the whole range of practices involved and of their underlying mechanisms.
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Meanwhile, the transgressive techniques of ritual magic, W hites kula 
practices, may have been related to similar techniques of visionary com
munication with deities. Here, however, the deities with whom communi
cation was sought were the fierce goddesses of illness and misfortune, and 
the main purpose was, initially at least, sorcery and destructive magic. The 
early history of these practices is impossible to trace at present, though it 
may have been associated with a specifically Sâkta milieu and with the Sâkta 
pïthas, locations where the power of the fierce goddesses could be contacted 
and utilised. By the fourth or fifth centuries CE these practices were being 
adopted by transgressive kâpâlika-sxyle Saiva ascedcs, in combination with 
mandata structures incorporating the fierce goddesses. In these contexts, 
they came to be seen as constituting a pathway to liberating insight in their 
own right.

While there are suggestions of (non-transgressive) sexual practices in 
Mahâyàna Buddhist contexts as early as Asanga (fifth century), a new set 
of techniques, closely related to and perhaps influenced by the Chinese 
qi cultivation and ‘inner alchemy’ practices, started to spread throughout 
South Asia in the seventh or early eighth century. The Indie versions of these 
internal practices involve the movement ofprâna through the channels of 
the body and are closely linked to the conscious control of bodily processes 
during intercourse, and so to the practices of sexual yoga. While building 
on some old themes, in particular the idea of the movement of prâna 
through the channels of the body, they added both new understandings of 
the meaning ofprâna and a much more elaborate internal structure for the 
body (or mind-body complex).

These new techniques allowed for an internalisation of the deity prac
tices. They were adopted both by kâpâlika-style Saiva ascetics (the kaula 
practitioners) and by Buddhist practitioners of mahâyoga Tantra, who were 
beginning to incorporate increasingly transgressive elements within their 
own practices. With the yoginï Tantras, in the late ninth century or there
abouts, the fierce goddesses and the Saivite male deity-forms through 
which they were controlled were adopted by Buddhist lay practition
ers as well, leading to the ritual cycles of the Hevajra and Cakrasamvara 
Tantras.

In the eleventh and twelfth century, modified versions of these practices 
were developed in both Saiva and Buddhist traditions (Abhinavagupta, 
Kâlacakra Tantra), in which they became esoteric’ practices for advanced 
practitioners, carried on in conjunction with non-transgressive practices for 
beginners and ordinary lay-people. The transgressive components were not 
entirely eliminated, but were largely internalised, and the sexual practices 
were increasingly now seen in terms of access to enlightened consciousness
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and liberating insight. This is White s ‘high Hindu Tantra’ and the anut- 
tarayoga phase of Vajrayana Buddhism. Elements of these practices were 
also adopted by some Jaina practitioners and there were also close contacts 
with Sufis and other Islamic traditions.

This body of techniques was also applied to the old questions of how 
to transfer consciousness at the time of death and how to enter the body 
of another human being. The procedures for consciousness-transfer at the 
time of death are still important in the modern Tibetan context (generically 
known in Tibetan as ’pho ba:).

I have attempted to trace as much as possible of the social and institu
tional basis for these developments in the course of the book. The transition 
to Muslim rule over most of India dramatically changed this institutional 
basis and led to the marginalisation of these practices throughout South 
Asia; other factors had a similar effect in much of Southeast and East 
Asia. Versions of these practices survived, however, in a variety of contexts 
throughout South, Southeast and East Asia.

I think that it is clear from the wide range of material that I have discussed 
in the book why it can often seem hard to get a clear line on just what yoga, 
meditation and Tantra are about. The connections back to the vrdtyas, to 
low-caste ritualists and early Pasupatas are speculative, if plausible, but there 
is certainly a clear sequence of historical development that includes most of 
the later Saiva and Buddhist practices. However, the practices involved are 
very varied — from aggressive military ritual carried out by Gupta kings and 
Chinese emperors to householders belonging to secret cults in eleventh- 
century Kashmir and contemporary Tibetan monastics — and the extent 
to which people performing these practices necessarily saw themselves as 
tantrikas, or used the term at all, also varied. One can understand why it is 
not at all easy to define or specify precisely what Tantra is. Nor have I done 
so here: I think it is more useful to trace the genealogical connections of 
practices and ideas than to try to shoe-horn the variety of historical instances 
into a comprehensive definition. Yet we can ask what general conclusi
ons might be drawn from the account sketched in this and the preceding 
chapters.

S O C IE T Y , P O L IT IC S  A N D  V A L U E  S Y S T E M S

In looking at the social and political grounding of religious practice. I 
have tried as far as possible to make sense of why specific religious forms 
were practised and why they were patronised. As I have pointed out at 
intervals, this is not intended as a reductionist exercise, but as emphasising a
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central component of the understanding of Indie religious traditions which 
often gets marginalised or left to odd asides and comments, particularly 
in our more general accounts. I wanted to see how far one could follow 
through some of these themes on a larger scale to give an overall view of 
the development of Indie religions over a long period of time.

A related theme in the book has been the question of value systems 
within Indie society. I started off with the opposition between Hopkins’ 
‘two worlds’, the region of Kuru-Pañcála on the one hand, which was the 
centre for the expansion ofVedic-Brahmanical culture, and the surrounding 
belt of evolving cities and states to its east (Central Gangetic region) and 
south (northern and western Deccan) on the other. Connections with other 
regions (Northwest India and Central Asia, the Bengal Delta, South India, 
Southeast Asia) were brought in as the story proceeded. It seems to me that 
an initial tension between the values of the Vedic society of Kuru-Pañcála 
and those of the Central Gangetic region can be sensed through much of 
the early development of Indie religions, and in various ways continues 
into much later times.

Here one could characterise the Central Gangetic model as that of the 
agrarian society with rulers who are expected to have elements of the 
philosopher and the renuncíate, as contrasted with the Kuru-Pañcála model 
of the warrior-chieftain of a culture many of whose values derive from a 
pastoralist context. I emphasise here again, to avoid misunderstanding, that 
this is not a simple question of indigenous people and ‘Aryan invaders’. 
We are talking about a cultural contrast that developed between popula
tions who were already mosdy speakers of Indo-Aryan languages and who 
were genetically doubdess quite mixed throughout both regions. There is, 
nevertheless, a sense in which the early Vedic material represents one pole, 
whatever its origins, and the Central Gangedc region another.

In terms of value systems, I have suggested in Chapter 8 that the ideal 
of the Vedic material, like that of many pastoralist socieues, is the young 
male warrior, transformed in later Brahmanical reworking to the image of 
the brahmacarin or celibate young man. One can think, for example, of 
the later imagery of such religious heroes of the Hindu tradidon as Samkara, 
Rámánuja, or, in a somewhat different vein, Caitanya and his associates, 
all of them characterisdcally depicted as young men in celibate garb. These 
men still have much of the young warrior in them, even if their warriorship 
takes place for the most part on the inner stage of the self, and it is not 
altogether surprising that the idea of the Hindu warrior-ascedc remained 
throughout Indian history (Bouillier 1993) and also surfaced in Buddhist 
contexts, pardcularly in East Asia (Mohan 2001; Victoria 2005).
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The central ideal of the agrarian societies, by contrast, was that of the 
mithuna or marital couple, endlessly replicated as a decorative theme on 
Buddhist stupa railings and Brahmanical temples. The virtuoso eroticism 
of Khajuraho or Konarak can, I think, best be read in terms of the royal 
appropriations of Tantra that we discussed in Chapter 12. The earlier ver
sions, by contrast, I would read as cultural representations of good fortune, 
fertility and prosperity.

The Upanisadic, Buddhist and Jain material suggests that the tension 
between the two patterns was resolved initially by a cultural pattern in 
which the celibate young warrior ideal became adopted as the basis of 
the renunciate tradidons, in the form of the Buddhist and Jain monastic 
orders and the Brahmanical renunciates. These ascetic orders also provided 
a context for the continuance of the wisdom traditions associated with the 
Eastern Gangetic states. They co-existed with an agrarian society whose 
values were essentially this-worldly, but they provided a counterbalancing 
emphasis which gradually came to pervade village society. In effect, this is 
the pattern that continued into modern times in the Theravadin societies 
of Southeast Asia and Sri Lanka. The Jaina tradition still shares many of the 
same assumptions, though since Jains in modern times have mostly lived 
in a Brahmanical Hindu context, as part of a society with a large majority 
of Hindus, Jains have adapted in various ways to this context.

The reassertion of the Brahmanical tradition provided an alternative 
pattern, doubtless strongest, as Lubin notes, in the rural context but also 
of increasing appeal to the royal courts and urban centres of South and 
Southeast Asia. The elite and urban forms of this tradition were associated 
both with the various sophisticated priestly ritual technologies of which 
Saiva Tantra is one, and also with the devotional Hinduism of the develop
ing bhakti movement. Within this tradition, the Brahmin as teacher and 
ritual performer could guide the spiritual life of the householder. This cul
tural pattern, which is the basis of modern Hinduism, dominates South 
Asia today, though it is still contested among lower castes, in particular by 
various heterodox movements, such as the nirguni devotional traditions.

Over the second half of the first millennium, one can see the two 
cultural patterns, the one built around the sramana traditions, the other 
around the evolving Brahmanical religion, developing throughout South 
and Southeast Asia, in competition but also in constant interaction with 
each other. The ultimate weakness of the Buddhist pattern2 in its Indian 
version was probably its reliance on state and urban support for Buddhist

1 The Jain tradition survived somewhat better, through the ongoing patronage of the Jain merchant 
community, and has retained a presence within South Asia, if on a limited scale. There seems no 
obvious explanation beyond historical contingency for the different trajectories o f the two sramana
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monasteries. The progressive loss of such support in Hindu and Muslim 
kingdoms, along with the large-scale destruction of monasteries that appar
ently accompanied the Muslim invasions in the early thirteenth century, 
meant that the major teaching centres where the Buddhist clergy at the local 
level were trained were no longer there. The Brahmanical variant was better 
adapted to survive in this situation, since the extensive land-grants made to 
Brahmins over the centuries had provided them with a secure base at the 
village level. Elsewhere, in Sri Lanka, Southeast Asia and Tibet, Buddhist 
monasticism would in time develop a solid base at the village level, but it 
appears that this never happened in mainland South Asia.

W ithin the developed Brahmanical pattern, the Brahmin-centred values 
of purity and pollution became a major axis around which the village struc
ture was built, while the this-worldly and pragmatic values of everyday life 
continued as a parallel set of values and orientations, classed by anthropol
ogists in recent years under the generic label of auspiciousness’. This is a 
theme I have discussed briefly in Chapters 7 and 8, and have also written 
on elsewhere (e.g. Samuel 1997; Rozario and Samuel 2002a).

The contrast between these patterns is, I think, an important key to 
understanding the differing structures of religion and of social life in South 
Asia and Southeast Asia today. It is important, though, to recognise that 
both of these variants, the Buddhist-Jaina pattern and the later Brahmanical 
pattern, are equally Indie, and contain many of the same components 
in differing arrangements. The Brahmanical solution, like the Buddhist, 
incorporated the ideal of the wise king, the dhemnardja, and of the ascetic 
teachings leading to transcendence, and it too allowed for the recognition 
and sacralisation of the processes of everyday life.

Beyond these more general questions of value systems, there is the more 
specific question of the role of technologies of the self within society. In one 
sense, such technologies are a common feature ofvery many human societies 
(cf. Foucault 1988a: 18). Ideas of this kind are perhaps intrinsic in the rites of 
passage that small-scale societies employ to manage the transitions through 
life of their members, particularly where there is an element of initiation 
into secret or private knowledge in such processes, and of choice in how far 
one may progress through them. It is easy enough to point to the similarities 
between the systems of initiatory knowledge that can be found in widely

traditions, though the higher profile of Buddhism at the time of the Muslim conquests may have made 
it a more obvious target, and the existence of other Buddhist societies outside South Asia may have 
led to Buddhist monks and teachers choosing to migrate rather than to remain and adapt. Buddhism 
in South Asia today, leaving aside Sri Lanka and the newly-converted Ambedkar Buddhists, survived 
only in Nepal and in parts o f East Bengal, where it developed links with Arakan and Burma (Tinti 
1998).
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different societies, but these similarities are also accompanied by radical 
differences deriving from the contrasting social context and meaning of 
initiation in, say, Melanesia and Bhutan (e.g. Barth 1990).

W hat we are dealing with in the Indie material has itself undergone 
radical transformations over the long historical period considered in this 
book. In the first half of the first millennium BCE we can perhaps see 
traces of two rather different kinds of system of initiatory knowledge, that 
of the Vedic priests and the vrdtyas on the one hand, and that of the proto- 
sramana cults of the Central Gangetic region on the other. These traditions 
undoubtedly interacted in all kinds of ways in many regions and places in 
what was an, at least partly, shared milieu of ascetic practice, but it seems 
worth exploring, as I have done in this book, the possibility that their origins 
were distinct, and tied up with different cultural contexts. The Vedic system 
was for the most part a system of hereditary ritual knowledge passed down 
in Brahmin families, but there are also suggestions, in the vratya material, 
of a period of collective initiation for young men as a whole, based around 
ritual and military activity in the forest away from the settled community. If 
I am right in suggesting that the origins of the sramana cults might be found 
in early initiatory cults in and beyond the Central Gangetic region,3 with 
resemblances to the West African initiatory cults that played a significant 
role in the growth of wider social and political networks in that region in 
recent centuries, or perhaps to the early phases of the initiatory cults of the 
Hellenistic world, we can glimpse here the historical origins of these two 
different patterns and of their different emphases and approaches.

For the sramana cults, initiation is an elective process undertaken by a 
limited sector of the population whose way of life or whose personal career 
has made such a choice meaningful and desirable. The often-suggested links 
between Buddhism and the trading communities of the newly-developing 
North Indian states of that time provide one way in which this may 
have worked, in that cult-initiation would have offered both a network 
of potential trading partners in distant places, an ethical code that pro
vided a basis for such transactions, and a world-view in which members 
of distant communities shared with oneself a common human nature and 
common potentialities for spiritual advancement. The cultural pattern built 
around the sramana orders presupposes a background of local deity cults, 
but not necessarily the development of large-scale Brahmanical religious 
cult-centres which, for much of North India, may not have taken place 
until a much later period, perhaps that of the Gupta kings.

3 I say ‘in and beyond’ with reference to Williams’ suggesdons about Gujarat (R. Williams 1966).
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A ll this, it m ust be said, is speculative, but it provides a context in  

w hich  w e can make sense o f  the teaching careers o f  the various sem i- 

legendary predecessors o f  the Buddha and M ahavlra and perhaps too o f  

the legendary renuncíate kings o f  M ithilá and elsewhere. It m ight also 

provide an interpretive background to the activities o f  the Buddhist and  

Jain founding figures themselves, and to the interest o f  the historical kings 

o f  the fifth and fourth century states and o f  the M aury an Empire in their 

teachings.

In the court culture o f  the second and third centuries and particularly o f  

the Gupta and Vákátaka kings, the idea o f  a consciously undertaken pattern 

o f  life, w ith  formalised bodies o f  rules, had becom e institutionalised in  a 

variety o f  contexts, including the legal handbooks (Dharm a Sütras), the 

artha  and kam a sastras, and the various formalised rules for yogic and 

religious activity. D aud  A li is surely right to see the Buddhist V inaya code 

as part o f  the same w orld and as sharing m any o f  the same assum ptions 

(Ali 1998). Som e o f  these regulated m odes o f  life were inherited, others 

were voluntarily undertaken, but in all cases there was an expectation o f  

a controlled and disciplined way for the individual to follow. T h e various 

traditions o f  m editation and yoga at this period need to be seen as specific 

‘technologies o f  the se lf  w ithin  such a context. T h ey  offered a particular 

set o f  alternatives, both  for lay followers w ho m ight be involved in  yogic  

and m editational practices to various degrees o f  seriousness and for those 

w ho chose to com m it themselves further and becom e full-tim e professional 

renunciares.

A t the same tim e, w e need to recall that m ost people in South Asia were 

n ot living in the courdy or urban m iddle-class m ilieu. B oth in villages 

and urban centres, the cycle o f  collective seasonal rituals and o f  contact 

w ith  the deities through spirit-m edium s and sham anic-style pracdtioners 

continued, and the renuncíate career involved an ongoing interacdon w ith  

this m ilieu  as w ell as w ith  the courdy m ilieu.

T h e inidal placing o f  the sram ana com m unity and o f  the Brahmanical 

sannyasin outside the ordered life o f  the city and village, in the social and  

physical spaces associated w ith  death and m isfortune, provided one basic 

reason w hy they needed to build a relationship w ith  the wider com m u

nity. As the increasing size and w ealth o f  the Buddhist and Jain m onastic 

com m unities dem onstrated, they developed other m odes o f  support, cen

tred around their spiritual appeal to the new  urban elites and doubtless also 

to the various pragmatic ways in  w hich they becam e integrated into the 

social, political and econom ic life o f  the urban centres (cf. H eitzm an 1984; 

O ’C onnor 1989; Bailey and M abbett 2003). T h e ideal o f  the forest ascetic,
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on the edges or outside o f  the setded com m unity, or living w ith  other prac

titioners in rem ote locations, nevertheless persisted and, as Reginald Ray 

has suggested, form ed the basis for a vital ongoing dialectic between the 

civilised and regulated urban m onastics and a creative and visionary m ilieu  

(Ray 1999). A  similar dialectic perhaps took  place between the ordered and 

secure w orld o f  the setded Brahmins and the various renunciate practi- 

doners, including the Pásupatas and the kápálika-style ascenes, though it 

is clear, as w ith  the Buddhist forest-m onks, that these groups developed  

their ow n insdtudonal base and their ow n connections w ith  the courts 

and cities. T his dialectic between institutionalised and less regulated ver

sions o f  the traditions probably provided a major source for innovation and 

change. It was doubdess also a key elem ent in the growth o f  the various 

kaula  and Tantric traditions w hich provided new  ‘technologies o f  the se lf  

for the changing conditions o f  n inth  and tenth century CE South and 

Southeast Asia, as w ell as a body o f  practices w hich could be used to take 

over the role o f  Atharvavedic purohits and other ritualists (cf. Sanderson  

2004).

S E X U A L IT Y  A N D  G E N D E R  R E L A T IO N S  IN  T A N T R A

T his brings us to one o f  the m ost controversial issues about Tantra for 

m any m odern readers, its use o f  sexuality and o f  transgressive’ elem ents 

in  general. W h y did Indian spiritual traditions develop in this particular 

direction in  the ninth and tenth centuries?

To begin  w ith , w e m ig h t ask how  T an tric  sexuality  fits in to  th e  p ic tu re  

o f  tw o cu ltu ra l pa tte rn s th a t I  d rew  u p  above, th e  brahm acárin-cenxizd 

V edic p a tte rn  an d  th e  m ithuna-czn tred  C en tra l G angetic  p a tte rn . As w e 

have seen, th e  developm en t o f  th e  kaula  an d  mahayoga practices to o k  place 

a t a tim e w h en  S o u th  A sian societies w ere becom ing  increasingly d o m 

in a ted  by  feudal an d  m ilita ry  values (D av idsons ísám an tisa tion , process, 

see C h a p te r  12). T h e  S ou theast A sian states th a t adop ted  T an tric  m odels 

p robab ly  shared  m an y  o f  th e  sam e values an d  o rien ta tions. W e have already 

n o te d  th e  con fla tion  o f  w arfare an d  eroticism  th a t appeared  to  go along  

w ith  these values in  parts  o f  In d ia  in  particular.

W hether the values o f  Tantric practice can be seen as a developm ent 

o f  such problem atic emphases or as a potential counter or response to 

them  is a difficult question. It m ight have been som e o f  each, at different 

times. A  variety o f  different m eanings can also be given to the sexual and 

transgressive elem ents w ithin  Tantra.
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V iew ed from the p oin t o f  view  o f  the m odern Tibetan tradition in par

ticular, it is tem pting to stress the elem ents o f  asceticism  and control w ithin  

Tantra, and to marginalise the sexual and transgressive elem ents. T his is 

true enough for contem porary Tibetan practice, where these elem ents are 

m osdy a matter o f  visualisation or sym bolic performance, but all the indi

cations are that the sexual practices, at any rate, were seen as essential by  

both Buddhist and Saiva Tantric practitioners in  the n inth  to twelfth cen

tury Indian context, and that kdpdlika-sxylt practice, w ith its transgressive 

and antinom ian elem ents, also had som e historical reality.

A n alternative approach w ould  be to focus on the use o f  Tantric ritual for 

pragmatic ends, and to see the transgression purely in terms o f  pragmatic 

power. As I have noted  in earlier chapters, it seem s clear that the use o f  sexual 

practices and fluids, initially at least, derived from  the ritual effectiveness 

o f  im pure and transgressive substances, both for creating the initiate s link  

to the lineage and for bringing about m agically effective ritual, rather than  

from  any kind o f  spiritualisation o f  sexual experience as such. T his phase 

o f  Tantric practice adds little to a history o f  m asculinity or sexuality in  

South Asia, except perhaps to illustrate the power associated w ith  breaking 

the rules, and the need for religious practitioners to provide w hat their 

employers are looking for. By the n inth  and tenth centuries, it is clear 

that both Buddhist and Saiva practitioners were in the business o f  selling  

aggressive and destructive rituals (and also, one m ight add, healing rituals 

and rituals for prosperity) to their secular employers, and that there was a 

market for both Buddhist and Saiva versions.

Yet, as a series o f  contem porary scholars have m ade clear in relation 

to the later, ‘spiritualised1, versions o f  Tantric practice associated w ith  the 

great Kashmiri scholar Abhinavagupta and his followers,4 and as is equally 

clear from  the practice o f  Buddhist Tantra in the late Indian context and  

afterwards in Tibet, this is n ot all there is to the story.

These more spiritualised understandings o f  kaula  and Tantric practice 

m ay go back som e w ay before the reforms o f  the eight to tenth centuries. 

As I have com m ented elsewhere in this book, one needs to bear in m ind an 

‘internal’ understanding o f  w hat is going on in Tantric ritual as well as an 

external understanding. As w e have seen in relation to the Pasupatas and the 

kdpdlika-sxyXe, practitioners, the reasons w hy people undertook these appar

ently bizarre and transgressive practices m ay n ot bear m uch resemblance to 

the im age w hich the society as a w hole had o f  them . W hether, as in  the case

4 E.g. Sanderson 1985,1995; Silburn 1988; Whice 2003; MuUer-Ortega 2002; Dupuche 2003.
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o f  the  low -caste h ered ita ry  p rac titioners, people w ere b o rn  to  th e  career o f  

a T an tric  ritualist, o r w hether, as w ith  th e  Pasupatas an d  th e  kdpalika-sTylz 

ascedcs, they  chose it voluntarily , th e  ritualists w ere likely to  develop a 

perspecdve o n  the ir acdvides w h ich  allow ed th em  a degree o f  self-respect.

It is here perhaps that w e find the sources o f  kaula  pracdce as a path to  

spiritual transcendence, along w ith  the striking im agery that accom panies 

it, in w hich  the transgressive behaviour, the crem auon ground and the fierce 

deides becom e aids to achieving the breakthrough from ordinary w orldly  

experience w hich had already lon g been the central goal o f  the Indian ascedc 

paths. In tim e, this provided the basis for a spiritualised’ understanding o f  

Tantra, and a m orally elevated view  o f  the relationship o f  m ale and female 

individuals that was at the base o f  its core pracdce.

M uch the sam e w ould  also be true on the Buddhist side, where these 

practices were adopted w ithin  a tradition that already had a very strong eth

ical orientation in the bodhisattva  ideal, and where the sexual practices were 

connected directly w ith  this ethical orientation through the identification  

o f  male and fem ale sexual substances w ith  bodhicitta , the em pathetic desire 

to relieve the sufferings o f  other beings that is the central m otive force o f  

the Buddhist quest for the liberating insight (Samuel 1989).

As for the politics o f  gender in South Asian societies, Tantra by itself 

could scarcely have reversed the long-term  processes by w hich the status 

o f  w om en in South Asia becam e increasingly confined and restricted, but 

it did at least enjoin and legitim ate a m ore positive and equal relationship 

between the sexual partners w ho were involved in  its practice at the time. 

Even this was a difficult and unstable position to uphold. Perhaps that is 

as m uch as w e can reasonably ask o f  it.

In the longer term, the sexual practices were marginalised both in India 

and in  Tibet, w ith  the celibate practitioner, w hether H indu  sannyasin or 

Buddhist m onk, being increasingly seen as the ideal. W hether contem po

rary W estern versions o f  Tantric sexuality have the potential to aid in the 

all too necessary restructuring o f  sexual relationships w ithin  today s society  

is another question (Samuel 2005a: 357-61).

P H I L O S O P H Y , S P I R IT U A L  R E A L IS A T IO N  A N D  S O C IA L  P R A C T IC E

Philosophical understandings o f  Indie religions have played a fairly small 

part in this b ook.5 M y interest here has been m ore on the techniques used

5 I apologise co those who would have liked ic co have had a larger part, but there are plenty o f good 
books on Hindu and Buddhist philosophy already.
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to attain the ‘liberating insight' w ithin  specific traditions, and on  the wider 

social context w ithin  w hich  seekers o f  that insight have operated.

Indian traditions o f  spiritual realisation tend to assume that spiritual 

practice is an ascetic process o f  one or another kind, and as w e have seen  

the am ount o f  specific guidance as to technique varies from  litde or noth 

ing, in  the early period, to extrem ely elaborate internal visualisations and  

m ind-body transformations, in the later Tantric traditions. Indian spiritual 

traditions also assume that one understands or perceives som ething as a 

result o f  the successful accom plishm ent o f  spiritual practice, and that the 

understanding or perception cannot be separated from  the inner transfor

m ation brought about as a result o f  the practice. T h e liberating insight is 

both understanding and inner transformation.

Even i f  the understanding could  be understood as a logical proposition  

outside from  the inner transformation, and Indian traditions have been  

far from  united about w hether this is possible, it is ineffective w ithout the 

transformation: the point is n ot to assert the logical proposition that one  

is Siva, or that all is Buddha-nature, but to directly experience the truth  

to w hich  those words refer. T h e liberating insight is thus n ot a logical 

proposition but som ething intrinsic to a patterning or attunem ent o f  the 

m ind-body system  as a w hole to the wider universe o f  w hich it forms an 

indissoluble part. T his is one reason w hy the techniques em ployed to bring  

this inner transformation about are o f  at least as m uch interest as the logical 

propositions through w hich the resulting insight m ay be expressed.

Yogic and m editationai procedures are taken m ore seriously n ow  than  

they were in W estern societies even h alf a century ago, but the question  

o f  how  far we should regard these processes o f  inner transformation as 

having real effects remains open w ith in  m any parts o f  W estern and global 

society. In fact, this is a good question, though only pardy answerable. 

There is enough solid research to show  that Indian techniques o f  yoga  

and m editation, including the various internal yogas o f  Tantric practice, 

can indeed affect the functioning, and so the health and vitality, o f  the 

organism, and that the special awarenesses and sensitivities that are trained  

by these techniques do have real correlates accessible to m odern scientific 

investigation. I have w ritten a little elsewhere about these matters (Samuel 

2006a, 2006c), and this is an area in  w hich  there is also beginning to be 

som e serious research in  the natural sciences.

I f  w e can accept this m uch, then w e can also perhaps accept that the com 

plex set o f  techniques and approaches w hich was assembled by the Tantric 

practitioners o f  the n inth  to twelfth centuries m ay be less arbitrary and  

less bizarre than it initially appears. T h e fundam ental Tantric techniques
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deal w ith  sexuality and our connection  w ith  other hum an beings, w ith  

the basic processes o f  life and vitality and w ith  the ultim ate breakdown o f  

the hum an organism in death. T hese aspects o f  hum an existence ai t  still 

part o f  our lives today T h e encounters, real or visualised, w ith  the fero

cious Tantric deities and the horrific environm ent o f  the charnel-ground  

allow for a confrontation and resolution o f  deep-rooted conflicts w ithin  

the hum an m ind-body organism. T h e internal yogic practices valorise and 

operate w ith  the fundam ental affective bond between sexual partners, and 

treat it as a gateway to a liberating insight in w hich universal com passion  

is a key elem ent. T h ey  also confront the practitioner w ith  the process o f  

the dissolution o f  personality in sleep and in death, and treat this too as an 

opening to spiritual realisation. From this p oint o f  view, Tantra seems less 

o f  a historical aberration, and m ore a set o f  techniques that m ight allow for 

a healing and productive encounter w ith  the basic problem s o f  the hum an  

condition.

W ith  regard to the ultim ate state or condition  to w hich these practices 

aim, that associated w ith  the liberating insight itself, it is less possible to 

speak in scientific terms. Persons w ho have achieved such conditions, i f  

they exist, are generally n ot available for scientific investigation. Perhaps in  

the present context it is enough to say that these matters were clearly taken 

seriously over thousands o f  years by m any h ighly intelligent people.

O ne should go on, however, to ask a further question. W hat are the 

consequences for contem porary society as a w hole i f  it is choosing to take 

such states seriously and to com m it substantial num bers o f  people to their 

pursuit? T hat question is in the background o f  m uch o f  w hat I have w ritten  

in this book, but w e are still som e w ay from being able to answer it fully. 

Yet issues o f  this k ind m ay be critical in  relation to the future o f  our 

planet. W e can no longer treat the question o f  hum an feeling, m otivation  

and consciousness as som ething to be determ ined sim ply by the logic o f  

com m ercial exploitation and by the patterns o f  desire, dissatisfaction and  

resentm ent that it inevitably creates. N or do the various m odernist forms 

o f  religion, the so-called fundam entalism s, help the situation. T h ey  are part 

o f  the same logic as the w orld o f  com m erce. T hey operate w ith  the same 

crude levels o f  consciousness and em otion  and they lead into m uch the 

same resentments and destructive political directions. O n ly  the enem ies 

against w hich the resentm ent and anger is focused are different.

In such a world, a body o f  traditions and techniques that claims to 

detach the practitioner from  excessive em otion, and to purify his or her 

consciousness, is w orth taking w ith  som e seriousness. In addition, m uch  

o f  later Tantric practice, as w e have seen, m oved beyond this initial context



to constitute a com plex and subde series o f  processes for transforming the 

m ind-body totality o f  the practitioner.

I f  w e regard the techniques o f  yoga, m editation and Tantra as tools that 

m ay still be w orth investigating as o f  use in today s global society, then  

our ability to make sense o f  them  and use them  constructively can only  

be assisted by an understanding o f  the historical context w ithin  w hich  

these practices developed and out o f  w hich their imagery and language was 

born. I hope that this b ook  w ill provide som e o f  the elem ents for such an 

understanding.
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